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Abstract

This dissertation explores the art-historical construction of Jacobus Vrel.
Apart from his inclusion in an important seventeenth-century collection, the only
documents that attest to Vrel’s life are the paintings attributed to him, which
today, number roughly forty. The first moment in Vrel’s recovery occurred in the
1860s when some of his paintings became entwined with the emerging oeuvre
of the recently “rediscovered” Johannes Vermeer. While attributed to Vermeer,
Vrel’s paintings were appreciated as “truthful” depictions of everyday life that
appealed to romantic sensibilities. Following the reassessment of Vermeer’s
oeuvre in the 1890s, Vrel was “reconstructed” in his own right; however, his
reputation would decline. The French art historian Clotilde Brière-Misme, who
carved a niche for herself writing on a number of Dutch petits-maîtres during the
mid-twentieth century, attempted to establish Vrel a master of Dutch
“intimisme”, a genre that she believed spoke especially to the modern viewer.
Until the latter part of the century, Vrel would remain overlooked as a follower of
better-known artists, and even considered an amateur by some. More recently,
there has been renewed interest in Vrel as a marginal artist whose paintings
seem to resist mainstream methods of art-historical analysis. The first two
chapters look at the historical archival materials, Vrel’s “discovery” during the
romantic period, and at the modernist episode under Brière-Misme. The third
chapter considers recent contributions that focus on the visual language of
Vrel’s paintings, placing them in psycho-analytical and reception-based
frameworks, while also considering the recurrence of devices, such as the
Rückenfigur and the “melancholic” pose and the conventions to which they can
be related. Appended to the thesis, is an “open-ended” catalogue raisonné
which, rather than seeking to define Vrel’s “authentic” oeuvre, traces the
histories of the pictures as “Vrels” and as “works by others” and presents his
oeuvre as a variorum.
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Impact Statement

Until now, there has been very little scholarly writing on Jacobus Vrel, a
seventeenth-century artist about whom we have next to no biographical
information. Although overlooked for most of the twentieth century, Vrel’s
paintings have intrigued more recent viewers. A thorough study of Vrel and his
work has, therefore, been long overdue. Beginning in the nineteenth century,
this dissertation traces the history of Vrel’s posthumous career, bringing
together the texts that have been written about him and how they have shaped
his artistic identity. While helping to create an image of Vrel, this project is also
a historiographical study that reflects upon the processes and categories of art
history as well as contributing to the discourse on how marginal artists are arthistorically constructed. I argue that objects of the past, such as Vrel, require an
archaeological approach and must be seen through the layers of their
historiography.
It would seem that interest in Vrel is set to increase even further.
Recently, I was contacted by a museum curator who informed me that a solo
exhibition and catalogue raisonné of Vrel’s oeuvre are in the midst of being
organised. This dissertation brings together a large collection of documentation,
not only in the main text but in the form of the two appendices. The first is a
“variorum/catalogue raisonné” which includes a record of all of the paintings that
I have come across that are, or at some point were, attributed to Vrel, and
provides details of “provenance”, “exhibitions”, and “literature” for each. I
employ the same categories of the traditional catalogue raisonné form but, as I
argue in the main text, they are used to help build an image of Vrel’s arthistorical construction, rather than to try to establish a notion of an “authentic” or
complete oeuvre. The second appendix consists of a transcription of the
Hofstede de Grootfiches in the RKD that pertain to works thought to be by Vrel.
The Hofstede de Grootfiches record early references to some of Vrel’s paintings
in catalogues and collections, as well as noting the first-hand impressions of
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scholars, including Cornelis Hofstede de Groot himself. As such, both the
dissertation and appendices will be useful tools for future researches on Vrel.
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Introduction

1.
The first published reproduction of a painting by Jacobus Vrel appeared
in July 1866 when a detail of one of his interior paintings, now lost, was
employed as the frontispiece for an article in the Gazette des Beaux-Arts (CR1,
fig. 1). The simple composition consists of a wall, a doorway with two windows
above it, and a female figure positioned between the two halves of an open
door. Standing in profile, her face hidden by her bonnet, the woman leans on
the bottom half of the door facing outwards. The view that would have originally
been visible through the entrance was omitted from the engraving, the
remaining blank space serving as the background for the title of the article. The
dark interior space that the woman inhabits, built up with heavy cross-hatching,
contrasts with the white of the page upon which the engraving and the text are
printed. This effective graphic device creates the impression that the woman,
looking out toward the light, also looks upon and endorses the name of her
supposed maker who is not “Jacobus Vrel”, but “Van der Meer de Delft”.
Théophile Thoré-Bürger had used Vrel’s painting to introduce his readers
to “Van der Meer de Delft”, the artist we today call Vermeer, in his three-part
article, review of the artist.1 The original painting had been shown earlier that
year at the Exposition Rétrospective as one of two Intérieurs de Béguinages by
Van der Meer and was owned, at that time, by Thoré. In 1883, Henry Havard
recycled the frontispiece engraving for the second part of his article “Johannes
Vermeer”.2 Without referencing the work in his text, Havard’s use of the image
as the frontispiece tacitly reaffirmed Thoré’s attribution of the original painting to

1

W. Bürger, “Van der Meer de Delft”, Gazette des Beaux-Arts xxi no. 26 & 27 (1866): 297-330, 458-470,
542-575; accessed on Gallica https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k203085v ; for the frontispiece, see
p.297.
2
Henry Havard, “Johannes Vermeer, dit Van der Meer de Delft”, Gazette des Beaux-Arts (1883): vol.
XXVII, 389-399, vol. XXVIII, 213-224 accessed on <https://digi.ub.uniheidelberg.de/diglit/gba1883_2/0223/scroll?sid=b8dd1d45d125529a9f63ed71daa7cd9d> ; Henry Havard,
Van der Meer de Delft. Les Artistes Célèbres (Paris: Librairie de l’Art, 1888): 39, nos 53 and 54: Havard
listed the two “Intérieurs de béguinage” from Thoré-Bürger’s original catalogue raisonné, including the
painting that was the basis for the frontispiece, without questioning their attribution.
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Vermeer. Finally, in 1935, Clotilde Brière-Misme employed the same engraving
and layout for the title pages of her two-part article “Un ‘intimiste’ hollandais:
Jacob Vrel”, the first study devoted to the seventeenth-century painter, Vrel.3
In each of the three works, the title proclaims that the paintings described
and illustrated within the article, including the painting represented by this
engraving, were by the individual whose name was framed by the frontispiece.
The irony of this image is that, while it was chosen to help support these
assertions of authorship, it in fact destabilises them; in the first two texts, the
original painting was certainly not by the artist whose name it frames and, in the
third, although likely by the stated artist, the original painting had by then
disappeared and was known only by means of the print.4 The irony was not lost
on Brière-Misme who wrote:
We have lost trace of her since 1869, She has left us nothing but this image, used as
frontispiece for Burger’s first article on ‘Van der Meer de Delft.’ She no longer attentively
contemplated the street, but the name of the master of whom we believed she was the
daughter. Let us hope that behind her cap she has concealed indulgence rather than
contempt for one of the procedural errors that await every art historian!5

Thanks to Thoré-Bürger’s catalogue raisonné, we have an idea of what the
original painting looked like: “A little woman, in a beguine cap and guimpe,
leaning on her half-door and looking in the alley where another beguine
passes”.6 Believing that Vrel’s paintings provided a privileged glimpse within the
“pure”, feminine space of a beguinage, Thoré’s description reveals his distinctly
Romantic viewpoint. Despite this, his account allows us to imagine a painting
similar to one of Jacob Ochtervelt’s “threshold scenes”, such as his Street
3
Clotilde Brière-Misme, “Un ‘intimiste’ hollandais: Jacob Vrel”, Revue de l’Art ancien et moderne 68 (JuneDecember 1935a): 97-114, 157-172.
4
The wood engraving was made by Noel Eugène Sotain (1816-1874) after Étienne Bocourt (b. 1821). For
more on these makers, see the Index of Artists Represented in Department of Prints and Drawing at the
British Museum. Vol. II, French Schools (London 1896): 26 and 240.
5
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 114: “Nous perdons sa trace depuis 1869. Elle ne nous a laissé d’elle que cette
image, accommodée en frontispice pour le premier article de Burger sur ‘Van der Meer de Delft’. Elle y
considérait avec attention, non plus la rue, mais le nom de ce maitre dont on la croyait fille. Souhaitons
que derrière sa coiffe elle ait dissimulé de l’indulgence et non de l’ironie envers une de ces erreurs d’étatcivil qui guettent tout historien d’art!” In note 2 of the same page, Brière-Misme wrote that the painting was
in Bürger’s possession when it was shown at the 1866 Exposition. She noted that it was sold as a Vermeer
at the Demidoff sale, Paris, 1-3 April 1869, lot, 15, for 1,150 fr. and had since disappeared; see also
Frances Suzman Jowell, “Thoré-Bürger's Art Collection: ‘A Rather Unusual Gallery of Bric-à-Brac’”,
Simiolus: Netherlands Quarterly for the History of Art 30.1/2 (2003): 103, fig. 69: On the invoice from the
sale, published by Jowell, it is listed as an “Intérieur”, by V. D. Meer. Another Vermeer in Thoré-Bürger’s
collection, “Concert” (now in the Isabella Stewart Gardiner Museum, Boston) is also listed; it sold for 5,100
fr.
6
Bürger, 1866, 569, no. 52.
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Musicians at the Doorway of a House (1665, St. Louis Art Museum; see CR1,
Fig. A), in which the inside life of the home and the outside life of the city meet
at the entrance of a burgher home – although Vrel’s painting undoubtedly
lacked the theatricality and polished finish of the elegant domestic interior and
residents of a painting by Ochtervelt. Nevertheless, no matter how accurate
Thoré-Bürger’s description was, nor how vivid our imagination, we will probably
never know exactly what the woman could see through the open doorway.
The history of the frontispiece image underscores the mutability of artistic
identity and the insecurity of its proofs. The painting upon which the engraving
was based cannot be recuperated, except through the mediated form of the
engraving and the accounts of those who had seen it. Just like the frontispiece
painting, its probable maker, the artist referred to as Jacobus Vrel, is an object
of the past that exists today in mediated form as a discursive construction.
Since he “re-surfaced” in the nineteenth century, Vrel, whose paintings were
included in the renowned seventeenth-century collection of Archduke Leopold
Wilhelm and later were entangled with the “rediscovered” paintings of Vermeer,
has variously been identified a “petit-maître”, an “‘intimiste’ hollandais” and a
“Sunday painter”. These designations each refer to a layer in the formation of
Vrel’s “artistic identity”. Each label is historically specific and bound to the
conditions in which it was first applied to the artist. Both Vrel and his paintings
have been labelled “enigmatic” and “mysterious”, on the one hand this is
because of the near-total absence of biographical information, and on the other,
it is at least in part because his paintings have been perceived to resist the
kinds of analysis and the art-historical frameworks into which they have been
placed.
In his oft-cited Archaeology of Knowledge (1969), Michel Foucault
spelled out a methodology for the new history, which had already implicitly
employed in earlier works, namely The Birth of the Clinic (1963) and The Order
of Things (1966).7 Taking the lead from Foucault, a lead that many authors in a
wide scope of fields, including art history, have already taken, the method

7

Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. by A.M. Sheridan Smith. Originally published as
L’Archéologie du savoir in 1969 by Editions Gallimard (London and New York: Routledge, 2002).
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employed in the following chapters is archaeological, as the title of this
dissertation suggests. Writing on Foucault’s archaeological method, Deleuze
described the process of stratification involved in the formation of discursive
categories, or forms of knowledge:
Strata are historical formations, positivities or empiricities. As ‘sedimentary
beds’ they are made of things and words, from seeing and speaking, from the
visible and the sayable, from bands of visibility and fields of readability, from
contents and expressions.8

This project proposes to provide a cross-sectional view of Vrel as a discursive
category, as an effect of the literature. By unearthing individual strata,
considering the visibility of the discursive category in each specific spatiotemporal moment, it will attempt to identify ruptures, fissures, erosions, wherein
earlier strata impact the shape of later strata, thus allowing for a “cross
sectional” view of Vrel’s artistic identity. Beneath all of the strata is the void left
by the artist as individual. This dissertation distinguishes between the artist as
the individual maker of the works who existed in the past and the artist as an
artistic identity formed in history. The term “artistic identity” here refers to Vrel
as a discursive category that is an effect and function of the literature. Of
course, the discursive category is related to the individual who existed in the
past; however, it is not reducible to it.
This dissertation will argue that any analysis of “Vrel” must focus on the
layers of his art-historical construction, which cumulatively form him as an
artistic identity. Ivan Gaskell has written:
art-historical retrieval, as it is often termed – the definition of what a work might
have meant to its maker and original viewers – must take account of the afterlife
of that work: that is, its changing use in the world between when it was made
and the present moment.9

The chapters that follow focus on what Gaskell called the “afterlife” of the works,
as well as the formation of the discursive category of Vrel. The term “afterlife”
derives from Warburg’s “Nachleben der Antike”, which can be translated as the
8
Gilles Deleuze, “Strata or Historical Formations: the Visible and the Articulable (Knowledge)”, in Foucault,
trans. and ed. by Seán Hand (London: The Athlone Press, 1988): 48.
9
Ivan Gaskell, Vermeer’s Wager: Speculations on Art History, Theory and Art Museums (London:
Reaktion Books Ltd, 2000): 16.
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“survival” or “afterlife of the past”. In Warburg’s sense, it refers to the reemergence of older art forms in the art of later periods. We could think of it a
continuous process of renewal. The significance of Warburg’s concept has
recently been reconsidered by art historians including Michael Ann Holly. For
Holly, the “afterlife of the past” relates to the longing for objects and the inability
of art history to accept that the past worlds from which art objects derive are
never fully retrievable, art history as a kind of mourning, or coping with loss.
Holly has written that: “Research is that defence mechanism erected against the
recognition that there is very little about them [the objects of the past] that we
can in the end recover other than the immediacy of their being the present.”10
The drive to reconstitute the artist as an individual through archival research is a
symptom of this longing for the past.
How do we deal with art of the past? What is the purpose of art historical
research? Do we attempt to recuperate world from which the object derives? Or
do we focus on the immediacy of the object, on our immediate aesthetic
experience? These are questions that are central to the practice of art history
and ones that have been asked recently by, among others, Holly and Keith
Moxey. According to Moxey, the discipline of art history has alternated between
methodologies that aim to contextualise the objects of the past and
methodologies that focus on the immediate aesthetic experience of art objects;
the former views the object as “cultural product filled with significance that
needs to be deciphered” and the latter as the “agent that provokes meaningful
responses in its viewers.”11 The persistent desire to locate, or to know the
author, seems to be a symptom of the former motive. The continued fascination
with the individual personality of the artist and desire to learn about them. This
dissertation works between the two poles that Moxey outlined; it acknowledges
that the past is never fully retrievable, which is, in part the impetus behind its
use of an archaeological method, for the past is always being created anew in
new layers of art historical work.

10
11

Michael Ann Holly, The Melancholy Art (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2013): xix.
Keith Moxey, Visual Time: The Image in History (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2013): 6.
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In addition to being archaeological, the method employed in this project
is also empirical, in that it brings together and analyses the data of the archive,
which is composed of the paintings attributed to Vrel and the literature written
about him and his work. In amassing this information, like a variorum text, this
dissertation attempts to bring together all of the versions of “Vrel”. Some of the
accounts that will be surveyed can be framed as “unconsidered histories” – by
which is meant the indirectly linked discoveries and footnotes of works of wellknown art historians, as well as the work of art historians who have been
unconsidered in their own right, or whose work is no longer deemed relevant.
The first chapter is divided into three parts that uncover different
moments in Vrel’s history, providing a cross-sectional view of his successive
“identities”. The first moment explores the formation of Archduke Leopold
Wilhelm’s early-modern collection. With the help of his court artist David Teniers
the Younger, Leopold Wilhelm amassed a collection of nearly 1400 works of art
while he was Regent of the Southern Netherlands (1647-1656). The collection
was well-documented with gallery views (Kunstkammern) by Teniers, an
inventory, and a luxuriously produced illustrated catalogue (the Theatrum
Pictorium, 1661) bearing witness to its grandeur – the latter two sources reveal
that paintings by Vrel were included in this collection.12 Based on this evidence,
certain inferences can be made about how Vrel was perceived by his
contemporaries, we are also provided with clues as to where he might have
been active. The first noteworthy moment in Vrel’s posthumous career occurred
when his paintings resurfaced during what I call “The Vermeer Event” of the
1860s, when the Republican art critic and champion of Dutch painting,
Théophile Thoré-Bürger introduced his “Sphinx of Delft” to the French public.13
A good number of paintings that made up the emerging oeuvre are now
12

The 1659 inventory is published in A. Berger, “Inventar der Kunstsammlung des Erzherzogs Leopold
Wilhelm von Osterreich”, Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorichen Sammlungen des Allerhochsten Kaiserhauses, I
(1883): LXXIX-CLXXVII; The first edition of the Theatrum Pictorium, published in 1660, was printed in
Latin, Spanish, French and Dutch versions, I consulted the French 1660 edition: David Teniers, Le Theatre
des peintures de David Teniers, natif d’Anvers, peintre, et ayde de chambre de serenissimes princes
Leopolde Guil. Archiduc, & Don Jean d’Austriche: auquel sont representez les desseins tracés do sa main,
et gravés en cuivre par ses soins sur les originaux italiens, que le Serme Archiduc a assemblé en son
cabinet de la Cour de Brusselles (Brussels and Antwerp: 1660).
13
In addition to his 1866 articles on Vermeer, mentioned above, see also W. Bürger, Musées de la
Hollande 2 vols. (Brussels: 1858 & 1860), especially the second volume; W. Bürger, Etudes sur les
peintres hollandais et flamands: Gallérie d’Arenberg à Bruxelles, avec le catalogue complet de la collection
(Paris, Brussels, Leipzig, 1859).
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considered to be by other artists, including Vrel. Considerable time will be spent
discussing the changing conditions of the field of Dutch art history that
precipitated renewed French interest in Dutch genre painting. Under the
influence of Hegel and German art historians, such as Johann Dominik Fiorillo
and Carl Friedrich von Rumohr, Thoré-Bürger and those who followed him had
argued that a “Dutch National character”, which they believed to be the product
of the specific political, religious and geographical context of the Dutch
Republic, was responsible for the “unique” character of Dutch painting,
particularly the scenes of daily life which they perceived to be direct recordings
of reality. The third part of this chapter explores Vrel’s reconstruction as an
independent master, which began around the turn of the twentieth century. The
rediscovery of Vermeer and subsequent de-attribution of many of the paintings
that had initially been considered part of his oeuvre, led to the recovery of other
petits-maîtres. Cornelis Hofstede de Groot played an integral role in unravelling
these attributions and was the first author to consider Vrel in his own right.14
Following Hofstede de Groot, no review or catalogue raisonné was written
about Vrel until Clotilde Brière-Misme’s 1935 two-part article. Despite BrièreMisme’s efforts to claim Vrel as an “intimiste”, and to make him of interest to a
modern spectator, for much of the twentieth century Vrel was largely
pigeonholed as a naïve, or even amateur, artist and remained overlooked by art
historians and the public.
In the second chapter, Brière-Misme’s characterisation of Vrel as an
“‘intimiste’ hollandais” will be considered. It will be argued that, for her, Vrel’s
paintings of women in the home, particularly his “old women” seated by the
hearth, were the greatest expressions of Vrel’s “intimisme”. Through empathetic
engagement (there is little evidence of iconographical or social-historical
analysis in her study), Brière-Misme intuited that Vrel’s interior paintings were
representations of a universal female experience and the stages of a woman’s
life. Her notion of “intimisme”, which she applied to Vrel and other Dutch artists,
particularly to petits-maîtres she considered to be part of the “Delft school”, was
born out of two earlier moments. Brière-Misme viewed “intimisme” as an effect
14

Cornelis Hofstede de Groot, “Die Auction Thoré-Bürger”, in Repertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft 16
(1893):116-19.
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of the love of home and security which she believed to be part of the “Dutch
National character”, a notion that we have already observed reaches back to
Thoré-Bürger’s Republican, Hegelian history of Dutch art. We will explore the
development of the cult of “intimité” in nineteenth-century France, which can be
read for, for example, in interior decoration manuals, such as Henry Havard’s
L’art dans la maison, and in other writings on the bourgeois home, which also
demonstrate the commodification of intimacy.15 The broad notions of privacy
and the domestic sphere as the refuge for the individual, as seen in through the
works of Jürgen Habermas and Richard Sennett, will be considered.16 The
second moment that informed Brière-Misme’s writing on Dutch art was the
French turn-of-century avantgarde movement, Intimisme. The writing of Henri
Michel on “intimité” as a characteristic of Dutch painting, and Camille Mauclair’s
writing on what came to be called French Intimiste artists, are both works that
possibly influenced Brière-Misme’s writing on the Dutch “intimistes”.17 We shall
track this moment of French modernity and modernism in the art-historical
writings of Katherine Kuenzli, and in Francesca Berry’s work on the art of
Édouard Vuillard.18 It has been argued that typical images of women in the
home, painted by male artists such as Vuillard, represented the ideal of male
bourgeois intimacy; the same thing could also be argued for Vrel’s pictures of
anonymous female figures within his interiors. Brière-Misme believed that Dutch
“intimisme” was a genre that spoke to modern viewers. However, her “feminine
history” was, it seems, deemed irrelevant and has been left behind by
feminist/social-historical interpretations.
In the final chapter, a third moment will be considered, one that
appreciates the necessity of looking to earlier frameworks for Dutch painting as
15
Henry Havard, L'art dans la maison: grammaire de l'ameublement, 2 vol., first edition published in 1884
(Paris: E. Rouveyre, 1887)
16
Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of
Bourgeois Society, trans. by Thomas Burger, ass. by Frederick Lawrence, first published in German as
Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit Darmstadt and Neuwied: Hermann Luchterhand Verlag,1962
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,1991); Richard Sennett, The Fall of Public Man (Cambridge, London,
Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1977).
17
Henri Michel, “ Notes sur la Hollande et sur l’intimité”, Cahiers de la quinzaine, 7e cahier de la 5e série
(Paris : Cahiers de la quinzaine, 1904): 5-37; Camille Mauclair, De Watteau à Whistler (Paris :
Bibliothèque Charpentier, 1905); Camille Mauclair, “Chapitre VIII - Les Intimistes”, in Les États de la
peinture française de 1850 à 1920 (Paris: Payot & Cie, 1921): 112-25.
18
Katherine Kuenzli, The Nabis and Intimate Modernism: Painting and the Decorative at the Fin-de-Siècle,
(Surrey, UK and Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2010); Francesca Berry, “‘Maman is my Muse’: The Maternal as
Motif and Metaphor in Édouard Vuillard’s Intimisme”, Oxford Art Journal 34.1 (2011): 55-77.
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well as one that posits a return to the paintings themselves and ponders the
type of looking that they encourage. Being of this moment, I look to Vrel’s
interior domestic paintings and consider the recurring devices of the
Rückenfigur, the look outwards from the home, and the “melancholic” pose and,
using iconographical and social-historical forms of analysis, frame them against
images by Vrel’s contemporaries. Following Brière-Misme’s study, Elizabeth
Honig’s 1989 article “Looking in(to) Jacob Vrel” was the first significant work on
the artist.19 Both Honig’s account, and a recent chapter by Hanneke
Grootenboer, posit that Vrel’s paintings make room for the viewer and,
employing psycho-analytical analysis that draws on Lacan, encourage an
awareness of the act of “looking”.20 Angela Vanhaelen has argued that a
rhetoric of boredom was used by earlier writers on Dutch “realist” paintings,
including Alois Riegl, as a tool for locating meaning in paintings that have
sometimes been derided as “meaningless”.21 Riegl’s theory of attentiveness
(Aufmerksamkeit) and his belief that the psychological involvement of the of the
viewer was necessary to complete paintings that do not look back will be
considered.22
Grootenboer’s very recent piece on Vrel can be seen as evidence that
interest in the artist appears to be on the rise, which might indicate a shift in his
“critical fortunes”. Further evidence of this, is that a major solo exhibition, to be
shown in Munich (Alte Pinakothek), Paris (Fondation Custodia) and The Hague
(Mauritshuis), and catalogue raisonné are also being prepared for 2020.23
Another indication of the improvement in Vrel’s reputation, if sales prices can be
considered an indicator of public consensus on an artist and his or her work,
recent paintings coming up at auction have sold remarkably well: in 2013 an
interior painting portraying an old woman reading (CR56), sold for a record19

Elizabeth Alice Honig, “Looking in(to) Jacob Vrel”, Yale Journal of Criticism 3.1 (Fall 1989): 37-56.
Hanneke Grootenboer, “Arresting What Would Otherwise Slip Away: The Waiting Images of Jacob Vrel”,
in Time in the history of Art: temporality, chronology and anachrony, ed. by Dan Karlholm and Keith Moxey
(London: Routledge, 2018): n.p. ePub doi: <10.4324/9781315229409>.
21
Angela Vanhaelen, “Boredom’s Threshold: Dutch Realism”, Art History 35. 5 (November 2012b): 10051023, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-8365.2012.00934.x
22
Alois Riegel, “Das holländische Gruppenporträt”, Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien,
23 (1902): 71-278, the English edition that I have used is Alois Riegl, The Group Portraiture of Holland,
trans. Evelyn M. Kain and David Britt (Los Angeles: The Getty Research Center for Art and the
Humanities, 1999).
23
I thank Cécile Tainturier of the Fondation Custodia, Collection Frits Lugt, Paris, for informing me of these
exciting developments.
20
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breaking amount for paintings by Vrel, and in 2018 a street scene (CR44) made
nearly double its asking price.24 Most recently, a further two street scenes
(CR33 and CR38), were sold at auction for astounding prices. Perhaps
contemporary viewers are more inclined to embrace marginal artists and
paintings that cannot be so easily “read”.
A copy of Elizabeth Honig’s 1985 research notes on Vrel are held in the
RKD in The Hague. The heading of the papers reads: “Everything there is to
know about… -JACOB VREL-”.25 While her later article presents interesting
possibilities for interpreting Vrel’s paintings and presented a theory about the
type of “looking” that she argued they encourage, Honig’s earlier notes are
revealing in a different way. Laid out clearly, in list form, they presented all of
the known “facts” about the artist. According to Honig, the “Vrel” of 1985
consisted of: one date, one document, a short bibliography and collection of
paintings. The date, 1654, is inscribed on Woman at the Window (CR16, fig. 3),
a painting now in the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna. The document refers
to an entry in the 1659 inventory of Archduke Leopold Wilhelm’s art collection
for two paintings by “Jacob Frell”.26 The bibliography is sparse; Honig claimed
that Brière-Misme’s “amazingly thorough” 1935 study was, as of then, the only
substantial work that had been undertaken on the artist.27 For paintings, Honig

24
CR56 (“Une femme à sa lecture”) sold for 2,232,000 € on 10 April 2013, Drouot Richilieu, Fraysse & cie,
lot 84. I believe that the previous record for a Vrel at auction was $408,000 for “The Little Nurse” (CR26) in
Sotheby’s New York sale, 25-26 January 2007, lot 7. The estimate for Jacobus Vrel’s A cobbled street in a
town with people conversing (CR44) was £300,000-400,000 and it sold for £838,000. Sotheby’s London
sale, 4 July 2018, lot 36 http://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2018/old-masters-eveningl18033/lot.36.html ; Sotheby’s New York sale, 30 January 2019, lots 30 and 31, which sold for 1,215,000
and 855,000 respectively: http://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2019/master-paintingsevening-n10007/lot.30.html
http://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2019/master-paintings-evening-n10007/lot.31.html
25
Elizabeth Alice Honig, unpublished notes, dated 25-3-1985, n.p., RKD, The Hague, BD/RKD/0800 ONS/Voorordening schilderkunst, J. Vrel (2), Buitenshuis.
26
The inventory was published in A. Berger, “Inventar der Kunstsammlung des Erzherzogs Leopold
Wilhelm von Osterreich”, Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorichen Sammlungen des Allerhochsten Kaiserhauses, I
(1883): LXXIX-CLXXVII; the entry Honig quoted is no. 739 (CL); Honig would note in her later article, the
presence of a third (unidentified) painting by Vrel in the inventory, see Honig 1989, 53, note 8; the third
painting is no. 758 (CLI) in Berger.
27
For a full bibliography, Honig directed the reader to see Peter C. Sutton, “Catalogue 123 (Plate 111)
Woman at a Window, 1654”, in ex. cat. Masters of Seventeenth Century Dutch Genre Painting, ed. by
Jane Iandola Watkins (Philadelphia: Philadelphia Museum of Art, 1984): 353; in addition to Brière-Misme’s
piece, she instructed the reader to see Gérard Régnier, “Jacob Vrel, un Vermeer du pauvre”, Gazette des
Beaux-Arts 6e, 71 (1968): 269-82; Régnier’s article, according to Honig, little more than reasserted BrièreMisme’s claims; for illustrations, Honig also directed the reader to see the Rotterdam exhibition catalogue
Vermeer: Oorsprong en Invloed Fabritius, de Hooch, de Witte 9 Juli – 9 October, Museum Boymans
(Rotterdam, 1935) no. nos. 98-106; and Eduard Plietzsch, Holländische und Flämische Maler Des XVII.
Jahrh. (Leipzig: Veb E.A. Seemann Verlag, 1960): 81-3.
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listed a total of 38, including twenty interior paintings, sixteen street scenes, one
church interior and one drawing. She indicated attributions of which she was
doubtful as well as paintings she had neither seen in person nor via
reproduction, and thus could not confirm their attributions. In addition to these,
she noted that five other works had been mentioned in Brière-Misme but had
been rejected as “Vrels”.
2. Vrel and his paintings
What is “known” about the Jacobus Vrel, the individual, today? Scarcely
more than Honig did over thirty years ago and much of what she noted had
already been recorded by Brière-Misme in 1935. But nothing is settled. In this
dissertation, the decision to call the artist in question “Jacobus Vrel” was
arbitrary, as there are several options from which to choose. While the artist is
generally referred to as either “Jacob Vrel” or “Jacobus Vrel”, historically, many
other versions of his name exist. The artist himself signed his name in a variety
of ways on his paintings, and Brière-Misme noted that two times out of nine, he
had signed it “Vrel”.28 The RKD refers to the artist as “Jacob Vrel” and records
eleven spelling variations for his name:
Jacobus Frel, Jan Frel, Jacobus Frelle, Jan Frelle, Jacobus Vreele, Jan Vreele,
Jacobus Vrel, Jacobus Vrelle, Jan Vrelle, Jacobus Vriel, and Jan Vriel.29

In the 1659 archive of Archduke Leopold’s collection, his name is listed in
one entry as “Jacob Frell” and in another as “Jakob Fröll”.30 The signature on
one of the paintings listed under number 739 in the inventory, the so-called
“Woman at the Window” (CR16) reads “J. Frel”. Then, in addition to the artists’
own variations in signing his name, there is the issue of human error in
deciphering signatures. On this point, Hofstede de Groot wrote:
So, we now have a full name for this painter Vrell, with parallel forms Verll and Orelli.
The latter is puzzling me, the form Verll can be explained as a clerical error for Vrell, as

28

Brière-Misme, 1935a, 101.
“Jacob Vrel”, RKD, https://rkd.nl/nl/explore/artists/82037
30
Berger, CL, no. 739, and CLI, no. 758.
29
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there are authentic drawings by Rembrandt and B.V.D. Helst spelled Rembandt and
van der Hlst or van der Heslt.31

Although, in 1904, Hofstede de Groot believed that he had discovered the
artist’s “true” name inscribed on the piece of paper on the floor in CR56 (as
“Jacobus Vrel”), in a 1916 article he would refer to him instead as “Jacobus
Vrell”.32
Multiple variations in the spelling of names are commonplace in earlymodern archives. Contemporaries used many spellings of Rembrandt’s name,
for example, which is puzzling since he was principally known by his (usually
signed) prints from his mid-thirties; by the time he was famous he had reduced
his name to the one element we know today, his given name, having
experimented with a variety of signature forms in his youth. Given the absence
of a “correct” spelling of Vrel in the Netherlandish archives, one explanation
might be that “Vrel” (and its variations) may have been this artist’s “pen name”,
like “Rembrandt”, the alias he (or she?) used to sign his pictures, but not the
name by means of which he would have been recorded in baptism, marriage or
death records, nor in guild registries.
As regards chronology, Hofstede de Groot first noted that the date of
1654 on the Vienna picture (CR16) was the only legible date on Vrel’s
paintings. He also surmised that this made Vrel a precursor to Vermeer and De
Hooch rather than a follower. This observation has been repeated by later
writers.33 The accepted date range for Vrel is usually given as “active 16541662”. Jan Pacilly has argued that a picture in the Musée de Beaux-Arts, Lille
(CR22) is the painting from which the 1662 date originated; however, as Pacilly

31
Cornelis Hofstede de Groot, Kritische Opmerkingen Omtrent Oud-Hollandsche Schilderijen in Onze
Musea III (1904): 33: “Wij hebben dus thans als vollen naam van dezen schilder Vrell, met de
nevenvormen Verll en Orelli. Deze laatste is mij vooralsnog raadselachtig, de vorm Verll kan uit een
schrijffout voor Vrell verklaard worden, evenals er volkomen authentieke handteekeningen van Rembrandt
en B.V.D. Helst voorkomen, gespeld Rembandt en van der Hlst of van der Heslt.”
32
Cornelis Hofstede de Groot, “Jacobus Vrell. Binnenhuis met een oud man aan ‘t haardvuur”, Oude
Kunst 1 (Haarlem: J.A. Boom – Uitgever, October 1915-Septmeber 1916): 210.
33
Hofstede de Groot, 1916: “Het eenige jaartal, dat op Vrell’s schilderijen gevonden is: 1654, is vroeger
dan een datum op de werken der genoemde meesters, die hij zou hebben kunnen nagevolg.”; others who
repeated this assertion include: Brière-Misme, 1935a, 102; W. Martin, De Hollandsche Schilderkunst in de
zeventiende Eeuw: Rembrandt en zijn tijd onze 17e eeuwsche schilderkunst in haren bloetijd en nabloei
(Amsterdam: J.M. Meunlenhoff, 1936): 208; Sutton, 1984, 353; Michiel C.C. Kersten, Delft Masters,
Vermeer’s Contemporaries: Illusionism through the Conquest of Light and Space ex. cat., ed. Daniëlle
H.A.C. Lokin (Zwolle and Delft: Waanders Publishers and Stedelijk Museum Het Prinsenhof, 1996): 177-8.
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rightly pointed out, this painting has not been attributed to Vrel since 1935,
rendering the date range 1654-62 unfounded.34 Fragments of dates can be read
on several of Vrel’s paintings. Honig, for instance, suggested that the date 1670
could be read (although only roughly) on one of Vrel’s street scenes in the
Wadsworth Atheneum (CR46).35
As to Vrel’s place of work, commentators have continued to suggest that
Vrel was active in Delft, an identification first based on the fact that Vrel’s
paintings had once been attributed to Vermeer, and, after that, because he was
considered a follower of Vermeer and De Hooch. The “Delft school” epitomized
Dutch “intimisme”, for Brière-Misme, which is why she believed Vrel should be
“left” there; however, in order to explain his presence in Leopold Wilhelm’s
collection, she argued that he must have had connections with Brussels or
Antwerp.36 Some have looked to Vrel’s paintings for evidence of his location of
activity. Honig has noted that the “origins can be limited linguistically with some
assurance due to the inscriptions in Dutch on several of his paintings”.37 Eduard
Plietzsch and Gerard Régnier believed the Capuchin monks in the street
scenes could be a clue as to Vrel’s location of activity, suggesting somewhere
near the German-Flemish border.38 The absence of canals and apparently
“older” looking architecture, led other writers, such as Hofstede de Groot, to
believe that he had painted a smaller town or towns somewhere in the Southern
Netherlands, Gelderland or possibly in Germany.39 W.R. Valentiner suggested
34

Jan Pacilly, "Old man seated before a window, reading", in Johnny van Haeften catalogue (London:
2012): note 1: “Time and again, “…1662” is added to Vrel’s dates, but that refers to a painting in Lille
(Musée des Beaux-Arts, inv. P 235: Weaver’s Workshop, with a Mother and her Child [CR22]), previously
given as signed and dated JV1662, but the signature no longer exists in this form. Furthermore, the
attribution to Vrel has been doubted since 1935; the most recent Lille catalogue gives an attribution for inv.
P 235 to Isaac Jansz Koedijck. Not to be confused (as often happened) with Lille’s actual Vrel [CR7] (inv.
P 218, authentic beyond a doubt, signed, but not dated).”; Contrary to Pacilly, Ekkehard Mai has identified
CR7 as the painting that is dated 1662 in Ekkehard Mai, “Wer war Jacobus Vrel? Hypothesen zum
sogenannten ‘Vermeer der Armen’”, Kölner Museums-Bulletin. Berichte und Forschungen aus den
Museen der Stadt-Köln 4 (2003): 46; I believe, however, that Pacilly was correct and that CR22 is the
basis for “1654-1662” and CR7 is undated.
35
Honig, 1985 notes, B-9 “Square with a Baker’s Shop”; Honig, 1989, note 2.
36
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 102.
37
Honig, 1989, note 6; Honig was referring, for example, to the writing on a sign in front of a bakery in
three paintings (CR42, 43, 46), which in CR46 reads “Dit huys is thr.” (This house is for rent).
38
Plietzsch, 1960, 81; Régnier, 270-2.
39
Hofstede de Groot, 1916, 210: “In de buitenaarchitectuur der huizen en in de inrichting der vertrekken
ontmoet men bijzonderheden, die men bij zijne tijdegenooten uit de groote Hollandsche steden niet
terugvindt. Dit geeft mij aanleiding tot de veronderstelling, dat hij in een der meer binnenslands geleden
steden gewerkt heeft, te meer, daar men zijn naam in geen der gildeboeken of notarieele protokollen of
inventarissen onzer groote middelpunten van kunst aatreft”; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 101: she wrote that
Hofstede de Groot suggested either Amersfoort, Rhenen, Arnhem or Deventer - perhaps this was a direct
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Friesland, the Lower Rhineland, or Flanders.40 Lyckle de Vries, arguing that
Nicolaes Maes had a strong influence on Vrel, suggested Dordrecht.41 Paul
Taylor recently suggested Deventer based on the similarity of two church
steeples in CR57 to the Bergkerk.42 Based on the style of his street scenes, as
well as the baker and weaver motif, Honig suggested Haarlem, home of the
Berckheyde brothers, a suggestion that had also been made in the catalogue of
the 1935 Rotterdam Vermeer exhibition.43
Although theories abound, we do not know where Vrel was born or
worked, nor when. Nor do we know if he was apprenticed to another painter or
whether he was a member of a guild. We do not even know his religion,
whether he was married, had children, owned property or got into a fight with a
neighbour. Apart from the 1659 inventory, and his name being listed in the
Theatrum Pictorium (1661) (as “Iacobus Frell”), no other “certain” seventeenthcentury written documents attesting to Vrel’s life have been identified.44 It is
probable, or almost certain, that other archival documents linked to Vrel exist –
they simply have yet to be found.45 Most likely, we have been looking under the
wrong names, or in the wrong places. This absence of biographical information
led Brière-Misme to write:
Therefore, in terms of ‘biographical sources’, we are reduced to his paintings, to the
inscriptions that they bear: several signatures and one date; to the presence of two of
them in an illustrious collection, in the 17th century, and finally to their style.46

communication with her; Plietzsch, 1960, 81: “Darin stimmen aber alle Kenner dieses aparten
Kleinmeisters überein: Er hat abseits der niederlandischen Kunstzentern irgendwo in der Provinz gelebt.”
40
W. R. Valentiner, “Introduction”, in Pieter de Hooch The Master’s Paintings in 180 Reproductions with an
Appendix on the Genre Painters in the Manner of Pieter de Hooch and Hendrik van Der Burch’s Art
(London: A. Zwemmer, 1930): XXVIII.
41
Lyckle de Vries, Jan Steen “de kluchtschilder” dissertation (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, 1977): 38.
42
Paul Taylor email communication, 5 December 2012.
43
Honig, 1989, 40; exhibition catalogue Vermeer: Oorsprong en Invloed Fabritius, de Hooch, de Witte 9
Juli – 9 October, Museum Boymans (Rotterdam, 1935): 36.
44
Brière-Misme thought that one of the “Little Nurse” paintings (CR27) was listed in the inventory of Jan
Boursse (the artist Esaias Boursse’s brother) as number 42, an anonymous painting described as “een
vroutge sittende voor een sieck bedt”; while this theory is possible, it cannot presently be proven; BrièreMisme,1935a, 160, note 3; the inventory can be viewed in the Montias Database accessed online through
the Frick library http://research.frick.org/montias/browserecord.php?-action=browse&-recid=2344.
45
An unsuccessful search for Vrel in archives in the Netherlands was carried out by J. Postma, Jacobus
Vrel, de vraag naar zijn herkonst en oeuvrecatalogus, doctoralscriptie (Leiden, 1982); Honig (1989): 39,
note 6.
46
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 101: “Nous sommes donc réduit, en fait de ‘sources biographiques’, à ses
tableaux, aux inscriptions qu’ils portent: plusieurs signatures et une date; à la présence de deux d’entre
eux, aux XVIIe siècle, dans une collection illustre, et enfin à leur style.”
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According to Brière-Misme, Vrel can only be known through his “oeuvre”, which
is an unstable category in its own right. As a relatively unconsidered artist
without a recent catalogue raisonné, the size of Vrel’s oeuvre has varied,
certainly over time but even today from commentator to commentator.47 This
project has been a journey of learning how to write about an object of the past
about which very little is known, so as a starting point, taking Brière-Misme’s
advice, we turn first to the paintings attributed to Vrel.
The paintings that are today attributed to Vrel, as Honig has noted, fall
mainly into two categories: street scenes and domestic interior paintings. The
street scenes portray, what appear to us to be, the back alleys of a town or
towns inhabited by small-scale male and female figures who either appear to be
interacting with one another, resting, or slowly walking along – generally, the
figures appear to be engaged in work and, overall, there is little sense of action
in these paintings. In several compositions, there are shop fronts with stalls,
including some that display assortments of bread – evidently, they are
bakeries.48 A male figure, apparently a baker, leans out of a window above the
shop in four of the pictures (CR41, CR42, CR43, CR46). Other than the baker,
the only remarkable figures in the street scenes (ones that standout from the
simply dressed men, women, and occasionally children), are pairs of Capuchin
monks who appear in two compositions (CR37, CR46). There are what have
been identified as barbers-surgeon’s poles (CR44), as well as shop signs with
graphic symbols, such as a crescent or a key (CR35).49 Within these
compositions, there is hardly a sense of depth as the view down the cobbled
streets is normally blocked off by buildings, eliminating any sense of the

47

Hofstede de Groot, 1916: 20 to 25 paintings; Brière-Misme, 1935a: she attributed approximately 33
paintings to Vrel with the suggestion of others that have been lost; Sutton, 1984, 353: “approximately thirty
existing paintings”; Kersten, 1996, 179: around 30 paintings; Wieseman, 214: “fewer than forty paintings”;
Grootenboer, 2018, n.p.: states that his oeuvre contains 38 paintings.
48
Based on the appearance of the bread in Vrel’s street scenes (and based on the consultation of the
Dutch food historian Peter Rose), Walter Liedtke suggested Vrel might have been from Friesland or one of
the “Northern Quarter” cities of Alkmaar, Enkhuizen or Hoorn, see Walter Liedtke, Vermeer and the Delft
School ex. cat. (New Yok/ New Haven and London: The Metropolitan Museum of Art and Yale University
Press, 2001): 130, note, 9.
49
For an interesting socio-historical perspective that posits Vrel’s street scenes as depicting an urban
neighbourhood, with the sounds and sights that would have been familiar to members of a specific
community, see Linda Stone-Ferrier, “Jacobus Vrel’s Dutch Neighborhood Scenes”, in Essays in Honor of
Alison Kettering (Carleton College: Midwestern Arcadia, 2014): 1-11, downloadable at
https://apps.carleton.edu/kettering/stone-ferrier/ : for specific discussion on the significance of the shop
signs see pp 5-6.
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horizon. The feeling of compressed space is reinforced by the fact that all of the
street scenes are in a vertical “portrait” format. The facades of the tall, rustic,
buildings are punctuated by many darkened windows. In some of the paintings,
the rhythm of the flat rectangular surfaces of the brick walls and windows
produces an effect of near geometric abstraction (CR44). There are no views of
canals and only small sections of sky are visible above the rooflines.
There are few comparable mid-seventeenth-century Dutch paintings of
cities. Vrel’s street scenes, which perhaps are better described by the name
given to them by Thoré-Bürger, “ruelles” [alleys], seem quite unlike cityscapes
by artists such as Jan van der Heyden and, later, Job and Gerrit Berckheyde,
which, coming out of the topographical tradition, focus on identifiable
monuments, such as churches and town halls, and include large swathes of sky
and great expanses of space, which is amplified by the horizontal “landscape”
format of the compositions.50 The closest comparison to be made with Vrel’s
street scenes is Nicolaes Hal’s Grote Houtstraat (c. 1655-60, Haarlem, Frans
Hals Museum, see Appendix A, Intro, Fig. J), a suggestion made by Honig;
although there are some parallels between the compositions in terms of the
architecture and figures as well as the vertical format, the sense of depth and
space that is seen in Hal’s work is quite absent from Vrel’s.51 Some have
compared Vrel’s street scenes to Vermeer’s “Het Straatje” (The Little Street, c.
1658, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum) and also the rough workspaces portrayed in
some of Pieter de Hooch’s courtyard scenes. The comparison, especially with
Vermeer’s Het Straatje is interesting. In the 1860s, when Vermeer’s oeuvre was
emerging, he was considered to be as much a painter of city views and street
scenes as he was of interiors. Most of the “ruelles” then-attributed to Vermeer
are now attributed to Vrel.
About half of Vrel’s accepted “oeuvre” is made up of interior paintings.
Vrel’s modestly furnished interiors are characterised by their lofty ceilings and

50
This has been noted by Brière-Misme, 1935a, 106; Lokin, 1996, 103: “The clarity and openness that
characterise so much of Delft genre painting, including Vrel’s own domestic interiors, are lacking in the
artist’s street scenes”; on the contrary, Elizabeth Honig argued that there are parallels between Vrel’s
street scenes and those of the some of the Haarlem cityscape painters including Gerrit Berckheyde who
occasionally painted in on a vertical format, Honig, 1989, 40-1.
51
Honig, 1989, 40; Hal’s painting is also noted in Mai, 48, fig. 8.
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tall windows and, in contrast to the street scenes, evoke a feeling of
spaciousness. Despite the tall windows, the rooms are never brilliantly
illuminated with strong sunlight, instead they are normally softly, if not dimly, lit
with diffused light. In addition to the tall windows, architectural elements that are
repeated in the interior paintings are Vrel’s distinctive fireplace with prominent
chimney hood and, in many of the paintings, a box bed. Many of the same
objects reappear in different configurations within Vrel’s modest interiors,
including the decorative blue and white plates that normally hang on the
mantlepiece, stunted chairs (vrouwenstoelen) and stools, copper pots and foot
warmers.52 Although a few items convey a sense of subtle prosperity, there is
nothing that we can perceive as luxurious about these rooms. Apart from the
white-washed walls and elements of the figures’ costumes, the interiors are
painted in an earthy, almost monochromatic, palette. The modest clothes of the
figure in the frontispiece image must have been painted in the same colours as
the uniform that most of Vrel’s women wear: dark skirt, reddish-brown top, and
white cap and shoulder covering. The figures are often solitary and, in most
cases, are completely turned away from the viewer or their faces are concealed.
In several instances, children (CR7, CR28, CR30), and very rarely a man
(CR7), appear. When there is more than one figure, interaction between them is
limited. Reposing by the fire (CR4, fig. 8) or staring out from the home (CR16),
Vrel’s women are not actively engaged in strenuous chores and, as in the street
scenes, there never appears to be much action. Occasionally, the activities or
tasks in which the figures are engaged are apparent, such as the woman
combing the child’s hair (probably for lice) in CR30; however, for the most part,
there is little evidence of narratives. The scenes depicted in Vrel’s interior
paintings are remarkable in their resistance to modern interpretation.

52

Llona van Tuinen has written that a curator at the Rijksmuseum, Femke Diercks, informed her that: “The
plates Vrel depicts, and which feature in many of his other interior scenes, are of relatively low quality.
Their ‘spider-like’ decorations on the edges point to Portuguese faience, a type of inexpensive
earthenware loosely based on Chinese porcelain.” Llona van Tuinen, “Interior with a Sick Woman by a
Fireplace”, in The Leiden Collection Catalogue, ed. By Arthur K. Wheelock Jr., New York,
https://www.theleidencollection.com/archive/ (accessed 16 July, 2018): note 12; more research can be
done into details of the interior architecture and objects found in Vrel’s interiors which might help to narrow
down his region of activity. However, the fact that most of the objects in Vrel’s interiors are relatively
commonplace and “non-descript”, suggest that they would possibly reveal few clues.
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Since the earliest examples in the Renaissance, the catalogue raisonné
has been used as an empirical tool to establish the oeuvres of artists. It was
especially employed by connoisseurs and art historians attempting to carve out
the identities of “rediscovered” artists in the nineteenth and first half of the
twentieth centuries; this was the case, as will be seen in the first and second
chapters, for Thoré-Bürger, Hofstede de Groot, and Brière-Misme, among
others. In John Smith’s Catalogue Raisonné of the works of the most eminent
Dutch, Flemish, and French painters (1829-42), the prototype for Hofstede de
Groot’s life work, in the dedication to Sir Robert Peel, the reader learns that the
main purpose of the catalogue was:
to convey such information to amateurs of Pictorial Art as may prevent, in a great
measure, the success of the frauds and impositions too much practised and to enable
them to pursue the objects of their taste with more certainty of attainment than
hitherto…53

The overall goal of a catalogue raisonné is to determine the oeuvre, or body of
work, of a given artist, which entails establishing the chronology and history
(provenance, literature, exhibition history) of individual works. However, the
most important factor in determining whether a work can be considered part of
an oeuvre is its “authenticity” – a notion of “truth” – that we might be able to say
with certainty that a given work of art was made (or in the case of certain studio
practices, envisioned and directed) by the individual it is purported to be by. The
foundation of “Authenticity” – a term that has apparently lost some favour
amongst connoisseurs in preference for “the more objective term authorship”54
– is based on “scholarly opinion”, which carries the same prestige as the “expert
witness” in a legal process.
The “oeuvre”, like “Vrel”, is a discursive formation. Roland Barthes
suggested that: “the explanation of the work is always sought in the man who
has produced it…”55; the ambiguous nature of Vrel’s paintings has prompted
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John Smith, “Dedication”, in Catalogue Raisonné of the Works of the Most Eminent Dutch, Flemish and
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“Guidelines for Compiling a Catalogue Raisonné”, Authentication in Art Congress, The Hague 7-9 May
2014, 2, published on the Authentication in Art website http://authenticationinart.org/congress-2018/ ;
“Guidelines for Issuing Scholarly Opinions about Authenticity”, The Catalogue Raisonné Scholars
Association (CRSA) https://www.catalogueraisonne.org/ .
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Roland Barthes, "The Death of the Author", Aspen: The Magazine in a Box 5+6 (1967). As presented at
Ubu Web: http://www.ubu.com/aspen/aspen5and6/threeEssays.html#barthes .
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many to turn to their maker, Vrel, for answers. Yet, in the case of Vrel, about
whom we have almost no biographical information, it is mainly from this group
of paintings that we derive our image of the artist. The categories of “author”
and “work”, which Foucault posited as being unstable and problematic, are
mutually supportive assertions. An author’s name can function to bring together
a group of works.56 (Foucault, WisA, 304) Gaskell also called attention to the
image/text relationship. The artist’s name and title of the painting are
“descriptive designations” that ascribe values to objects.57 The category “Vrel”,
therefore, imparts to the paintings assigned to it with the intangible quality of
“Vrelness”, which imbues them with cultural (as well as economic) value that is
historically specific. In Charles Ford’s terms, the “work”, which is physically
present, is objective and factual. The “oeuvre”, which is composed of works, on
the other hand, is historically contingent and what Ford has described as a
“meta-work”.58 Ford stated:
In history we have the added problem of referring with categorical terms (such
as ‘Rembrandt’ or ‘self-portrait’) to entities and objects in the past; but the past
by definition does not exist and can have no content. What survives into the
present is the thing (the work), what set the work in the past is the historical
category (the oeuvre).59

So, what happens when a work is de-attributed, as Svetlana Alpers has asked,
where does it “leave the value of the work of art?”60 If the work is struck from
the oeuvre, it often loses the economic, cultural, and historical value that that
category imparted to it. As will be seen in the first chapter, Frances Suzman
Jowell highlighted that any study of Vermeer should also take account of the
works that were at any point attributed to him, including paintings by Vrel, as
they played a role in the construction of Vermeer’s artistic identity. It is likewise
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argued that paintings no longer attributed to Vrel must be seen as helping to
form him as a discursive construct.
The “catalogue raisonné” of Vrel’s works, which can be found in
appendix A, is incomplete but, as I hope this dissertation will demonstrate, it
could never be “complete”, because the “oeuvre”, like “Vrel” is a historically
contingent category. While an opinion may be offered on the attribution of some
works, determining authenticity is the aim of neither my catalogue nor my
reasoning. The aim is to create as full a picture of Vrel (the construct) as
possible, which means that it is important that it be as inclusive as possible. An
attempt has been made to include works that have been lost for decades and
ones that have not been attributed to Vrel for many years, because these
paintings, even in a seemingly small way, have also contributed to the formation
of his artistic identity – they are a now-removed archaeological layer. The
archive used was initially based on the representation of Vrel’s oeuvre in his
artist file at the Witt Library, but the number of works has grown, and the
information attached to each picture has been amplified, as this project has
progressed. Throughout the dissertation, while the given titles of specific
paintings are sometimes provided, I have tried to always include the catalogue
raisonné number (CR). While given titles, attributions, dates, and locations vary
from source to source, the CR numbers have come to be the only stable
identifiers for the objects throughout this project. The introduction to the
catalogue raisonné provides a general discussion of the subjects, recurrent
motifs and style of Vrel’s paintings, comparing them to works of comparable
subjects made by some of Vrel’s contemporaries, and setting them within the
then reigning artistic conventions. It also provides a discussion of pictorial
evidence that may suggest certain clues as to Vrel’s milieu.
The Hofstede de Grootfiches are an invaluable resource that is housed in
the RKD.61 In appendix B, the 97 Hofstede de Grootfiches that pertain to
paintings supposedly by Vrel have been transcribed. Each card contains
information about a painting taken from sales or exhibition catalogues, or that is
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RKD excerpts, Hofstede de Groot-fiches, Box 288, viewable online at
https://rkd.nl/en/explore/excerpts#query=jacob+vrel
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based on first-hand observation. Many of the cards that date prior to Hofstede
de Groot’s death in 1930 bear a stamp that indicates that he had seen the
painting in question himself. These cards offer some of the earliest observations
on paintings by Vrel, some of which are recorded in my catalogue raisonné.
Many of the cards refer to paintings which have yet to be identified – but
perhaps other researchers will have more luck. For some paintings, the details
on these cards are the only records of their existence.
3. Other archival “facts” and suggestions
The quest to solve the “mystery” of Vrel’s origins and to find other
seventeenth-century traces of him has been an interest, if not the focus, of
writers on Vrel going back to Hofstede de Groot, just as authors had been
eager to discover more about Vermeer’s life since his “recovery” in the
nineteenth century. Abraham Bredius was the first to comb systematically
through the Delft notarial archives, which work he carried out from the late
nineteenth century up until the first quarter of the twentieth century. John
Michael Montias’ research in the Delft archives led him to Vermeer’s life, and
that of his family and circle of associates. Montias’ discoveries, which were
published in Artists and Artisans in Delft (1982) and Vermeer and His Milieu
(1989), helped to demythologise Vermeer, building a picture of a normal person
working and living within a small community.62 Further archival research could
similarly build a picture of Vrel as an individual within a community. However, in
the introduction to his 1989 book, Montias warned that it must be kept in mind
that documentary evidence produces a very narrow, often biased image of the
past: “Our documentary sources constrain, shape, and frequently distort our
idea of what people were like three and a half centuries ago, especially if they
were little known in their time.”63
A recent article on Vrel by Ekkehard Mai is of significance not only
because it provides a review of the literature on the artist and the first up-to-date
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reappraisal of his oeuvre since Honig, but also because it reconsidered a theory
formulated by W.R. Valentiner, but which has not received any attention in
English scholarship on Vrel.64 Valentiner made several contributions to the
discourse on Vrel in the 1920s and 1930s. Following his death in 1958, the J.
Paul Getty Museum of Art published a posthumous article that it had put
together, based on the late Valentiner’s unpublished notes.65 Apparently,
puzzled by the absence of Vrel’s name in archives, guild registries and
inventories (as most scholars of Vrel have been at one point or another),
Valentiner had been developing a theory that could solve the mystery. He had
come across an 1889 article in Oud Holland about the painter Jacques de Ville
(c.1589-1667) and his family.66 The author of the article, C.H.C. Flugi van
Aspermont, wrote: “When the sun is in the sky, no stars are seen.”67 Van
Aspermont would go on to explain that the great masters of Dutch painting had
eclipsed minor masters who were worthy of recognition in their own right, artists
such as those of the de Ville family.68 French refugees and members of the
Waalsche church, they lived in Amsterdam and were productive, and apparently
affluent, throughout the seventeenth century. Jacques’ father, Giele de Ville,
was a clothmaker [Lakenverver] who was born in Armentières and became a
poorter [citizen] of Amsterdam in 1586.69 There are records that Jacques de
Ville owned several properties and that he was also an art dealer.70 He even
64
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wrote a treatise, published in Gouda in 1628, on the importance of learning and
employing the correct rules of perspective in painting.71 The self-professed
“painter and lover of mathematical art” [Schilder ende liefhebber der
Mathematische konst], argued for the superiority of the art of painting over
sculpture and architecture “because of the training and skill needed to create a
three-dimensional scene on a flat surface”.72 Valentiner and Mai suggested the
possibility that the name “De Ville”, which appeared variously in the Amsterdam
archives as “Vele”, “Vile”, and “Vyle”, was “Dutchified” once he became a
poorter of Amsterdam in 1654, the year of the only known dated painting by
Vrel.73 Mai wondered, “Is ‘Vrel’ de Ville’s late work?”74 One reservation, Mai
noted, is that the “naïve” handling of perspective in Vrel’s paintings might not
suggest that they were made by the author of a treatise on perspective in
painting. Mai also highlighted the dissimilarity between the one or two paintings
signed “de Ville” and those by Vrel. On the other hand, the fact that there are no
more than two known autograph paintings by de Ville suggests that he must
have signed other works with another name, possibly “Vrel”.75
As we have seen, it was not uncommon for artists to be known under
multiple names, or for authors to make errors in recording them. For instance,
on the list of artists upon which Vrel appears (as seen above, as “Iacobus Frell”)
in the Theatrum Pictorium, the artist we refer to today as Jan Gossaert is listed
as “Ioannes de Maubeuge” (in reference to his place of birth, usually anglicised
as “Mabuse”) and Rembrandt is listed as “Rhinbrant van Vijn” (which error might
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suggest the transcription of a verbal report).76 In Het schilder-boeck, Van
Mander had the artist we call Rogier van der Weyden listed twice as separate
characters, first as “Rogier van Brugghe” and slightly later as “Rogier van der
Weyde”.77
While no evidence been found to suggest whether or not Valentiner’s
theory was valid, the suggestion that phonetically related names in French, or
even German could have been Vrel’s “actual” name, has merit and could lead
to future discoveries. With this in mind, a search of the Doop-, Trouw- en
Begraafregisters [baptism, marriage and death registers] of Dutch city archives
has been carried out. I have so far been unable fully to explore the Haarlem
archive, which is unfortunate, as it is a possible contender as one of the
locations of Vrel’s centre of activity, a theory which is discussed in the
introduction of Appendix A.78 There has also been some work done in Belgian
archives. In the course of my research, I have tracked some thirty names in
documentation from the period of the long seventeenth century.79 The names
that were chosen were selected as being logical phonetic variations of Vrel’s
name as we know it from signatures, extended to include names suggested or
mentioned by other authors. At times, the individuals with these names appear
to be of French or possibly German origin, with individuals most often being
members of the Waalsch and Reformed churches, and occasionally of the
Roman Catholic or Lutheran churches.80
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The only occurrences of “Vrel” are found in Amsterdam. A Maria Vrel
(also written “Marijke/Maricke/Marijken Vrel”) appears in the Doopregister five
times between 1682 and 1693 as the mother of children she had with Pieter de
Maber.81 Interestingly, in the 1681 record for her marriage to de Maber, her
surname appears as “Verel”. The name “Frel”, and slight variations of it,
appears more frequently. The burial, baptism and marriage records in the
Haags Gemeentearchief, which were transcribed in the nineteenth-century, are
organized phonetically.82 Under the listing for “Vrel” in the baptism register, one
is directed to look under “Frel”, a name which our artist sometimes used to sign
his works, including the Woman at the Window (CR16) of 1654. There are a
number of records for the name “du/de Frel” (and slight variations) dating from
the last quarter of the seventeenth century, including a Johanna de Frel, the
daughter of Joost de Frel, who was baptised on the 11th of May 1677.83 A Maria
Frel was married on 9 April 1679 and a Maria Isrel Frel married on the 5 May
1680.84 The latter reappears ten years later as Maria Verhell, which suggests
yet another potential alternative form of the name.85 In Leiden, a Fredrcje Frel
appears as a witness at a christening in 1683.86 And in Amsterdam, a Johannes
Frel was married in 1665.87 Apart from these examples, the name “Frel” also
appears occasionally in Brakel (Gelderland), Steenbergen (North Brabant),
Willemstad (North Brabant), Breda, and Rotterdam, but most records are from
the very end of the century or the beginning of the next. Other close variations
of “Frel” appear in Dordrecht (Frell and Frelle), and Brussels (Frele). In a record
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for a baptism in Dordrecht in 1644, a Lieven Pietersen Frell is listed as the
father with the alternative name “Verhell” in brackets – yet another alternative
form of “Frel” and “Vrel”.88 Again in the Dordrecht baptism registry, in 1635,
Mathijs de Frelle is identified as the father of a child name Jacob.89 Finally, in
1661, a Mattewis Frelle, from Dunkirk, is listed in the Amsterdam confession
book.90
Certain groups of names occur quite regularly throughout the archives,
not only in the cities of Holland, but also in Friesland, Gelderland and North
Brabant, including: “Varel”, “Verel”, “Verhel” and “Verhell”, which occasionally
appear as alternate forms of “Frel” and “Vrel” (for instance, as has already been
noted, Maria Vrel of Amsterdam also appeared as Verel, also Lieven Pietersen
Frell from Dordrecht is given an alternative name of Verhell). There are far too
many examples of each to list here, so a sample of the most relevant will be
detailed. A woman named Baertie (also Baertgen/Bartje/Baertje) first appears
as a bride in Amsterdam in 1663 with the last name Varel. Then, in the 1660s
and 1670s, she is recorded several times in the Rotterdam baptism records with
the last names Verel and Varel. In 1677, widowed, she remarried in Amsterdam
and this time both the names Varel and Verhel are listed.91 This example
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demonstrates the extent to which the various spellings of names were
interchangeable and co-existent. A couple of individuals with names very similar
to our artist, appear in or near Rotterdam around the time that Vrel was likely
active: Jacob Pietersz Verhel is found in the Rotterdam archives between 1648
and 1663,92 and Jacob Verel a schoolmaster from Bleiswijk, to whom Piet
Bakker has recently drawn attention, was married in 1653.93 In 1672, 1674 and
1680, Jacob Pietersz Verhel, probably the same individual found in Rotterdam,
is listed in the Leiden notarial archives.94 Again in Dordrecht, a Jacob Israels
Verel was born in 1607, which, however, might be too early a birthdate for our
Vrel.95
An interesting instance of the name “Verhel” is Arnoldus Verhel (15831664, also known as Angelus of Amersfoort) who appears frequently in the
Friesland archives.96 Originally from the Southern Netherlands, he had been a
Capuchin monk and attended the “Grote Schole” in Amersfoort. Later, he fled
from Brussels, and finally settled in Franeker, becoming a professor at the

Cornelis van Steuje; 9999_33 Doop remonstrants, 30-01-1681, Rotterdam Dopeling: Johannes, Moeder:
Baertie Varel, Vader: Laurens Smit, Getuige: Maertie Ariens
92
The following entries can be found online at the Stadsarchief Rotterdam website:
www.stadsarchief.rotterdam.nl/ : 02.60 Trouw gereformeerd, ondertrouw: 17/05/1648, trouwen:
01/06/1648, Rotterdam, bruidegom: Jacob Pietersz Verhel, bruid: Susanna Leenderts Striel; -02.10 Doop
gereformeerd, 31-03-1658, Rotterdam, dopeling: Elisabet, vader: Jacob Pieterse Verhel, moeder:
Susanne Leenders, getuigen: Leendert Leendertse, Elisabet Daniels, Pieterje Cornelis; 1-02.11 Doops
gereforemeerd, 03/08/1659, Rotterdam dopelling: Pieterje, vader: Jacob Pieterse Verhel, moeder:
Susanna Leenderts, getuigen: Andries Simonse, Seljtge Pieters, Pieterje Cornelis; 1-02.63 Trouw
gereforemeerd, ondertrouw: 24/04/1661, huewlijksplaats: Overschie, 08/05,1661, bruidegom: Jacob
Pieterse Verhel, bruid: Neeltje Arien; 1-02.11 Doop gereformeerd 03/05/1663, Rotterdam, dopeling:
Johannis, moeder: Neeltge Jacobs, vader: Jacob Pieterse Verhel, getuigen: Leendert Pieterse, Aegtien
Ariens
93
1292.1242 Trouw gereformeerd, folio 130v, Datum ondertrouw: 11/01/1653, Trouwdatum: 09/02/1653,
Bleiswijk, Bruidegom: Jacob Isra?s Verel, Bruid: Catharina Ariens, Opmerkingen: DTB Berkel 2
http://www.stadsarchief.rotterdam.nl/archieven?mivast=184&miadt=184&mizig=100&miview=tbl&milang=n
l&micols=1&misort=dt%7Casc&mip1=verel ; the marriage was also registered in on 09/02/1653 in Berkel
en Rodenrijs.; see also Piet Bakker,“Jacobus Vrel”, in The Leiden Collection Catalogue, ed. by Arthur K.
Wheelock Jr. (New York) https://www.theleidencollection.com/archive/.
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1680, archiefnummer 506, Archief van notaris Pieter Geeraers van Tielt, 1653-1698, inventarisnummer
919, aktenummer 30 1672, 1674, 1680, Leiden Jacob Pietersz Verhel
https://www.erfgoedleiden.nl/collecties/personen
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11.17 Trouwboek, nadere toegang op inventarisnummer 17 van archieftoegang 11, 28/01/1607,
Dordrecht
Jacob Israels Verel (bruidegom van Teunken Goevaert Roonaertsen)
https://www.regionaalarchiefdordrecht.nl/archief/zoeken/?mivast=46&miadt=46&mizig=100&miview=tbl&mi
lang=nl&micols=1&misort=dt%7Casc&mires=0&mip1=verel
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For instance: DTB Trouwen, Ondertrouwregister Hervormde gemeente Sneek, archiefnummer 28,
Collectie doop-, trouw-, lidmaten- en begraafboeken - Tresoar, inventarisnummer 665, aktenummer 932,
ondertrouw: 05/12/1624, trouwen: 25/12/1624, Sneek bruidegom: Arnoldus Verhel (professor, wonende
te Franeker), bruid: Riemcke Graius/Gravius (wonende te Sneek)
https://allefriezen.nl/zoeken/deeds/9eb1fa00-6467-4953-a515-9c743eeaf8cf?person=1e4512de-3ffa-47e2a265-d867e81637fd
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university there. Verhel converted to Protestantism, married and had at least
one child (Johannes).97 The Capuchin connection is intriguing – as has been
noted, Vrel included images of Capuchin monks at least twice in his street
scenes (see the entries for CR37 and CR46 in the catalogue). These figures
have puzzled some commentators. In any case, the Capuchin connection may
just be a coincidence, since no Jacob or Jacobus has been found who was
definitely related to him.
The name “Veret” also appears quite frequently, although it seems,
perhaps, a variant too phonetically distant from Vrel. A Jacob Veret, originally
from Belgium, was turned up by a Delft archivist while carrying out research for
Brière-Misme. He appears several times in the Delft archive during the 1630s
and 1640s. Brière-Misme, probably rightly, discounted him as a possible
candidate for Vrel.98 There are many appearances of the name “Ville” and its
various forms (“Vijle”, “Vile”, “Vijl”, “Vijlle”, etc.) in the archives, for instance, it
occurs roughly 165 times in Leiden during the seventeenth century as well as
occurring frequently in Amsterdam records (as has already been noted,
Jacques de Ville, as well as many members of his extended family, lived
there).99 However, as with “Veret”, these names, despite Valentiner’s
enthusiasm, also seem too phonetically remote. These findings suggest that
there are many possibilities for Vrel’s actual name and place of origin, but in the
absence of specific documentation anchoring our enquiry either to a specific
person or place, they remain attractive, but inconclusive. Further research
needs to be carried out in German and Belgian archives, especially those
relating to members of church congregations with Dutch connections, to explore
whether Vrel’s roots may have lain in these neighbouring regions.
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On Arnoldus Verhel, see: Hildebrand, P. De Kapucijnen in de Nederlanden en het Prinsbisdom Luik VIII
(Antwerpen: Archief der Kapucijnen 1954): 471, 529, 843, 846-847; E Persoons and G. Van Reyn,
“Arnoldus Verhel”, Bossche Encyclopedie, accessed 12/02/2019, http://www.bosscheencyclopedie.nl/personen/verhel,%20arnoldus.htm
98
Bevolking, DTB Trouwen, 14.69, p. 28v, 6/11/1633, Delft, Huwelijk 1633/11/06, ondertrouw 1633/10/22,
Jaecques Veret (bruidegom), Catherina de Heyde (bruid)
https://zoeken.stadsarchiefdelft.nl/detail.php?nav_id=20-2&id=19622769&index=0 ; see Brière-Misme,
1935a, 101.
99
A few Jacques (Jacobus) de Ville lived in Amsterdam during he seventeenth century: Jacques de Ville
who married Sara Bassee in 1613 (the painter whom Valentiner thought could be Vrel), his cousin Jacques
de Ville who was married to Sara Frumau/Vermou and who died in 1628, Jacques de Ville who married
Eva Hermans in 1631 and Jacobus de Ville who married Anna Margrita Moestert in 1647, but who likely
died before she remarried in 1653.
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On a final note, while looking through Henri van de Waal’s book, Drie
eeuwen vaderlandsche geschied-uitbeelding, 1500-1800. Een iconologische
studie (1952), I came across a reference to “a description on parchment by
Jacob Vrel Ao 1647”.100 This description, titled “Beschrijving van het Wonder
van Loosduinen” [Description of the miracle of Loosduinen] purportedly
recounted the legend of Margaretha van Henneberg and the miraculous birth of
her 365 children.101 Although the details of the legend vary from account to
account, the basis of the tale, which was given wide-spread credence until the
eighteenth century, goes as follows:
The Countess of Henneberg came across a beggar woman carrying
twins, whom she mocked and chastised, believing that her children must have
been fathered by separate men. Upset, the beggar woman cursed Margaretha
and wished that she would become pregnant with as many children as there
were days in the year. And so, it came to pass that Margaretha gave birth to
365 miniscule babies in the convent at Loosduinen on Good Friday, 1276. They
were placed in a basin and baptised by the Bishop of Utrecht: the boys were
called Johannes and the girls Elisabeth. Shortly afterwards the Countess and
her new-born babies died.102
Countess Margaretha van Henneberg did (in fact) die suddenly while
staying at the convent at Loosduinen on Good Friday, 1276; however, the first
records that her demise was an extraordinary event date from the fourteenth
century. In the centuries that followed, the Abdijkerk in Loosduinen, today part
of The Hague, became a site of pilgrimage, even attracting powerful and foreign
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H. van de Waal, “VIII. De gravin van Henneberg en haar 365 kinderen,” Drie eeuwen vaderlandsche
geschied-uitbeelding, 1500-1800. Een iconologische studie vol. I (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1952):
287-9, note 5: “Bij een ex. in het Gemeente Archief te 's-Gravenhage (Kg. 29) is ook gevoegd een
beschrijving op perkament door Jacob Vrel Ao 1647. De tekst der explicatie is op een houten, bord
geschilderd, waarop ook de twee bekkens zijn afbeeld. Een teekening door G. Lamberts van 25 Aug. 1837
(Prentenkabinet, Amsterdam Inv. A. 1647) heeft tot bijschrift: ‘deze bekkens met daarbij gevoegde legende
(in het Latijn en Nederduitsch) zijn thans in een kamertje aan de kerk en daar door mij G. Lamberts
geteekend’. Vgl. verder C.R. Hermans in de Bijdragen tot de Gesch. der prov. Noord-Braband I (1845) bl.
186 en Hadr. Junius, die in zijn Batavia van 1588 (bl. 347) reeds spreekt van de tabula pensilis. De
Voorloopige lijst der Nederl. Monumenten van Geschiedenis en Kunst, Dl III ‘Zuidholland’ vermeldt s.v.
Loosduinen deze voorwerpen niet.”
101
For information about this legend, see J Bondeson and Arie Molenkamp “The Countess Margaret of
Henneberg and her 365 children,” Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine 89 (December 1996): 711-6
and J. Bondeson & A. Molenkamp, Gravin Margaretha van Henneberg en Haar 365 kinderen; een
Loosduinen Legende van lang geleden (Den Haag: Drukkerij Voortvaren, 1995).
102
Bondeson and Molenkamp, 1996, 711-2; van de Waal, vol. I, 287-9, English translation, vol. I, 339.
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visitors, such as the Crown Prince Philip of Spain in 1549 and Samuel Pepys in
1660.103 Inside the church is a wooden tablet holding the brass basins in which
the infants were allegedly baptised and bearing a description in Dutch and Latin
recounting the legend.104 Barren women believed that, by washing their hands
in the fonts, or by throwing their handkerchiefs at the wooden tablet, they would
improve their chances of conceiving. Some visitors also carved their names into
the wooden frame of the tablet.
What was Van de Waal’s interest in this legend and how was Vrel
connected to it? Drie eeuwen set out Van de Waal’s iconological approach to
art history out of which would evolve the DIAL and Iconoclass systems for
organising images. In a parallel development to that of Emile Mâle and Aby
Warburg, and concerned with the socio-historical context of images, Van de
Waal was keen to demonstrate that different civilizations would depict the same
historical event in divergent ways.105 In his book, Van de Waal, organised
images portraying Dutch historical events from 1500-1800 into “iconological
groups”.106 The images in each group, which included a broad range of visual
material, from paintings by artists like Rembrandt, to crude, popular broadsides,
were brought together by their sharing of a common overarching idea.107 Thus
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Bondeson and Molenkamp, 1996, 711, 712; Samuel Pepys, Diary of Samuel Pepys, Complete
Transcribed From The Shorthand Manuscript In The Pepysian Library Magdalene College Cambridge By
The Rev. Mynors Bright, ed. Henry B. Wheatley (London: George Bell & Sons, 1893) ebook
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/4200/4200-h/4200-h.htm#link2H_4_0007 : see entry for Saturday 19 May
1660: “After that by waggon to Lausdune, where the 365 children were born. We saw the hill where they
say the house stood and sunk wherein the children were born. The basins wherein the male and female
children were baptized do stand over a large table that hangs upon a wall, with the whole story of the thing
in Dutch and Latin, beginning, “Margarita Herman Comitissa,” &c. The thing was done about 200 years
ago.”
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There was an earlier commemorative board, which was recorded in the sixteenth century, that held only
one basin. It was destroyed when the Abdijkerk was ransacked by iconoclasts in 1574. It was replaced
with the present board by the first Reverend of the Reformed church, Jacob Mersius, toward the end of the
sixteenth or beginning of the seventeenth century; see Bondeson and Molenkamp, 1996, 712.
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Van de Waal, vol. I, 3: “Van deze omstandigheid hebben wij in de hier geboden studie gebruik willen
maken, om tot een inzicht te geraken omtrent het in het voorwoord reeds genoemde probleem. De groote
ruimte, die er ligt tusschen onze huidige aesthetische opvattingen en die der 17de eeuw, zal men wel nooit
anders kunnen overzien, dan wanneer men voor zijn onderzoek een Archimedisch punt weet te winden.
Door bestudeering der 17de eeuwsche geschied-uitbeelding verschaft men zich o.i. zulk een
observatiepost, omdat uit de afwijkende wijzen, waarop hetzelfde feit door twee verschillende culturen
wordt uitgebeeld, kenmerkende verschillen afgeleid kunnen worden”; English translation, vol. I, 297.
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Van de Waal, “Notes and indexes”, vol. II, X: “Group, iconological = a number of works of art which
show an iconological connection with each other. The subjects of such a group need not be the same. The
purpose of iconology is principally the study of the forces which pull or thrust images out of the circle of
their immediate relationships, and make them form new groups with non-identical works.”
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For a summary of Drie eeuwen and discussion of Van der Waal’s other works and art-historical method,
see Jan Bialostocki, review of Drie eeuwen vaderlandsche geschied-uitbeelding 1500-1800, Een
iconologische studie, The Art Bulletin 53. 2 (1971): 262-65. doi:10.2307/3048848.
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Van de Waal was not interested in the miracle of Loosduinen per se, but in how
images related to the legend of Margaretha van Henneberg fitted into the
iconological group of “Representations of pseudo-historical events”.108 Van de
Waal’s interest in Vrel was incidental. He was interested in the reference to the
legend in the image that was under discussion. The footnote in which the
reference to Vrel is found, informs the reader that an eighteenth-century leaflet
discussed and illustrated in Van de Waal’s text, which described the legend,
and which could be purchased by visitors to the church, was held together with
the 1647 description on parchment by Vrel in The Hague’s town archive.109 How
Jacob Vrel, if it was our Jacob Vrel, became interested in and involved with this
legend is a mystery. Was he simply a curious visitor who recorded a summary
of the legend as other more famous visitors like Samuel Pepys had also done?
How could one not seize upon this opportunity to find a seventeenth-century
document that would help to locate the elusive Vrel both temporally (1647) and
geographically (Loosduinen)?
Upon contacting the Haags Gemeentearchief, it was revealed that the
“description on parchment” by Jacob Vrel could not be located. The material
held under the supposed shelf mark mentioned in the reference (Kg. 29) bore
no relation to Vrel nor to the legend of Margaretha van Henneberg. It was also
revealed that, during the past few years, other individuals had contacted the
archive, enquiring about this object purportedly related to Vrel. In a further
attempt to find a reference to this missing description, a file containing
documents (including research notes, papers, advertisements, and invitations)
from exhibitions held at the Haags Gemeentearchief dating back to the end of
the nineteenth century was examined. Although a specific reference to Vrel’s
description on parchment was not found, on the handwritten bibliography for an
unidentified exhibition, one title was of interest: “2 Beken” [2 basins] in Betje
Wolff and Aagje Deken’s Fabelen (1784). Could this bibliography have been
part of the research for an exhibition in which Vrel’s description was displayed?
As the list was undated and unsigned, it would be difficult to find out. Like the
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Van de Waal, vol. I, 242: “B. Uitbeeldingen van pseudo-historische feiten”, English translation, vol. I,
334.
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See note 100 above.
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frontispiece image, the original description, for now, only exists in the mediated
form of Van de Waal’s reference. A sign without a referent.
Beyond the initial disappointment that this line of enquiry lead to a dead
end, the discovery that other people had come across the reference to Vrel in
Van de Waal and were interested enough to contact the Haags
Gemeentearchief to enquire about it is intriguing; it seems to suggest a
persistent interest the figure of the author.
The desire to retrieve, or concretize (or maybe fetishise), objects of the
past is tempting. The point is, however, that some objects of the past, such as
Vrel, cannot be fully retrieved. This recent exchange with the Haags
Gemmeentearchief, though disappointing, illustrates both this desire for retrieval
and the impossibility of satisfying it. How discursive constructs like Vrel appear
at any one point is specific to the historical lens through which the viewer is
looking, a point that Van de Waal so eloquently expressed with the following
analogy: “He who views a landscape through spectacles, should first ascertain
the colour of the lens.”110 The construct “Vrel”, that is, his artistic identity, exists
in the mediated forms in which history comes down to us, in the identifications
that others have made of him, the “layers” in the archaeological metaphor. The
following thesis explores some of the frameworks into which he has been
placed, and considers why these frameworks may have satisfied their publics,
and why they might not have continued to satisfy later publics.
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Van de Waal, English translation, vol. I, 298; Dutch original, vol. I, 14: “Wie een landschap door een bril
bekijkt, dient zich eerst van de kleur der glazen e vergewissen.”
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Chapter 1: Unearthing Vrel
Jacobus Vrel’s Woman at a Window, Waving at a Girl (CR29, fig. 2), is
perhaps the artist’s most peculiar work. Few, if any, paintings with a comparable
subject can be found in seventeenth-century Dutch art. The given title suggests
quite a straightforward subject. And yet, from the encounter between the
apparition-like child and the female Rückenfigur, who appears to be about to fall
out of her chair, to the contrast between the brilliantly, almost unnaturally lit bare
space of the foreground and the black space pictured through the window, and
simply the oddness of the window itself, just about everything in this painting
leaves the viewer with unanswered questions. 111
This painting was one of three works by Vrel shown in the Vermeer’s
Women: Secrets and Silence exhibition held at the Fitzwilliam Museum in 201112; in fact, it was one of the images used in the press releases and
advertisements for the show. In the catalogue entry for the painting Marjorie
Wieseman stated:
Jacobus Vrel is probably the most elusive and mysterious of Dutch genre painters.
Nothing is known of his identity or even where he worked (we are not even certain that
he was Dutch); his oeuvre is small (fewer than forty paintings) and the works
themselves enigmatic.112

The language used in the above passage calls to mind specific questions that
crop up about Vrel and his paintings. What is it that makes Vrel seem “elusive”
and “mysterious”? Is it because we do not know who he was and because we
struggle to define his “identity”? In the absence of any biographical information,
do we try to establish his “identity” through his “oeuvre”? And how do we
determine what makes up the “oeuvre”? Is this what makes his paintings appear
“enigmatic”? Are they “enigmatic” because their maker is deemed to be so? Or
is it because we are unsure how to engage with them either intuitively as
viewing experiences, or iconographically as historically specific works? Should
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This painting is more thoroughly discussed in the third chapter as well as in its catalogue entry. There is
one other known painting by Vrel with a comparable subject. In it (CR56), a woman sits in the middle of a
similar brightly lit room, reading a book. Behind her is a darkened, window, like in the present painting.
Also, as in CR29, a child appears at the window; however, the woman is unaware of his or her presence.
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My emphasis; Marjorie Wieseman, ex. cat. Vermeer’s Women: Secrets and Silence, (Cambridge: The
Fitzwilliam Museum, 2011): 214.
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we seek, for example, to understand what they tell us about seventeenthcentury female experience, the ostensible topic of the 2011 exhibition? Where
then do they fit into our larger art-historical narrative? And, as we look at the
paintings, what do they tell us about our own experience, and the history of
experiences of looking at them?
The back of the panel of this painting is covered in stamps, inventory
numbers, and stickers from restorers dating back over a century. Without further
investigation, the individual marks offer little information; but cumulatively, they
produce a visual reminder of the many stages of the objects’ history, long after it
had left its maker’s studio. Like his paintings, Vrel himself has had an afterlife.
The Vrel we “know”, as opposed to the seventeenth-century individual, is a
historical construction based on an interpretation of his paintings and a
mediated history produced in the centuries after he existed, which in fact makes
him exist. Any historical construct is an accumulation of layers of knowledge,
palimpsest and patina. These layers fill the gap, they are the gap, between the
present and the moment in the past when the person, phenomenon, thing, etc.
to which the historical construct in knowledge refers, existed. Although each
layer may not always be apparent, all layers are integral to the concept and may
appear more relevant at one moment or another. Deleuze’s analogy of
stratification, which he applied in relation to Foucault’s Archaeology of
Knowledge, elicits a useful image for our discussion of Vrel.113 The geological
record is a history of the earth, each stratum a physical record of a temporal
age. Unless afforded a cross-sectional view, we cannot see the layers upon
layers of sedimentary beds that lie beneath our feet; however, this does not
negate the fact that they are there. The older layers affect the strata above as
geological forces create movement, erosion, and fissures, even allowing earlier
layers to sometimes protrude the surface.
It is never possible to access the past directly. People, events, and things
from centuries gone by are always mediated through the representation of the
past. This is especially the case for Vrel. Clotilde Brière-Misme suggested as
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Gilles Deleuze, “Strata or Historical Formations: the Visible and the Articulable (Knowledge)”, in
Foucault, trans. and ed. by Seán Hand (London: The Athlone Press, 1988): 47-69.
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much in her 1935 article, discussed below, explaining that we only have the
signatures and inscriptions on his paintings, and his presence in the inventory
of Archduke Leopold Wilhelm’s collection to go on – and that the rest is made
up out of the so-called “style” of the paintings.114 The argument in this thesis will
be that the only way to come to a fuller understanding of “Vrel”, the discursive
category that we know today, is by means of the analysis of the various layers
of his historical formation, for example, the history of notions of his “style”, the
continuing formation of which is represented by the attributional and
provenance history traced by the stickers and stamps on the back of the panel.
1. Auspicious Beginnings
During Archduke Leopold Wilhelm’s tenure as regent of the Spanish
Netherlands, he amassed one of the largest collections of European art in his
day. The younger son of Emperor Ferdinand II and brother of Ferdinand III,
Leopold Wilhelm took up the governorship in Brussels in April 1647 at the
behest of his cousin, Philip IV of Spain.115 Previously, he had held various
ecclesiastical titles, including several bishoprics, as well as having been
appointed Grand Master of the Order of Teutonic Knights in 1642, and serving
as General for the Habsburgs during the Thirty Year’s War.116 Yet, as Karl
Schütz has argued: “Archduke Leopold Wilhelm’s greatest significance,
however, lies in the area neither of politics nor of war, but of cultural history”.117
By the time he would return to Vienna in 1656, his art collection comprised
nearly fourteen hundred paintings, in addition to drawings and sculptures.
Fortunately, this impressive early modern collection was not only one of the
most extensive of its time but was also one of the best documented. It is known
to us today through the gallery views (Kunstkammern) painted by Leopold
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Wilhelm’s court painter and gallery director, David Teniers the Younger, and by
both an inventory completed in 1659118 and by the lavish Theatrum
Pictorium.119 It is through the latter two sources that we find the only “definite”
seventeenth-century evidence of Jacobus Vrel.
Leopold Wilhelm started collecting on a grand scale only once he began
his role in Brussels, establishing himself in the Palace of Coudenberg.120
According to Vlieghe, models of this type of collecting, whereby a ruler
represented their elevated position through the accumulation and display of
luxury goods and art, began in the Renaissance and were most evident in the
collections of Leopold and his contemporaries, Philip IV and Charles I.121
Schütz has speculated that Philip IV’s enormous art collection, which surpassed
any other at the time, would have been an example to Leopold Wilhelm and
probably encouraged him to begin seriously collecting.122 The defeat of the
Royalists in the English Civil war presented opportunities to purchase entire
noble and princely collections, most notably that of the ill-fated Charles I.123
Apparently, Leopold Wilhelm’s first major negotiation was his purchase of the
Buckingham collection on behalf of his brother, Ferdinand III between 164850.124 In April 1649, shortly after the Duke of Hamilton’s execution, Leopold
Wilhelm began purchasing the core of the deceased Duke’s renowned
collection, which Hamilton had himself acquired largely from the famous
Bartolomeo della Nave collection in Venice.125 In total, the archduke purchased
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The 1659 inventory is published in A. Berger, “Inventar der Kunstsammlung des Erzherzogs Leopold
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around four hundred of Hamilton’s paintings, the majority of which were by
sixteenth-century Italian masters, especially Venetian artists, such as Titian and
Tintoretto.126 These paintings, illustrated in the gallery views and the Theatrum
Pictorium, established the reputation and prestige of Leopold Wilhelm’s
collection amongst his contemporaries.
While the acquisition of pieces from the Hamilton collection accounts for
a large percentage of the paintings listed in Leopold Wilhelm’s inventory, a
large number of works, including the many paintings by lesser-known Flemish
and Dutch artists, such as Vrel, were derived from other sources. In a letter that
Leopold Wilhelm wrote to his brother, Ferdinand III, on 21 April 1647, he
expressed his “plans to purchase two works by every major painter in the
Netherlands, one for himself and the other for Ferdinand”,127 suggesting his
desire for his collection to be as encyclopaedic as possible. It appears that
Leopold Wilhelm’s court painters acted as his agents, advising him on
purchases or negotiating on his behalf; therefore, it would have been important
for them to be well-connected in the art trade in Brussels and Antwerp.128 Both
of the Archduke’s court painters in Brussels, initially Jan van den Hoecke and
then Teniers, were associated with the important Antwerp art dealer Matthijs
(Matthys) Musson. Jan van den Hoecke was Musson’s nephew and
corresponded with him on behalf of the Archduke. This connection was
continued when Teniers came into the service of Leopold Wilhelm, during which
time Vrel’s paintings would have been acquired.129 The Archduke probably first
became acquainted with Teniers’s work at the home of Bishop Triest in Ghent in
1647. Once again, he wrote to his brother of his admiration for the
contemporary Flemish paintings he had seen at the Bishop’s residence,
especially those of Teniers.130 Upon Van den Hoecke’s death, Leopold Wilhelm
hired Teniers as “Pintor da Camera” beginning in July 1650.131 At some point
“’To much bewiched with those intysing things,’: The Letters of James, third Marquis of Hamilton and Basil
Viscount Fielding, concerning collecting in Venice 1635-1639”, Burlington Magazine 128 (1986): 114-32.
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before 1655, Tenier’s was also given the title “Ayuda da Camera” which testifies
to his high ranking at the Brussels court.132
Many will be familiar with the extraordinarily detailed Kunstkammern
painted by Teniers, examples of which can be found in the Vienna
Kunsthistorisches Museum (1651) and the Museo del Prado in Madrid (c.
1651). In fact, Teniers painted eleven of these gallery views between 1651 and
1653, as well as some later compositions after Leopold Wilhelm had left
Brussels.133 It has been argued that the Kunstkammern, which were painted
shortly after the acquisition of the paintings from the Hamilton collection, were
commissioned to showcase the addition of these prestigious works to the
Archduke’s collection.134 Many of these paintings were presented to royalty and
important figures throughout Europe; we know that the painting in Vienna, for
instance, had been given to Ferdinand III and that the picture in Petworth
House had probably been given to the Bishop of Ghent.135 Klinge has written:
These gallery views fulfilled an important function in establishing the prestige of Leopold
Wilhelm’s collection. Such pictures, sent to members of the European royal and princely
houses, enabled the recipients to experience and admire the splendor of the archdukes’
acquisitions.136

In addition to their “prestige value”, the Kunstkammern also served an important
documentary function, which would be supplemented by the 1659 inventory and
Theatrum Pictorium (1660). Schütz has determined that a total of 150 paintings
were meticulously reproduced in these eleven “gallery portraits”.137 Similarly,
Vlieghe has referred to the Kunstkammern as a “visual catalogue” of Leopold
Wilhelm’s collection.138 Many of these miniature reproductions were inscribed
on their painted frames with the names of their makers as well as inventory
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numbers.139 The fact that the gallery views were painted prior to 1654 precludes
the inclusion of the one painting by Vrel that we know with certainty to have
been in Leopold Wilhelm’s collection, the “Woman at a Window” (CR16, fig. 3),
dated 1654. Regardless of dating, the Kunstkammern depict a very small
fraction of the collection, representing only the most valuable, mainly Italian,
works, which suggests that even if Vrel’s paintings had been acquired prior to
their being painted, they would not have been included.
In contrast with the Kunstkammern, the 1659 inventory of the archduke’s
collection was, as one would expect from an inventory, made to be as inclusive
as possible. It provides the earliest evidence of Vrel’s presence in this important
early modern collection. In the foreword of the 1883 publication of the inventory
the editor and transcriber, A. Berger, wrote that the two people who were
responsible for drawing-up the inventory were the court artist Anton van der
Baren, the archduke’s chaplain and Teniers’s successor as gallery director
when Leopold Wilhelm returned to Vienna, and the treasurer Christian
Wasserfass.140 The 1883 publication of the inventory occurred while the new
Kunsthistorisches Museum was under construction in Vienna. This museum
was built as a public institution to house the Imperial Habsburg collections, the
core of which was the collection of Leopold Wilhelm.141
In the history of collections, the 1659 inventory is an unprecedented
document. For each work of art, not only was the name of the artist given,
where known, but so was a description of the subject matter, the media
(including the type of support) and the dimensions. 142 Vlieghe has written: “This
list of descriptions is a unique document for its day: never before had
dimensions and technical information about materials been included in such
detail and so systematically in an inventory of works of art”.143 Following the
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foreword is a transcription of the inventory in the original old German. The
works of art are divided into four sections: the first lists 517 Italian paintings,144
the second, and by far largest section, includes 880 German and Netherlandish
paintings,145 the third is devoted to drawings, for which there are 343 entries, 146
and the last comprises 542 metal statues and other antiquities and figures.147
Of the 880 paintings in the second section, according to Schütz, only 330
paintings were by artists who were active at the time the collection was being
assembled (therefore, artists born roughly between 1580 and 1635). Of those
paintings by contemporary artists, Schütz determined that 260 were painted by
70 identified artists from the Southern Netherlands, compared with only 70
paintings painted by about 22 individual artists from the Northern Netherlands
(there are a further 10 paintings in the 1659 inventory by unidentified artists
from the Northern Netherlands).148 The collection, therefore, leaned far more
heavily toward Flemish artists. Perhaps this is due to the proximity of the artists
to Antwerp and Brussels, or their connection with the court artists, Van den
Hoecke and Teniers, or the art dealer, Matthijs Musson. Leopold Wilhelm’s
taste, or that of his court artists who were advising and purchasing for him,
would also have come to bear on the nature of the Netherlandish paintings that
were acquired. But the existence of even as many Northern Netherlandish
paintings as these suggests a continuing Habsburg “interest” in the territories
surrendered, during that very same period, at the Treaty of Munster.
Vrel’s first appearance in the inventory is under entry 739 in the second
section:
Zwey Stückhel einer Grössen von Öhlfarb auf Holtz, warin in einem ein hollandischer
Camin, darbey ein kranckhe Fraw sitczt, vndt in dem andern ein Fraw zum Fenster
hinauszschawet. / Un Schwartz schmall glatten Ramen, hoch 3 Spann 3 Finger vndt
braith 2 Spann 5 Finger. Original von Jacob Frell.149

The entry informs the reader that the two paintings by “Jacob Frell” were the
same size (height: 3 Spann, 3 Finger and width: 2 Spann, 5 Finger), were both
144
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painted in oil on wood, and were displayed in small black frames. The first
painting, depicting “a Dutch fireplace, next to which a woman sits” has generally
been accepted as CR3 (fig. 4),150 often called “The Convalescent”, and the
second painting, representing “a woman looking out a window”, as the
aforementioned CR16, known as “Woman at the Window”. As the two paintings
listed under 739 were the same size, they were possibly considered to have
been pendants at the time they were acquired for the archduke’s collection; 151
however, the dimensions of CR3 and CR16 do not quite match, with CR16
being somewhat taller. Clotilde Brière-Misme, the first person to identify CR3,
“La Convalescente”,152 as one of the two paintings listed in entry 739, provided
an explanation for this discrepancy:
The panel has the same width as the one in the Vienna Museum. It would have the
same height had a sacrilegious hand not cropped it; it had partly removed, as tedious,
the mantlepiece, the naked surface of which gives much character to Vrel’s
compositions. 153

Of Vrel’s known oeuvre, CR16 is the only painting that is clearly signed and
dated.154 It is also one of the only works with a provenance that is nearly
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traceable back to the time of Vrel. It therefore has the secondary function of
being one of the only “documents” attesting to the existence of the maker.
Dated 1654, it probably entered Leopold Wilhelm’s collection by 1656, the year
that he left Brussels, and definitely by the time the inventory was written in
1659. Separated from the collection in the eighteenth century, it remained in
private hands until it was purchased in 1908 by the Kunsthistorisches Museum
in Vienna and reunited with the bulk of Leopold Wilhelm’s collection.155 Cornelis
Hofstede de Groot, who, as will be seen, would later play a significant role in
Vrel’s “reconstruction”, was informed by Gustav Glück, director of the
Kunsthistorisches Museum, that this painting had been identified in the
inventory of Leopold Wilhelm’s collection.156 Hofstede de Groot published this
discovery for the first time in 1915-6.157
Elizabeth Honig, in her 1989 article on Vrel, was the first to identify a
possible third painting by Vrel in the 1659 inventory.158
758. Ein Stückhel von Öhlfarb auf Holcz, warin zwey Pauren vndt ein Peürin/ Von
Jakob Fröll/ Original. Hoch 1 Spann 8 Finger vnd braith 1 Spann 4 Finger, in einer
schmall schwartzen Ramen.159

Unfortunately, this painting depicting “two peasant men and a peasant woman”
has remained unidentified. One might question whether “Jakob Fröll” and
“Jacob Frell” (Jacobus Vrel) referred to the same artist. However, as Schütz has
pointed out, the individual responsible for recording the names of artists may
not have been very familiar with the Northern Netherlandish artists whose
paintings were in the collection: “Here the compiler of the inventory was less
sure of himself in the recording of artist’s names than with the Flemish painters,
and also made mistakes through the obviously incorrect reading of
signatures”.160 The deciphering of signatures has never been an exact science,
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but even more so when the artist is not known to the individual doing the
deciphering. Furthermore, it has already been noted that Vrel himself signed his
name in many different ways; could “Fröll” simply be another variation?
The Theatrum Pictorium, first published in 1660, is a folio bound edition
of prints after 243 of the Italian paintings in Leopold Wilhelm’s collection. This
extravagant publication was produced under the supervision of Teniers, who
also painted the pasticci (small-scale copies) of the paintings, from which other
artists created engravings.161 As with the inventory, the Theatrum Pictorium was
a unique publication for its day; never before had an illustrated catalogue of this
scale, which included the names of the original artists, dimensions, and the
names of the engravers, been assembled, and, as Klinge has pointed out, it
would be a model for catalogues into the eighteenth century.162
According to Klinge, work on the Theatrum Pictorium probably started
circa 1654-5, around the time she believes that Teniers was appointed “Ayuda
de Camera”.163 Given the scale of the project, it took years to complete, the
work continuing after Leopold Wilhelm left Brussels in 1656. According to
Teniers himself, production had been slowed and made more difficult by his
former master’s departure to Vienna.164 As with the Kunstkammern, one would
not expect to see Vrel’s paintings (or Brueghel’s, Ruben’s and Van Dyck’s for
that matter) reproduced in this lavish catalogue, as only the Italian paintings in
the collection were given this privilege. Klinge noted, “The gallery pictures
demonstrate that it was the archduke’s express wish to make his most
important Italian paintings known to his peers, and the Theatrum Pictorium,
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designed on an unmistakably princely scale, seems an extension of the same
ambition”.165
In Teniers’ introduction to the readers, he explained that he had received
a letter from a friend in Vienna (he does not disclose the name of the
correspondent), informing him of new paintings acquired for the “Cabinet de
Vienne”, the Stallburg gallery where Leopold Wilhelm’s collection was displayed
after he returned from Brussels. The “Extrait de la Lettre cy-devant mentionnée”
(extract of the aforementioned letter), which was probably written either by
Anton van der Baren or Nicolas van Hoy, follows Teniers’ introduction.166 The
letter opens with the following line: “As for the Paintings and Treasures
belonging to S.A.Serme. it would be very difficult for me to describe to you their
abundance and diversity”.167 The author then explained that he would have to
content himself with describing the layout of the galleries and the general
character of the art works displayed within them. The reader is informed that,
following “six works by Breugel the Elder” representing the months of the year,
were many other paintings by great Masters “the names of whom I have noted
in the following Table”.168
Immediately following the letter, is the table to which the author referred.
It lists 180 artists, mainly from Northern Europe, whose paintings were not
depicted in the Theatrum Pictorium. Listed in alphabetical order according to
given names (usually written in Latin), many of the artists are not immediately
familiar. Upon closer inspection, one begins to notice names such as “Albertus
Durer”, “Antonius van Dijck”, “Geradus Segers”, “Hans Holbeen”, “Ioannes Bol”,
“Quintinus Masseys” and “Rhinbrant van Vijn”, to name but a few. With a bit of
research, most names can be identified as known artists, although there are
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some that remain obscure. It appears that a few artists were unfamiliar to the
author who left either their given name (e.g. “— Regaels”, “— Meriaen”, “— De
Vrom”, etc.), or in one case their second name (“Rogier –"), blank. One name
that certainly stands out is “Iacobus Frell”. The fact that his first name as well as
second are listed is significant in that it indicates that his name was known to
the author; the signatures on Vrel’s paintings often include either only his initials
(i.e. J.V.) or his first initial and one of the variations of his surname, as in the
case of CR16: “J. Frel”. The list also reinforces Schütz’s observations regarding
the artists in the inventory, that very few of the names listed (roughly 20)
belonged to contemporary artists who had been born, and/or were active, in the
Northern Netherlands. Schütz wrote:
The names of great and well-known Dutch painters are absent: there is nothing by
Frans Hals, no landscapes by van Goyen or Ruisdael, and only one painting by
Rembrandt, which incidentally has not come down to us, while the rest are primarily
genre paintings, including seven pictures by Ostade.169

The majority of contemporary artists on the list were from the Southern
Netherlands.
Vrel’s inclusion in this collection provides us with some clues about his
origin and his reputation with his contemporaries. As previously noted, it
suggests that he must have been a relatively well-connected painter. Vrel’s
presence in the collection refutes the theory that he was an amateur, or
“Sunday painter”, as has been put forward by some twentieth-century writers.170
As Ekkehard Mai has rightly noted, Vrel must have been a member of a guild in
order to sell his paintings in the Netherlands adding that, in any case, Teniers
certainly would not have encouraged his master to buy the works of an
amateur.171 Based on his paintings’ inclusion in the Archduke’s collection, we
can infer that Vrel’s oeuvre must have been of some repute in order to capture
Teniers’ attention. Moreover, we might possibly learn more about Vrel’s region
169
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and period of activity by means of further research into Teniers’ dealings with
Musson and others, as well as from the itinerary of Teniers’ travels within the
Netherlandish region.172 Although no evidence has been found that can tie Vrel
to a specific city, the fact that the author of the inventory, Anton van der Baren,
described the mantlepiece in CR16 as “hollandischer” suggests that he was
perceived to be Dutch, or active in Holland when his paintings were in the
archduke’s collection.173 The various spellings of Vrel’s name in the Theatrum
Pictorium and in the inventory indicate that he might have been known by
different names in addition to signing his name differently himself. Elizabeth
Honig has pointed out that the appearance of three of Vrel’s paintings in
Leopold Wilhelm’s collection is particularly surprising because the collection,
even the northern European paintings, which were often in the style of Rubens
and Van Dyck, was weighted toward history and religious paintings. The genres
of paintings associated with the artists listed in the Theatrum Pictorium confirm
this. The collection also included many landscapes, allegorical paintings,
“cabinet” pictures, garland paintings and still life paintings, but very few genre
scenes. Many of the genre paintings were by Teniers himself or artists working
in a similar vein (i.e. peasant and tavern scenes) and not the type of domestic
interior genre painting that was emerging in the Northern Netherlands around
the mid-seventeenth century.174 Why, then, would Teniers have purchased
paintings by Vrel for Leopold Wilhelm’s illustrious collection?
2. “I.VREL”: an Apocryphal Vermeer
The next moment in Vrel’s history would occur in the mid-nineteenth
century. This timing was not accidental. The field of Dutch art history had
undergone many changes over the course of the previous hundred years. In the
eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, the popular attitude toward Dutch
painting was impacted by a bias toward Italianate art (a bias we have already
noted in the recording of the seventeenth-century collection of Leopold
Wilhelm). As is well known, eighteenth-century connoisseurs generally viewed
172
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Dutch “realist” paintings of objects, people and scenes from daily life as inferior
to Italian and other “idealising” southern European art. Although recognised for
their technical ability, many felt that Dutch artists merely desired to replicate
nature without aspiring to any higher representational aim.175 According to
Dedalo Carasso, the only Dutch seventeenth-century artist to exemplify the
eighteenth-century concept of artistic “genius”, a notion that was highly
qualified, was Rembrandt.176
Eighteenth-century tastes meant that, outside of the Netherlands, many
Dutch genre painters remained largely “unknown” or unappreciated. Some were
valued, but only if their “style” was highly finished, such as Gerard Dou, Gabriel
Metsu and Gerard Ter Borch. Even Pieter de Hooch remained relatively
obscure outside of Holland until the beginning of the nineteenth century. In his
monograph on De Hooch, Peter C. Sutton has written that, in the late
eighteenth century, paintings by De Hooch and other artists of the Delft “school”
sold for much less than works by the Leiden fijnschilders.177 Sutton quoted a
French dealer named Paillet, who stated in 1784, in reference to De Hooch’s
paintings: “we do not place this master’s paintings in the first rank: because of
Metzu and Terburg, who handled this genre with superiority”.178 This was also
the case with Vermeer. Ivan Gaskell has written:
The name of Vermeer may indeed never have been lost entirely, and his paintings may
well have been traded under the name occasionally in the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, but any celebrity attaching to it remained provincially Dutch, while
any enthusiasm in the centres of taste and trade – Paris and London – remained fitful
and marginal.179

It is true that many paintings by Vrel would have been hidden away in private
collections during the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth centuries and
that this would in part explain why he remained “unknown”; however, Vrel’s
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paintings depicting scenes of everyday life, painted in a style that could be
deemed less than “refined”, would have been of little interest to most
eighteenth-century collectors.
Antoine-Joseph Dezallier d’Argenville’s Abrégé de la vie des plus fameux
peintres (1745-52) was written with the intention of informing French collectors
about the lives and art of the best, and therefore most sought after, old masters
and is representative of eighteenth-century taste.180 Dividing his overview into
three main “schools”, Italian, French, and Flemish (in which he included
German, Dutch, and English – there was no real distinction between Flemish
and Dutch painting in French writing until the nineteenth century), d’Argenville
declared his desire to distance himself from previous writers, such as Giorgio
Vasari, Giovanni Pietro Bellori, Arnold Houbraken and Cornelis de Bie who had
each claimed the supremacy of specific artists and the art of certain nations.181
D’Argenville insisted that he viewed the art and artists of all of the “schools”
impartially: “Since becoming attached to the arts, all nations have appeared
equal to him: a Fleming, a Frenchman in certain aspects of painting would
prevail over an Italian”.182 Peter Hecht has claimed that the Dutch artists listed
in d’Argenville’s book, apart from some exceptions, are those whom one would
expect to see represented in any “great eighteenth-century cabinet”, which is
not drastically different from the ones would see in major collections today.183 A
small number of artists one would presume to see, such as Frans Hals, Jan
Steen and Jan van Goyen, were not included in the Abrégé and in the second
edition of the book d’Argenville explained that he had omitted artists that he
deemed inferior.184 Although d’Argenville argued that, in essence, artists from
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all countries were to be valued equally, in the second edition of the Abrégé, he
noted specific traits, which could be perceived as limitations, of the “Flemish
school”:
The Flemish, naturally phlegmatic, had the patience to make infinite attempts in search
of an admirable chiaroscuro. In truth, they painted only common subjects; their heroes
are peasants; their setting is a chemistry laboratory, a kitchen, a Kermis; if they have
painted them well, their eulogy is achieved. It would be in vain to praise these painters
on the elevation of their thoughts, on the fine allegory diffused in their paintings; we
would find few among them who would merit praise of this nature. Rubens, Vandyck,
Layresse, are perhaps the only ones of this School who have known the poetic of their
art.185

D’Argenville went on to insist that the perfect imitation of nature was the goal of
artists from all countries and that the only fault of the artists in the “Flemish
school” was that they took this to the extreme, copying nature without
attempting to improve upon it by looking to antique models.186 D’Argenville’s
assessment of Dutch artists, that they were solely interested in mastering the
illusion of everyday reality and not concerned with history and allegory, was
perpetuated into the nineteenth century.
With less desire to appear impartial, Joshua Reynolds’ A Journey to
Flanders and Holland provides an account of the art works that the author saw
on his 1781 travels throughout the Low Countries. His remarks on Dutch
painting also express the perception that the Dutch were only concerned with
the perfect recording of reality, and that their paintings were therefore
intellectually inferior and uninteresting. Following a section that recorded the
works he viewed in several Amsterdam collections, including paintings of
different genres by artists as diverse as Rembrandt, Pieter de Hooch, Jan
Weenix, and Allaert van Everdingen, Reynolds wrote: “It is to the eye only that
the works of this school are addressed; it is not therefore to be wondered at,
that what was intended for the gratification of one sense succeeds but ill, when
185
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applied to another”.187 He conceded, however, that while the subjects are
uninteresting in themselves, they provided a model of technical excellence and
one could derive some pleasure in looking at them because of their “truth to
imitation”.188
Jean Baptiste Pierre Lebrun’s Gallérie des Peintres Flamands et
Allemands (1792), while similar in many respects to d’Argenville’s Abrégé,
represents a slightly different direction in Dutch art history in France. In the
introduction, Lebrun wrote:
It is on these last that I would like to speak, it is these men who, remaining
unknown during their lives, and even after their death, are in need, to retake the
place that they should have occupied amongst their rivals and their
contemporaries, so that their paintings do not escape the eyes of the curious
who are eager to find them and appreciate them.189

This passage demonstrates a new drive of art historians to recuperate
“forgotten” artists of the past, granting them the recognition that history, until
then, had neglected to bestow. In addition to this motive, Lebrun’s catalogue,
like d’Argenville’s Abrégé, was intended to guide the taste of connoisseurs. In
the introduction, Lebrun pointed out that by acquiring knowledge of obscure
artists’ styles that one could possibly avoid the trickery of contemporary art
dealers. He wrote that, since painting had become an “object of commerce”,
that dealers would knowingly pass off works by lesser-known artists as
paintings by famous masters such as Rembrandt, Rubens or Van Dyck.190 The
artist whom Lebrun named as “Vander Meer de Delft” was one of the
“unknowns” to whom he referred in the above passage. According to André
Blum, writing in the mid-twentieth century on the connection of Vermeer and
Thoré-Bürger, Lebrun had been the first French art historian to mention
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Vermeer.191 The entry on Vermeer is very short, including no biographical
details (as none were known at that time), and is illustrated by an etching of The
Astronomer (1668, Paris, Louvre). Lebrun wrote that “Vander Meer’s” paintings
were extremely rare and that he was better known in Holland where his works
could fetch prices that matched the expensive paintings by Gabriel Metsu.192
While Vermeer received a small acknowledgement from Lebrun, there is no
mention of Vrel.
Following the Napoleonic wars, there was a gradual shift in mentality
toward Dutch art in Germany and France. While the general belief that the
Dutch were interested in the “simple imitation of nature” remained, “realism”
came to be held in greater esteem.193 In France, the status of Dutch genre
painting began to improve around 1830; Carasso has suggested that this was in
part due to the popularity of the English artists, Turner and Constable who had
looked to the Dutch for inspiration for their seascapes and landscapes.194 A new
appreciation for the historical dimension of the art of the past is another factor
that instigated a reappraisal of the Dutch school.195 New archival research was
being undertaken to historicise and demythologise artists of the past, including,
for example, Rembrandt.196 The impetus behind much of this research was to
establish the “oeuvre” of individual artists, and, therefore, “fix” attributions and
value in an expanding market that required new products.
John Smith, an English art dealer, compiled his nine-volume Catalogue
Raisonné of the works of the most eminent Dutch, Flemish, and French painters
(1829-42) for this exact purpose. His “reasoned catalogue” established the
reputation of many Dutch artists. Pieter de Hooch, who as we have seen was
less than appreciated in the eighteenth century, was granted a place as one of
the “eminent” Dutch artists, with Smith describing him as “excellent” and a
“genius”.197 Vermeer, on the other hand, was mentioned but twice in Smith’s
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series: once as one of the “Scholars and Imitators of Peter de Hooge” and again
as one of the “Scholars and Imitators” of Gabriel Metsu. The mention of
Vermeer after De Hooch reads as follows:
Vander Meer, of Delft. This painter is so little known, by reason of the scarcity of his
works, that it is quite inexplicable how he attained the excellence many of them exhibit.
Much of the effect and style of De Hooge is evident in all his pictures, but there are
some few which approach that master so nearly, as to create a belief that he studied
under him: these pictures generally represent the exterior views of Houses. One of his
best performances, representing the town of Delf [sic], at sunset, is in the Musée at the
Hague. This picture sold in a public sale, about ten years ago, for 5000 flo.198

Interestingly, both in the above passage and the passage following Metsu,
Smith emphasised the excellence of Vermeer’s “exterior views”, which today
include only the View of Delft (c. 1660-1, The Hague, Mauritshuis), which Smith
mentioned in both sections, and the so-called “Het Straatje” (The Little Street, c.
1657-8, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum). One wonders to which other “exterior
views” Smith was referring. As will be seen, when Vermeer was first introduced
to the Parisian public in the 1860s, several street views and landscapes were
attributed to him; however, many of these paintings would turn out to be by
other artists, including Vrel. A century after Smith’s Catalogue Raisonné,
Vermeer’s reputation would rise above that of the other painters in the “Delft
school” (even Pieter de Hooch) and Vrel, who does not feature anywhere in
Smith, would be considered one of Vermeer’s “satellites”. This illustrates the
rate at which the taste for Dutch painting and the posthumous fortunes of Dutch
artists were changing.
The writing of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe would play a role in
influencing, as well as representing, the shifting attitude toward Dutch painting
in Germany and France during a period of increased nationalistic sentiment and
Romanticism in the arts. Ursula Hoff wrote that, upon his first visit to the
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Dresden Gallery in 1768, Goethe became a great admirer of Dutch genre
paintings, especially works depicting “lower middle class interiors” by artists
such as Ostade, Dou and Schalken.199 Goethe’s interest in Dutch domestic
interior genre painting, according to Hoff, was in part due to “their closeness to
reality” but also because Goethe believed they were imbued with the values of
the “simple life”.200 In one edition of his journal, Über Kunst und Altertum am
Rhein und Main-Neckar, in 1814, Goethe wrote that an “original” artist must
“treat the things around him in an individual, national and almost traditional
manner”.201 For Goethe, Dutch artists fulfilled these requirements. He wrote:
“Dutchmen remain Dutch, indeed they are so governed by national character
that they ultimately retreat within their magic circle and eschew every foreign
influence”.202
Hegel, in his lectures on aesthetics (Vorlesungen über die Äestheik)
given in Berlin in the 1820s, expressed a favourable view of Dutch painting
which was probably shaped by his travels in the Netherlands in 1822 when he
saw Dutch paintings in museums. For Hegel, from the Middle Ages on, and
especially Post-Reformation, art became progressively “secularized” and
focused on humankind. As art’s main function was no longer to serve religion, it
tended to turn toward the representation of daily life and human experience
(“the prose of life”).203 However, in order to fulfil the goal of art, manifesting
“Ideal beauty”, which reveals the “freedom of the spirit”, painting needed to do
more than merely copy the outward appearance of people and things:
Thus the truth of art cannot be mere correctness, to which the so-called imitation of
nature is restricted; on the contrary, the outer must harmonize with an inner, which is
harmonious in itself, and, just on that account, can reveal itself as itself in the outer.204

Hegel believed that, in their paintings of daily life, the Dutch were able to “stop
the fleeting material of everyday life in order to create a heightened awareness
in the viewer”, revealing the inner essence of things and imbuing the details of
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daily life with significance in relation to the whole.205 For Hegel, the masters of
painting the transitory and fleeting were Ostade, Teniers and Steen (Hegel did
not distinguish between Northern and Southern Netherlandish artists, nor
between Protestant and Catholic ones, which seems problematic given the
assumptions implicit in his analysis). These artists he claimed, produced an art
that triumphed over the substantial, which had been a characteristic of the
subject of “classical art”.206 Hegel said of the choice of Dutch artists to paint
scenes of daily life:
they have reformed their Church themselves, conquered religious despotism as well as
the Spanish temporal power and its grandeur, and through their activity, industry,
bravery, and frugality they have attained, in their sense of a self-wrought freedom, a
well-being, comfort, honesty, spirit, gaiety, and even a pride in a cheerful daily life. This
is the justification for their choice of subjects to paint.207

For Hegel, the character of Dutch art was intrinsically linked to the religious and
political context of the Dutch Republic, specifically, its “emancipation” from the
Catholic Church and the Spanish monarchy. This connection would be
propagated by art historians who followed him, including, as will be seen,
Thoré-Bürger.
Around the same time, German art historians, including Johann Dominik
Fiorillo, Gustav Friedrich Waagen and Carl Friedrich von Rumohr, also focused
on the “originality” and realism of Dutch art, which they believed stemmed from
the Dutch “national character”.208 Carasso suggested that the nineteenthcentury rise in German patriotism and concept of heimat were supplemented by
a desire to foster a pan-Germanic heritage, in which contemporary philosophers
and art historians included the Dutch.209 Similarly, Hegel believed that the
courageous, pious, homely Dutch epitomised the “deutsch” (i.e., “German”, the
word meaning “people” or “nation”) mentality.210 These same art historians
looked down on the Dutch Italianate painters of the sixteenth century and the
history painters of the seventeenth (who had been appreciated, to a degree in
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the eighteenth century), whom they believed were untrue to their national
character and imitators of other schools.211
Théophile Thoré (1807-69), the French republican, Saint-Simonian,
journalist, art critic and art historian is very much of this moment.212 He would
have a great impact on the field of Dutch art history, solidifying Rembrandt’s
supremacy, shifting interest to the “Delft school” and what came to be known as
the petits-maîtres, restoring the reputation of Frans Hals and “rediscovering”
Vermeer. For our purposes, he was also indirectly responsible for the modern
retrieval of Vrel. Before the revolution of 1848, Thoré had been a critic of
contemporary French art and a supporter of Delacroix and the Barbizon
school.213 The politically active “Citoyen Thoré” was involved in the tumult of the
February Revolution, after which he would spend ten years in exile. During this
time, he adopted the pseudonym “William Bürger”, which allowed for his writing
to continue circulating in France. It appears that he used his alias for the first
time for the article, entitled “Des tendances universelles de l’art au XIXe siècle”,
which was published in the first edition of the Revue universelle des arts
(Brussels, 1855). This journal focused on the study of the universality of art and
its goal was to bring together connoisseurs and artists across borders in the
study and comparison of contemporary and ancient art: “une histoire de l’art
universelle”.214 For Thoré-Bürger and his circle, universality in the arts was part
of the modern trend of universality in general, which, according to Michael
Fried, meant the: “transcendence of class and even of nationality in the
recognition of all men’s common humanity”.215 Thoré’s choice of pen name,
both its meaning (bürger means “citizen” in German, like burgher in Dutch) and
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the fact that it is in two different languages (William/English and
Bürger/German), is symptomatic of this “universaliste” outlook.216
While in exile (1848-59), Thoré-Bürger’s attention and writing shifted
almost entirely from contemporary art to the art of the past – and predominantly
to Dutch seventeenth-century painting. During this period, he travelled
throughout Europe and spent considerable time in the Netherlands, studying
Dutch seventeenth-century paintings in public and private collections.217 The
fruits of his labour were published in his Musées de la Hollande (two volumes
published in Brussels in 1858 and 1860), which cover the collections in
Amsterdam (Rijksmuseum) and La Haye (Maruitshuis) in the first volume, and
the collections at the Musée van der Hoop in Amsterdam and the Musée de
Rotterdam (Museum Boijmans van Beuningen) in the second. Thoré-Bürger
championed Dutch art because, as he explained in the first volume of the
Musées, its “naturalisme” made it unique and distinct from the art of any other
European country. As Frances Suzman Jowell has explained, “naturalisme” for
Thoré was more than the mere faithful recording of reality, but should rather be
the artist’s subjective representation of his experience and of the world around
him.218 Thoré-Bürger believed that from the sixteenth century (he stated that
prior to that, Dutch art was merely a “banal pastiche of the Italians”),219 there
had been a transition from art that focused on mystical or supernatural beauty
determined by heroism and religion, to a “passion for earthly beauty” born of
experience.220 The “naturalisme” of Dutch painting, for Thoré-Bürger, was the
result of the unique political and religious context of the Dutch Republic.221 He
wrote:
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The third period of Dutch art coincides with the political and religious freedom, which
aroused in Holland, at the beginning of the 17th century, a new, strange society, distinct
even from other Northern societies that Lutheranism renewed on other issues, and
absolutely incomparable to the rest of Europe, as the Protestant and democratic, young
American society is today.222

The “political and religious freedom” to which Thoré-Bürger was referring was
the formation of the Dutch Republic, which gave the Dutch political
independence from Spain, and the Reformation of the Church, which allowed
for religious freedom from the domination of the Catholic church. In addition,
Thoré-Bürger also emphasised that during the same period the Dutch overcame
the natural challenges of their unique geographical situation, were exploring the
seas, and building new social and financial institutions at home. He wrote that it
was out of these exceptional circumstances that Dutch painting emerged,
defined by its “naturalisme”, “originalité” and independence from Italian
models.223
Thoré-Bürger’s claim for the “originality” of Dutch art as the result of the
unique religious, political and geographical circumstances recalls Hegel’s
account of Dutch painting in his Lectures on Aesthetics, it seems more than
likely that Thoré had read them.224 Although he did not directly reference Hegel,
Thoré-Bürger praised German scholars, citing specifically the Frères Boisserée,
Friedrich Schlegel and Goethe, as having been the first to attempt to recover
their “great native artists, lying in oblivion” through patient historic research.225
The last line in the passage quoted above, and Thoré-Bürger’s focus on the
“political and religious emancipation of the Dutch Republic”, have lead Jowell to
suggest that Thoré-Bürger was probably familiar with John Lothrop Motley’s
The Rise of the Dutch Republic (1856).226 Motley was an American historian
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who argued in this book that the Dutch Republic was a victory of “Liberalism of
Enlightenment and of Democracy”.227
The “universal” art history that Thoré-Bürger wanted to create needed to
be based on the “harvesting of facts, dates, particularities of all sorts”, in other
words, archival research.228 Jowell noted that, at the time he was working on
the Musées, very little of the archival research we benefit from today had been
done, therefore many of Thoré-Bürger’s observations and conclusions were
based on his own scrutiny of the paintings – comparing their signatures, styles,
dates, etc – and his unsystematic examination of whatever archival
documentation he could find.229 In the first volume of the Musées, Thoré-Bürger
lamented that the museums he visited only had catalogues that were
“extrêmement insignifiants” (extremely insignificant) and “très-fautifs” (very
faulty), and worse still, private residences and institutions, had no
documentation at all for the paintings they housed.230 He also noted that the
French had not written about the Dutch, but instead relied on the work of foreign
authors including John Smith, Johannes Immerzeel, and Gustav Friedrich
Waagen.231 In order to write about the history of the Dutch artists and paintings
he admired, which would be no easy task, Thoré-Bürger needed to immerse
himself in the context in which they were made:
But, in studying what was published in Northern languages, in studying the oeuvres of
these originals [artists] in the context of their own country and the customs that explain
them, we will possibly be able to reassemble the elements for this history.232

Further to their breaking away from Italian influence and creating an art
that was “original” and “naturalistic”, Thoré-Bürger praised the Dutch for making
art that represented all people in their society. In the conclusion to the first
volume of the Musées, he labelled Dutch painting as “a sort of photography of
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their great 17th century”.233 He believed that the dominance of Italian painting
had hindered the originality of the French school. It was because of Italian
influence, that academic French painting, of which he was critical, took as its
subject the allegorical and historical: “In France we have never painted the
French, I do not mean only the working classes, but all groups of all statuses
that constitute the diverse ensemble we call France”.234 In the concluding
sentence of the first volume Thoré-Bürger declared that: “The art of Rembrandt
and the Dutch, is quite simply ART FOR MAN”.235 As Michael Fried has argued,
Thoré’s moto of “l’art pour homme” was a “counter doctrine” to Romanticism’s
mantra of “l’art pour l’art”.236
In his development from the first volume of the Musées to the second,
Thoré-Bürger would become more forceful in his assertion of the view that
Dutch seventeenth-century painting should be seen as the only true ancestor of
contemporary art and should be the only art looked to for inspiration by
contemporary artists.237 He reinforced this claim by recounting an anecdote of
how he had placed the images of the two great masters, Raphael and
Rembrandt, back-to-back, so that they were facing opposite ways – a “Janus”
figure. The image, for Thoré-Bürger, seemed to perfectly illustrate his theory
that Raphael, representative of the classical ideal and an abstract view of
humanity, looked to the past, whereas Rembrandt, who represented a real
humanity, observed with his eyes and looked to the future.238 He elaborated on
this idea further by likening Raphael to a flower, the ultimate expression of a
society in full bloom and at its apex, but soon to perish and decline. In contrast,
he described Rembrandt as the root of a society that continued to grow and
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flourish.239 For Thoré-Bürger, Dutch seventeenth-century painting was not a
continuation of earlier Dutch art, but the beginning of something completely
different. As Fried has expressed it: “[Thoré-Bürger] regarded the Dutch school
of the seventeenth century, which he saw as essentially naturalistic, as the
great precedent for the modern art in which he believed”240 – by which Fried
was referring to the art of artists such as Courbet and Manet.
Peter Hecht has noted the important and lasting contribution that ThoréBürger made to the field of Dutch art history: “This is indeed very different from
what d’Argenville had tried to do a century before, and it must be clear that with
Thoré – and several others of his generation – a more critical and investigative
attitude towards art history had taken over”.241 His contemporary, G.F. Waagen,
Director of the Berlin Gallery (who, in 1860, would identify the Art of Painting,
then attributed to De Hooch, as a Vermeer),242 praised Thoré-Bürger for his
extensive “factual ‘scientific’ researches” into Dutch history of art.243 A younger
generation of art historians, including Wilhelm von Bode and Eugène Fromentin
noted the importance of Thoré-Bürger’s contribution to the field. Fromentin
thought of “his senior Thoré as the greatest living critic [and] read the Musées
before starting work on Les Maîtres d’autrefois”.244 While Thoré-Bürger did
much to establish the reputations of “naturalistic” Dutch artists who had
previously been overlooked, such as Vermeer, his criticism of the fijnschilders
and “Italianate” artists, whom he believed had sacrificed their individuality and
“Dutchness”, would have the opposite effect and led to their exclusion from
serious critical and historical review.245 Jowell suggested that Thoré’s influence
on the history of Dutch art would remain basically unchallenged until the midtwentieth century and the advent of the iconographical approach. Similarly,
Martha Hollander has written that, in the twentieth century, Thoré-Bürger’s view,
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perpetuated by art historians who would follow him, that Dutch “naturalistic”
paintings were documentary recording of daily life, would only be questioned
when art historians recognised that these images were “selective and
formulaic”.246
“Jan van der Meer de Delft” made his first appearance as one of the
“illustres inconnus” (illustrious unknown) in the first volume of the Musées de la
Hollande. Writing several years later in his articles on Vermeer, Thoré-Bürger
stated that he first saw paintings by Vermeer in the Netherlands in around
1842;247 his interest had purportedly been piqued by John Smith’s 1833
mention of the artist he called “Vander Meer” who had painted the “superb”
View of Delft in The Hague.248 In his summary of the highlights of the museum
in The Hague, in addition to Rembrandt and Paulus Potter, Thoré noted: “Some
artists of high value who are nearly unknown, like Theodor de Keijser and van
der Meer de Delft”.249 Thoré-Bürger was not the first writer to mention Vermeer
since Smith’s Catalogue Raisonné; Thoré-Bürger referenced Johannes
Immerzeel’s 1842 entry on “Johannes Vermeer”,250 writing:
According to Immerzeel, his true name would be Jan Vermeer and he would have been
a student of Karel Fabricius. There is no proof of this, which would also mean little, and
we must leave this Delfsche van der Meer among the ‘illustrious unknown’.251
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Thoré-Bürger stated that Van der Meer was probably born in Delft in
around1632, and that he should be referred to as “van der Meer de Delft” to
distinguish him from other artists of the same name. He also listed two paintings
in the Six van Hillegom collection: The Milkmaid (c. 1660, Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum) and the Little Street in addition to the View of Delft. In speaking
of Van der Meer’s paintings, he was not altogether approving, describing
Vermeer as “cet artiste bizarre” whose handling was comparable to
Rembrandt’s, although Rembrandt’s impasto was never as “excessive”, and
whose manipulation of light was similar to De Hooch’s (of whom he was
considered to have been an imitator).252 Thoré-Bürger wrote of “exaggerated”
impasto in the rendering of the brickwork in View of Delft, which, despite this: “is
a majestic painting and entirely surprising for amateurs [i.e., connoisseurs] to
whom van der Meer is unfamiliar”.253 Vermeer’s recovery as Thoré’s “Sphinx of
Delft”, therefore, began rather equivocally.
After this Vermeer’s star would continue to rise in what we could call a
“Vermeer Event”. This is evidenced by the dozen paintings that Thoré-Bürger
would go on to authenticate as works by “van der Meer de Delft” (with
suggestions of others) in the second volume of the Musées, published just two
years later.254 Thoré-Bürger was also noticeably more enthusiastic about the
artist, “Van der Meer de Delft. – Encore le sphinx!”.255 After listing the many new
attributions at length, describing their subjects, signatures, provenance, and
et c’est pourquoi, afin de le distinguer de ses homonymes, on l’appelle van der Meer de Delft (Delfsche
van der Meer). Suivant Immerzeel, son véritable nom serait Jan Vermeer et il aurait été élève de Karel
Fabricius. Il n’y a aucune preuve de cela, qui d’ailleurs signifierait peu, et il faut laisser ce Delfsche van der
Meer parmi les “ illustres inconnus. ”
252
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dimensions, Thoré-Bürger then stated “Now, let us reassemble the notes that
we have extracted from some old books”.256 In addition to repeating that Van
der Meer was born around 1632, which Thoré-Bürger had claimed in the first
volume, he wrote that he was still working in his native city of Delft in 1667 and
that he was dead in 1696; this date was based on an interpretation of the
“Dissius auction” records as representing the sale of Vermeer’s estate following
his death, we now believe that this is not the case.257 Thoré-Bürger included
the1696 auction Naamlyst van schilderyen listing twenty-one paintings by
Vermeer including their whereabouts, if known, or suggestions of possible
identifications. At the very end of his section on “van der Meer” Thoré-Bürger
wrote:
Apart from the dozen van de Meer, authenticated today, there are therefore another
one or two dozen to identify. As incomplete as the aforementioned documents are, they
can still help to find these lost works. Good luck to the scouts of rarities!258

Thus, Thoré-Bürger called upon his contemporaries to join him in the
construction of “van der Meer’s” oeuvre. Ben Broos has noted that the
competition for discovering more works by Vermeer became intense and
included not only Thoré-Bürger and other collectors and scholars of his
generation, such as Barthold Suermondt and Gustav Friedrich Waagen, but
was to be continued by following generations of art historians, including
Abraham Bredius and Wilhelm von Bode.259
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In May 1866, there was much excitement amongst Parisian art critics
and collectors surrounding the rediscovery of a new Dutch artist; the Exposition
Rétrospective marked the first occasion that paintings by Vermeer were publicly
exhibited in Paris as by Vermeer – well, as by “van der Meer”.260 This exhibition
ran concurrently with the Salon and displayed works by old and modern
masters borrowed from private collections. The organisers expressed the
intended outcome of the exhibition in the foreword of the catalogue: “The direct
comparison of contemporary works with the works of the consecrated masters
should have a happy influence on painters, while at the same time enlightening
and fortifying the public’s taste”.261 One might suggest that the exhibition also
vaunted the collections and taste of some important collectors. The Exposition
Rétrospective was modelled on English exhibitions (including the incredibly
successful Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition of 1857, which had been
lauded by Thoré-Bürger)262 that annually showcased old master paintings which
were normally shut away in aristocratic collections.263 Thoré-Bürger was
involved with the Exposition Rétrospective, not only as a lender, but also as an
organiser, bringing together several other paintings by “van der Meer” for the
show.264 It was an opportunity for Thoré-Bürger, therefore, to establish the
reputation of his so-called “Sphinx”, shaping Vermeer’s image in front of a
receptive public.
Vermeer’s enthusiastic admirers lauded the eleven paintings on display,
which included a conspicuously diverse selection comprising four interiors, four
landscapes and three street scenes. Seven out of the eleven paintings were in
Thoré-Bürger’s collection at the time of the exhibition, including the three street
scenes, which are of particular interest to us: “112. – Intérieur de ville
hollandaise” (CR47, fig. 5), “226 – Béguinage – Conversation de deux
260
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Béguines” (CR49) and “227 – Béguinage – une béguine appuyée sur sa porte/
Pendant du précèdent” (CR1, fig. 1).265 Rather than eliciting suspicion on the
part of viewers, according to Jowell: “Each painting was enthusiastically
welcomed as revealing yet another cogent aspect of a newly discovered artistic
identity”.266 Special attention was paid to the Intérieur de ville (CR47). Marius
Chaumelin, writing in the Revue Moderne, remarked that this street scene
“resembled nothing that we had ever seen before” and that it was “Impossible to
imagine a finer, more transparent or more harmonious use of colour”.267 In his
review in Le Figaro, Charles Yriarte exclaimed that this Intérieur de ville
“surpassed everything that can be imagined as harmony of tone and intimate
feeling”, and, despite being hardly picturesque, it “emanates an incredible
poetry”.268 In addition to praising the “ruelle” (“What an intimate existence and so
well expressed!”), Zacharie Astruc also acclaimed the painting portraying a
“beguine” leaning on a low door contemplating a succession of streets (CR1);
he mused that this image was what the French Romantic poet Alfred de Musset
had in mind when wrote some of the lines from his melancholic poem, Le mie
prigione (My prisons): “Ceux à qui ce séjour tranquille/Est inconnu/Ignorant
l’effet d’une tuile/Sur un mur nu”.269 It would seem that “van der Meer” was a
great success at the Exposition Rétrospective; however, much of the praise that
he received was based on the landscapes and street scenes (three of which are
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now attributed to Vrel) that together outnumbered the four interiors, which were
the only paintings in the exhibition that would remain attributed to Vermeer.270
That same year, Thoré-Bürger published his three-part article entitled
“Van der Meer de Delft” in the Gazette des Beaux Arts, in which he brought
together his findings concerning the Dutch artist, including a catalogue raisonné
and, once again, records of the aforementioned 1696 “Dissius auction”.271 As
we saw in the introduction, the image that Thoré-Bürger chose for the
frontispiece of this key article on Vermeer is an engraving after the painting that
had inspired Astruc to quote lines from Musset (CR1). The now-lost painting is
listed later in the article as number 52 in Thoré-Bürger’s catalogue raisonné.272
The painting apparently bore not only a Vermeer signature (“VMeer”) but also a
“false signature of P. d’Hooch”.273
In the introduction to the first part of the article, Thoré stated:
Van der Meer was not dead, and that which he created was still there, but from his
resplendent paintings his name had been erased. Van der Meer had disappeared
behind Pieter de Hooch, just as Hobbema had behind Ruisdael. Now, Hobbema has
reassumed his position by his friend and companion Ruisdael. Equally, van der Meer
should be restored next to Pieter de Hooch and Metsu, in the vicinity of Rembrandt.274

After speaking about Vermeer’s obscurity outside of Holland until about ten
years previous to his article, and of the history of his recent recovery, ThoréBürger continued by attempting to distinguish the various “van der Meers”, and
to provide a tentative history of his biography. Thoré-Bürger suggested that
Vermeer produced “his delicious little city interiors, his “ruelles” (like CR47)
while he was still a student of Carel Fabritius, whom Thoré deemed a master of
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perspective.275 Later in the article, he declared, echoing the attitude of the
critics at the Exposition: “For the Ruelles, we have never seen anything that
comes close to Vermeer”.276 However, he went on to recount how at a private
sale in Bamberg he had found a street scene (CR40, fig. 6) in a darkened
alcove which, although listed as by Gerrit Berckheyde, he believed to be a
Vermeer. Upon purchasing the painting, he noticed a curious signature: “It is to
be mistaken as Vermeer, even from up close: although weaker and colder. In
studying the painting, I found a correct signature: I. VREL. Hardly a Dutch
name, nor is it found in any other language”. 277 Thoré-Bürger dismissed Vrel as
a follower or imitator of Vermeer who, in addition to Daniel Vosmaer for city
views, was the only artist who could approach the master’s skill in painting
houses and streets. He listed another “Intérieur de ville” (CR45), number 57 in
his catalogue, which he had seen at “M. Smith’s” (John Smith’s son’ gallery) in
Bond Street in London a few years prior. That painting also caught ThoréBürger’s eye as another possible Vrel:
It is possible that this was an imitation by the painter of whom I purchased a ruelle in
Bamberg [the above-mentioned CR40] signed I. VREL, as it was possible to make out
letters that could form an analogous word on the painting of M. Smith.278

While Thoré-Bürger used the records of the 1696 “Dissius auction” as his
touchstone for provenance in determining the attribution of many of Vermeer’s
works, he also put much stock in his own connoisseurial skills. He based his
judgement on the authenticity of Vermeer’s “ruelles” by means of a comparison
275

Ibid, 309-10: “Je suppose que c’est à cette époque, et sous l’œil de Fabritius, ‘sans pareil pour la
perspective,’ qu’il peignit ses délicieux petits intérieurs de ville, ses ruelles… “
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Ibid, 469: “Pour les Ruelles, nous n’avons jamais rien rencontré qui se rattachât à Vermeer; une fois
seulement, à la vente Gustav Finke, a Bamberg, près Nürnberg, il y avait derrière un meuble, dans l’ombre
d’une alcôve, un tableau catalogué ‘Gerhard Berckheiden: Vue d’une rue dans une ville hollandaise.’ On
vendait les objets en place, et j’ai acheté le tableau sans l’avoir vu au grand jour, supposant que je tenais
encore une Ruelle de Vermeer. C’est Vermeer, à s’y méprendre, même de près; plus faible et plus froid
cependant. En étudiant la peinture, j’y ai trouvé une signature très-correcte: I. VREL. Ce nom n’est guère
hollandais, ni d’aucune langue. Est-ce une abréviation, une contraction? je ne sais. Toujours la peinture
est-elle d’un ancien sectateur de Vermeer, et qui l’imite avec une exactitude scrupuleuse. Sauf ce I. VREL,
et sauf le Daniel Vosmaer, dont nous avons cité les Vues de Delft lors de l’explosion de la poudrière en
1654, aucune autre trace d’artistes qui puissent procéder de van der Meer comme peintres de rues et de
maisons.”
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Ibid, for quotation, see note 166.
Ibid, 570: “57. Intérieur de ville. Chez M. Smith, de Bond Street, à Londres, il y a quelques années;
probablement aujourd’hui dans quelque collection anglaise. On voit au fond un portail d’église, d’où vient
de sortir une espèce de petit marguillier que s’avance de face. Sur bois et a peu près même dimension
que la ruelle de Hambourg. Il se pourrait que ce fut une imitation par le peintre dont j’ai acheté à Bamberg
une ruelle signée I. VREL, car on devinait sur le tableau de M. Smith des lettres pouvait faire un mot
analogue.”
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with the “touch” and signature of The Little Street (Het Straatje) that he had
seen in the Six van Hillegom collection.279 On this basis, be believed that he
had seen roughly twelve “ruelles”:
The Ruelle [CR42] in the Hudtwalcker in Hamburg is signed: [drawing of signature:
VMEER]. Same signature, a bit frustrated, on my Ruelle [CR47] exhibited at the
Champs-Elysees. The Intérieur de Béguinage [CR1], little woman dressed in a white
‘béguin’ and leaning on a half-door (see the engraving at the beginning of the first
article), is signed: [drawing of signature: VMeer]
Of these Ruelles, I have seen almost a dozen. There is one [CR41] at M. Ruhl’s,
connoisseur, in Cologne; one at M. de Gruyter’s, dealer, in Amsterdam. There was one
[CR45] recently at M. Smith’s, Bond Street, the son of John Smith, etc. All are very
original, very delicate and very harmonious.280

Jowell has noted that, while he was beginning to lose conviction over the
attributions of the landscapes to Vermeer, he was a bit more reluctant to give up
on his attributions of the “ruelles”, even though he had noticed the Vrel
signature on the Bamberg street scene (CR40) and a similar signature on the
painting at Smith’s gallery (CR45).281 However, in private correspondence, he
expressed his frustration on this matter: “I very much regret my Vermeer copy,
especially because of the curious signature: I. VREL. What is that? I noticed
traces of analogous signatures on some ‘ruelles’, particularly in England. Was
this an imitator, a copyist, of Vermeer”.282
Despite his identification of the painter named Vrel (and his dawning
awareness that he now owned one of his paintings), Thoré-Bürger did not
realise that there were at least three other paintings attributed to Vermeer, now
thought to be by Vrel, in his possession, which are the three that were displayed
at the Exposition. I propose that at least numbers 44, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57 and
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Ibid, 463: “C’est ce tableau de la galerie Six qui nous sert à authentiquer toutes les Ruelles de Vermeer,
non-seulement par les analogies du ton et de la touche, mais à cause de sa signature…”
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Ibid, 463-4: “La Ruelle de la collection Hudtwalcker à Hambourg est signée:… Même signature, un peu
frustre, sur ma Ruelle exposée aux Champs-Élysées. L’Intérieur de béguinage, petite femme coiffée d’un
béguin blanc et appuyée sur une demi-porte (voir la gravure en tête du premier article), est signé :…De
ces Ruelles, j’en ai rencontré presque une douzaine. Il y en a une chez M. Ruhl, amateur, à Cologne ; une
chez M. de Gruyter, marchand, à Amsterdam. Il y en avait une dernièrement chez M. Smith, de Bond
Street, le fils de John Smith, etc. Toutes sont très-originales, très-délicates et très-harmonieuses.”
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Jowell, 2003, 85, note 143.
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Jowell, 1998, note 40: “Je regrette beaucoup ma copie de Vermeer, surtout à cause de la curiosité de
la signature: I.VREL. qu’est-ce que cela? J’ai remarqué des traces de signatures analogues sur quelques
ruelles, notamment en Angleterre. Etait-ce un imitateur, un copiste, de Vermeer.” (unpublished letter to
Suermondt, 3 October 1865, Arsenal, Papiers, ms. 7919)
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58 in Thoré-Bürger’s catalogue raisonné of works by, or possibly by “van der
Meer”, are actually by Vrel. Thoré-Bürger listed number 44 “Vieille Femme qui lit
la Bible” (CR 56), which bore a Pieter de Hooch signature, as a possible
Vermeer.283 Numbers 52 (CR1) and 53 (CR49), both called “Intérieur de
béguinage”, were the two shown in the Exposition Rétrospective as numbers
227 and 226, respectively.284 Both 52 and 53 are marked with an asterisk,
denoting that Thoré-Bürger believed that their attribution to Vermeer was
“incontestable”.285 The “Ruelle” shown at the same exhibition is the “Intérieur de
ville” listed as number 54 (CR47), it is also marked with an asterisk.286 ThoréBürger suggested that either 54 or one of the following “Ruelles” could be “no15
from the [Dissius] sale of 1696: “View of some houses”. Numbers 55 (CR42, fig.
9), 56 (CR41), 57 (CR45), and 58 (CR41/50?)287 are all listed as “Intérieur de
ville”.288 Of these last four, only number 55 is asterisked as an “incontestable”
attribution.
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Bürger, 1866, 566-7, no.44: “Vieille Femme qui lit la Bible. Vente James Odier, Paris, 1861, sous le
nom de Pieter de Hooch, et avec une fausse signature de ce maitre sur un papier, par terre. En enlevant
cette fausse signature, on a trouvé, en caractères microscopiques: Jacobus Joel Finis (?) Cette liseuse de
Bible ne peut être la Femme symbolisant le Nouveau Testament, accompagnée de beaucoup
d’accessoires; car ici la muraille blanche est toute nue. Peinture curieuse et pleine de caractère. Est-elle
de Vermeer? – Payée à la vente Odier, 470 francs par M. Mündler. Le tableau a passé ensuite chez M.
Febvre, expert.”
284
Bürger, 1866, 569: For number 52, see footnote 162 above; “53.* Intérieur de béguinage. Pendant du
précèdent et mêmes dimensions. Collection W. Bürger. Dans une ruelle, une béguine debout et vue de
dos cause avec une autre béguine accoudée à sa fenêtre et vue de face. A droite, porte ouverte sur une
court.”
285
Ibid, 544: “… après les tableaux incontestable, marqués d’un astérisque, nous avons ajouté les
tableaux probables, puis ceux que nous n’avons pas vérifiés nous-même, ou qu’il s’agit de retrouver”.
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Ibid, 1866, 569-70: “54.* Intérieur de ville. Collection de W. Bürger. B., H., 0,41; L., 0,34. XXI. Voir la
description, livraison de novembre, p. 463. Acheté en Hollande, il y a quelques années. Signée… Cette
Ruelle, ou l’une des suivantes, peut être le no15 de la vente de 1696: ‘Vue de quelques maisons’”. ThoréBürger also included two quotations from journalists who saw it at the Exposition Rétropesctive: he
included the a quotation from Charles Iriarte’s article in Le Figaro, mentioned above, as well as a quote
from Théophile Gautier in Le Moniteur: “van der Meer de Delft, avec son Intérieur de ville hollandaise, une
merveille faisant partie de la collection de W.B.”.
287
The two listings in Thoré-Bürger’s 1866 catalogue, no. 56 and 58, might refer to the same painting.
Three figures may have been painted out and it therefore looked like different paintings. See CR41 and
CR50.
288
Ibid, 570-1: “55*. Intérieur de ville. Collection Hudtwalcker, à Hambourg. B., H., 21 pouces ; L., 16
pouces. Catalogue de la galerie Hudtwalcker, p. 117 : ‘Vue d’une rue de Delft…Quelques petits
personnages, etc. Provenant de la collection J. Slagregem, d’Amsterdam.’ Signé : VMEER“; “Intérieur de
ville. Collection de M. Ruhl, à Cologne. Sur bois et environ 40 c. sur 30.“; for number 57 see footnote 168
above; “58. Intérieur de ville. Chez M. de Gruyter, à Amsterdam“. Following number 58 Thoré-Bürger
wrote: “Nous réunirons, sous ce numéro, quelques indications d’autres ruelles: Vente Reydon,
Amsterdam, 1827: ‘B., H., 38 pouces; L., 26 pouces. Vue de quelques maisons pittoresques dans une
ville. Bien étoffé et représenté très-naturellement.’ – Acheté par Brondgeest 161 florins. Vente de Faesch,
Amsterdam, 1833, no 33 du catalogue: ‘Deux ruelles, avec bâtiments et étoffage approprié. Naturel de ton,
finement et bellement peint.’ – Vendues les deux ensemble: 192 florins.”
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Vrel was not the only artist whose paintings were attributed to Vermeer
by Thoré-Bürger and his colleagues; amongst others, Thoré-Bürger had also
attributed the “Rustic Cottage” (number 50 in Thoré’s catalogue), which was in
the collection of his friend Barthold Suermondt, to “van der Meer”. The painting
(c. 1800) is now believed to be by Derk Jan van der Laan, who was not a
forger, but an artist who worked in the style of the seventeenth-century
painter.289 Ben Broos has suggested that the errors made in attributions were
the result of overzealousness and competition on the part of collectors. He
wrote: “The image of the ‘sphinx’ that the French critic presented in 1866 was a
hodgepodge”;290 and then regarding the 1866 article, went on to say that: “In
truth, his study was not ready for publication at all”.291 Jowell has rightly pointed
out that Thoré-Bürger made it clear that many of his findings were tentative, and
that he encouraged others to contribute to further his work in establishing
Vermeer’s oeuvre. She stated:
The catalogue raisonné was made as inclusive as possible (more noted for sins of
commission than omission), listing every possible suspect, every stray sighting or
mention of Vermeer, as if to make amends for previous neglect. (It lists more than
seventy works, firmly attributing approximately forty-five, with several others as more
tentative candidates).292

She also suggested that, with the privilege of hindsight, it is easy for
contemporary art historians to be critical of Thoré-Bürger’s misattributions; she
went on to say that we should be more sympathetic, knowing how difficult it is to
define the “stylistic range” of an artist whose oeuvre is only just emerging.293 I
would argue that Thoré-Bürger had developed tunnel-vision in his impassioned
quest to establish Vermeer’s reputation and that, instead of recognising that
another artist, Vrel, was responsible for the “ruelles”, which seems to us the
most straight forward answer to his frustrating puzzle, he persisted in trying to
separate which of these very similar street scenes were by his Sphinx and
which were by this pesky “copyist”.
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As Thoré-Bürger’s attempt at reconstructing Vermeer’s oeuvre has
demonstrated, the oeuvre of an artist of the past is constantly evolving and
changing, as art historians shift their analysis from one perspective to another.
Why, then, do we still need to attempt to identify the paintings that have been
attributed to Vrel, or to trace the history of those attributions? Perhaps we do
not, but it is important for me to identify paintings that are, or have been
attributed to Vrel, as, without an oeuvre, the category “Vrel” is left empty and
meaningless. The works that make up the oeuvre also require “Vrel” (or
“Vermeer” or “Dutch Genre”, or “Petit-maître”, etc.) in order to become
meaningful historical objects for the kinds of art-historical enquiry in which those
category headings are employed. All attributions that have been made to Vrel,
whether or not they are still included in his oeuvre, have in some way or another
impacted on what “Vrel” means – his “identity”. The attributions of his works
(whether attributed to “Vrel”, “Vermeer” or “Dutch Genre”, etc.) also reveal much
about the context of the person who made the attributions and how they wanted
the works to function. Tracing this continuous and continuing development in
historical objects is what interests me, and it is what requires me to attempt to
identify Vrel and his oeuvre. It is not my aim to stabilize or validate any one
“Vrel” or any other, but rather to explore his function as a historical category and
object in different art-historical frameworks.
3. A Charming Amateur
Although Vermeer’s star would continue to rise over the next couple of
decades, few changes would occur in Vrel’s status. Henry Havard would reuse
the frontispiece image (CR1) at the beginning of the second part of his 1883
article “Johannes Vermeer” and, in his 1888 catalogue, he would reaffirm some
of the attributions that Thoré-Bürger had made of Vrel paintings to Vermeer.294
In 1885, Abraham Bredius, would tie the name “J. VRIEL” to several “ruelles”
that had previously been attributed to Vermeer. In an entry in the “Vom
Kunstmarkt” (from the art market) column in the Kunstchronik, Bredius listed a
294

Henry Havard, “Johannes Vermeer (van Der Meer de Delft) (2)”, Gazette Des Beaux-Arts: La Doyenne
Des Revues d’art 28 (1883): 213; Henry Havard, Van Der Meer de Delft (Paris: Librairie de lArt, 1889): 39:
numbers 53 and 54 in Havard’s catalogue refer to CR1 and CR49. Under 55 Havard listed multiple
“ruelles” including CR42, CR41, and possibly CR50. There is one other ruelle mentioned that was in the
collection of M. Lacroix which I have not identified.
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street scene recently purchased by the Oldenburg Gallery, Hamburg (CR51):
“116. Street view, erroneously attributed to the Delft Vermeer, but good work by
the unknown painter J. Vriel”. Bredius wrote that Barthold Suermondt had
informed him that Thoré-Bürger had owned a painting with a similar signature
(CR40). He identified the Oldenburg Gallery painting as being by the same
hand as street scenes he had seen in Hamburg (CR42), in The Hague (CR36)
and in other private collections, including ones in Milan and Frankfurt.295 Thus
Bredius took the first small step toward the reconstruction of Vrel as an
independent artist.
The next major event that would impact the course of Vrel’s trajectory
would occur following the posthumous sale of much of Thoré-Bürger’s collection
on the 5th of December 1892. As Jowell noted, approximately half of the sale
total of 162,898 frs was earned by paintings by or attributed to Vermeer (the
“authenticated” Vermeers each sold for between 20,000 and 29,000 frs).296 This
demonstrates the exponential rise in the artist’s reputation and market value
since his “rediscovery” in the 1860s. Vrel, on the other hand, whose paintings
had been celebrated when thought to have been by Vermeer, did not fare as
well. The “Ruelle” (CR47), which had garnered much praise at the Exposition
Rétrospective, now downgraded to the status of “attributed to Vermeer”, was
bought in for 1,800 frs.297 The “Ruelle” (CR40), upon which Thoré-Bürger had
been disappointed to recognise Vrel’s signature, sold for a mere 320 frs.
Interestingly, this painting was purchased for the Rijksmuseum within a month
of the Thoré-Bürger sale.298 It was one of four paintings from this sale to be
acquired for Dutch museums by the end of the century.299
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A. Bredius, “Vom Kunstmarkt”, Kunstchronik 21.40 (1885/86), 676, no. 116: “116. Straßenansicht, dem
Delfter Vermeer irrtümlich zugeschrieben, aber gutes Werk des unbekannten Malers J. Vriel. (Herr B.
Suermondt teilte mir mit, dass Burger [Thoré] ein ganz ähnliches Merk besaß, voll bez. J. Vriel.) Ich kenne
ein ähnliches bei Herrn Weffelhoeft in Hamburg, wo man die Bezeichnung schon in alten Geiten verdorben
hat, ein anderes bei Ritter de Stuers im Haag, wo man noch I. VR.E liest, andere sah ich in
Privatsammlungen (u. a. bei Milani in Frankfurt a/M.) Dieses sehr hübsche Bild ging für 1150 Mf. in die
Oldenburger Galerie.”
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Jowell, 2003, 58.
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Ibid, 60, see also in Jowell’s article: Appendix I, “The 1892 auction catalogue: “Tableaux anciens”, 108,
no. 33, as “Intérieur de ville” by “attribué à Jan van der Meer de Delft”.
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Brière-Misme, 1935a, 109; Jowell, 2003, 61, see also in Jowell’s article: Appendix I, “The 1892 auction
catalogue: “Tableaux anciens”, 109, no. 48. We learn that the painting, “Une Rue de ville hollandaise” by
“Vrel (J)”, was purchased by Sedelmeyer for 320 frs before being purchased by the Rijksmuseum.
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Jowell, 2003, 61.
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Cornelis Hofstede de Groot (1863-1930), in his review of the ThoréBürger sale, noted that “Nr. 33. Vermeer zugeschriebene Strassenansicht” (a
street view attributed to Vermeer) was by the same hand as “Nr. 48. J. Vrel,
Strassenansicht” (a street view by Vrel).300 In addition, he wrote that number 48
(CR40), the painting that even Thoré-Bürger had identified as by Vrel, “proved”
that other paintings (i.e., CR47, the three that Bredius had suggested: CR51,
CR36, and CR42, as well as a painting in Antwerp, CR31) were also by Vrel.301
Following the sale, Hofstede de Groot set about reassessing Thoré-Burger’s
“Sphinx of Delft”, a decision in part based on the suspicion raised by the two
Vermeer-labelled Vrels and other uncertain attributions in the sale. His efforts
would have the result of uncovering (or constructing) petits-maîtres previously
absorbed into the oeuvre of Vermeer and Pieter de Hooch, one of whom was
Vrel.302
During the first two decades of the twentieth century, Hofstede de Groot
would build on Vrel’s still very small oeuvre, adding interior paintings that had
previously been attributed to De Hooch, Isaac Koedijck and Esaias Boursse. In
two publications from 1903 and 1904, he presented several candidates to be
added to Vrel’s body of work, with each new attribution strengthening his
confidence in his earlier attributions. An interior in the Museum in Brussels
(CR28), previously attributed to Koedijck, became the lynchpin for attributing an
interior in Antwerp (CR27, fig. 10) and one previously attributed to Pieter de
Hooch in Lille (CR7) to Vrel. As the Brussels picture was unsigned, he turned to
the fully signed street scene in The Hague (CR36), suggested by Bredius as a
potential Vrel, and the interior in the Hermitage (CR14, fig. 7) that is signed “JV”
(which he took as a monogram for Vrel because of its similar style to the other
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Cornelis Hofstede de Groot, “Die Auction Thoré-Bürger”, in Repertorium für Kunstwissenschaft 16
(1893):116-19: no. 33: “Nr. 33. Vermeer zugeschriebene Strassenansicht. Ohne Zweifel von der Hand
jenes IVREL, von dem die Nr. 48 herrührt; 1800 francs.”
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Ibid, no. 48: “Nr. 48. J. Vrel, Strassenansicht; 320 francs (Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam). Dies
bezeichnete Bildchen beweist überzeugend, dass die dem Vermeer aufgebürdete Strassenansichten zu
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Bildchen bein Ritter de Stuers im Haag hat genau dieselbe Bezeichnung. Auch für ein mir nicht durch
Augenschein bekanntes Strassenbild bein Consul Weber zu Hamburg wird sein Name genannt.”
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As will be seen in chapter two, Hofstede de Groot was also largely responsible for the modern recovery
of Pieter Jannsens Elinga and Cornelis de Man.
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paintings) to confirm these attributions.303 He came to the conclusion that any
paintings ascribed to Koedijck based on their similarity to the Brussels painting
should be reattributed to Vrel. He observed that Vrel’s “identity” was a mystery
that could not be solved as no archival or biographical information could be
found.304 In 1904, he would add yet another work to the growing list of Vrel
interiors: the painting of a woman reading, then in the Schloss collection in
Paris (CR56). He wrote that this painting helped to confirm the attributions of
the Brussels, Antwerp and Lille interiors as well as revealing the “true” name of
the artist: a piece of paper on the floor (similar to the paper in the Brussels
painting upon which he could not distinguish a signature) was signed, he
claimed, “Jacobus Vrel”.305
In 1907 Hofstede de Groot published his “rewrite” of John Smith’s
Catalogue Raisonné of the works of the most Eminent Dutch Painters of the
Seventeenth Century. In the preface to the first volume he noted that in the
eighty years since Smith’s publication, that the “genuineness” and location of
many works had changed, making his new edition long overdue. He also wrote
that “the works of imitators have been separated from those of masters”.306 He
commented that the inclusion of four Flemish painters and three French
painters in Smith’s original Catalogue Raisonné was arbitrary and that many
excellent artists from both “schools” had been overlooked. Instead of including
these seven artists, therefore, Hofstede de Groot chose to add seven more
“eminent” Dutch artists he believed merited being included with the original
thirty-three; one of these artists was Johannes Vermeer of Delft.307 While
Vermeer was now counted amongst the “most eminent” Dutch painters, Vrel
was considered a “scholar or imitator” of Pieter de Hooch or Vermeer. Hofstede
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de Groot explained that: “As it is not always easy to say whether a painter
imitated Vermeer or De Hooch, the imitators of both masters are here noticed
together. Neither had any pupils in the literal sense”.308 We recall, that in
Smith’s 1833 volume, “Vander Meer” had been classified as an imitator of De
Hooch and Metsu. Now, Vrel was included in this category along with Jacobus
Ochtervelt, Cornelis de Man, Isaac Koedijk, Esaias Boursse, Hendrick van Vliet
and Emmanuel de Witte: “Jacobus Vrel, about whose career nothing is known,
painted simple pictures of rooms and street-scenes which were wrongly
ascribed to Vermeer of Delft and Isaac Koedijck, from whose works they differ
very widely in quality”.309
Hofstede de Groot reassigned over twenty Vermeer attributions that had
been published in Thoré-Bürger’s 1866 articles and raised doubts over others
without suggesting alternative attributions. Five paintings were reattributed to
Vrel: “11 Old Woman reading a Bible, in the collection of Adolphe Schloss,
Paris” (CR56, 44 in Thoré-Bürger 1866), the “17 Interior of a Cloister” (CR1, 52
in Thoré-Bürger, 1866), “18 A nun conversing with a woman in the street”
(CR49, 53 in Thoré-Bürger, 1866), “19 Interior of a Town in the Rijksmuseum”
(CR40; Hofstede de Groot listed it as no.33 from the 1892 sale and 54 in ThoréBürger, 1866 when it was in fact no.48 in the sale and not listed in the 1866
catalogue, as Thoré-Bürger knew it was signed “Vrel”) and “20 Interior of a
Town, in the Hudtwalker collection, Hamburg” (CR42, 55 in Thoré-Bürger,
1866). He also claimed that the other “Pictures of a Town” (57 and 58 in ThoréBürger, 1866) were “certainly not by Vermeer” but did not attribute them to
Vrel.310 In addition, he also reassigned an “Interior” (CR27), as noted in his
1903 article, that had previously been attributed to Pieter de Hooch to Vrel.311
In 1916, in a short article accompanying a reproduction of a painting in
his own collection that he had attributed to Vrel (CR12), Hofstede de Groot
presented a history of Vrel’s “rediscovery” and everything that was known about
the artist up until that point.312 He wrote that, following the discoveries published
308
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in the 1903 article, which proved that Vrel was not only a painter of street
scenes, but also of domestic interiors, that his oeuvre had more than doubled in
the intervening years.313 Vrel’s body of works was further diversified when
Hofstede de Groot discovered a painting of a Romanesque church interior
signed “Jacobus Vreel” (CR18), which was reminiscent of a print he had seen in
a book. The print, which presumably also depicted a church interior, was after
an unsigned painting thought to be by an “unknown pupil of Rembrandt”, but he
believed that it must have also been by Vrel.314 In addition to the Vrel interior in
his collection, he also added the Vienna interior (CR16) to Vrel’s expanding
oeuvre. He wrote: “All in all, we now know from him about 20 to 25 paintings
and now ask ourselves the question: who was this Vrell?”315 He admitted that
this question could not be satisfactorily answered. Despite this, some
suppositions could be drawn based on the few facts at his disposal and by
looking at the paintings that were then attributed to Vrel. As was seen at the
beginning of this chapter, Hofstede de Groot had noted the documentary
significance of the Vienna painting (CR16), which, in addition to being the only
dated picture so far attributed to Vrel, was also recorded in the inventory of
Archduke Leopold’s collection.316 On the basis of this painting’s 1654 date
Hofstede de Groot also determined that Vrel was working earlier than De
Hooch, Vermeer, and Boursse – a theory that has been reiterated by
subsequent writers. He argued that, while Vrel’s street scenes might resemble
Vermeer’s, and his interiors those of De Hooch and Boursse, this resemblance
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was based merely on a “fleeting correspondence of subjects”.317 Vrel’s
technique of painting was, according to Hofstede de Groot, in terms of
colouring, tone and love of chiaroscuro, entirely Dutch. However, the style of
architecture of Vrel’s houses and certain details found within them, found no
parallel in the paintings of his contemporaries. This peculiarity, in addition to the
fact that Vrel’s name had not been found in any guild registers, archives or
inventories, led him to believe that Vrel must have been active somewhere
outside of the main artistic centres.
Although Hofstede de Groot would not write a monograph or devote an
entire study to Vrel, he was largely responsible for constituting him as an
individual artist. The Hofstede de Grootfiches held in the RKD, which contain 97
index cards related to Vrel, many of them records of paintings that Hofstede de
Groot had seen in person, and which included his impressions, theories,
findings and notes from correspondence with other scholars, are an invaluable
resource. Many of the paintings to which the cards refer may not have been by
Vrel, but taken as a whole, they are a representation of the process of artistic
reconstruction – a process that is certainly an imperfect science.
Wilhelm Valentiner (1880-1958) was a student of Abraham Bredius and
of Hofstede de Groot, he had assisted Hofstede de Groot with the production of
the 1907 Catalogue Raisonné discussed above. Valentiner made a small
number of contributions to the discourse on Vrel during the second quarter of
the twentieth century, in addition to his posthumously published theory about
Vrel’s origins which was discussed in the introduction.318 He was instrumental in
the development of new art institutions in the United States and, from the midtwenties, he was director of the Detroit Institute of Art. By this point, several
Vrels had made their way into American collections, in 1928 the Detroit Institute
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of Art, was gifted one of Vrel’s interior paintings, CR30.319 Writing about the
Institute’s recent acquisitions of CR30, and of a painting by Pieter de Hooch,
Valentiner stated that, in order for the Institute’s collection of Dutch art to
represent the “greatness of this period”, it needed to fill in some of the gaps,
especially in the area of interior genre painting. He lamented that it was not
within his institution’s means to be able to purchase great works by some of the
most sought-after Dutch masters of the interior, such as Vermeer, Ter Borch or
Metsu, but added that: “it is still possible to acquire a fine example of Dutch
genre painting by such artists as are – unjustly perhaps – less famous, or by
famous artists from a period of their life which is not yet fully appreciated”
(evidently, Vrel’s CR30 was an example of the former and Pieter de Hooch’s
early guardroom scene was example of the latter).320 In this brief article,
Valentiner wrote that Vrel was only known through his small oeuvre of street
scenes and interiors, which included only one dated painting (CR16). However,
Valentiner confirmed that Vrel’s body of work appeared to fit within the
“Amsterdam style of around 1650 to 70”.321 Later, he would suggest, based on
an analysis of the style of the Gothic church interior in CR18, that Vrel could
have been from the Southern Netherlands.322 Vrel’s “quaint” street scenes,
according to him, may have been influenced by Vermeer’s Little Street but were
inferior in their drawing and in their disproportionate figures, which nevertheless
lent Vrel’s paintings a charming naivety.323 Vrel’s interiors, according to him,
were also characterized by the same defects in drawing, particularly in the
figures. Despite this, he wrote these simple compositions, which depicted
sparse interior spaces devoid of the objects and details one normally expected
to find in a Dutch interior painting, demonstrated an interest and aptitude for
painting light and tone, which was a trait that Vrel shared with Vermeer.324 In a
slightly later publication Valentiner reinforced his view that Vrel’s figures, which
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were generally seen from the side or behind, were haphazardly drawn and
seemed nearly “insignificant in their occupations”.325 However, he wrote, Vrel:
is entirely preoccupied with problems of color and the values of light, and to this end he
simplifies the arrangement of his compositions as far as possible. He seems
extraordinarily modern in this respect, and we understand in a measure how W. Burger
(1866), who rediscovered Vermeer, could have attributed several of Vrel’s paintings to
this great master with whom he had in common a disregard of detail very rare in that
day. It is quite natural that, with this unobjective, l’art pour l’art attitude, Vrel should not
have hesitated to repeat the linear pattern of his compositions, changing only color
scheme and lighting.326

The repetition of “linear pattern” to which he was referring occurs in the socalled “Little Nurse” paintings (CR25, CR26, CR27, CR55), in which little other
than the colour scheme and minute details vary from one to the other. 327
Valentiner’s assessment that Vrel’s repetition of compositions suggested that
the subject of the painting was of little consequence, but simply provided a
vehicle for the exploration of the formal qualities of light and colour (i.e. l’art
pour l’art) is overtly modernist. A more plausible reason for this repetition would
be the artist’s desire to financially exploit a composition that had sold well.
Valentiner wrote further of Vrel’s “subjectivity” and “style” emphasising his “flat
treatment of theme and figure” (which, according to him, was uncharacteristic in
genre paintings by Vrel’s contemporaries) and that “The charm of his paintings
lies in their decorative pattern of light and dark spots”. He also compared the
use of “pale grey and rosy tones” in Vrel’s street scenes to paintings by James
Abbott McNeil Whistler. 328 In a similar way to Thoré-Bürger who had positioned
Dutch genre painting as the only true ancestor of French Realism, Valentiner’s
formalist language framed Dutch painting (specifically that of Vermeer and Vrel)
as a forerunner of modernist painting. Despite being appreciative of some of the
formal qualities in Vrel’s paintings, Valentiner returned to Vrel’s poorly drawn
figures: “Wherever we come across these little paintings, their originality and
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delicate colouring attract us to this artist who so often treats his figures in
amateurish fashion”.329
Valentiner’s description of Vrel’s figures as “amateurish”, suggests that
Vrel lacked skill. The term also denotes a person who pursues a given activity,
painting for instance, out of interest (“amateur” is borrowed from the French
amateur for “lover of”) rather than with the expectation of payment. Earlier, it
was argued that it was very unlikely, or even impossible, that Vrel could have
been an amateur painter since it was unlikely that David Teniers would have
acquired the paintings of an amateur, or non-master, for his important patron.330
Furthermore, the repetition of certain compositions, as with the “Little Nurse”
paintings (CR25, CR26, CR27, CR55) mentioned above, some of the hearth
paintings (CR5, CR6, CR13, CR14), as well as four similar street scenes
(CR32, CR33, CR34, CR61), also seems to indicate that Vrel was painting his
panels for a market. Although the “Vermeer Event” generated new interest in
the field of Dutch seventeenth-century painting, a side-effect of which was Vrel
being recognized in his own right, he remained a petit-maître in the shadow of
better-known artists. And although Vrel’s street scenes had been the toast of
the Parisian art world when thought to be by Vermeer, he was now largely
considered a marginal, even though charming, “amateurish” artist on account of
a new analysis of his figural style. Apart from some small contributions by
Valentiner and others, no monograph or catalogue raisonné devoted to Vrel
emerged.331 But he became visible again in the 1935 exhibition Vermeer,
Oorsprong en Invloed. Fabrititus, de Hooch, de Witte, held at the Museum
Boymans (now spelled Boijmans), Rotterdam. Here one room was devoted to
Vrel, showing nine of his works previously attributed to Vermeer or to De
Hooch.332 In one review of the exhibition, Julius Held maintained the patronising
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acceptance when he wrote: “[Vrel] depicted street scenes and domestic life,
characterized by the refreshing originality of conception by which amateurs
have often enough eclipsed professional artists”.333 It was after this exhibition
that Clotilde Brière-Misme (1889-1970) would publish her piece on Vrel.
Unlike the names who have been mentioned so far in the story of Vrel’s
“reconstruction”, Thoré-Bürger, Bredius, Hofstede de Groot, and even
Valentiner, who are all considered, to varying degrees, recognised figures in the
field of Dutch art history, Brière-Misme’s name is unfamiliar to most. Yet, her
two-part article on Vrel was, and would remain until many years later, the only
study of Vrel that covered (what was then) the entirety of his oeuvre. In some
ways, Brière-Misme and Vrel are similar objects of the past: Vrel has largely
been an unconsidered artist and Brière-Misme an unconsidered art historian.
Apart from a small number of general works about seventeenth-century Dutch
painting, Brière-Misme restricted herself mainly to the petits-maîtres, carving a
niche for herself by writing about the Dutch art and artists who had received
little attention from other art historians.
Despite the body of work that she produced, little has been written about
her. A collection of Brière-Misme’s papers, notes, correspondence, etc.,
preserved in the Jacques Doucet collection at the INHA, Paris, provide some
insight into her life.334 From 1911-1913, she studied history of art at the École
du Louvre.335 She was the librarian (1918-28) and then curator of prints and
photography (1928-38) at the Bibliothèque d’Art et d’Archéologie at the
Université de Paris. Throughout much of her career, she was also responsible
for organising conferences at the Louvre and the Université de Paris as well as
being the correspondent for the Frick Reference Library in New York.336
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Before turning her writing exclusively to Dutch seventeenth-century
painting, Brière-Misme was an art journalist and critic. From 1910 until 1916,
she wrote the “Les Femmes dans les arts” column in La Française: œuvre et
journal de progrès féminin and from 1917-20 the “Chronique des arts”
supplement to the Gazette des Beaux Arts. La Française, which ran between
1906 and 1934, was a politically progressive, feminist newspaper that aimed to
further the social equality of French women. It was founded by Brière-Misme’s
mother, Jane Misme (1865-1935), who was on the executive committee of the
French Union of Women’s Suffrage, and the National Council of French
Women. In her column in La Française, which focused on contemporary art by
women, Brière-Misme often expressed how the art by female artists she viewed
challenged the expectations of “feminine” art. In her first column, reviewing the
Salon de la Société nationale des Beaux-Arts, Brière-Misme wrote that a trip to
the Salon would inspire confidence in all “esprits féministes”.337 Apart from a
few remnants (“cinq ou six pastels”), she explained, gone were the timid,
delicate works traditionally associated with female artists (“ami des femmes trop
jolies et des fleurs trop tendres”).338 Instead, women had turned to painting
reality: “The timidity, from which they escape little by little, distances them still
from works of creative imagination and they limit themselves to the genre
properly speaking of imitation”.339 Whether landscapes, interiors or portraits,
modern female artists painted images from their own lives, often imbuing these
scenes from reality with a sense of what Brière-Misme called “intimité”. Her
interest in the notion of “intimité” in paintings of daily life, which she believed
allowed the viewer to access a deeper truth, or essence of reality, would return
in her later articles on her so-called “intimistes hollandais”.
From 1920 on, Brière-Misme focused her writing on the history of Dutch
seventeenth-century painting. In addition to writing three main volumes, La
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Peinture au Musée du Louvre, École hollandaise (1925), La Peinture
hollandaise (1927), and Histoire de la collection des peintures septentrionales
au Musée du Louvre (1927), she wrote a good number of articles that would
appear in the Gazette des Beaux Arts, Oud Holland, and Revue de l’Art ancien
et moderne. From 1926, she was also Oud Holland’s critic for French writing on
Dutch and Flemish art. Her articles focused on the petits-maîtres, including Vrel,
Cornelis de Man, Esaias Boursse, and Pieter Janssens Elinga, or little-known
works by better-known artists such as De Hooch or Frans Hals. By the time she
published her articles on Vrel in 1935, she was regarded as an authority in the
field of Dutch seventeenth-century painting, which is evidenced by the
numerous papers she delivered as well as her correspondence with, among
other people, Abraham Bredius and W.R. Valentiner. In a letter dated 12 July
1927, Bredius said of Brière-Misme’s La Peinture hollandaise: “I do not believe,
that at this moment a single of your compatriots would be able to write so
masterfully a small book containing so much science with such great knowledge
of the subject – so condensed and yet so complete!” 340 Her copious and
meticulous notes of sales of Dutch paintings going back to 1800 are evidence of
the extensive knowledge she had amassed of attributions and provenances.341
This connoisseurial and archival expertise is evident in her study on Vrel, in
which Brière-Misme included a catalogue raisonné of all the paintings then
attributed, or which at some point had been attributed, to him.
Brière-Misme’s framework for Dutch art evolved out of the Hegelian,
positivist, and republican approach to the history of Dutch art of Thoré-Bürger’s
generation. In her volume on the Dutch art at the Louvre, and in similar ways in
her other publications, Brière-Misme recounted the by-now familiar tale of how
Dutch seventeenth-century painting was tied to the specific religious and
political context of the Dutch Republic.342 She stated that the seventeenth
340
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century was the beginning of a new era in art with Holland setting itself apart:
“Its art is marked by an uncompromising personality that has revealed itself
through its history”.343 Brière-Misme was conscious of the lasting impact that
nineteenth-century French writers had in shaping twentieth-century taste in
Dutch art:
A book published in 1876, Les maîtres d’autrefois, by Fromentin, reveals the close
affinities that unite the French to the Dutch old masters. Comprehension encourages
curiosity; between 1860 and 1870 the critic Thoré-Burger casts aside, in our country,
the foundations of Dutch art history. A new [Roger] de Piles, he ‘unearths’ the subtle
masters, who would be favoured by his day and the next: Vermeer and Pieter de
Hooch. 344

In an assessment of the field of Dutch art history in France, she had stated that
there had been few contributions in French writing on Dutch painting since the
nineteenth-century connoisseurs Thoré-Bürger, Émile Michel, and Henry
Havard. According to her, in the twentieth century, the field had been dominated
by Dutch and German scholarship, citing the work of Hofstede de Groot and
Abraham Bredius.345
To a degree, with this article, Brière-Misme attempted to do for Vrel what
Thoré-Bürger had done for Vermeer some seventy years earlier. Now that we
are more aware of Vrel’s historiography, what is immediately striking about her
article is the frontispiece, which is identical to the image that Thoré-Bürger used
for his articles on Vermeer. By duplicating this image, and title page layout of
the1866 article, Brière-Misme, with a quiet boldness, consciously staked a claim
for Vrel as an artist who merited being assessed independently and for the
importance of this piece within the literature on the petit-maître. In using the
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frontispiece image, she also, in a tongue-in-cheek manner, highlighted the
errors made by Thoré-Bürger. She claimed that while:
his passion made him effective, that it sometimes also clouded his lucidity. Concerned
with rectifying the injustice of the past that had hidden the works of the master beneath
borrowed names, he went too far in his reaction. He stole from others for the profit of
his hero.346

She was otherwise respectful of Thoré-Bürger, who, by “unearthing the merit” of
Vermeer, simultaneously “gave life to some of his satellites”, of which Vrel was
evidently one.347 She noted that through Thoré-Bürger, we are able to locate
the first retrieval of paintings by Vrel, which Thoré-Bürger had overenthusiastically attributed to his Sphinx, beginning with the frontispiece image:
“Returned here to its true destination, it frames the title ‘Jacob Vrel,’ as in 1866,
the title ‘Van der Meer de Delft’”.348 She went on to recount that Thoré-Bürger
had possessed the “key” to “render to our artist these panels and others still”.
She was referring, of course, to the “Ruelle” (CR40) that is now in the
Rijksmuseum.349
Brière-Misme’s study on Vrel is divided into two the parts. In the first, she
related Vrel’s historiography and summarised other writers’ theories as to Vrel’s
location of activity, and the mystery surrounding his name, before pronouncing
her own views on those matters. She enumerated the attributions that had been
made by Hofstede de Groot, and at several points in the article noted
information that he had directly imparted to her; of Hofstede de Groot, who had
died in 1930, she wrote: “We do not forget that the late Hofstede de Groot,
through his advice and directions, facilitated this study”.350 She noted the many
variations of Vrel’s signature: “The artist spells his name with some incertitude:
Vrel, two times out of nine, then Vreel, Vreelle, Verll, Frell, Frel, and even, if
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Delaroff has read it properly: Orelli”.351 None of these surnames, however, had
been found in Dutch or Flemish archives. She wrote that, toward the end of his
life, Hofstede de Groot had told her that “a Jacob Vrel, in 1664, was part of the
Delft government”; however, no trace of this record could be found.352 The
closest name to Jacobus Vrel that was discovered was a “Jacob Veret” who
was born in Lierre and appeared in the Delft marriage and baptism records in
the 1630s and 1640s.353 She argued that, whether Vrel was active in Flanders
or not, he must have at least had contact with the region in order for his
paintings to have been acquired for Leopold Wilhelm’s collection. She clearly
did not believe that Vrel was an amateur, writing: “The Vienna painting, dated
1654, and its pendant, La Convalescente, derive from an evolved painter, and
without a doubt, the trials of a debutant would not have entered the Leopold
Wilhelm’s collection”.354 Based on this evidence, she also drew the conclusion
that Vrel would have been slightly older than Pieter de Hooch and Vermeer.
She thought he was part of the same generation of artists as Emanuel de Witte
and Carel Fabritius who were born around 1620, with whom she believed Vrel
shared a tendency for “sober colour, and softened lighting”.355 However, without
archival evidence to suggest where Vrel was born or lived, she stated: “It seems
wise, for now, to leave him where posterity placed him: in the Delft school”.356
Following her discussion of the literature on Vrel, and of the
indeterminacy of his origins, Brière-Misme leads the reader through his oeuvre.
She does this in the first part of the article as if guiding us through the street
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Ibid: “L’artiste épelle son nome avec incertitude: Vrel, deux fois sur neuf, puis Vreel, Vreelle, Verll, Frell,
Frel, et même, si Delaroff avait bien lu: Orelli.”
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Ibid: “Hofstede de Groot m’avait dit, à la fin de sa vie, qu’un Jacob Vrel, en 1664, faisait partie du
gouvernement de Delft. Mme Petra Beydaels, archiviste de la ville, qui, avec une obligeance parfaite, a
bien voulu chercher dans le fonds qu’elle administre, et même ailleurs, n’a pu découvrir l’origine de cette
assertion.”
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Ibid: “Au cours de son [Mme Beydaels] enquête, un nom d’euphonie voisine, retint un moment son
attention, celui de Jacob Veret, né à Lierre (Belgique), venant de La Haye, qui se marie a Delft le 6
novembre 1633, et y fait baptiser ses enfants en 1635, 1639, 1641. Son nom est écrit Véret avec une
constance rare à cette époque, ou l’orthographe des patronymes est flottante. Il parait donc difficile de
l’identifier avec notre Vrel qui devait aussi être son cadet d’une dizaine d’années.”
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Ibid, 102: “Le tableau de Vienne, date 1654, et son pendant, La Convalescente, émanent d’un peintre
évolué, et sans doute, les essais d’un débutant ne seraient pas entrés chez Léopold-Guillaume.”
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Ibid: “Il devait être contemporain d’Emanuel de Witte, de Carel Farbritius, nés vers 1620, dix avant les
deux maîtres et qui, à Delft même, les annoncèrent. Vrel garde comme eux un coloris sobre, une clarté
atténuée comme par des influences rembranesques, qui s’opposent à l’éclat de Vermeer et Pieter de
Hooch.”
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Ibid: “Aussi nous parait-il sage, pour l’instant, de le laisser où la postérité l’a place: dans l’école de
Delft.”
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scenes, and in the second part of the article as if leading us into the various
rooms of the interiors. This narrative, which is discussed in the next chapter,
enables Brière-Misme to provide a catalogue raisonné of Vrel’s works. She
enumerates some thirty-three paintings, in addition to which she provides
details of attributions of which she was doubtful, as well as referring to
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century sales records for paintings she believed
may also have been by Vrel.357 Most of the attributions and claims that BrièreMisme made for Vrel have been upheld, and she is regularly cited.
In addition to the thoroughly researched catalogue raisonné, BrièreMisme’s characterisation of Vrel as an “intimiste” has had a lasting impact in
shaping Vrel’s artistic identity. She wrote:
Our painter, in sentiment and expression, is entirely Dutch. He belongs to the national
line of ‘intimistes’; [this line] turns from Palamedes or Codde who are still dissipated, as
far as to Terborch or Metsu, and toward the contemplation celebrated in Delft by
Vermeer and Pieter de Hooch. Vrel, on this path, overtook them all: his Ruelles, his
Intérieurs gave Burger the conviction of penetrating a ‘Béguinage’.358

According to her, “la poème de l’intimité” was the most beautiful poetry created
by seventeenth-century Dutch painting.359 However, as will be seen, BrièreMisme’s concept of “Intimisme” is wholly associated with nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century sensibility, with roots in turn-of-the-twentieth century French
painting. Nevertheless, Brière-Misme’s designation of Vrel as “un ‘intimiste’
hollandais” has shaped how succeeding authors have written about him. In a
recent article, Claudio Pescio called Vrel the “father of all intimists” and wrote:
“Vrel is a fundamentalist of intimacy, interpreting each room as a self-sufficient
microcosm and also transforming urban views into interiors”.360 Others who
have written on Vrel have noted that his treatment of both subjects, street views
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For instance, on p.112, note 2, Brière-Misme listed records of four paintings in 19th century sales
attributed to Vermeer, which she believed may have been by Vrel (vente Nanta et Van Drielst, Amsterdam
12 April 1842, lots 40 and 41, vente Oulsnig, Paris, 12 February 1853, lot 89, and vente D…, Paris, 3 April
1869, lot 37)
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Brière-Misme, 1935a, 102: “Notre peintre, de sentiment et d’expression, est entièrement Hollandais. Il
appartient à la lignée nationale des ‘intimistes’; elle s’oriente de Palamèdes ou Codde encore dissipés,
jusqu’à Terborch ou à Metsu, vers le recueillement, que célèbrent, à Delft, Vermeer et Pieter de Hooch.
Vrel, sur cette voie, les a dépassés tous: ses Ruelles, ses Intérieurs donnaient à Burger la conviction de
pénétrer dans un ‘Béguinage’.”
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Ibid, 98; “il compose, auprès d’eux, une strophe personnelle, et charmante dans le plus beaux poème
créé par la peinture hollandaise au XVIIe siècle, la poème de l’intimité.”
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Claudio Pescio, “Il mondo in una stanza”, Art e Dossier 304 (November 2013): 66.
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and interiors, is characterized by a “closing off of space” and a “turning
inward”.361 It would seem that these characterisations also originate with BrièreMisme, who perceived a retreat to the home and turning away from the outside
world as part of Vrel’s “Intimisme”.362 Her treatment of Vrel as an “intimiste”, and
what that means, will be the subject of the next chapter.
Unlike Thoré-Bürger’s 1866 article heralding Vermeer’s arrival, BrièreMisme’s work did not spark a surge of interest in Vrel’s oeuvre. For several
decades following her article, there was little serious research devoted to Vrel’s
paintings. In 1949, the German art historian, Eduard Plietzsch developed the
theory that Vrel was an amateur, or “Sonntagsmaler”, (Sunday painter) a claim
he would repeat in 1960.363 Plietzsch argued that, because Vrel’s oeuvre
exceeded little more than thirty paintings, and because his name was not listed
in any guild registers, and because of the “provincial” character of his paintings
(especially, Plietzsch claimed, his “awkward street scenes”), it was likely that
painting was no more than a hobby. Plietzsch’s theory has been considered
plausible by some, including Peter Sutton, who has mentioned the possibility
that Vrel was a “Sunday painter” on more than one occasion.364
By the second half of the twentieth century, Vrel had still not made it out
from beneath Vermeer’s shadow; symptomatically Gérard Régnier titled his
1968 article on the artist “Jacob Vrel, un Vermeer du Pauvre”. Writing his aptly
titled article shortly after the Dans la Lumière de Vermeer exhibition (Paris,
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1984 393.
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Eduard Plietzsch, “Jacobus Vrel und Esaias Boursse”, Zeitschrift für Kunst 3.1 (Leipzig: Verlag E.A.
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unverbildeter ‚Sonntagsmaler‘ in der Art jener modernen Pariser Zollbeamten, Matrosen und Rentner
gewesen sei, die auf primitive Weise, gleichsam unbewusst, sehr Sie sind entzückend, diese
Straßenszenen“; See also, Eduard Plietzsch, Holländische und Flämische Maler Des XVII. Jahrh. (Leipzig:
Veb E.A. Seemann Verlag, 1960): 81.
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Sutton, 1980, 22; Sutton, 1984, LVI and 353; Peter C. Sutton, Pieter de Hooch 1629-1684, ex. cat.
Wadsworth Atheneum and Dulwich Picture Gallery (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1998):
79: “Indeed Vrel remains a vague and ill-defined figure, whose limited oeuvre of fewer than forty paintings
and charmingly ‘naïve’ manner has suggested to some that he was only an amateur or Sunday painter.”
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1966), in which Vrel was represented by only one painting (CR29), Régnier
noted that between Brière-Misme’s study of Vrel in 1935 and his article, no
major work had been produced on the artist.365 In his article, Régnier attempted
to narrow down Vrel’s region of activity based on evidence in his paintings. He
examined the topographical details of the street scenes, but the most important
clue for him, which reveals his own investment in the so-called “realism” of
Dutch painting, was the presence of the Capuchin monks in some of the
paintings (CR37, CR46). By researching where and when the Capuchin order
was active, Régnier proposed that Vrel might have been working in a town near
Antwerp.366 This hypothesis has been disputed, with some authors, such as
Elizabeth Honig, noting that the monks in Vrel’s paintings were not necessarily
painted from first-hand experience, and that they may have been included for
symbolic purpose.367 Possible theories about the “Capuchin motif” are
discussed in the introduction to Appendix A and the catalogue entries (CR37,
CR45). At the end of his article, Régnier speculated about the comparison
between Vrel and Vermeer and whether it was warranted. He argued that any
similarity between the two artists was not based on “style”, but on their
supposed ability to transform the mundane into something greater. With
language that recalls Brière-Misme, Régnier wrote:
If he merits being called a “Poor Person’s Vermeer”, it would be because, like Vermeer,
but in a much more primitive manner, he wanted to paint nothing more than day-to-day,
intimate reality, without ever letting himself become closed off by a strict realism, a
reality wherein the simple anecdote of the “genre scene” is quickly surpassed by the
gravity of a meditation that concludes by transforming the fugitive and insignificant
moment into an interior world of timeless rapture.368

Despite the approving use of formalist language to describe his work
employed by individuals such as Valentiner, and the ubiquitous identification of
parallels between his subject matter and that of Vermeer, Vrel has come largely
365

Régnier, 269: “C’est en 1935 en effet que Madame Clotilde Brière-Misme, dans la Revue de l’Art,
publiait une très belle étude sur Vrel qui recueillait et classait une somme de documents telle que, plus de
trois décades plus tard, rien de bien nouveau n’est venu s’y ajouter.”
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Ibid, 270-3: Régnier was not the first to note that the presence Capuchin monks in some of the street
scenes might hold the key to Vrel’s area of activity, but he was the first to develop the theory more fully:
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to be overlooked, and left aside as a naïve, or amateur, artist. The discussion of
Vrel in the catalogue of the 1996 Delft Masters: Vermeer’s Contemporaries
exhibition, in which five of Vrel’s paintings (CR4, CR12, CR16, CR29, CR47)
were shown, is a case in point. The reader is almost given the impression that
Vrel’s works were only reluctantly included. Michiel Kersten wrote that Vrel’s
association with Delft stemmed simply from some of his paintings being
mistaken for Vermeers in the nineteenth century.369 Of his outdoor scenes
Daniëlle Lokin wrote: “Vrel makes a clumsy, almost naïve impression … The
small figures have a marionette-like quality and, as their feet do not cast
shadows, they sometimes even appear to float!”370 And regarding his interiors,
Kersten stated:
As the perspective of the room is inaccurate and imbalanced, the illusion of depth and
space leaves something to be desired. There is something rather crude about these
panels, moreover; the touch is not very refined and there is little evidence of feeling for
subtle colour contrasts. Yet the approach to the subject and the simple, almost naïve
manner of these unpretentious little paintings are delightful nonetheless.371

In her 1989 article, Elizabeth Honig suggested that the dearth of critical
research on the artist and his oeuvre was the result of “a timidity, an
unwillingness to write about an artist for whom their critical fictions cannot by
and large be defended in terms of art historical ‘fact’ or the recovery of
intention”.372 Does his near dismissal stem from a fear of discussing the work of
an artist to whom one cannot turn as the locus and bearer of meaning? Or are
there other reasons for his apparent failure as a historical construct for modern
viewers?
At the onset of this project, in order to form a better idea of Vrel, I spent
much time looking through his artist file at the Witt Library, which, as previously
discussed, formed the basis for my catalogue raisonné. Each card in Vrel’s file,
some dating back to the beginning of the twentieth century, refers to a painting
that is, or that at one time has been, attributed to Vrel. Some paintings are now
369
Michiel C.C. Kersten, Delft Masters, Vermeer’s Contemporaries: Illusionism through the Conquest of Light
and Space, ex. cat., by Michiel C.C. Kersten, Daniëlle H.A.C. Lokin, and Michiel C. Plomp (Zwolle and Delft:
Waanders Publishers and Stedelijk Museum Het Prinsenhof, 1996): 178.
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lost and the images on the cards are the only evidence that they ever existed.
The pieces of card are covered with clippings, black and white or colour
photographs, and inscriptions written by different hands, some of them crossed
out. Like the back of the panel of Woman at a Window, Waving at a Girl (CR29)
and the Hofstede de Grootfiche index cards, this material highlights the
cumulative nature of Vrel as a discursive whole – a variorum.
We began this chapter by discussing the inclusion of three of Vrel’s
paintings in Archduke Leopold Wilhelm’s collection of art. This fact is far from
insignificant. With one painting dated 1654 and acquired no later than 1656,
there is every reason to believe that the paintings would have been purchased
from the artist himself. It is an understatement to say that few of Vrel’s rivals
could have claimed such an illustrious patron. We can claim with near certainty
that Vrel was an artist who sold his paintings (i.e. that he was “a professional”)
and that, at the very least, he was well connected, or even, relatively successful
(this hypothesis is corroborated by the multiple copies or variations he made of
certain compositions).
When Vrel resurfaced in the nineteenth century, it was under very
different circumstances. The “Vermeer Event” and Thoré-Bürger’s
misattributions would impact the direction of both Vermeer’s and Vrel’s artistic
identities. Jowell aptly stated: “the keen interest in the varied range of paintings
then attributed to Vermeer serves as a reminder that any study of critical or
artistic responses to Vermeer should take into account paintings since excluded
from Vermeer’s oeuvre”.373 On the other hand, it is equally important to bear in
mind that Vrel’s paintings were integral in constructing the identities of others,
which would only later lead to his own restoration. When thought to be by
Vermeer, Vrel’s paintings were praised. I would argue that his “ruelles” and
“intérieurs de beguinage”, seemed to epitomise the focus on humanity and daily
life that Thoré-Bürger and other art historians and philosophers of his
generation deemed unique to Dutch seventeenth-century art. Vrel’s “originality”
and perceived ability to imbue the mundane with “intimité, “would have been
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seen as representative of both his “Dutchness”, fulfilling the all-important
“national character” of his time, as well as his modernity.
In the twentieth century, Hofstede de Groot built Vrel’s oeuvre, and
Brière-Misme established Vrel as a petit-maître and “intimiste”. Despite Vrel’s
apparent limited original success (and his later indirect success through
association with Vermeer), we have seen that he has functioned less
successfully as a modern art-historical construct. We can suggest reasons for
this: for instance, as Honig suggested, the absence of archival or biographical
information about him, and the “un-readability” of his work which, even more so
than Vermeer’s, resists the codes and narratives that have been applied to
paintings by his contemporaries. There will be more on this problem in the
following chapters. Vrel’s association with Vermeer, through their intertwined
reconstructions, would persist in playing a part in the formulation of Vrel’s
identity. His continued association with Delft, for instance, does not derive from
archival evidence, but largely from this episode in his history. What is evident, is
that identifications that have been made of Vrel, or similar objects of the past,
are contextual from the point of view of the person identifying. Perhaps the
failure of “Vrel” as a modern construct has more to do with the failure, or
irrelevance, of the categories into which he or his paintings have been placed:
i.e. as “Vermeer”, as an object of “formalist” analysis, or as an “intimiste
hollandais”.
Returning to Vrel’s painting Woman at a Window, Waving at a Girl
(CR29), once turned back around, we can no longer see the back of the panel
covered in stamps, stickers and marks that record the painting’s historical
trajectory; however, while unseen, just like the strata beneath our feet, the
painting’s history – the maker’s history – is somehow embedded in the object.
Moving forward in other chapters, the layers of Vrel’s history will at times
become visible to us, each time in relation to new categories of enquiry.
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Chapter 2: “Un ‘intimiste’ hollandais: Jacob Vrel”1

In 1935, less than seventy years after Vermeer’s introduction to the
French public at the Exposition Rétrospective, the then recently reopened
Museum Boymans in Rotterdam inaugurated its new building with the exhibition
Vermeer, Oorsprong en Invloed. Fabritius, de Hooch, de Witte.2 This was the
first major public exhibition organized around the oeuvre of Vermeer. Dirk
Hannema, the director of the museum, explained in the foreword of the
catalogue that the goal of the exhibition, which juxtaposed Vermeer’s paintings
with those of his contemporaries, was to chart the development of Dutch
painting and to highlight Vermeer’s “influences” and “influence” [invloed] on
others within the Delft “school”.3 No longer an obscure petit-maître, Vermeer
had come to be considered a major figure in Dutch seventeenth-century
painting. Following the identification of Christ in the House of Martha and Mary
(c. 1654-6, Glasgow, National Galleries Scotland) and Diana and Her
Companions (c.1653-6, The Hague, Mauritshuis) at the beginning of the
twentieth century, a second wave of the “Vermeer Event”, which was driven by
the goal of establishing his early career (the word oorsprong means “origins”),
had gripped the European art world. In the foreword, Hannema (who notoriously
became caught up in this mania, later purchasing one of Han van Meegeren’s
forgeries for the museum)4 wrote: “Alongside Rembrandt, the figure of Vermeer
rises above all other artists in the great era of the seventeenth century”.5 He
went on to describe the layout and organisation of the exhibition, of which the

1

The title of this chapter is a quotation of Clotilde Brière-Misme’s 1935 article of the same name; Clotilde
Brière-Misme, “Un ‘intimiste’ hollandais: Jacob Vrel”, Revue de l’Art ancien et moderne 68 (JuneDecember 1935a), 97-114, 157-172.
2
The museum only became known by its present name, Museum Boijmans-Van Beuningen, when it
acquired the Van Beuningen collection in 1958, the spelling of the first part of the name, now Boijmans,
was changed in 1996.
3

Dirk Hannema, ‘Voorword’, ex. cat. Vermeer: Oorsprong en Invloed Fabritius, de Hooch, de Witte
(Rotterdam: Museum Boymans, 1935): n.p.: “Reeds vele jaren geleden kwam het plan bij mij op om een
tentoonstelling in te richten van zijn scheppingen en door de opzet daarvan te streven naar meer klaarheid
in de ontwikkenlingsgang van den Meester en van de geheele Delftsche school. Oorsprong en invloed
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4
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Boijmans in 1938.
5

Hannema, ‘Voorword’, n.p.: “Naast Rembrandt verheft zich de figuur van Vermeer boven alle andere
kunstenaars van het groote tijdperk der zeventiende eeuw.”
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twelve paintings attributed to Vermeer (evidently) formed the climax.6 Of the last
room, he wrote: “attention is drawn to ten or so works by Jacobus Vrel, which
reveal a charming and naive sentiment”.7 In fact, the nine paintings attributed to
Vrel remain the largest number of works by the artist ever to have been
exhibited together. Each of the nine paintings was illustrated in the exhibition
catalogue with a black-and-white reproduction.8 Despite the relatively large
group of paintings by Vrel, his catalogue entry is very short: “Working in the
middle of the seventeenth century. Painter of street scenes and interiors, whose
earlier work was often attributed to Vermeer of Delft. It is not unlikely that he
belongs in Haarlem”.9 This brief note demonstrates that Vrel was still very much
a marginal petit-maître, even though his paintings could be found in several
major collections in Europe, and that, furthermore, nothing new had been
discovered about him since Hofstede de Groot had built up an identity for him
as an independent artist in the 1890s.
In the catalogue, a name listed under the Exhibition’s “HonoraryCommittee (Abroad)” is Madame C. Brière-Misme. If it were down to Clotilde
Brière-Misme, 1935 should have been an important year for Vrel. As part of her
Oud Holland review of French writing on Dutch art, surveying books, articles,
and catalogues from 1932-5, Brière-Misme included a review of the Rotterdam
exhibition. She remarked that, among the artists exhibited alongside Vermeer,
Vrel was particularly noteworthy. She then provided a brief account of her own
article on the artist (see note 1, above), which had been published in the same
year as the Rotterdam exhibition.10 She summarised the circumstances of
Vrel’s “rediscovery”, the extent and subject matter of his oeuvre, and listed
some of the collections in which his paintings could be found. Finally, BrièreMisme described Vrel as an “intimiste”:
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While twelve paintings were listed as by Vermeer, only nine are currently attributed to him.
Hannema, ‘Voorword’, n.p.: “In het laatste kabinet wordt de aandacht gevestigd op een tiental werken
van Jacobus Vrel, die getuigen van een bekoorlijk en naif sentiment.”
8
Vermeer: Oorsprong en Invloed, nos. 98-106; for information on each of them, see CR: 11, 12, 15, 24,
27, 28, 29, 43, and 46.
7
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Ibid, 35-36: “Werkzaam in het midden der zeventiende eeuw. Schilder van straatgezichten en interieurs,
wiens werk vroeger vaak aan Vermeer van Delft werd toegeschreven. Het is niet onmogelijk dat hij te
Haarlem thuishoort.”
10
Clotilde Brière-Misme, “Overzicht der Litteratuur betreffende Nederlandsche Kunst”, Oud Holland 54.1
(1937): 38-48; this review covers publications from 1932-35.
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Vrel pushes the love of intimité that is exalted in Vermeer and de Hooch to the desire
for seclusion. His ruelles are closed-off like dead ends, his homes open onto walls, his
figures, often alone, confined to the fire-side or to the back of the room, seem cut off
from life. His charming paintings exude the taste for renunciation and allow us to
understand why Burger thought they were ‘Intérieurs de béguinage.’11

This article was, in fact, the first of three studies of Dutch petits-maîtres
that formed Brière-Misme’s “’intimistes’ hollandais” “series”.12 Although written
over the span of two decades, her articles on Vrel (1935), Pieter Janssens
Elinga (1947-48) and Esaias Boursse (1954) all followed a similar format and
each presented the artists as “intimistes”, the word repeated in the title of each
work.13 “Intimisme”, what it meant to Brière-Misme in reference to Vrel’s oeuvre
(and to Dutch seventeenth-century painting in general), as well as its
significance within the context of French nineteenth- and twentieth-century
society and art, is the subject of this chapter.
When Brière-Misme wrote her article on Vrel in the 1930s, the
methodology and practice of Dutch art history was still based around the
catalogue raisonné and the related narratives of individual and national stylistic
evolutions, the apogee of this approach would be reached with the 1966
Pelican History of Art, Dutch Art and Architecture, 1600-1800, by E.H. Ter Kuile,
Jakob Rosenberg and Seymour Slive.14 From the late 1960s, iconography and
socio-historical methods would come to dominate the field. Brière-Misme’s
approach to writing about Dutch art was not untypical in its method and aims,
she was an excellent cataloguer and historical narrator, but both her work on
Vrel, and her later writing, was also very much shaped by insights or
assumptions linking her to two specific earlier moments in the historiography -
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Ibid, 47: “Vrel pousse l’amour de l’intimité qu’on exalte Vermeer et de Hooch, jusqu’au goût de la
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‘Intérieurs de béguinage’.”
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one in the mid-nineteenth century and the other at the turn of the twentieth
century.
As has been observed by numerous commentators, and as was
discussed in the previous chapter, French critics of the nineteenth century,
particularly quarante-huitards such as Thoré-Bürger, followed by younger men
such as the critic and historian Hippolyte Taine, and the artist and writer Eugène
Fromentin, whether socialists, positivists or conservative republicans,
encouraged contemporary French artists to look to Dutch seventeenth-century
genre paintings of daily life, which they understood to have been intended as
direct recordings of reality.15 Throughout all of her writing on Dutch art BrièreMisme accepted this assumption from the “first moment”, and she went so far
as to recognise in this “self-evident” realism of Dutch seventeenth-century
painters the expression of an underlying world view much like her own, seeing
in it: “Three principles, which would amaze other nations and which would be
the basis of future societies, liberty, equality, solidarity, animated their laws and
penetrated their customs”.16 As Thoré-Bürger had, she believed that the Dutch
made paintings that expressed the collective sentiments and desires of Dutch
society.17 In a paper on the Rijksmuseum delivered at the Louvre, referring to
the political and religious context of the Dutch Republic, she stated:
Having become protestant they no longer wanted to bend under the yoke of Catholic
Europe to which they belonged…At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the little
nation organised itself. Would it model itself on foreign countries? No. In the middle of
monarchical Europe it has the audacity to form itself as a republic. While the luxury of
the courts and aristocracy dazzle neighbouring countries, it has the courage to be a
bourgeois democracy, a merchant people…18

15

See, for example, Martha Hollander, An Entrance for the Eyes: Space and Meaning in SeventeenthCentury Dutch Art (Berkley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2002): 4.
16
Clotilde Brière-Misme, La Peinture hollandaise, (Paris and Brussels: G. Vanoest, 1927a): 6 : “Trois
principes, dont s’étonnent les autres nations et qui seront à la base des sociétés futures, liberté, égalité,
solidarité, animent ses lois et pénètrent ses mœurs.” The influence of Thoré-Bürger on Brière-Misme is
clear. She mentioned him later in this volume in relation to his role in Vermeer’s rediscovery, p.30. She
also referenced his articles on Vermeer (1866) and his “Petit Guide des artistes en voyage” (1860) in her
article on Vrel. In her history of “Les Écoles Septentrionales of the Louvre”, Histoire des Collections de
Peinture au Musée du Louvre (1930): 105, she cited H. Marguery, “Un pionnier de l'histoire de l'art: ThoréBürger”, Gazette des Beaux-Arts, 67 (1926): 229-245, 295-311, 367-380 on page 105, note 1.
Furthermore, it is interesting that she chose to replace the word “fraternité”, in the Republican French
moto, with “solidarité”, a choice perhaps informed by her feminist background.
17
Brière-Misme, 1927a, 12.
18
Clotilde Brière-Misme, “Conférence sur le Musée d’Amsterdam faite au Louvre”, 3; “Devenues
protestantes elles ne veulent plus se plier au joug de l’Europe catholique à qu’elles appartient…Au début
du XVIIe siècle, la petite nation s’organise. Va-t-elle se modeler sur l’étranger ? Non pas. Au milieu de
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With the absence of courtly and religious patrons, “bourgeois”
buyers, she stated, became the primary buyers of paintings. As a result, “le
tableau privé” [private painting], as she called it, which was produced for the
burgher home, flourished, an art form in a commodity form.19 This surge in
middle class buyers, she argued, had ”démocratisé” [democratised] painting.20
According to her, Dutch art was born with the Republic and, more so than the
art of any other nation, was free from the influence of the styles and traditions of
art from neighbouring countries.21 She singled out Protestantism and
Republicanism as key factors in the apparent artistic independence and
originality of the United Provinces of the Northern Netherlands.22 However, as
has been seen, she was not the first to do so; Thoré-Bürger and other
nineteenth-century writers had considered these factors as integral to the socalled national character of Dutch painting. In turn, their republican approach
was preceded, and possibly influenced, by Hegel’s Aesthetics and John Lothrop
Motley’s Rise of the Dutch Republic (1856), as discussed in the first chapter.
Other writers also followed in this direction: for instance, Charles Blanc, in his
two volumes on the Dutch school (1861) from the series Histoire des Peintres
de Toutes les Ecoles, attributed what he considered the striking originality of
Dutch art to the religious and political independence of the Northern
Netherlands.23
The language that Brière-Misme employed to discuss Vrel’s paintings,
namely her use of the term “intimiste”, derived principally from the “second
moment”, fin de siècle French art criticism, literature, poetry, and painting,
including that of those affiliated with the avant-garde movement of Intimisme.

l’Europe monarchique elle a l’audace de s’organiser en république. Tandis que le luxe des cours et de
l’aristocratie éblouît les pays voisins, elle a le courage d’être une démocratie bourgeoise, un peuple de
marchand. ” ; see also her conference paper titled “La vie familière dans la peinture en Hollande au 17ème
siècle”, pp. 5-6, given to the Société des Arts de Compiègne, December 1933. Written transcripts of both
papers are held in the Bibliothèque de l’INHA, Paris, Collections Jacques Doucet Archives 025, Fonds
Brière, Gaston et Brière-Misme, Clotilde (11.3.1 and 11.3.3).
19
Clotilde Brière-Misme, La Peinture au Musée du Louvre. Tome II Écoles Étrangères: École Hollandaise,
first edition 1925 (Paris, 1929): IV: “Elle s’épanouit dans le tableau privé elle lui assigne pour champ
d’inspiration l’existence quotidienne.”
20
Brière-Misme, “Conférence sur le Musée d’Amsterdam faite au Louvre ”: “l’abondance de clients
modestes avaient [sic] démocratisé la peinture. ”
21
Brière-Misme, 1929, IV.
22
Ibid.
23

Charles Blanc, Histoire des Peintres de Toutes les Ecoles: Ecole Hollandaise, 1 (Paris: Vve Jules
Renouard, Libraire – Editeur, 1861): 2.
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The nineteenth-century concept of “intimité” had developed in tandem with
French views on privacy and the home. Jürgen Habermas, Philippe Ariès,
Richard Sennett and others, have written in broader contexts of the
development of human sociability during modernity, of the evolution of the
private and public spheres, and of the increasing isolation of the individual in
the nineteenth century.24 Within these narratives, the home, for example in late
nineteenth-century France, is understood to have become the haven where the
modern individual could develop his or her personhood and replace societal
bonds with intimate relationships, away from the alienating conditions of, for
example, the productive forces of an increasingly industrialised society. The
development of Intimisme as an artistic and aesthetic movement in the years
around the turn of the century and the contemporaneous interest in Dutch genre
paintings of the home in terms of their “realism” is perhaps, in retrospect, not
surprising. “Modern” French paintings by artists such as Édouard Vuillard, which
often depicted female figures in the domestic interior, focused on “la vie
intérieure” and were tasked, according to contemporary writers such as Camille
Mauclair, with revealing the intimate essence in daily life and with creating and
expressing a sense of wholeness and totality.25
Brière-Misme used the term “intimisme” to describe the sense of turning
inward, the focus on the home, and the quest for security that she perceived as
being intrinsic to Vrel’s street scenes and interior domestic paintings. In BrièreMisme’s view, the home was the focal point of Vrel’s paintings and the centre
for his “intimisme”. According to her, Vrel’s “home” was also the domain of
women, particularly older women. As will be seen, the old woman, for BrièreMisme, expressed the desire to turn inward and focus on the self, which is
understandable if we recognise her fin de siècle reading of and for “intimisme”.
24

Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere : An Inquiry into a Category of
Bourgeois Society, trans. by Thomas Burger, ass. by Frederick Lawrence, first published in German as
Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit, Darmstadt and Neuwied: Hermann Luchterhand Verlag,1962
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,1991); Richard Sennett, The Fall of Public Man (Cambridge, London,
Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1977); Philippe Ariès, Introduction”, A History of Private Life vol.
3 Passions of the Renaissance, ed. by Roger Chartier, trans. by Arthur Goldhammered, 1-19
(Massachusetts and London : The Belknap Press of Harvard University, 1989), first published as Histoire
de la vie Privée, vol. 3 De la Renaissance aux Lumières, by Philippe Ariès and Georges Duby, Paris :
Éditions de Seuil, 1986.
25
Camille Mauclair, De Watteau à Whistler (Paris : Bibliothèque Charpentier, 1905); Camille Mauclair,
“Chapitre VIII - Les Intimistes, ” in Les États de la peinture française de 1850 à 1920 (Paris : Payot & Cie,
1921): 112-25.
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The motif of the old woman had long appeared in Dutch painting, in genre,
history and, of course, portraiture, it also figured in seventeenth-century
moralistic and religious literature, where it articulated societal views on old age
as well as themes of piety, and it was also employed in allegories of melancholy
and acedia (the “old woman” motif will be examined in the third chapter).
However, Brière-Misme’s interpretation of Vrel’s paintings of elderly women
appears to have been arrived at intuitively, it is not explained as the result of an
analysis of the wider seventeenth-century socio-historical context, and it mostly
ignores iconographical “content”, as identified by later art historians, such as
Eddy de Jongh. She appears to have assumed that her interpretation of
meaning originated in the paintings themselves, and seems to have expected
that it must be immediately obvious to any spectator. And that is the point, her
recognition of “intimité” was understood and enjoyed as an intuition, rather like
the aesthetic perception of beauty.
Lila Ibrahim-Lamrous and Séveryne Muller, in the preface to their 2005
anthology, L’Intimité, opened with a quote from Daniel Madelénat’s 1989 book,
L’Intimisme, which had explained that there had been few previous studies of
the terms “intime”, “intimité”, “intimisme”; Ibrahim-Lamrous and Muller noted that
this was also the reason for the compilation of their own anthology.26 At first
glance, these terms appear straight forward, but they become more complex
and ambiguous in the contexts in which they are used, and more so when one
considers their multiple connotations. Both Madelénat’s book and the 2005
anthology examined the terms as they had been employed in the realms of
literature and the arts, particularly in the French context. Here we learn that
Brière-Misme was not the first art historian to use the words “intime”, “intimiste”
or “Intimisme” in reference to a painting, artist or genre, nor was she the first,
nor last, to employ them specifically in relation to Dutch art. As we have already
seen in the first chapter, “intime” was a term used by one critic to describe the
“feeling” of one of Vrel’s Intérieurs de Villes (CR47, fig. 5) displayed as a

26

Lila Ibrahim-Lamrous and Séveryne Muller, “Préface”, in L’intimité, ed. by Ibrahim-Lamrous and Muller
(Aubière: Presses Universitaires Blaise Pascal, 2005) 7: “’Il existe peu d’études sur l’intime, l’intimité,
l’intimisme’ note Daniel Madelénat dans L’Intimisme.”; Daniel Madelénat, L’intimisme (Paris: Presses
Universitaires de France, 1989).
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Vermeer at the 1866 Paris exhibition; Yriarte wrote that the painting “surpassed
everything that can be imagined as harmony of tone and sentiment intime”.27
These words can all be traced back to a common etymological root: the
Latin superlative adjective intimus, meaning innermost. Certainly, this original
significance chimes with Brière-Misme’s use of the terms, which, as will be
seen, reference the innermost reaches of the home (the hearth – le foyer), la vie
intérieure (the inner life) of the individual and the essence (as in the “truth” or
“reality”) of things. Madelénat noted that from the root intimus stemmed terms
that express an aspiration for something beyond the perception of lived reality
accessible only by empathy or intuition, a deeper reality or truth. He stated:
Firstly, intime and intimité designate a deep, internal dimension, which ignores
observation, logical analysis, the spirit of geometry: the incommunicability of existence
or of individual experience, the particularity of domestic life, the ultimate singularity of a
person (or, by analogy, a thing); then, by extension, the art that represents internal and
private life, or, by metonymy, the atmosphere that fosters fulfilment.28

Madelénat’s statement evokes also a double meaning that is inherent to these
uses of the terms “intimisme,” “intime,” and “intimité”: there is intimate
experience on the one hand, and there is the representation of it in “a thing”, for
example in art, on the other. This dual sense puts into focus the relation
between the individual and the world – and, too, the relationship between an
individual and work of art:
From internal to intimate, passing through interior, there is a double movement with
branches that seem to diverge: a deepening, a retreat toward the sources of
individuality (sexuality, mood, unformulated thoughts); an expansion-projection: the look
or empathy pierces the shell of phenomena, reaches the true essence, irradiates the
environment with their communicative intimacy. This duality – the concentrated
verticality of interiority, the radiant horizontality of elective links – may indicate a

27
Marquis de Villemer (Charles Yriarte), “Revue de Paris. Le Salon", Le Figaro (20 May 1866), I : in
Frances Suzman Jowell, “Vermeer and Thoré-Bürger: Recoveries of Reputation”, in Vermeer Studies
(Studies in the History of Art Series), ed. Ivan Gaskell and Michiel Jonker, 34-57 (Washington: National
Gallery of Art, 1998) note 18: “Il y a là, entre autres merveilles, un Intérieur de ville hollandaise de van de
Meer de Delft, qui dépasse tout ce qu’on peut imaginer comme harmonie de ton et comme sentiment
intime. C’est une ruelle quelconque dans un quartier hollandais ; les maisons sont vulgaires et peu
pittoresque, il se dégage pourtant de là une poésie incroyable.”
28
Madelénat, 24: “Les ambigüités de toute définition s’enracinent dans l’étymologie et la filiation par
dérivation: le superlatif latin (intimus, ce qui est le plus intérieur) innerve de démesure l’aspiration à un audelà de la perception ou du vécu superficiels. Intime et intimité désignent d’abord une dimension interne,
profonde, qu’ignorent l’observation, l’analyse logique, l’esprit de géométrie : l’incommunicabilité de
l’existence ou de l’expérience individuelles, la particularité de la vie domestique, la singularité ultime d’une
personne (ou, par analogie, d’une chose) ; puis, par extension, l’art qui représente la vie intérieure et
privée, ou, par, métonymie, l’atmosphère qui en favorise l’épanouissement. ”
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correspondence between the self and the world, or even a community accessible to
intuition.29

This “expansion-projection”, which Madelénat suggested occurs through
communication, the look or empathy, was thought to have been achieved
through “intimiste” art. The potential contradiction that can result from this dual
inward and outward movement is at the core of Pierre Reboul’s claim that “there
is no roman intime [intimate novel].”30 Reboul was referencing the French genre
of the personal diary, the journal intime, which was intended to be read solely
by the person writing down his or her deepest thoughts and emotions. Reboul
underscored that once the inward nature of intimacy is expressed outwardly in
an art form (which is perplexingly also a commodity form), one intended for
public consumption as it is in the novel, its intimate nature is compromised, or
even surrendered. He drew our attention to a paradox, since intimacy can only
be a representational “effect” in a work of art before a public. The relationship of
the “intimiste” work of art with the reader/viewer, its “effect”, therefore, is integral
to its being defined as “intimiste”. This seemingly intuitive recognition between
the viewer and the “intimiste” painting – the feeling of a breaking down of
boundaries between the work and the viewer leading to a sense of “totality” –
will be considered when looking at Brière-Misme’s construction of Vrel’s oeuvre
as well as in writing on the work of French Intimistes such as Vuillard.
1. From outside to in – Brière-Misme’s account of Vrel’s oeuvre
In her 1935 article, Brière-Misme wove Vrel’s paintings into a loose but
continuous narrative or plot, a compositional device that might encourage us to
make comparisons with nineteenth- and early twentieth-century novels. The
emergence of the realist novel had coincided with the development of the taste
for so-called “intimiste” painting, developments that will be considered in greater

29

Ibid, 26: “D’interne (intestin, intrinsèque) à intime, en passant par intérieur, s’organise un double
mouvement dont les branches semblent diverger: un approfondissement, une retraite vers les sources de
l’individualité (sexualité, humeur, pensées informulées); une expansion-projection: le regard ou l’empathie
percent la carapace des phénomènes, atteignent la substance véritable, irradient l’environnement de leur
intimité communicative. Cette dualité – la verticalité concentrée de l’intériorité, l’horizontalité rayonnante
des liens électifs – peut indiquer une correspondance entre le moi et le monde, voire une communauté
accessible à l’intuition.”
30
Pierre Reboul, “De l’intime à l’intimisme”, in Intime, intimité, intimisme: Actes du colloque – Société
d’études Romantiques – Centre de recherches spécialisée, papers published from a seminar held at the
University of Lille 20-21 June 1973 (Lille: Université de Lille III, 1976) 8.
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depth below. In a conversational and intimate style, at times addressing herself
directly to the reader, a manner characteristic of even academic discourse at
the time, Brière-Misme transformed the reading of her text, and the imagined
shared viewing of Vrel’s oeuvre, into the representation of an embodied
experience in which she leads the viewer from work to work. By stringing the
paintings together into a narrative, she imposed and enabled an interpretation
of their content that depended, to a certain extent, on each painting being read
in relation to the entire oeuvre. Throughout the article, it is clear that BrièreMisme was attempting to psychologise Vrel through his paintings. Through her
intuitive reading of the paintings, it appears that she believed that she could
arrive at an interpretation of their “true”, or “original” meaning, as intended by
the artist.
Brière-Misme’s narrative is divided into two parts, corresponding to the
two genres Vrel was considered to have produced: street scenes and domestic
interior paintings.31 Beginning with the street scenes the reader/viewer is led
through narrow, winding alleys. She noted that, in these compositions, the
streets frequently terminate in dead ends and that the limited space is
fragmented.32 She remarked that unlike some of his near contemporaries, such
as Van der Heyden and Gerrit Berckheyde who painted cityscapes that focus
on identifiable monuments, Vrel chose to paint what seem to us to be the
anonymous back streets of a city or cities that have yet to be identified.33 BrièreMisme wrote that these paintings “lead us to the heart of the city, in a tangle of
short narrow streets where canals cannot penetrate”.34 No other painter, she
claimed, had the “audacity” to paint such scenes that highlighted the “poor”
quarters of the urban centre and their residents; furthermore, according to her,

31

Four church interiors have also been attributed to Vrel; see CR 17, 18, 19, and 21.

32

Brière-Misme, 1935a, 110: “Partout chez Vrel, la rue semble avoir trois cotés comme une impasse. Et
son aire limitée est morcelée à chaque pas.”
33
Ibid, 101 and 106.
34

Ibid, 106: “Elles nous mènent au cœur de la cité, dans un enchevêtrement de rues étroites et brèves où
les canaux ne peuvent pénétrer.”
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through his originality of composition and rendering of the picturesque, Vrel
imbued these works with “charm”.35
Brière-Misme suggested that a feeling of tranquillity permeates Vrel’s
street scenes, in which the limited action and interaction of the figures creates a
visual stillness: “Silence reigns in Vrel, to the point of numbness”.36 She
observed that, in many of the compositions, work appears to have been finished
for the day, allowing figures to “exchange slow words; or, from their doorway or
balcony, stare into the void”.37 A bakery reappears in several of these
compositions. With the fruits of his labour displayed in front of the shop below,
an elderly baker, whom Brière-Misme suggested rests after completing his
day’s work, is seen in four paintings (CR41, CR42, CR43, CR46) leaning out a
of a window above the shop.38 In three of these compositions, a sign hangs in
front of the bakery, which Brière-Misme read (in CR42, fig. 9) as saying: “dit
huis is verhuren” – “this house is for rent”.39 According to her, the motif of the
baker at the window and the “melancholic words” of the sign: “mark the
retirement of an artisan and seem to express the idea of cessation that,
everywhere, comes out of this little city”.40 The themes of retirement (at the end
of the work day, in old age at the end of one’s career, or from worldly cares),
leisure, idleness, and desire for security were established by Brière-Misme in
this section of her study and, as will be seen, would be further developed in the
second part when she looked at Vrel’s domestic interior paintings.

35

Ibid, 107-8: “Aucun peintre n’avait eu l’audace d’observer, comme Vrel, des ruelles anonymes et
pauvres. Elles prennent chez lui un charme pénétrant par la composition originale, la pittoresque, les tons,
l’impression qu’elles dégagent.”: see also ibid, 111: Brière-Misme compares Vrel’s enclosed, narrow street
scenes, which are unique in Dutch painting, to the courtyards of de Hooch; Hollander, 2002, 157:
Hollander also described De Hooch’s street scenes and courtyard scenes, which often open up to
surrounding spaces of the city, as exuding an intimate feeling of the domestic interior.

36

Ibid, 112: “La quiétude règne chez Vrel, jusqu’à engourdir.”
Ibid: “Ils échangent des paroles lentes; ou bien, de leur porte, de leur balcon, ils fixent le vide. Le travail,
dont les plus clairs résultats sont les pains et les brioches, étalés presque dans chaque tableau, est
terminé.”
38
Ibid.
39
Ibid ; While Brière-Misme read the sign in CR42 as “dit huis is verhuren ”, it appears more likely to read
“Dit huys is te hur ”. The signs in the other two compositions, have similar notices: based on a photo in the
Witt Library, the sign in CR43 appears to also read “Dit huys is te hur ” and CR46 reads “Dit huys is thr.”.
40
Ibid: “La maison est à louer, dit une pancarte (dit huis is verhuren); mots mélancoliques qui marquent la
retraite d’un artisan et semblent exprimer l’idée de cessation qui, partout, sort de cette villette.”
37
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The home, for Brière-Misme, was of primary significance in Vrel’s
oeuvre. Even the street scenes, she suggested, elicit a feeling of homeliness:
“In the middle of the street, Vrel cultivates the flower of le foyer”.41 Not simply
the stage upon which his interiors are set, the home, according to her, is also
the gravitational centre around which the daily scenes that Vrel painted revolve.
She wrote:
He is the most focused of the Dutch genre painters. With each of his works, he turns
increasingly away from the world. His Ruelles seem not to lead toward open air and
adventure, but, with their appearance of dead-ends, retreat, drawing the wanderer into
the home. Having entered, we perceive that the home, in its turn, isolates itself from the
city. Its immense barred windows look onto a wall.42

This description of Vrel’s home as a refuge from the world is key to BrièreMisme’s identification of Vrel as an “intimiste”. In order to convey this
interpretation, she organised the paintings in the article in such a way that the
reader begins in the street and is brought closer to the home and then, once
over the threshold, is led gradually deeper inside.
The first part of the article ends with a discussion of two scenes that take
place at the threshold of the home; they are the two paintings that, as we saw,
belonged to Thoré-Bürger and were exhibited in the 1866 Exposition
Rétrospective as “Intérieurs de Béguinage” by Vermeer. The first is the painting
that Brière-Misme called Causerie [Chat] (CR49), in which a woman standing at
an entrance with her back to the viewer interacts with another woman who
leans out of the half-open doorway. The second is the lost frontispiece painting
(CR1, fig. 1) of the “beguine” looking out of the entrance onto the street, in
which the scene is viewed from just inside the domestic space. Quoting from
Thoré-Bürger’s 1866 articles on Vermeer, Brière-Misme wrote: “Her companion
[corresponding to the figure outside the window in the first painting] has
undoubtedly just left her and she ‘looks in the street where another beguine
41
Ibid, 111: “Vrel cultive en pleine rue cette fleur de foyer.”It is interesting and important to note that the
French word foyer can be translated as “hearth”, the heart or centre of something (i.e. the heart or centre
of the home), or “home”. The word originally meant “where the fire is kept”. The meaning of the English
word foyer has gradually shifted from the French meaning of hearth to its present one, a reception space
or hallway near the entrance of a building (i.e. a lobby).
42
Ibid, 168: “Il est le plus concentré entre les peintres de genre hollandais. A chacun de ses œuvres, il se
détourne davantage du monde. Ses Ruelles ne semblaient pas conduire vers l’air libre et l’aventure, mais,
avec leurs allures d’impasse, ramener, pousser le promeneur au logis. Rentré, on s’aperçoit que la
maison, à son tour, s’isole de la ville Ses immenses fenêtres barreaudées donnent sur un mur.”
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passes’. Did she want to go out?”43 Using these two threshold scenes and
speaking directly to the reader (“Would we like to find a bit more space? We
must then enter the home against which we are pressed”),44 Brière-Misme
suggested moving into the home.
Of course, there is a touch of light-hearted humour in her account;
however, Brière-Misme presented her interpretation of Vrel’s paintings with a
certainty that suggests that she believed that meaning emanated from the
works themselves and was not projected by her onto them. It is clear that the
psychological analysis of painterly intention is, for Brière-Misme, a “natural” and
unproblematic part of the practice of looking. By addressing her reader directly
and posing him or her questions in the informal manner already noted, BrièreMisme makes the reader complicit in her interpretation of artistic intention and
naturalises her recognition of their (obvious) “content”.
The second part of the article opens with a look at Vrel’s “Femme à la
fenêtre” (CR16, fig. 3). Linking the second part to the first - Vrel’s interior scenes
to his street scenes - Brière-Misme wrote:
Let us leave the ‘street’, cross the threshold of a little house, as Vrel seems to have
already invited us in the last two or three paintings…The gossip whom, from the
outside, we saw at her window in Causerie, lingers there after we have already
entered.45

In this passage, Brière-Misme has signalled to the reader that the perceived
inward movement toward the home was part of the artist’s intentions; again, we
are reminded that she believed the “intimiste” meaning was an innate and
sufficient account of the paintings, something discovered not something
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Ibid, 114: “Sa compagne vient de la quitter sans doute et elle “regarde dans la rue ou passe une autre
béguine”. Désirait-elle sortir?”; W. Bürger, “Van der Meer de Delft”, Gazette des Beaux-Arts xxi (1866):
569: “52*. Intérieur de béguinage. Collection W. Bürger. B., H., 0,36; L., 0,29. Petite femme, en coiffe et
guimpe de béguine, appuyée sur sa demi-porte et regardant dans une ruelle où passe une autre
béguine…“
44
Ibid, 114: “Voulons-nous retrouver un peu d’espace? Il nous faut alors entrer dans ces logis contre
lesquels on nous presse.”
45

Ibid, 157: “Quittons donc la ‘voie publique’, passons le seuil d’une maisonnette, puisque Vrel, en deux
ou trois tableaux déjà, semble nous y inviter. La Femme à la fenêtre, du Musée de Vienne, achève la série
originale des motifs par lesquels il nous introduit doucement de la rue au logis. La bavarde que, de
l’extérieur, nous avions vue dans Causerie, à sa croisée, s’y attarde quand nous sommes déjà entrés.”
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imposed, or projected from outside by the viewer, whose own context,
experience and sensibilities are not perceived to affect interpretation.
Once inside the home, her reading of the progressive retreat from
outside to inside continues with an examination of compositions that take place
next to an open window or door. Referring to CR16, Brière-Misme noted that, in
this painting, the viewer is introduced to many of the objects that reappear,
albeit in slightly different arrangements, throughout Vrel’s interior paintings:
“Already, our eyes, quickly habituated to the darkness, discern in this delicate
painting, made in grey and bistre, the chimney, the furniture, the utensils that
will become familiar to us”.46 The reader is then pushed a bit deeper inside to
look at paintings depicting an enclosed room. In each of these paintings BrièreMisme identified the cast of characters who reappear in Vrel’s interior scenes:
the mother (CR7, CR28, CR30), the child (CR7, CR28, CR29, CR30), the
young nurse (CR25, CR26, CR27, CR55) and the old woman (CR3, CR5, CR6,
CR13, CR14, CR56).
After looking at paintings that take place closer to the entrance of the
home or that portray a room with windows or open door, as in “La GardeMalade” [The Nurse] (CR27, fig. 10),47 Brière-Misme guides the reader further
into the home to focus on paintings of le foyer: “Now, it is the chimney breast
that appears to us”.48 While a hearth with distinctive chimney hood features
prominently in most of Vrel’s interior scenes, a set of five extant paintings focus
on a figure of a woman by the fireplace.49 She noted that there was one painting
attributed to Vrel, in which an old man appears by the hearth (CR12, which had
been owned by Hofstede de Groot): “Only once are we transported out of the
usual dwelling where the careful housekeepers live”;50 yet, she pointed out that
this painting was atypical of Vrel’s interiors, not only because of the gender of
46
Ibid, 157-8: “Déjà nos yeux, vite habitués à la pénombre, discernent dans cette peinture délicate, faite
de gris et de bistre, la cheminée, le mobilier, les ustensiles qui vont nous devenir familiers.”
47
48

Ibid, 169 and 160 and 162.
Ibid, 163: “Maintenant, c’est le côté de la cheminée qui nous apparaît.”
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Ibid, 165, note 1: in reference to Vrel’s paintings of women by the hearth, Brière-Misme stated at least
one popped up in a sale in the 18th century: “Une Femme allume le feu, par “VERRIL,” vente Sichterman,
Groningue, 20 aout 1764, no 114…”
50
Ibid, 163: “Une seule fois nous somme transportés hors du logis habituel où vivent de soigneuses
ménagères.”
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the figure, but because of the “messiness of the home” (no doubt because of
the addition of many objects, food, and utensils) as well as the use of
“repoussoirs” which she characterised as evincing a preoccupation with creating
a sense of depth, which did not seem, for her, to be a concern in most of Vrel’s
paintings.51
In the five paintings of the old woman by the hearth, she wrote: “the
chimney fills all of the painting in the typical Vrels to which we return. A frame of
empty wall isolates it and suggests the uncluttered dwelling that we know”.52 In
all of these paintings, the closely cropped composition features the fireplace in
the middle of the wall facing the viewer. A solitary female figure, dressed in a
modest dark skirt and shirt, with white head and shoulder covering, appears in
all five. In all but one (the painting Brière-Misme called “La Convalescente” –
CR3, fig. 4, New York, Leiden Collection), her back is turned and her face is
hidden. Brière-Misme nevertheless identified the figure as “une vieille” [an old
woman], a supposition that, for CR5 and CR6, she had based on the figure’s
posture and the appearance of her hand.53 The popularity of similar motifs in
Dutch genre painting and Vrel’s adherence to certain aspects of this convention
also gives credence to such a supposition.
Two paintings with nearly identical compositions (CR5, Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum and CR6, location unknown, formerly in the Krupp von Bohlen
Collection), portray the woman leaning forward, stoking the fire that glows
beneath a black pot in the hearth. In front of the fire a cat sleeps beside a large
piece of earthenware, and by the woman’s feet is a foot-warmer, typical in
Dutch genre scenes. A simple wicker chair and, on the chimney hood,
decorative plates and copper ornaments complete the contents of this
apparently humble room. A very similar range of objects appears in the three
other works. In two of the paintings (CR14, fig. 7, St Petersburg, Hermitage, and
CR13, private collection; the latter has likely been cut down as the characteristic
chimney hood has been cropped, but otherwise it is a very similar composition)
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Ibid, 163-4.
Ibid, 164: “la cheminée remplit tout le tableau dans les Vrel typiques auxquels nous revenons. Un cadre
de mur vide l'isole et suggère le logis désencombré que nous connaissons.”
53
Ibid, 164: “si nous apprécions son âge par sa main et sa tournure”.
52
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the woman is seated leaning forward in front of the fire in one of the wicker
chairs.
In CR3, “La Convalescente,” the woman sits slumped in a chair next to
the hearth with her head resting against a large white pillow which, BrièreMisme wrote, was “awkwardly placed with uncertain balance” against the frame
of the fireplace.54 A small cat and dog, are curled up on the ground by her feet.
As Brière-Misme later noted: “their [Vrel’s women’s] existence unfolds in a
stupor that accompanies the sleepiness of pets”.55 The woman’s pale face,
nearly the same shade as the white pillowcase and head covering, appears
drawn and weary, which may explain the title that has been given to the
painting (although the pallor of the figure’s complexion may in part be due to the
fading of pigments over the years).
Following the fireside pictures, Brière-Misme stated: “Let us complete
‘The trip around my room.’ A fourth location is revealed to us”.56 She examined
two other compositions in which she claimed the old woman featured. In both
paintings (CR29, fig. 2, the painting introduced at the start of chapter one, and
CR56, which she calls “La Liseuse”, The Reader), a woman occupies a sparse
room, brightly lit in the foreground, separated from a dark background space by
a window. In “La Liseuse”, an elderly woman sits in the front room in a chair
facing the viewer, reading a large book which Brière-Misme suggested was a
Bible; she is unaware of the child, whose face is only just visible at the window
behind her. Brière-Misme described the female figure as follows: “Sitting in
front, La Liseuse follows the lines of the Bible with her finger. She wears a
comical fur hat and her old face, ugly and good, with Presbyterian eyes, seems
almost portrait-like”.57 In CR29, according to Brière-Misme, the child at the
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Ibid, 165: Brière-Misme believed that this painting was probably the second “Frel” listed under 739 in
Archduke Leopold-Wilhelm’s collection: “Enfin, une Convalescente, son oreiller drôlement posé dans un
équilibre incertain, somnole au coin du feu. Nous croyons reconnaitre ici La Cheminée hollandaise, auprès
de laquelle une malade est assise, qui faisait pendant à La femme a sa fenêtre, encadrée comme elle
d’une ‘petite bordure noire et unie’, dans la galerie de l’archiduc Léopold Guillaume, selon l’inventaire de
1659.”
55

Ibid, 169: “Mais leur existence s'y déroule dans un torpeur qu'accompagne la somnolence des animaux
familiers.”
56
Ibid, 165: “Achevons ce “ Voyage autour de ma chambre ”. Une quatrième paroi nous est révélée. ”
57
Ibid, 166: “Assise par devant, La Liseuse suit du doigt les lignes de la Bible. Elle porte un cocasse
bonnet de fourrure et son vieux visage, laid et bon, aux yeux presbytes, paraît presque un portrait.”
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window has finally caught the attention of “La grand’mère who rushes, at the
expense of her balance, to the window through which, her hands making a
screen, she distinguishes the little childlike figure”.58
For Brière-Misme, Vrel’s home is a feminine space. Evidently, men are
heavily outnumbered by women in Vrel’s interior paintings; Brière-Misme noted
a few male figures including weavers (CR15), a barber in his shop and, as
mentioned above, the old man (CR12).59 “However,” she declared, “the home
remains for the woman”.60 A notable exception to the female-domination of
Vrel’s domestic scenes is the inclusion of the boy in several paintings.
Beginning with a scene that she identified as portraying his birth, “L’Accouchée”
(CR24, The Confinement), Brière-Misme highlighted his presence in Vrel’s
oeuvre and, referencing several paintings in which he appears, wrote:
Now, the little boy knows how to run and possibly to play; the hoop adorned with bells
(Lille [CR7] and Detroit [CR30] Museums) is proof of it, but we do not see him use it. In
Detroit, he sombrely stares through the open door at a wall standing a few feet away. In
Brussels [CR28], his stick in hand, he lifts his head to see, above, some sky. Finally,
sullen and cuddly, his back turned on this derisory horizon, in The Recitation he places
his face in the maternal lap, with no more enthusiasm for work than for play.61
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Ibid, 166: “La grand’mère se précipite, au dam de son équilibre vers la vitre à travers laquelle, ses mains
faisant écran, elle distinguera la petite figure enfantine.”
59
She listed le Viellard au Coin du Feu (fig. 18 in Brière-Misme and n. 106 in the 1935 Rotterdam
exhibition; CR 12), Le Cabinet du Barbier (which Brière-Misme records in a Parisian sale in 1914 but the
whereabouts of which are unknown, p. 170 note 3) and two paintings she calls Le Tisserand: one which
was in the 1935 Rotterdam exhibition, fig. 100 (CR 15) and another which illustrates a woman and child in
the foreground with the male weaver in the background. The latter painting, which was previously
attributed to Vermeer and which Brière-Misme cited as being in the Musée de Lille, is possibly not by Vrel
and its whereabouts are unknown (Brière-Misme p.170, note 4; CR22). A previously unknown painting by
Vrel, the subject of which is an old man in a study, came up for auction at Christie’s London, 3rd July 2003,
Sale 1138, lot 153 (CR58).
60

Brière-Misme, 1935a, 170: “Le logis reste désormais à la femme. Jeune, comme La Garde-Malade, elle
pose encore sur l’extérieur des regards nostalgiques, déjà plus résignés qu’avides. Elle mûrira, occupée
par les taches journalières de la mère et de la ménagère, qui restent insignifiantes, vagues…”
61
Ibid, 169-70: “Un enfant nait, il est sage comme une poupée entre trois femmes graves, dans une
chambre où se taisent les ‘caquets de L’Accouchée’. Il marche à petits pas, et le monde exigu où il se
meut est assez vaste pour lui : sans doute les visages puérils qui regardent d’un haut entresol (Bruxelles)
ou à travers un vitrage sont-ils gais. Maintenant, le petit garçon sait courir et peut-être jouer ; un cerceau
orné de grelots (Musées de Lille et de Detroit) en témoigne, mais nous ne le voyons pas s’en servir. A
Detroit, il fixe d’un air sombre, par la porte ouverte, le mur qui se dresse à quelques pas. A Bruxelles, sa
baguette a la main, il lève la (169) tête pour apercevoir, au-dessus, un peu de ciel. Enfin, maussade et
câlin le dos tourne à cet horizon dérisoire, il pose son visage sur le giron maternel, dans La Récitation,
sans plus d’entrain pour le travail que pour le jeu.“
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In Brière-Misme’s analysis, the boy, like the female figures, is tied to Vrel’s
home. One day, he will grow up and the home will no longer be his domain, but
for now, in the paintings, it is his little universe as much as that of Vrel’s women.
Brière-Misme believed that Vrel’s paintings illustrated the different stages
of a woman’s life as they did that of the boy and, according to her, Vrel’s
“preference” was for the final stage:
Vrel loves old women, timid and broken, who warm themselves or read the Bible. They
have achieved their goal, satisfied to have behind them the life that frightened them;
they have transitioned, savouring the dull enjoyment of having avoided both pain and
pleasure. Shrunken, here they are at ease in Vrel’s enclosed universe like the small
child, and it is these two privileged hosts who, brought together by the difference in their
ages, smile at each other through the glass.62

The painting in which Brière-Misme suggested Vrel juxtaposed the two
extremes of youth and old age is, of course, CR29. In her construction, the
young woman in “La Garde-Malade” will inevitably become the old woman who
sits by the hearth: “Young like the nurse, she still looks nostalgically toward the
outside, already more resigned than eager. She will ripen, occupied with the
daily tasks of mother and housewife, which still appear insignificant, unspecific
…”.63 In Vrel’s paintings of women in the home, Brière-Misme read of the
inevitabilities of life, of ageing and of the benefits of old age. In her later article
on one of her other “’intimistes’ hollandais,” Esaias Boursse, Brière-Misme
would focus again on the stages of life, particularly those of women. She looked
at Boursse’s paintings of old women by the fire, including one, “La Couseuse”
(Berlin, Gemäldegalereie, Dutch Interior with Woman Sewing), which also
includes the figure of a girl. As she had with Vrel, she interpreted these figures
as representing the extremes of youth and old age:
Two beings exist at the two extremities of the painting and appear to ignore each
other…The grandmother, nose in her mending, does not reveal herself beyond her
bonnet, except for an ascetic profile. The little girl was going toward the door, but she

62
Ibid, 172: “Vrel aime les vielles, frileuses et cassées, qui se chauffent ou lisent la Bible. Elles atteignent
le but, satisfaites d’avoir derrières elles la vie qui leur faisait peur ; elles l’ont traversée, savourant la morne
jouissance d’en éviter à la fois la douleur et la joie. Rétrécies, les voici à l’aise comme le petit enfant dans
l’univers borné de Vrel et ce sont ses deux hôtes privilégiés qui, rapprochés par la différence des âges, se
sourirent A travers le vitrage.”
63
Ibid, 170: “Le logis reste désormais à la femme. Jeune, comme La Garde-Malade, elle pose encore sur
l’extérieur des regards nostalgiques, déjà plus résignés qu’avides. Elle mûrira, occupée par les taches
journalières de la mère et de la ménagère, qui restent insignifiantes, vagues…”
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stops, hesitantly, and turns toward us, without seeing us, her sharp little face; following
the grandmother, her childhood languishes without youth.64

A further area of investigation could explore whether the feminist views of
her mother, Jane Misme had influenced Brière-Misme’s perspective on female
experience and its representation in painting. As a “maternalist”, Jane Misme
believed that although women were politically and socially equal to men, their
gender roles were tied to “natural” difference, and that motherhood was the
defining role for women.65 Brière-Misme’s description of the stages of a
woman’s life, as represented in Vrel’s oeuvre, seems to express a belief in a
trans-historical, universal female experience, what later feminists called
“biological determinism”. Her description of the resignation of the young woman
to her inevitable domestic role and the old woman’s relief to be through with
such duties, possibly suggests ambivalence on Brière-Misme’s part toward
traditional female gender roles.
While I argue that Brière-Misme did not employ an iconographical
approach in her interpretation of Vrel’s paintings (she was, as has been argued,
apparently intuitive in her reading), her reiteration of the stages of life as a
subject in these so-called “intimiste” paintings of women in the home did,
however, identify what has since been argued to have been a recurrent theme
in Dutch seventeenth-century visual culture and literature. As Wayne Franits
has argued, employing a combination of social-history and iconography in his
analysis of patriarchal discourses of the time, the stages of women’s lives were
often thematised in paintings, and the accounts ended with the motif of the old
woman by the hearth.66 The conventions of this motif and its social-historical
context will be explored in the next chapter. At this point, however, it is simply
noted that in seventeenth-century culture, as borne out by moralist literature,
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Brière-Misme, 1954, 160: “Deux êtres se tiennent aux deux extrémités de la toile et paraissent s’ignorer:
nul mieux que Boursse ne pourrait illustrer la parole du Fantasio de Musset: “Quelle solitude que tous ces
corps humains!” La grand’mère le nez sur son ravaudage, ne montre, dépassant son bonnet, qu’un profil
ascétique. La petite fille s’en allait vers la porte, mais elle s’arrête, hésitante, et tourne vers nous, sans
nous voir, un museau pointu; après de l’aïeule, languit son enfance sans jeunesse.”
65
Ann Taylor Allen, Feminism and Motherhood in Western Europe, 1890-1970: The Maternal Dilemma
(New York and Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005): 127.
66
Wayne Franits, “Chapter 4: ‘Weduwe’”, Paragons of Virtue : Women and Domesticity in SeventeenthCentury Dutch Art (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993): 161-94.
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prints and paintings, old women were often expected and advised to become
less involved with the world beyond the home and to lead solitary, spiritual lives.
The retreat from earthly cares that the elderly were encouraged to
practice shared parallels with the vita contemplative, a way of life identified
especially with the practices of certain religious orders. Toward the beginning of
her article on Vrel, Brière-Misme wrote: “He belongs to the national tradition of
‘intimistes’…Vrel, on this path, surpassed them all: his Ruelles, his Interiors
convinced Burger he had penetrated a ‘Béguinage’”. 67 As we have seen, ThoréBürger had given the title “Intérieurs de béguinage” to the now-lost frontispiece
painting (CR1) and the painting Brière-Misme called “Causerie” (CR 49).68
Referring to the frontispiece painting, Brière-Misme wrote: “At the beginning of
this article, we see a ‘little woman wearing a Beguine headdress and wimple’ as
Burger states, who kindly opens the door for us”. 69 As noted by Thoré-Bürger
and Brière-Misme, the dark, demure clothes and white headdress that Vrel’s
women wear were similar to descriptions of some beguine habits.70 The clothes
worn by Vrel’s female figures are consistent with the conservative attire that old
women were expected to wear and which is also pictured in paintings by Vrel’s
contemporaries, such as Nicolaes Maes and Quirijn van Brekelenkam.
The Beguines were a lay-religious movement, mainly for women, that
emerged in the thirteenth century.71 From the time of their origin, beguine
67
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 102: “Il appartient à la lignée nationale des ‘intimistes’…Vrel, sur cette voie, les a
dépassés tous: ses Ruelles, ses Intérieurs donnaient à Burger la conviction de pénétrer dans un
‘Béguinage.’”
68
CR49 is in the Heyl Collection, Worms, and was there at the time of Brière-Misme’s article (p.113). It
was no. 226 in the 1866 exhibition at the Champs-Elysées, no. 53 in Thoré-Bürger 1866 and no.18 in
Hofstede de Groot 1893.
69
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 114: “Au début de cet article, nous voyons une ‘petite femme en coiffe et guimpe
de béguine’ comme dit Burger, qui nous ouvre gentiment la porte. Sa compagne vient de la quitter sans
doute et elle ‘regarde dans la rue où passe une autre béguine.”
70
Pierre Hélyot, “De l’origine des Béguines, avec la Vie de Lambert le Bègue leur Fondateur”. Histoire des
ordres monastiques religieux et militaires et des congrégations séculières de l'un et de l'autre sexe qui ont
été établies jusqu'à présent... [par le P. H. Hélyot, continuée par le P. M. Bullot]. 5e partie qui comprend
les ordres de S. François et autres qui ont des règles particulières vol 8, part 6 chapter 1 (Paris: J.-B.
Coignard, 1714-1719): 6: in his vast illustrated history of religious orders, the Franciscan friar and scholar,
Hélyot (1660-1716), devoted one section to the beguines. Regarding their costume he stated that in earlier
times the habits of different communities were various colours, but by his time they were mostly black.
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The two main theories are that they were founded either by St. Begghe (who died in the 7th century) or
Lambert le Begue (who died in the 12th century); Hélyot, 2. Walter Simons debunked these theories in his
general history of the beguines: Cities of Ladies: Beguine Communities in the Medieval Low Countries
1200-1565 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2001); two recent articles examine the social
reasons for the formation, popularity and longevity of beguine movement, both arguing that the joining the
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communities quickly became very popular in Western Europe, especially in the
Low Countries. Most cities in Flanders (Belgium), North Brabant (the
Netherlands) and the area around Liège had at least one beguinage (begijnhof
in Dutch), seventy-percent of them were founded before the Dutch Revolt in the
sixteenth century.72 Although they led chaste, modest lives and often lived
cloistered within walled communities, Beguines differed from Nuns and other
religious orders in that, as Tine de Moor has explained, they maintained their
individual economic and legal autonomy and were active and visible in the
towns and cities to which their communities were adjacent: “they lived a life that
was both active and contemplative”.73 In the seventeenth-century, with the
suppression of overt expressions of Catholicism, almost all the beguinages in
the Northern Netherlands were destroyed.74 After the Reformation kloppen (a
separate community of lay-sisters) sometimes replaced beguines in the
Northern Netherlands. They did not take formal vows and, because the practice
of Catholicism was only permitted in private, they were not as visible in the
larger community, as beguines had been.75 It is therefore unlikely, if Vrel was
active in the Dutch Republic, that he was representing the daily life of beguines
drawn directly from experience.76

beguines was a popular option for women who wanted to remain single and maintain a certain level of
autonomy: Tine De Moor, “Single, Safe and Sorry? Explaining the Early Modern Beguine Movement in the
Low Countries”, Journal of Family History 39.1 (2014): 3-21, and Kim Overlaet, “Replacing the family?
Beguinages in early modern western European cities: an analysis of the family networks of beguines living
in Mechelen (1532-1591)”, Continuity and Change 29.3 (2014): 325-347; for two early twentieth-century
accounts, written by two related rectors of the Beguinage in Bruges, Hector and Rodolphe Hoornaert, see
Hector Hoornaert, Ce que c’est qu’un béguinage (Bruges: Desclée, de Brouwer & Cie, 1921) and
Rodolphe Hoornaert, Le Béguinage de Bruges. Son histoire, sa règle, sa vie (Bruges: Desclée, de
Brouwer & Cie, 1924).
72
De Moor, 4.
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Ibid: “Beguines had vows, but only temporary ones; they lived a simple life, but some had considerable
property as they retained the right to possess – and even amass – worldly goods; beguines kept their legal
personality; they were separated from the world but did not live in seclusion as in (most) convents, and
they lived a life that was both active and contemplative.”
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The only beguinages to survive the Reformation in the Northern Netherlands were in Amsterdam and
Breda, see De Moor, 5; Hector Hoornaert, 34.
Susan E. Dinan, “Female Religious Communities beyond the Convent”, The Ashgate Research
Companion to Women and Gender in Early Modern Europe, ed. Allyson Poska, Jane Couchman, and
Katherine McIver (Farnham and Burlington: Ashgate, 2013): 124; On the Kloppen, see also Joke Spaans,
“Time for Prayer and Time for Work. Rule and Practice Among Catholic Lay Sisters in the Dutch Republic”,
in The Use and Abuse of Time in Christian History. Papers Read at the 1999 Summer Meeting and the
2000 Winter Meeting of the Ecclesiastical History Society, ed. R.N. Swanson (Woodbridge and Rochester:
The Boydell Press, 2002): 161-172; and Joke Spaans, De Levens der Maechden. Het verhaal van een
religieuze vrouwengemeenschap in de eerste helft van de zeventiende eeuw (Hilversum: Verloeren 2012).
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If Vrel was indeed painting beguine communities, this could be used as evidence to narrow down where
he was active, where he was from, and/or his own religious affiliation. In addition to the representation of
Capuchin monks in a couple of his street scenes, these scenes of so-called beguinages could be counted
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Although Thoré-Bürger is now judged to have been mistaken in his
attribution of CR1 and CR49 to Vermeer, his intuition that they portrayed the
interior of a begijnhof is interesting. By Thoré’s time, the beguines had suffered
another reduction as a result of the French Revolution and were in decline.77
Evidently, he believed that Vrel’s images offered an intimate glimpse of this
ideal spiritual feminine world that was slowly disappearing. Thoré’s desire to
identify an original subject matter captured from direct experience could be
considered a consequence of his “realistic” reading of the works. But it might
also be considered a result of Thoré’s romantic investment in the past, his
nineteenth-century Gothic nostalgia, ubiquitous throughout Europe, seen in
England in the writings of Augustus Pugin and Thomas Carlyle. Hector
Hoornaert, an early twentieth-century rector of the Beguinage of Bruges, wrote
in his historical overview of beguinages that: “Writers found its secular peace
preferable to the increasingly egotistical agitations of the modern world, and
artists, attracted to the impressive character of its unconscious beauty,
underwent the same attraction”.78 The fascination with and idealising of these
lay-sister communities, thus, continued into the twentieth century. Brière-Misme
wrote:
Burger, in naming Vrel’s paintings: Intérieurs de béguinage, was aware of the monastic
impression that emanated from them, not only from the locations, but also, in the
perfect accord between the frame and man, the figures. However, these are indeed
Intérieurs de ménage, as we said in the eighteenth century, where the petits bourgeois
lived.79

As this quotation demonstrates, although unconvinced by Thoré’s suggestion
that Vrel’s paintings depicted the actual interior of a béguinage, Brière-Misme
considered the comparison with beguine life appropriate because of the sense
as clues that Vrel was active or from a region that was still Catholic or tolerant to the public visibility of
Catholic religious orders.
77
Traditional beguine communities lasted into the 20th century, although their numbers steadily decreased
until the last beguine, Marcella Pattyn, died in 2013, Overlaet 326; on the damaging effects of French
Revolution on the Beguines see Rodolphe Hoornaert, especially p. 33 and Hector Hoornaert XIV: “La
Révolution n’ayant pu les détruire comme les couvents, a fini par les ruiner en les traitant d’officines de
Bienfaisance. Ils n’ont été ni l’un ni l’autre.”
78
H. Hoornaert, XI: “Des écrivains ont trouvé sa paix séculaire préférable aux agitations de plus en plus
égoïstes du monde moderne, et des artistes, attirés par le caractère impressionnant de son inconsciente
beauté, ont subi le même attrait.”
79
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 169: “Burger, lorsqu’il intitulait les tableaux de Vrel: Intérieurs de béguinage, était
sensible à l’impression monacale qu’y dégagent non seulement les lieux, mais encore, dans un accord
parfait, entre le cadre et l’homme, les personnages. Ce sont bien pourtant des Intérieurs de ménage,
comme on disait au XVIIIe siècle, où demeurent de petits bourgeois.”
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of renunciation and turning inward she detected in Vrel’s oeuvre, especially in
his paintings of old women. The identification of the beguinage, seen as moral
and spiritual enclosure that kept the outside world at bay, is related to BrièreMisme’s notion of Vrel’s painted home. Toward the end of her article, BrièreMisme wrote that Vrel’s interiors: “appear to be like a permanent retreat; cut off
from life, they have the flavour of renunciation.”80 For her and other nineteenthand twentieth-century viewers, the home represented in Dutch painting could be
absorbed into their own idealised notions of the enclosure of “intimité”, an
enclosure and separation from life with strong overtones of what would, in their
imagining of earlier times, have been considered sanctity.
While comparisons to beguinages may seem to complement BrièreMisme’s concept of “intimité”, it was clear to her that Vrel’s paintings
represented the domestic “intimité” of the middle class, or the “petits bourgeois,”
home. Her narrative, as we have seen, progresses from street scenes to interior
scenes, and traces a movement from what she interpreted as the alienating
conditions of the city into to the security of the home. Her use of the word
“foyer”, synonymous for hearth, home and centre, expresses a multi-layered
meaning referencing the home as spiritual centre as well as referencing the
architectural feature and innermost part of the house.81 Seen through BrièreMisme’s eyes, sitting quietly by “le foyer”, resigned to her fate, the old woman
no longer desires interaction with the outside world, nor has she the cares of
her younger self who, according to Brière-Misme’s narrative, is characterised by
the figure of “La Garde-Malade”, the nurse. The old woman, in Brière-Misme’s
analysis, is at ease being alone with herself and has turned her back on the
world. Reposing by the fire in the shelter of the home, the old woman is the
ultimate expression of “intimité” in Vrel’s oeuvre for Brière-Misme.
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Brière-Misme, 1935a, 172: “Comme intimiste, il est non moins individuel… Ceux de Vrel apparaissent
comme une retraite définitive; retranchés de la vie, ils ont la saveur du renoncement.”
81
See note 41, above, on the different uses and meanings of “foyer”.
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2. The Dutch “intimistes”
Brière-Misme’s “‘intimiste’ hollandais” series, which includes the three
pieces on Vrel, Pieter Janssens Elinga, Esaias Boursse, as well as a fourth
work on Cornélis de Man (1935) which shares the focus of the other three, but
not their title, was published over the course of two decades.82 It demonstrates
her continuing interest in the application of the modern notions of “intimité” and
“intimisme” to Dutch seventeenth-century paintings of daily life.
A common theme throughout these articles is the story of artistic
reconstruction. Each artist had been virtually unknown until the twentieth
century and previously their works had passed, often with forged signatures,
under the names of Vermeer, De Hooch, and sometimes even as by one
another. The artistic personalities we now “know” were “rediscovered” around
the turn of the twentieth century: Vrel, Janssens Elinga and De Man by
Hofstede de Groot who, in each case, used one painting with a clear signature
to root out other works by the same hand.83 Wilhelm von Bode and Abraham
Bredius were responsible for the rediscovery of Boursse in 1905.84 BrièreMisme, therefore, dedicated a large part of her research and writing to recently
“rediscovered” Dutch genre painters; this granted her the opportunity to chart
new territory. Her work on these petits-maîtres benefited from her own
painstakingly assembled records of sales of Dutch paintings from the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as mentioned in the previous chapter. In
each article, Brière-Misme stated her desire to reclaim a place for these artists
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Clotilde Brière-Misme, “Un émule de Vermeer et de Pieter de Hooch Cornélis de Man”, Oud Holland
52.1 (1935b): 1-26, 97-121: Brière-Misme’s article on Cornélis de Man, although the title of the study does
include the word “intimiste”, I would argue that it is part of the same “series” because it is written in a very
similar way and constructs de Man as an “intimiste”. De Man (1621-1706), after travelling abroad, returned
to his native Delft in 1654, where he would work for the rest of his life. He would, therefore, have been a
contemporary of Vrel.
83
Cornelis Hofstede de Groot, "Die Auction Thoré-Bürger", in Repertorium für Kunstwissenschaft, 16
(1893):116-19; Cornelis Hofstede de Groot, “Kulturbesitz Die Koedijck-Rätsel und ihre Lösung”, Jahrbuch
der Koniglich Preussischen Kunstsammlungen, 24.1 (1903): 39-46; as seen in the first chapter, Hofstede
de Groot gave himself the task of rectifying erroneous attributions given to Vermeer and De Hooch,
beginning with the many dubious attributions in Thoré-Bürger’s inventory. De Man was also rediscovered
by Hofstede de Groot in 1893; he reattributed to De Man the so-called Portrait of Vermeer purchased by
Thoré-Bürger and later listed in his posthumous inventory as by Nicolaes Koedijk, (Now Scholar in a
Study, private collection, France), Brière-Misme, 1935b, 4; Frances Suzman Jowell, “ Thoré-Bürger’s Art
Collection : ‘A Rather Unusual Gallery of Bric-a-Brac”, Simiolus: Netherlands Quarterly for the History of
Art, vol. 30.1/2 (2003) : 63.
84
Brière-Misme, 1954, 18.
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and expressed her disapproval of the scholars and connoisseurs who, either
through ignorance or wilful deceit, kept them in obscurity.85 In her article on De
Man, she stated that one of the important tasks for the historians of Dutch
seventeenth-century art of recent years had been to disentangle and reattribute
the many paintings by “artistes voisins” (related artists) of Vermeer and De
Hooch who had wrongly been given the names of the two masters, which group
of works included paintings by Boursse, Janssens Elinga, Hendrick van der
Burch, De Man and Vrel.86 She argued that by studying and clarifying the
oeuvre of these neglected artists, the modern viewer would also be better able
to understand Vermeer and De Hooch.87
Through her characterisation of each artist, Brière-Misme transformed
the viewing of their paintings into an “encounter” with a “charming” new
personality. For Boursse, Janssens Elinga and De Man, Brière-Misme was able
to frame her discussion with at least some biographical details and facts about
where each individual worked. In the case of De Man, for instance, it was
known that he was born and died in Delft, that he was a contemporary of
Vermeer and De Hooch, and that he was a member of the Guild of St. Luke.88
In Vrel’s case, Brière-Misme had no biographical information to link him to other
major masters and had to rely on the subject and “style” of his paintings in order
to establish comparisons with Vermeer and De Hooch. She wrote that Vermeer
“triomphait” [triumphed] in the midst of a group of Dutch artists, made up of
“‘amis’ illustres” [illustrious friends], such as De Hooch and “‘amis’ discrets” [less
famous friends], such as Vrel.89 Brière-Misme was not arguing to claim a spot
for Vrel as an equal to Vermeer; she conceded: “He does not equal the two
85

In the case of Janssens Elinga, for instance, Brière-Misme suggested that the misattribution of two
paintings famously associated with Pieter de Hooch (Janssens Elinga’s two Reading Woman paintings in
Frankfurt and Munich) had been known in certain circles since 1890; while published in Dutch surveys, the
truth was kept from the French public even as late as 1935, see Brière-Misme 1947-8, 90; of all of BrièreMisme’s texts discussed in the this chapter, this is the only piece that was published in English. It is not
clear who translated the text from the original French (was it Brière-Misme herself or someone working for
the Gazette des Beaux-Arts?) nor how closely it comes to the author’s original meaning.
86
Brière-Misme, 1935b, 1: “il fallait éliminer, par contre, les productions d’artistes voisins qui passaient
pour des Vermeer ou des Pieter de Hooch. C ‘est à cette seconde opération que nous souhaitons
aujourd’hui contribuer. Elle a révélé confondus avec les deux maîtres des ‘amis’ comme Vrel et Boursse,
Pieter Janssens ou Hendrick van der Burch.”
87
Brière-Misme, 1947-8, 90.
88
Brière-Misme, 1935b, 2-3.
89
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 97: “Vermeer, qui est aujourd’hui le peintre batave, hors Rembrandt, le plus prisé
des amateurs, triomphait au milieu d’une cour : ‘amis’ illustres, comme Pieter de Hooch, ‘amis’ discrets,
comme Jacob Vrel… ”
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masters in terms of pictorial qualities, but he composes, next to them, a
personal and charming verse in the most beautiful poem created by Dutch
seventeenth-century painting, the poem of intimité”.90 Given his apparent artistic
shortcomings, rather than focus on the quality of “genius”, Brière-Misme sought
to present Vrel to the world as an “intimiste”.91
In a 1914 review of one of the first monographs on Pieter de Hooch,
Brière-Misme claimed: “The inclinations of the modern sensibility dispose our
era to understand this delicate intimiste enamoured of colour and light”.92 This
was one of the first (it is the first I have found) occasions that she employed the
word “intimiste” in relation to Dutch art. It is interesting to note that not only does
her description bring to mind contemporary notions emerging from the cult of
“intimisme” which we are presently discussing, but it also brings to mind notions
of pictures as “colour and light”, which places her comment firmly within the
aesthetic rationale of French painting after Impressionism. She echoed this view
in her article on De Man written twenty years later, in which she recalled the
nineteenth-century “rediscoveries” of De Hooch and Vermeer; she wrote: “Thus
marked a new and lasting taste for the qualities of intimité, colour and light that
transfigure in these masters of ‘l’intérieur’ hollandais”.93 Vermeer and De
Hooch, according to her in 1914, were masters of “intimiste” painting, which she
claimed was “a genre that deeply moves the modern soul”, a “modern soul”
which is also alert to a certain kind of painting with light.94 The fact that, in the
title of the articles on Vrel and the others, Brière-Misme had placed “intimiste” in
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Ibid, 98: “Il n’égale pas les deux maîtres quant aux qualités picturales, mais il compose, auprès d’eux,
une strophe personnelle et charmante dans le plus beau poème créé par la peinture hollandaise au XVIIe
siècle, le poème de l’intimité.”
91
Ibid, 102: “Notre peintre, de sentiment et d’expression, est entièrement Hollandais. Il appartient à la
lignée nationale des ‘intimistes’; elle s’oriente de Palamèdes ou Codde encore dissipés, jusqu’à Terborch
ou à Metsu, vers le recueillement, que célèbrent, à Delft, Vermeer et Pieter de Hooch. Vrel, sur cette voie,
les a dépassés tous: ses Ruelles, ses Intérieurs donnaient à Burger la conviction de pénétrer dans un
‘Béguinage’.”
92
Clotilde Misme, “Bibliographie – Arthur de Rudder, Pieter de Hooch, Bruxelles,” La Chronique des Arts
et de la Curiosité Supplément a la Gazette des Beaux-Arts, no. 11 (14 March 1914) : 85: “Les dilections de
la sensibilité moderne disposent notre temps à comprendre cet intimiste délicat épris de couleur et de
lumière.”
93

Brière-Misme, 1935b, 1: “Vermeer, tiré de l’oubli, en 1866, par les articles de Thoré-Bürger fut aussitôt
placé au pinacle de l’école, et Pieter de Hooch, ressuscité dès 1833 par Smith, l’y suivit. Ainsi se marquait
un goût nouveau et durable pour les qualités d’intimité, de lumière et de couleur qui transfigurent chez ces
maitres ‘l ‘Intérieur’ hollandais.”
94
Brière-Misme, 1947-8, 90.
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inverted commas suggests that she had consciously applied a label specific to
modern art and literature to the works of these early modern artists. For her,
then, what was a seventeenth-century Dutch “intimiste”?
The significance Brière-Misme attached to “intimité” in relation to Dutch
painting and its place within her overall narrative, or system of Dutch art was
already evident in her earlier writing (La Peinture au Musée du Louvre: Ecole
hollandaise, 1925, and La Peinture hollandaise 1927), as well as in several
conference papers and gallery talks that she delivered during the 1920s and
1930s. Reading through it we can trace a rich and complex set of categories
and associations at work in her thinking which makes up for a complete system
of art and its relations to life. In addition to the political and religious contexts
(the three principals mentioned at the beginning of this chapter), Brière-Misme
assigned importance to geographical and environmental factors in shaping the
national character, and thus the art, of the Dutch Republic, giving it, amongst its
other characteristics, its “intimiste” tendencies. The Dutch, she wrote in her
article on Janssens Elinga, making a point later developed comprehensively by
Simon Schama, and which had been long anticipated in folklore, had to fight
back the waters and brave the oceans to make their fortunes.95 She argued in
the Janssens Elinga article and elsewhere that a desire for security and for a
haven from the perils and pressures of the outside world had sprung out of the
Dutch struggle to forge and protect their nation.96 She wrote: “Then will there
grow in him the thirst for an antidote, for a home of the kind created by
Janssens… There will the Dutchman find rest”.97 The home, she believed,
became a closed-off shelter in which the occupants’ desire for seclusion and
security was realised. She wrote: “the mundane exterior hardly exists, familial
life is everything. The home is the refuge where life is silent, where each
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Brière-Misme 1947-8, 352; and Brière-Misme, 1954, 220; this theme that the Dutch earned their
happiness, freedom and security through their battle against, and ultimate taming of, the sea was repeated
by historians and art historians into the late twentieth century. Simon Schama, The Embarrassment of
Riches: An interpretation of Dutch culture in the Golden Age (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1987): 24-5,
explained that the “lesson of the drowning cell,” which was a legendary mode of punishment in
Amsterdam, like the reclamation of land from the sea, was important to Dutch identity: “To be wet was to
be captive, idle and poor. To be dry was to be free, industrious and comfortable.”
96
Brière-Misme 1947-8, 352; and Brière-Misme, 1954, 220.
97
Brière-Misme 1947-8, 352.
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person, forgetting the worries of business, seeks moral peace and enjoyment
for the eyes”.98
The Dutch national love for the home, proposed by Brière-Misme, was
probably the single-most important cause, according to her, of their “intimiste”
art. This love was evidenced, she argued in the cleaning rituals of Dutch
women, as recorded in foreign travellers’ accounts. She wrote:
Every person knows that the Dutch placed, it is said, all of their glory and contentment
into the neatness of their home. Foreigners, accustomed to the dirtiness of other
countries, note with surprise that each day they polished the exterior as well as the
interior.99

Brière-Misme also cited the well-known passage from Jean Nicolas de Parival’s
Les Délices de la Hollande (1651), often quoted by historians of Dutch art even
in the present day, wherein he reported the somewhat odd custom at that time,
of Dutch women insisting their visitors remove their shoes before entering the
home.100 In her catalogue for the Louvre, she claimed that the attention Dutch
women paid to the cleanliness of the home, which was portrayed in Dutch
“intimiste” paintings, was proof of the “the cult of a patriarchal and positive race
for intimité”.101 Again, we are alerted to Brière-Misme’s feminist foundations and
her possible ambivalence toward traditional gender roles.102
For Brière-Misme, paintings of the domestic interior expressed the
fulfilment of the Dutch “national dream: happiness attained through wisdom and
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Brière-Misme, “Conférence sur le Musée d’Amsterdam faite au Louvre”, 34-5: “l’extérieure mondaine
existe à peine, l’existence familiale est tout. La maison, c’est l’asile ou la vie [fait ?] silence, ou chacun,
oubliant le tracas des affaires
cherche la paix morale et l’agrément des yeux.”
99
Ibid, 35: “Chacun sait que les hollandaises mettaient, disait on, toute leur gloire et leur contentement a
la netteté de leur maison. Les étrangers, habitués à la saleté des autres pays notent avec surprise qu’elles
astiquaient chaque jour l’extérieur aussi bien que l’intérieur.”
100
Clotilde Brière-Misme, “La Nature et les Villes dans la peinture hollandaise”, paper delivered to la
Société des Arts de Compiègne, 19 December 1933. Written transcript held in the Bibliothèque de l’INHA,
Paris, Collections Jacques Doucet Archives 025, Fonds Brière, Gaston et Brière-Misme, Clotilde (11.3.3):
50; Brière-Misme, “Conférence sur le Musée d’Amsterdam faite au Louvre”, 34; and Brière-Misme, 1947-8,
352-53: she cited Parival’s Les Délices de la Hollande (1651): 19 and Casimir Fraichot quoted in R. Murris,
La Hollande et les hollandais au XVIIe et au XVIIIe siècles vus par les français (Paris: Librairie Ancienne
Honoré Champion, 1925): 113-14.
101
Brière-Misme, 1927a, 31-32: “Autour de la maitresse de céans qui, en bonne Hollandaise, met
certainement toute sa gloire et son contentement à la netteté de sa maison, les boiseries, les cuivres et le
sol reluisent. ‘Idolâtrie’ raillaient les contemporains. Mais la sensibilité du maître nous révèle dans le soin
méticuleux du logis le culte d’une race patriarcale et positive pour l’intimité.”
102
See above note 65.
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security”.103 The Dutch “intimistes” represented the realisation of this security in
their paintings of women and children in the home. In the article on Vrel, she
once again suggested that the evolution of seventeenth-century Dutch art was
very much intertwined with the development of the Republic and its political,
religious, and geographical conditions. She characterised Dutch landscape and
seascape artists as “les maîtres de l’inquiétude” [the masters of restlessness],
who embodied in their paintings their nation’s battle for survival against nature
and the elements, which the Dutch won by transforming their country into a
fortress. Brière-Misme wrote that at the heart of this fortress the Dutch built the
city, and at the core of the city, the home became the supreme shelter. In
contrast to the landscape and seascape artists, she dubbed the painters of city
scenes and the home “les maîtres de la sécurité” [the masters of security].104
We have here a larger framework for understanding her concept of intimacy, as
a historical category within the larger category of security.
The inspiration for these “masters of security”, Brière-Misme explained,
was daily life. According to her, burgher patrons had wanted nothing more from
artists than a representation of the country they had built: “according to the
famous Fromentin, the ‘portrait of reality’”.105 While neighbouring countries
maintained the tradition of “l’art noble” [noble art], the Dutch chose to paint: “le
spectacle de la vie familière” [the spectacle of familiar life: ordinary life].106 She
argued that their subjects, which veered away from dramatic and serious
themes, were inconsequential, they needed only to be pleasing;107 she stated:
103

Brière-Misme, 1927a, 12: “Ces Intérieurs avenants, recueillis et disciplinés, évoquent le rêve national:
un bonheur fait de sagesse et de sécurité”, and 31-2: “le tableau de genre dira leur plaisir à vivre dans la
sécurité retrouvée.”
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Brière-Misme, 1935a, 111: “Par des digues côtières et fluviales, il a fait de son pays une citadelle, et,
au cœur de la citadelle, il a bâti la cité qui, à son tour, recèle l’abri suprême, le logis. Exiguë, resserrée,
palpable, elle s’oppose, pour rassurer, à l’infini et à l’indéfini de la nature néerlandaise. Si les éléments ont
suscité, en Hollande, parmi les paysagistes, les maîtres de l’inquiétude: Ruisdael et cet Herkules Seghers
que M. Schmidt-Degener appelle: ‘l’artiste du vertige’, ils ont provoqué en même temps, parmi les peintres
de ville et d’intérieur, les maîtres de la sécurité.”
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Brière-Misme, “La vie familière dans la peinture en Hollande au 17ème siècle” (1933): 5-6; “ils
demandent l’image de tout cela a leurs peintres qui ont faire, selon un mot célèbre de Fromentin le ‘portrait
de la réalité’”; Brière-Misme, “Conférence sur le Musée d’Amsterdam faite au Louvre”, n.p.: the reference
to Fromentin’s Maîtres d’autrefois is on a page subtitled “Situation de peintre”.
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Brière-Misme, “Conférence sur le Musée d’Amsterdam faite au Louvre”, 3: “Enfin sa peinture à laquelle
elle assigne une tache modeste (tandis qu’ailleurs règne l’art noble): représenter le spectacle de la vie
familière.”; Brière-Misme, “La vie familière dans la peinture en Hollande au 17ème siècle” (1933): 5-6.
107
Brière-Misme, “La vie familière dans la peinture en Hollande au 17ème siècle” (1933), 6; see also
Brière-Misme 1947-8, 99.
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“For the most eminent masters the subject chosen randomly does not matter:
they string out the joy of existence in a rosary of infinite pleasures”.108 These
infinite pleasures could be found in the tiniest, and seemingly insignificant,
details of daily life, such as the texture of fabrics, and the shadows and
reflections on the walls or floors of the family home.109 The artists who excelled
in highlighting aspects of daily private life, such as Metsu, Vermeer, De Hooch,
Ter Borch, and of course Vrel, Boursse and Janssens, imbued their work with:
“les aspects intimes”.110 Once again we see that Brière-Misme’s apparently
intuitive analysis is systematically articulating a set of general notions about the
relationship between art and life characteristic of her own time and place.
The Dutch “intimistes”, she suggested, expressed a desire for seclusion
and a love for “la vie intérieure”. However, they did so to varying degrees and in
different ways. For instance, whereas Vermeer’s paintings crown “l’intimité
mondaine”, Pieter de Hooch’s works crown “l’intimité domestique”.111 She wrote
that “While Vermeer gave us the most subtle idea of plaisir [pleasure], De
Hooch evoked bonheur [happiness] as the Dutch understood it, a happiness
achieved through wisdom and security”.112 One can interpret a double meaning
in Brière-Misme’s use of the phrase “la vie intérieure”; there is a conflation of
interior life in the physical sense, as in life inside the home, and inner life on a
spiritual or psychological level, as in the inner life of the individual. In the article
on De Man, for instance, Brière-Misme wrote: “In genre painting, where [De
Man] imitates Vermeer and Pieter de Hooch, he expresses like them man’s love
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Brière-Misme, 1927a, 32: “Pour les maîtres les plus éminents le sujet, capté au hasard, ne compte
guère : ils égrènent la joie d’exister en un chapelet d’infimes jouissances.”
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Brière-Misme, “ La vie familière dans la peinture en Hollande au 17ème siècle” (1933): 35-6; see also
Brière-Misme, 1929, 47.
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Brière-Misme, 1927a, 29: “Ce peintre ne donne pas toute sa mesure par ces images de la vie publique.
Comme Terborch et comme aussi Vermeer, il excelle à peindre la vie mondaine. Tous trois en montrent
les aspects intimes. ”
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Brière-Misme, “ La vie familière dans la peinture en Hollande au 17ème siècle” (1933): 52: “Comme les
chefs d’œuvres de Vermeer, couronnent les images de l’intimité mondaine, les chef d’œuvres de Pieter de
Hooch couronnent celles de l’intimité domestiques”; see also Brière-Misme, La Peinture hollandaise
(1927): 13: she called De Hooch the master of the familial domain.
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Brière-Misme, “La vie familière dans la peinture en Hollande au 17ème siècle” (1933): 53: “Tandis que
Vermeer nous donnait l’idée la plus subtile du plaisir de Hooch évoque le bonheur tel que le comprenait la
Hollande, un bonheur fait de sagesse et de sécurité.” Brière-Misme’s invoking of plaisir and bonheur here
suggest that she may be referring to Kant’s use of the terms in the Critique of Judgement. Whereas wellbeing is invested in the sensual experience of the world, pleasure is achieved through aesthetic
judgement, which is not – it is a disinterested pleasure of the beautiful. Brière-Misme associates this higher
achievement of pleasure with the paintings of Vermeer.
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for his home and for la vie d’intérieur”.113 According to Brière-Misme, the desire
for seclusion from the outside world reached its fullest expression in the oeuvre
of some of the Dutch “intimistes”. As in her discussion of Vrel’s street scenes,
Brière-Misme described how even Boursse’s exterior paintings (which are few
because he “leaves the house with regret”)114 are oriented toward the home.
His interior paintings, which are “always serious”, express a “love of
seclusion”.115 She suggested that in Janssens Elinga’s interior paintings, the
consistently drawn shutters indicate a complete lack of interest in the outside
world and even a fear of its intrusion into privacy.116 In Vrel’s case, she wrote:
Holland’s love for l’intimité paisible, here reaches its extreme point. Great sentiment,
inherent like the instinct of preservation, to a country that faces inordinate perils, those
of nature, those of man during the Eighty Years’ war. Thanks to which, the Republic of
the United Provinces was the oasis where the sensibility of painters flourished, where
the thought that was elsewhere persecuted found refuge. To this, the tender and
austere paintings of Jacob Vrel are a fervent homage. 117

Thus, for Brière-Misme, Vrel was not only an “intimiste”, but the ultimate
“‘intimiste’ hollandais”.
3. Le Home and the origins of intimité
The love of intimité in nineteenth-century France was, as has been
argued by Richard Sennett, Jürgen Habermas and others, a product of secular,
capitalist modern society, an ideological phenomenon accompanied by an
increasing emphasis on the individual. Lila Ibrahim-Lamrous and Séveryne
Muller have highlighted that in French society, from the time of the Revolution,
intimité became and remains a legal right as stipulated in the Déclaration des
Droits de l’Homme et du Citoyen (1789): each person is entitled to “l’intimité
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Brière-Misme, 1935b, 119: “Dans le tableau de genre, enfin, où il imite Vermeer et Pieter de Hooch, il
exprime comme eux l’amour de l’homme pour sa maison et pour la vie d’intérieur.“
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Brière-Misme, 1954, 213: “Il quitte le logis à regret.”
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Ibid, 79: “Nous le trouverons toujours grave. Il ne s’amuse pas, comme l’un, à l’anecdote, au
pittoresque ; il ignore l’euphorie de l’autre. Le gout de l’intimité prend chez lui, une saveur sauvage, et
l’amour de la retraite, qui inspire en Hollande tant d’aimables tableaux, confine, dans ses meilleures toiles,
à l’amour de la réclusion.”
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Brière-Misme, 1947-8, 358
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Brière-Misme, 1935a, 172: “L’amour de la Hollande pour l’intimité paisible, atteint ici son point extrême.
Grand sentiment, inhérent comme l’instinct de conservation, à un pays en butte à des périls démesurés,
ceux de la nature, ceux de l’homme pendant une guerre de quatre-vingts ans. La République des
Provinces-Unies fut, grâce à lui, l’oasis où s’épanouit la sensibilité des peintres, où se réfugia la pensée
ailleurs persécutée. Les tableaux tendres et austères de Jacob Vrel lui rendent un fervent hommage.”
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personnelle.”118 The importance of “intimité” as a concept in nineteenth-century
France, then, developed with the birth of the Republic, which fostered and
safeguarded the rights of the individual. In The Fall of the Public Man, Sennett
argued that the dislocation of nineteenth-century society, brought on by
capitalism and the secularism which had produced it, precipitated a search for
meaning in life, which some argued could only be found in the intimate sphere
of the family and close relationships.119 Sennett claimed that for them intimacy
was a surrogate for god in a godless society.120 He wrote:
That history is of the erosion of a delicate balance which maintained society in the first
flush of its secular and capitalist existence. It was a balance between public and private
life, a balance between an impersonal realm in which men could invest one kind of
passion and a personal realm in which they could invest another.121

Katherine Kuenzli has written that, for Habermas, Sennett and Walter Benjamin,
the balance between the private and public was lost when the focus on the
home, on intimité, produced by “a conformist, consumerist mentality”, eventually
led to hyper-subjectivity and the erosion of active citizenry around 1890.122
The shift to which these writers have alluded, toward the individual and
the personal realm, was mirrored in the evolution of the meaning and uses of
the word “intimité” as well as changes in artistic tastes. A look at the definitions
of “intime” and “intimité” in the Dictionnaire de l’Académie française
demonstrates the evolution in meaning of these terms. In the second edition, in
1695, only the adjective “intime” was listed. Its sole application at this time was
in the phrase “ami intime”, an intimate friend: “a man with whom we have a very
close connection”.123 The noun “intimité” appeared in the fourth edition in 1762
with the definition “Liason intime”, an intimate bond or close relationship,
meanwhile the adjective “intime” retained its sole definition from the first
118

Lila Ibrahim-Lamrous and Séveryne Muller, 7: “C.F. article 18-1 de la Constitution.”
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Katherine Kuenzli, The Nabis and Intimate Modernism: Painting and the Decorative at the Fin-de-Siècle
(Surrey and Burlington: Ashgate, 2010): 11-12.
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“Intime”, in Dictionnaire de l’Académie françoise, seconde édition, I (Amsterdam: suivant le copie de
Paris: Jean Baptiste Coignard, 1695): 366,
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edition.124 Only in the fifth edition in 1798 did “intime” begin to assume other
meanings. In addition to “ami intime”, the adjective was also now used in the
context of feelings: “The intimate feeling of the conscience”.125 By the time of
the sixth edition in 1832-35, the definition of “intime” had acquired many of the
complex and ambiguous significations that we now associate with it:
INTIME adj. of two types Interior and deep. It is used above all to refer to The essence
of a thing, or of That which closely binds things together. To know the intimate nature of
a thing. That which is the most intimate and the most hidden in a thing. The intimate
connection of all parts. Intimate connection. It is used figuratively in speaking of
Friendship, attachment, mutual trust. Intimate union. Intimate liaison. To have intimate
relations with someone. Their trade appears very intimate. It equally signifies, Who has
and for whom we have a very strong affection. This is my friend, my intimate friend.
They are very intimate. Intimate confidant of all his secrets…INTIME is also used, in the
moral sense, Of that which exists in the depths of the soul. Intimate persuasion. I have
an intimate conviction. The intimate feeling of the conscience, or simply, the intimate
sense.126

“Intimisme”, as related to art and literature, does not have an entry, even by the
eighth edition of 1835.
Thus, by the middle of the nineteenth century, the French term “intime”
could refer to a physical or emotional closeness between individuals. In this
context, the relationship between self and other is an articulation of the outward
sense that Madelénat suggested was encompassed by the terms “intime” and
“intimité”, as discussed above. This outward sense could also be witnessed in
the relationship between the work of art, especially the “intimiste” painting or
novel, and the viewer or reader. However, “intime” and “intimité” could also refer
to the essence of a person or thing and in this way relate to the inward sense of
self that is also implied by the terms, according to Madelénat. At this time, as
124
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we have seen, “intime” and “intimité” began as well to have associations with
the home, the shelter of the individual. As this concept of “intimité” gained
importance in the nineteenth century, so-called “intimiste” painting, both
contemporary and retrieved or “discovered” from the past, increased in
popularity. Reboul has claimed that the modern French use of the terms
“intimisme”, “intime”, and “intimité”, in the context of the arts, stemmed from
English society and culture. He stated: “neither our way of life nor the clerical
structures of our thought permitted them”.127 Citing the French dramatist
Étienne de Jouy (1764-1846), he further asserted that “intimisme” was closely
related to the English notion of the “home”, as differentiated simply from one’s
residence or house.128 In the preface to Cécile, de Jouy discussed the
development of the literary genre of the novel [le roman]; he wrote: “Such is, I
believe, the birth of the novel. It is with privacy that it deals, and into the folded
secrets of the heart that it delves”.129 The novel, then, makes intimacy public but
without compromising it; the reader, like a flaneur of private life, a voyeur,
observes the intimate relationships and emotions of the characters without
disrupting their privacy. De Jouy recounted how the English used the novel as a
means to express their love for the home:
They created a word to express the pleasures du coin du feu [of the hearth], the
happiness of property, the freedom of action that they wanted to maintain in their
private lives; it is le home, the chez soi, a term ignored in the rest of Europe, and could
be nothing but the particular idiosyncracy of these insulaires [islanders]. The novel
which was dedicated to tracing intimate customs developed quickly amongst these
people… 130

Reboul argued that, along with the novel, the “casanière” [domestic] mood of
English painting had been exported to France in the first quarter of the
nineteenth century, and sparked a renewed interest in genre painting.131 The
interest in genre painting of which he speaks coincided with changes in French
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taste for Dutch seventeenth-century painting; as seen in the first chapter, an
earlier preference for the Italianate Dutch painters during the eighteenth century
shifted to an admiration for genre painting, including domestic interior scenes of
daily life – an interest that had paved the way for the rediscovery of Vermeer
and the “petits-maîtres”, such as Vrel. As we noted in the previous chapter,
these changes in taste paralleled shifts in German writing on Dutch art,
including that of Hegel, who praised the Dutch artist’s supposed ability to distil
the eternal from the everyday (Brière-Misme would later echo Hegel when she
wrote that Dutch “intimistes” were able to “reveal hidden charm and grandeur” in
the quotidian).132 Reboul claimed, however, that at this point, paintings of
everyday life did not signify in the way they would toward the end of the
nineteenth century. He wrote:
It would interest me one day to date the metamorphosis of a Vermeer or a Chardin –
the late moment, where the assembly of their designations became meaning. This
metamorphosis, this shift in the reading of paintings, it pleases me to imagine, amongst
other reasons, that the French ambiguity of the word ‘intime’ permitted it, in favouring
the intrusion of mystical or esoteric thought in the perception of the real.133

Ruth Bernard Yeazell has demonstrated that French “realist” novels were
commonly likened to Dutch seventeenth-century genre painting, and that some
novelists had looked back to these scenes of daily life as inspiration for their
writing. The influence of Dutch paintings on modern French literature is perhaps
nowhere clearer than in the writing of Marcel Proust. In “Tableaux de genre du
souvenir”, from one of Proust’s earliest published collections of writing, Les
Plaisirs et les Jours (1896), the author suggested that certain memories are like
Dutch paintings: recollections of moments from daily life that become fused
together to form scenes similar to genre paintings.134 Yeazell has pointed out
that, at times, the association was reversed, wherein the “intuitive” (though
learned) “truth” of the realist novel was used as a tool to better understand
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seventeenth-century painting.135 In Brière-Misme’s case, her narration of Vrel’s
paintings and her intuitive interpretation of their subjects appear to have been
influenced by the genre of the novel in ways we have already uncovered. In the
second volume of Musées de la Hollande, Thoré-Bürger not only compared
Pieter de Hooch’s paintings to Balzac’s novels, but, going a step further, he
suggested that the novelist’s works could be useful to understand (or impose a
meaning onto) the interior scenes of the artist. He wrote:
Balzac’s topographical manner is often useful for giving an idea of Pieter de Hooch’s
paintings, wherein l’intérieur domestique, le home of the English, with all of its charms,
has so much importance. It is not that the figures are accessories to it, but that they are
inseparable from it. All of this is created for them, the light that animates and enlivens
them above all. All of this is but a harmonious milieu where someone will live as though
at home, and there do something, not very much, or maybe nothing at all.136

Thoré-Bürger echoes de Jouy’s connection of the English concept of “le home”
with the novel and, going a step farther, with Dutch genre painting.
As Marnin Young has written, prior to the nineteenth century, the French
term “intérieur” was not specifically employed in reference to the interior of the
home or paintings of the domestic interior.137 It simply meant “inside” as
opposed to “outside” and especially referred to the interior of the person: “The
most secret thoughts, the most intimate movements of the soul”.138 Only in the
nineteenth century did its reference to the domestic space of the house or to
domestic life gain currency: “A person’s interior, sometimes means, The interior
of his house, his domestic life”.139 It would only be employed as a term to refer
to genre paintings (i.e. un intérieur hollandais) by the mid-nineteenth century:
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Interior painting, or simply, Interior, Genre painting whose principle object is the
representation of architecture and light effects in the interior of houses, buildings. It
equally means A painting that represents a scene of domestic life, in the interior of a
house.140

In a similar reversal to Thoré-Bürger’s use of Balzac’s novels as a codebook to
read Pieter de Hooch paintings, Thoré-Bürger and others would at times use
the term “intérieur bourgeois” to describe Dutch genre paintings, as in the case
for his entry on Jan Steen’s Feast of Saint Nicholas in his Musées de la
Hollande.141 Young has written:
The image of the interior in Dutch genre painting can thus be understood to have
initiated, indeed to have invented, the ‘bourgeois domestic ideal,’ but even by the early
nineteenth century this ideal was infused with a sense of nostalgia for a security,
comfort, and stability that seemed to have been lost. More importantly, the retrospective
outline of such a pictorial tradition could have been elaborated only on the other side of
the social formation of a meaningful space called the ‘bourgeois interior,’ a term that
simply not exist in French prior to the nineteenth century.142

As will be seen, the concept of “intimité” which was associated with the ideal of
the “intérieur bourgeois” would be sought in and projected onto Dutch genre
paintings, “intérieurs hollandais”.
With the home, “le home”, as the starting point for the cultivation of the
notion of “intimité”, it is unsurprising that a taste for literature and art depicting
the home as well as an interest in home decorations also increased. Henry
Havard was a French author who wrote extensively about Dutch and Flemish
art and history. Later, it was said that no one knew Holland better than Havard,
who wanted nothing more than to share his admiration for Dutch society and
culture with his compatriots.143 Havard also wrote on the decoration of the
contemporary French bourgeois home. His varied interests underscore the
crossover of preoccupations in mid-to-late nineteenth-century French culture
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with the home life of the individual, Dutch genre painting, and “intimiste” art and
literature. The French public’s developing interest in interpreting the interior of
the bourgeois home, in a sense, “reading privacy”, was borne out in the
publication of interior decoration manuals such as Havard’s L’Art dans la
maison: La Grammaire de l’ameublement (1884). As Elizabeth Emery has
pointed out, the subtitle of Havard’s guide, which borrowed the word grammar
from the study of language, is indicative that the author and others like him
believed that interior decoration was a language, or code, that could be read by
visitors.144 At the beginning of the second volume Havard expressed that, while
outwardly a house was expected to conform to the style and general
appearance of neighbouring houses, that the interior of a home was another
matter; he wrote:
Our house is part of a totality; it is essential that it does not detract from the whole. It is
striking to the eye of the passer-by, we make sure that it never injures. But once our
threshold has been crossed and the door closed, things change. Our interior, in
permanent contact with our person, needs no longer comply with public expectations. It
comes directly from us. It must carry solely the imprint of our taste.145

Havard’s advice was that the exterior of the home, which expressed the owner’s
public identity, should adhere to contemporary expectations, in contrast with the
domestic interior, which should convey the owner’s unique, private identity –
their “essence intime”. In this he echoed the guidance of architectural writers
going back through Palladio to Vitruvius. The emphasis on contact between the
interior of the home and the interior of the individual suggests a melding of the
two. Emery has stated that Havard implied that the individual’s personality left
an “imprint” on their home.146 This suggestion brings to mind contact theory and
the notion of the “touch” in relation to objects such as relics and souvenirs; we
might also be reminded of the the contemporary interest in the trace of the
unconscious brushstroke in connoisseurship - and, in yet another field, the
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identification of the fingerprint as a unique identifier by, among others, Sir
Francis Galton.147 In his essay “Louis Philippe, or the Interior” from Paris,
Capital of the Nineteenth Century (1935), Walter Benjamin further emphasised
the idea that the interior of the bourgeois home was an extension of its
inhabitants:
The interior is not just the universe but also the etui of the private individual. To dwell
means to leave traces. In the interior, these are accentuated. Coverlets and
antimacassars, cases and containers are devised in abundance; in these, the traces of
the most ordinary objects of use are imprinted. In just the same way, the traces of the
inhabitant are imprinted in the interior.148

The concept of the home as a totality wherein the boundaries between the
individual and their environment were broken down (almost a
Gesamtkunstwerk) was taken up both in nineteenth-century French writing
about Dutch art as well as writing on the French Intimisme, as will be examined
below in the writing of Henri Michel and Katherine Kuenzli’s writing on Vuillard.
Once inside the home, Havard noted the varying levels to which the
owner’s personality could be expressed in rooms with different functions. The
decoration in most rooms was at least partly influenced and constrained by
reigning conventions and what was available on the market; on the other hand,
Havard advised that in the more private rooms, which were intended only for the
use of family and close friends (i.e. the petit salon and the bedroom), that the
furnishings, decoration, etc., should represent the owner’s individuality and
most intimate self.149 There had been an increasing specialization in the use of
rooms within the home in Western Europe, with the gradual shift from few multipurpose large rooms to many smaller rooms with more specific functions
(usually either “publicly” or “privately”-oriented). This specialization has a long
history, with early signs of this transformation toward intimacy in the
seventeenth century, as illustrated by some Dutch interior paintings of figures in
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new types of rooms, such as the comptoir.150 By the time of Havard’s book, the
petit salon had become more intimate than the grand salon, the function of
which was “public”-oriented and formal. Havard wrote: “As much as we avoided
everything that resembled disorder in the grand salon, so here we can give free
reign to our fantasy”.151 While the petit salon was a room that could showcase
the owner’s imagination and personality to a select group of intimates, the
bedroom [chambre à coucher], was, in the middle-class home, the ultimate
refuge for one’s imagination: “Here, we enter more intimately into our home, in
the part of the dwelling that derives solely from ourselves”.152 In the middleclass bedroom, as opposed to the aristocratic boudoir of the previous century,
the individual was free of any constraints in expressing his or her inner self. This
gradual transformation marks the increasing importance of the perception of the
domestic sphere as a haven for the private individual, with the idealisation of
the home as the ultimate refuge in bourgeois nineteenth-century Paris.
Havard’s advice to home decorators implies that there was a certain
tension between the individual’s desire to convey his or her uniqueness and
their desire to be seen to adhere to society’s expectations. Again, the
simultaneous inward and outward nature of “intimité” suggested by Madelénat is
revealed through the way in which the home was perceived to be both a haven
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of intimacy where the individual could develop his or her individuality while
simultaneously being a text of their individuality that could be read by others.
This facet of “intimité”, which represents the desire of the private
individual to express an image of the self to a chosen public, can be related to
the drive for collecting and displaying things (art, antiquities, curiosities, etc) in
one’s home. In his La Maison d’un Artiste (1881), Edmond de Goncourt leads
the reader through the home that he had shared with his late brother, detailing
the contents of each room. In this account, he created an image of himself as
artist and collector. Emery has highlighted how, in this book, Goncourt used the
first-person narrative to directly address the reader, as though giving her or him
a personal – one could say intimate – tour. In a similar manner to BrièreMisme’s journey through Vrel’s street scenes and domestic interior paintings,
Goncourt created a sense of immediacy through this narrative strategy.153
In the opening pages of his book, Goncourt explained that by the second
half of the nineteenth century, the “chez-soi”, which was little more than the
place where one slept, had become “le home”. He spoke of the home as
providing a refuge from the “combativeness” and struggles of modern existence.
Life, he wrote, was no longer exterior as it had been in the eighteenth century
and that, “seated by the fireside, enclosed, sedentary,” people began desiring
their home to be “nice, pleasant and amusing to the eyes”; this is why, he
explained, interior decoration had become important, and why individuals
wanted to surround themselves with objects of both fine and mass-produced art
(which, according to him, was more accessible).154 This desire for collecting
interesting and beautiful objects in the nineteenth century, meant that there was
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an unprecedented number of young bibeloteurs [collectors].155 He added a
melancholic note to this newfound propensity for collecting:
Yes, this general passion, this solitary pleasure, in which almost a whole nation
engages itself, owes its development to the void, to the ennui of the heart, and also, it
must be recognised, to the sadness of the present, to the uncertainty of the future, to
the birth, feet first, of the new society, to concerns and preoccupations that are growing,
like on the eve of a flood, the desires to give oneself the immediate pleasure of
everything that charms, seduces, tempts: forgetting the present in artistic
gratification.156

The desire to create an interior world where the individual surrounded
him/herself with objects was, according to Goncourt, not only a phenomenon of
the nineteenth century, but also a coping mechanism for filling the void of
modern existence. The commodity and mass production, markers of modernity,
played key roles in fuelling this drive to alleviate the dullness and emptiness of
daily life (the theme of modern boredom will be examined in the third chapter).
The purchasing of commodities for the domestic sphere in new public shopping
spaces, such as department stores and arcades, was a way of living up to
perceived expectations as well as a means of battling the ennui that Goncourt
described – it also brought intimacy into the public view. While in L’Art dans la
Maison, Havard encouraged readers to express their unique taste, ultimately,
the purpose of guides such his was to influence consumers’ taste and
spending. The “bourgeois domestic ideal”, as laid out in guides like Havard’s,
could be seen to function as an ideological discipline, along the lines of
Conspicuous Consumption as described Veblen, or the Culture Industry as
analysed by Adorno and Horkheimer, or Louis Althusser’s Ideological State
Apparatuses;157 individuals could purchase the things they believed they
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Ibid, 8.
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Ibid: “Oui, cette passion devenue générale, ce plaisir solitaire, auquel se livre presque toute une nation,
doit son développement au vide, à l’ennui du cœur, et aussi, il faut le reconnaître, à la tristesse des jours
actuels, à l’incertitude des lendemains, à l’enfantement, les pieds devant, de la société nouvelle, à des
soucis à des préoccupations qui poussent, comme à la veille d’un déluge, les désirs et les envies à se
donner la jouissance immédiate de tout ce qui les charme, les séduit, les tente : l’oubli du moment dans
l’assouvissement artistique.”
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Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class: An Economic Study of Institutions (New York:
Macmillan, 1899); Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno, "The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass
Deception", in Dialectic of Enlightenment, first published as Dialektik der Aufklärung. Philosophische
Fragmente (New York: Herder and Herder, 1972) (New York: The Social Studies Association, Inc., 1944);
Louis Althusser, “Idéologie et appareils idéologiques d’État (Notes pour une recherche)”, originally
published in La Pensée, no. 151, June 1970, in Louis Alhthusser, Positions (1964-1975), (Paris: Les
Éditions sociales, 1976): 67-125.
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needed in order to fulfil a certain image of respectability or contentment, thus
becoming willing subjects of capitalist consumer society.
Evident in both La Maison d’un artiste and Havard’s 1884 guide to
interior decoration is French society’s preoccupation with the home as both a
refuge for the individual and as symbol of one’s individuality as expressed to
others. The desire for “intimate” paintings depicting the home with all of its
comforts and commodities (and the consumption of those commodities) then, is
understandable. Dutch genre paintings depicting scenes of daily life within the
burgher home became a benchmark of “intimité” toward which, as we have
seen, nineteenth-century French painters were called upon by Thoré-Bürger
and others to strive. Havard’s writing on Dutch art followed this trend; in Les
Merveilles de l’Art Hollandais (1872), for instance, he wrote:
The painters of Holland excelled in the interpretation of these little scenes of daily life;
they were able to zero in on the most minute and intimate details, without being vulgar;
in this they are masters who have remained ‘un-imitated’ and are inimitable.158

The characterisation of Dutch seventeenth-century genre paintings as
“intime”, therefore, had become commonplace in art-historical writing from the
mid-nineteenth century and was often embedded in notions of a Dutch “national
character”, not dissimilar to Brière-Misme’s later conception of a “race
patriarcale et positive pour l’intimité”. In addition to Thoré-Bürger, whose writing
on Dutch art was examined in the first chapter, Charles Blanc and Hippolyte
Taine, two prominent figures in French nineteenth-century history of art,
described the “intimité” of Dutch paintings of daily life. For Blanc, two of the key
factors in Dutch society that shaped the character of its art were the importance
of the individual and the love of home and family; he wrote:
Holland, on the contrary, is Protestant; she is also strongly characterized by
individualism and family life. Each house is a citadel defended by a gate or a ditch; the
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Henry Havard, Les Merveilles de l’Art Hollandais (1872): 50: “Les peintres de la Hollande ont excellé
dans l’interprétation de ces petites scènes de la vie journalière; ils ont su descendre aux détails les plus
intimes et les plus minutieux, sans être vulgaires; en cela ils sont restés des maîtres inimités et
inimitables.”
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doors are narrow and closed; the customs severe; the painting is private,
contemplative, intime; the art is concentrated.159

The importance of the home for Blanc, then, as the shelter for the family as well
as for “petit bourgeois” life and values, found a parallel in Dutch “intimiste”
painting.
In a similar vein, the positivist critic and historian Hippolyte Taine,
identified the “intimité” of Dutch genre painting as a symptom of its
“northerness.” In his Philosophie de l’art dans les Pays-Bas (1869), Taine
argued that European art could be divided into two groups associated with “Les
peuples Latins” and “Les peuples germaniques”.160 Using his categories of
“race, milieu, et moment”,161 he sought to establish that individuals (authors,
artists, etc.) were the product of their environment, and he adopted the view
that the differences between Northern and Southern European painting derived
from inherent distinctions in the temperament, history and culture of each
society. The Germanic northerners, he suggested, although possessing duller
senses, were naturally more contemplative and had minds that were better
organised; he wrote: “As [the northerner] has less need for pleasurable
sensations, he can, without becoming bored, do boring things. His senses,
being more basic, he prefers depth to form and ‘la vérité intime’ [intimate truth]
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Charles Blanc, Histoire des Peintres de Toutes les Ecoles: Ecole Hollandaise, vol. 1 (Paris: Vve Jules
Renouard, Libraire – Editeur, 1861): 1: “La Hollande, au contraire, est protestante; aussi est-elle fortement
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Hippolyte Taine, Philosophie de l’art dans les Pays-Bas, leçons professées à l'École des beaux-arts
(Paris: G. Baillière, 1869): 1: this book is part of Taine’s multi-volume Philosophie de l’art (1865-82), in
which he attempted to adopt a scientific approach to discussing the art of various European artistic
centres. For Taine, the ‘peuples Latins’ include the Italian, French, Spanish, and Portuguese, and the
‘peuples germaniques’ include the Germans, Dutch, Belgians, English, Scottish, Americans, Norwegians,
Swedish, and Danish.
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Writing closer to Brière-Misme’s day, the German art historian Max Friedlander maintained that the art
of a given “race”, or nationality, could often be defined by specific stylistic and formal qualities. These
characteristics, he also believed, were likewise affected by environmental factors. In his On Art and
Connoisseurship (1942) Friedlander wrote about the freeing of the characteristics of race that occurred
after the Reformation: “as the conception of the world became more mundane, and as the national states
emerged, the North separated from the South. Personality, in freeing itself, drew also the characteristics of
the race, of the people into the light. Now as the Italians with unspoilt eye turned to reality, they
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dignity and nobility were glorified in proud self-consciousness. In the North, on the other hand, more
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Max J. Friedlander, On Art and Connoisseurship, trans. by Tancred Borenius (Originally published by
Bruno Cassirer, Ltd, 1942, Beacon Paperback, 1960): 227, published online at Internet Archive accessed
12/10/2016 https://archive.org/stream/onartandconnoiss009325mbp/onartandconnoiss009325mbp_djvu.txt
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to exterior decoration”.162 Therefore, in contrast to the claimed Latin predilection
for the exterior appearance of things, ”for pompous representation that flatters
the senses and vanity, for beautiful order, in short for form”, Taine believed that
the Germanic peoples were attached to the “intimate being of things, to truth
itself”.163 Like Blanc, Taine credited Protestantism with being responsible in part
for the growth of individualism in the Dutch Republic, and hence also the
increased love of the home and desire for “intimité”. Northerners, and here
Taine excluded the Flemish, rejected the authority of the Church, choosing
instead to invest in the personal conviction of the individual. This privileging of
the individual and his or her thoughts and feelings was what Taine suggested
resulted in the subordination of the worship of the exterior in favour of the
intimate.164
In his classic book about the painters of the Low Countries, Les Maîtres
d’Autrefois (1876), Eugène Fromentin wrote:
She [the Dutch “school”] is the last of the great schools, perhaps the most original,
certainly the most local. At the same time, in the same circumstances, we see two
concordant realities being produced: a new state, a new art.165

Without referencing Thoré-Bürger directly, it is clear that Fromentin was looking
back to the art critic who, in Les Musées de la Hollande, had originally coined
the phrase: “To a new society, new art”.166 However, Fromentin differed slightly
from, Thoré, Blanc and Taine in that he focused on the artistic skills and formal
qualities of Dutch painting as the main factor that set it apart from the painting
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contraire, les peuples germaniques se sont plus volontiers attachés à l’être intime des choses, à la vérité
elle-même, c’est à dire au fond. ”
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fléchir l’autorité officielle de l’Eglise devant la conviction personnelle de l’individu; par cette prédominance
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Eugène Fromentin, Les Maîtres d’Autrefois, originally published in Paris by E. Plon et Cie, 1876
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W. Bürger, Musées de la Hollande II (Brussels: 1860): xv : “Il y a déjà longtemps qu’on a écrit : A
société nouvelle, art nouveau.”
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of other European nations.167 In his book, he repeated the familiar trope that
Dutch painting was a portrait of the nation: its cities, landscape, people, and
customs.168 It, he wrote:
consists in becoming humble for humble things, small for small things, subtle for subtle
things, to welcome them all without omission or disdain, to enter familiarly into their
intimité, affectionately into their manner of being: it is an affair of sympathy, of attentive
curiosity and patience.169

Fromentin also noted that Dutch painting is characterised by its concentric
nature, the movement from outside to inside found in its compositions.170 The
supposed inward direction of Dutch painting at the compositional level, then,
ties in with their “intimate” subjects.
The Dutch style of imitating nature, which Fromentin called a “style
sincère”,171 depended on perfect drawing skills and was inimitable and not to be
compared to the style of any other nation – he claimed that even Flemish
masters like Teniers could not match it.172 However, for Fromentin, the Dutch
artist’s capacity to feel was equally as important as his artistic skills. His model
of the Dutch artist was rooted in romantic concepts of individual style and
artistic genius. Fromentin wrote that, apart from the Dutch: “No painting gives a
clearer idea of this triple and silent operation: sentir [to feel] réfléchir [to think]
and exprimer [to express].”173 These are the three steps that, according to
Fromentin, Dutch artists mastered in order to effectively translate what they
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Hollander, 2002, 1: Some writers have attributed Fromentin’s perspective, which focused on the artists’
techniques and feelings, to the fact that he was a painter himself and likely more aware of the artistic
process, Hollander, for instance, noted that, as an artist, Fromentin must have been aware of the skill
needed to create illusionistic Dutch paintings and questioned how much of the paintings were contrived
and constructed as opposed to simply “observed”.
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Fromentin, 145: “La peinture hollandaise, on s’en aperçut bien vite, ne fut et ne pouvait être que le
portrait de la Hollande, son image extérieure, fidèle, exacte, complète ressemblante, sans nul
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pour les choses subtiles, de les accueillir toutes sans omission ni dédain, d’entrer familièrement dans leur
intimité, affectueusement dans leur manière d’être : c’est affaire de sympathie, de curiosité attentive et de
patience. ”
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Ibid, 152; Hollander, 2002, 1.
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Fromentin, 151.
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Ibid, 152.
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Ibid, 153 : “Aucune peinture ne donne une idée plus nette de cette triple et silencieuse opération :
sentir, réfléchir et exprimer.”
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observed and experienced into painted form. For Fromentin: “The art of painting
is nothing but the art of expressing the invisible through the visible.”174 So, just
as the decoration of intimate space was thought to reveal the character of its
inhabitants, the “style” of a painting, its appearance, should reveal the inner life,
la vie intérieure.
Nearly thirty years later, Henri Michel’s “Les Notes sur la Hollande et sur
l’intimité” (1904), written after a three-week holiday travelling around the
Netherlands and published in the small left-leaning Cahiers de la quinzaine
journal, a text that we can assume was known to Brière-Misme, underscored
the continued association of “intimité” with Dutch art. The author argued that
“intimité” was at the core of Dutch customs and the inspiration for its painting.175
In this essay, Michel presented a definition of “intimité”:
Of this intimité that I have attempted to define, the first characteristic, it seems, is a sort
of setting apart of the people and things that are dearest to us and that touch us most
closely. We separate them from everything else to create a little private world that is
sufficient in itself and borrows nothing from the outside. The most furtive clarity, the
most timid warmth of this secret foyer possesses more treasures for us than all exterior
splendours. No barrier appears safe enough, no curtain thick enough to shield from the
gaze of strangers this narrow domain that is our own. 176

The use of the “foyer” as an analogy for the domestic sphere as well as “la vie
intérieure” [psychological interior] of the individual, which we have seen in
Brière-Misme’s writing, was common in the rhetoric of “intimité in the
nineteenth-century. Michel believed that the individual’s desire to create “un
empire dans un empire” [an empire within an empire], which took shape in the
home, was an expression of the drive for “intimité”. To Michel, this microcosm,
which the individual filled with all of the people and things about which they
cared, was insulated from all that was exterior, and provided peace and
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Ibid, 5: “L’art de peindre n’est que l’art d’exprimer l’invisible par le visible…”
Henri Michel, “ Notes sur la Hollande et sur l’intimité”, Cahiers de la quinzaine, 7e cahier de la 5e série
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pour nous que toutes les splendeurs extérieures. Aucune barrière ne paraît assez sûre, aucun rideau
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security.177 This account of “intimité” sounds very similar both in its sentiment
and its expression to Vrel’s painted home as described by Brière-Misme: “a little
universe enclosed between four walls”.178
Michel argued that the ups and downs of human existence are
dependent on the opposing desires for “l’intimité” and for “l’aventure”: “To live in
oneself and to exit from oneself”;179 finding a balance between these drives is
the basis for happiness. Michel’s binary is similar to Brière-Misme’s opposition
of “sécurité” and “inquiétude”, which, as we have seen, she wrote were defining
characteristics of the Dutch character and the two sources of (and explanations
of) the subject matter for Dutch artists. The outward movement of adventure is,
according to Michel, countered by the inward movement of “intimité”: “Bringing
back to oneself, owning, knowing, being thirsty for rest, for faithful tenderness,
for the certainty and the conclusion, this is the movement that goes from outside
in”.180 Michel argued that colonialism and exploration, which, at first glance,
were evidence of the drive for adventure, were actually symptomatic of the
interiority and desire for “intimité” of the Dutch. Despite the outward movement
of Dutch exploration during the seventeenth century, its impetus, he argued,
was to bring the world to their nation and to their homes.181 Michel wrote: “They
are, above all, colonies of exploitation; the riches drawn from them are brought
back to the mère-patrie to maintain the warmth of life in her foyer.”182
Thus, Michel linked “intimité” with ownership (of one’s country, colonies,
home, objects, relationships, etc.), also connecting it, therefore, to the history of
commodities and capitalism in a context of colonial adventure. The history of
the home and domesticity and its relation to the rise of capitalism and the
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Ibid, 20.
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private market has been the subject of much study since the mid-twentieth
century until the present, most recently in work by Michael McKeon.183 The
comfort and riches of Dutch homes, for Michel, represented the “blossoming” of
intimité in Dutch culture.184 Michel, too, believed that the home was permeated
throughout by the presence and thoughts of people who lived within it.185 As
Goncourt and Havard had done, Michel claimed that, in the home, the
commodities collected by the owner were expressions of his or her inner being.
He wrote, in terms reminiscent again of Goncourt and Havard: “In the intimate
home, see how the humblest objects serve the master; how they bear, sculpted
through use, the fine imprint of his tastes, and, in the long run, the gaze falling
upon them many times, they are clothed in reflections of thought”.186
Turning to painting, Michel thought that the intimate was rendered
through the depiction of humble reality, a feat that Fromentin had claimed
required superior artistic skills. Just as Brière-Misme would later write that even
Vrel’s street scenes emitted a feeling of “le foyer”, Michel claimed that all Dutch
genre paintings, including landscapes and seascapes, felt like interior
paintings.187 The subject matter, Michel argued, which often appeared
insignificant and at times even crude, was of no importance:
What must be admired, is the love and sense of life, this penetration of reality that
makes the interior soul visible through forms. Poetry and thought, moral impression,
frankly, is found there where we expected it least, in the most attentive and detailed
realism that ever was.188

Using Pieter de Hooch’s A Woman Reading with a Child, (c. 1660-63,
Leamington Spa Art Gallery and Museum) as an example, Michel wrote that,
while the compositional elements of this intimate painting of daily life were
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pensée les a revêtus à la longue le regard qui s’y est tant de fois arrêté.”
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Brière-Misme, 1935b, 111; Michel, 7: “Tous les tableaux des maîtres hollandais, - si l’on en excepte
Rembrandt et Ruysdael dont il faut parler à part, - même les paysages, même les marines ont l’air de
tableaux d’intérieur.”
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Michel, 29-30: “Ce qu’il y faut admirer, c’est l’amour et le sens de la vie, cette pénétration de la réalité
qui atteint à travers les formes l’âme intérieure qu’elles rendent visible. La poésie et la pensée,
l’impression morale, pour tout dire, est retrouvée là où on l’attendait le moins, dans le réalisme le plus
attentif et le plus minutieux qui fut jamais. ”
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easily described, it was nearly impossible to articulate the sense of tranquillity
that emanated from the scene.189 He expressed that the painted home bore the
imprint of the figures:
The dwelling is imbued with their presence. They have for so long collected the
radiation and the breath of their life that it has little by little become something of
themselves and its furniture and walls are entirely penetrated with their spirit.190

The belongings, including the painting itself, became extensions of their
owners. All intimate paintings, Michel argued, were pervaded with feelings of
satisfaction and abundance and never negative feelings of anxiety or pain.
While Brière-Misme at times noted feelings of melancholy that emanated from
the paintings of Vrel and the other “intimistes hollandais”, she had similarly
stated that the Dutch painters of daily life “adopted gay and amiable motifs, and
avoided sad or serious themes”.191 Michel wrote that in these familial scenes,
such as the De Hooch, “we have touched the depth of happiness and nothing
remains but to firmly close the doors so that nothing from the exterior can come
and trouble the interior peace that we have achieved”.192
In the first half of the twentieth century, the description of Dutch genre
paintings as “intime” or “intimiste” persisted. Madeleine Marie Koumans’s La
Hollande et les Hollandais au XIXe siècle vus par les Francais (1930) and
Roelof Murris’s La Hollande et les Hollandais au XVIIe et au XVIIIe siècles, vus
par les Français, (1925) demonstrate a twentieth-century interest in analysing
how the French had viewed Dutch society, culture and art. Much of the writing
Koumans referenced has been touched on in this chapter and elsewhere in this
dissertation, it includes works by Thoré-Bürger, Havard, Taine, Fromentin and
Michel. In addition to some of the nineteenth-century writers discussed by
Koumans, Murris also looked at seventeenth- and eighteenth-century French
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travellers’ accounts.193 Brière-Misme cited Murris’ book in her articles on
Janssens Elinga.194
Koumans summarised the narrative rehearsed by the authors that have
been examined above, which closely tied Dutch seventeenth-century art with
the social, political, and religious context of the Northern Netherlands.195 Citing
Michel, Fromentin and others, Koumans also pointed out the emphasis these
authors had placed on the home in Dutch society; “le ‘home’”, to them, was “like
a sacred retreat”.196 Koumans believed that, in essence, Holland was a “culture
of intimité” where the love for one’s home triumphed even over the love for
one’s country.197 Every object collected for the home, she suggested, citing
Michel, served the purpose of the “intimate human life”.198 The main factors that
she argued brought about this culture of intimité in Dutch society were: citing
Fromentin, the “rigorous climate” that led to a preference for life indoors; “a
strong family life” that gave individuals the desire to “enclose themselves at
home”;199 and, referencing Taine, Protestantism, which encouraged private
spirituality and privileged “content over form” (thus leading to the production of
humble images of reality).200 Regardless of how this “cult of intimité’” originated,
the love for interior life gave the Dutch the desire to represent it, which was,
Koumans claimed, the beginning of genre painting.201
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As has been seen, the two factors of individuality and the love of family
life and the home came up time and again in nineteenth- and twentieth-century
French constructions of a national Dutch character. We may reflect that the
emphasis on these two factors suggests an ideological predisposition in French
society. “Intimité” was bound up with the development of family life and the
sense of quiet empowerment and autonomy of the individual linked to
transformations in ways of living in urbanised, “capitalistic” societies in their own
time – which formation, furthermore, offers the possibility of uncovering a
politics of gender.

4. French Intimisme as an ideology of modernity
While seventeenth-century Dutch painting and nineteenth-century French
painting were sometimes seen to express an unfixable, but “natural”, feeling of
intimacy, Intimisme, to use the term employed as a historical category, was a
phenomenon of the 1890s and early twentieth century. It was a cultural
movement, spanning theatre, music, poetry, literature, visual arts, etc., that
included symbolist artists as well as literary figures such as Stéphane Mallarmé,
Maurice Maeterlinck, François Coppée, Paul Verlaine and later, Marcel Proust.
In her book titled The Nabis and Intimate Modernism: Painting and the
Decorative at the Fin de Siècle, Katherine Kuenzli has written: “Intimacy was far
from being a merely personal affair in the 1890s: for the Symbolist poet
Stéphane Mallarmé and his followers, it constituted the grounds for forging an
experience of totality”.202 The experience of totality relates to the concept of the
Gesamtkunstwerk (total work of art) developed by Richard Wagner, whose work
had a strong influence on the Intimistes. 203
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According to Madelénat, Camille Mauclair (1872-1945), symbolist poet,
co-founder of the symbolist Théâtre de l’œuvre, essayist, art critic, and
impassioned follower of Mallarmé (he would write a eulogistic book entitled
Mallarmé chez lui in 1935), was the “inventor, promoter and tireless
commentator of the concept [Intimisme], the potentials and limits of which he
explored”.204 Although it does not appear that she ever cited him directly, it is
probable that Brière-Misme would have been aware of Mauclair and possibly
influenced by his writing on the Intimistes. It appears that Mauclair’s first
published written use of the terms Intimiste and Intimisme was in De Watteau à
Whistler (1905), in which he employed the words to describe the work of the
portrait painter Louis Gustave Ricard (1823-1873). Ricard was from an earlier
generation than the Intimistes and symbolists and, for Mauclair, he showed
younger painters that “the study of interiority [la vie intérieure] is indispensable
in the visual arts”.205
In 1905, the year that Mauclair’s De Watteau à Whistler was published,
the Exposition de la société des Intimistes took place in Paris.206 The artists
who exhibited in this show, including Le Sidaner, Charles Cottet, Ernest
Laurent, Réné Ménard, Edmond Aman-Jean, Levy-Dhurmer, and Édouard
Vuillard, were all very different in terms of their origin, their style and their
sensibilities; however, for Mauclair, what drew them together as Intimistes was
“moderation, concentration and a return to familial and national values”.207 As
opposed to the “overly hot and overly bright light of the Impressionist sunburn”,
satisfied in fellowship, abandons modern fellowship – that conglomerate of self-seeking caprice – and
turns to find its satisfaction in solitary fellowship with itself and with the manhood of the Future, - so well as
the lonely unit can.”
204
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the Intimistes, he wrote, were far more interested in shadow and subtle effects
of light and tonalities. The resulting paintings, he believed, were calm and
meditative investigations of the mystery of internal, psychological, beauty.208
Later, in 1921, Mauclair would include a chapter called “Les Intimistes” in
his book Les États de la peinture française de 1850 à 1920. Speaking
retrospectively, he explained that although they had dealt with a wide range of
subject matter, he and others had believed that the Intimistes formed a
coherent movement that represented the future of French painting.209 Mauclair
further explained what Intimisme was:
What will we call “Intimisme” and what sense will we attach to it? It is evident that in
French this single word can designate a certain intrusion of the psychological ideal in
painting, a revelation of the soul through things that are painted, the magnetic
suggestion, through the description of appearances, of that which is found behind them,
the intimate sense of the spectacles of life.210

Just as iconological analysis searches for “hidden truth”, the hermeneutics of
“intimisme” seeks the “inner”, or a “depth”, beyond what is pictured. Although
she did not consider it as such, Brière-Misme’s interpretation of Vrel’s oeuvre
can be considered as a “psychological intrusion” on her part into the paintings.
According to Mauclair, Intimiste paintings were always a snapshot of life
– they felt natural and never contrived.211 Despite being scenes of daily life, he
insisted that Intimiste paintings should not be confused with “odieux ‘tableau de
genre’” [hateful ‘genre painting’] that revolved around spiritual anecdotes.212 For
him, a sense of “intimité” in painting was not achieved through the mysticism of
the Primitives or the allegories of the Renaissance, but by tapping into the
mystery and depth of everyday existence: “the latent poetry of things”.213 This
poetry was not imposed by the artist’s vision, rather: “He seizes it where he
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finds it, he reveals it where we did not expect to find it, he teases out the
psychological qualities in an art that seems reserved purely for expressions of
the exterior”.214 It is important to note that Mauclair did not associate Intimisme
specifically with the domestic (even if some of the artists he considered
Intimistes did indeed portray scenes of daily life within the home). For Mauclair,
the true subject of Intimiste painting was the interior in a general sense: the
essence of sensory experience, people and things. He wrote that Intimiste
paintings:
are suggestions, sentiment, interpretations of the soul and of nature, the emotions of a
man before an aspect of the universe...For the thinking man, all objects are symbols,
but natural symbols, resulting from life itself at every minute and not needing help from
traditional allegory.215

The debt to Hegel and the dialectical process of thinking here is evident. Hegel
claimed that painting allows the spirit [geist] to focus on itself and its main goal
is to express interiority in exteriority.216 Mauclair suggested that the choice
made by the Intimistes to paint “humble” subjects was symptomatic of the
“democratic era” in which they lived. 217 He also noted that their concerns were
related to broader cultural trends, stating specifically that: “Intimisme is the
expression of the preoccupations of the modern novel transposed into
painting”.218
Brière-Misme’s writing, from her early art journalism on contemporary
artists to her work on the “‘intimistes’ hollandais”, echoes Mauclair’s writing on
the Intimistes. Even in her days of writing for her mother’s newspaper La
Française, Brière-Misme wrote of “intimité” in relation to paintings of domestic
214
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subjects and other scenes of daily life that, she believed, allowed the viewer to
access a deeper truth. She noted that everyday reality, as recorded in portraits,
domestic interiors, and landscapes, was the subject of many artists, including
female artists, who exhibited at the Salon. In one of her reviews from 1911,
Brière-Misme wrote that although the subject matter treated by female artists
remained largely the same from previous generations, that their works now
demonstrated “striking signs of evolution”:
The emancipated women of today express, the truth of family life and nature. This is
only an apparent contradiction! To understand the deep interest of simple things, one
should not limit one’s horizon to things, but live a fuller, broader life, which allows one to
distinguish one’s importance in the universal order.219

Regarding the paintings of the Polish artist Olga Boznaska, Brière-Misme wrote
that “because of the mystery in which they are enveloped”, they invite the
viewer “to discover their sens intime”.220 This suggests that the “intimité” does
not so much reveal itself but is available to those who are able to detect it, as
an intuitive engagement available to a sensitised spectator.
The Intimistes, according to Mauclair, more so than their immediate
predecessors, looked to painters of the past for examples of intimate paintings
of daily life.221 For them, the Dutch artists (Mauclair listed Vermeer, Ter Borch,
Hobbema and Pieter de Hooch) were responsible for the most beautiful
examples of “intimisme”. After Dutch seventeenth-century painters, Chardin was
the next master of “intimisme” (Mauclair dubs him the father of French
“intimisme”). Jean-Francois Millet and the nineteenth-century Realists would
then continue the tradition of painting scenes of intimate daily life.222 Mauclair
suggested that the Intimiste movement of his own time was the result of
219
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Realism, in terms of sentiment, and of Impressionism, for its complete liberation
from the rules of the Academy.223 One might also add that Realism, not to
mention Dutch genre painting, also preceded Intimisme in its interest in
recording the empirical experience of specific environments (i.e. the home or
the street, as in Vrel’s oeuvre). Mauclair explained that Intimisme was far
different from Romantic and classical painting and, while closer to Realist
painting, that it attempted to access a higher “truth”, or to uncover a deeper
one. He wrote that “les véritables intimistes” [the true intimistes] were
“enamoured with the real” but wanted to “show how much finer, subtler it is than
the superficial truth with which the masses are content”.224
5. Vuillard and the intense exploration of the (domestic) interior
Francesca Berry has highlighted that the category “Intimisme” is now
used almost exclusively to refer to the domestic interior paintings of Édouard
Vuillard and Pierre Bonnard. She has criticised this pigeonholing of their work,
as it obscures the variety of labels under which the two artists had operated and
experimented in the 1890s.225 Likewise, this narrow use of the term “Intimisme”
also ignores the variety of painting to which it had been applied around the turn
of the century, including many paintings of non-domestic subjects, as well as
links to other arts, such as literature and theatre as we have observed in our
exploration of Briére-Misme’s context. The entry for “Intimism” in the online
Encyclopaedia Britannica seems to support Berry’s observation:
variety of late 19th- and early 20th-century painting that made an intense exploration of
the domestic interior as subject matter. It was practiced principally by Pierre Bonnard
and Édouard Vuillard, the two most distinguished members of the Nabis.226
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The emphasis on the domestic theme is indeed a key feature in the two artists’
work. Berry specified that the type of Intimisme found in paintings by Vuillard
and Bonnard is an “aesthetic of domestic intimacy”.227
In her article, Berry focused on paintings, such as Vuillard’s The Linen
Closet (c. 1893, Paris, Musée d’Orsay), in which a female figure (in this case
she is thought to be Vuillard’s mother – an inference that is not derived from the
painting, but an interpretation based on external knowledge of the artist’s
preferred subjects) is situated within the closely cropped domestic space. Both
body and surroundings are abstracted and painted with flat areas of colour or
pattern creating an “intimate relationship between figure and ground” and
making it difficult to distinguish the body from its surroundings.228 The woman in
Vuillard’s paintings is stripped of her identity; however, the subjectivity of the
artist, his artistic identity, is expressed through the representation of her body
within the domestic space.229 Vuillard had stated in his journal that he preferred
painting female figures:
I should have a multitude of varied objects represented in my paintings, yet I realise I
never introduce male characters. On the other hand when my focus is on men, I always
see the infamous charges, I have a feeling of ridiculous objects. Never so in front of
women where I have always found a way to isolate some elements that satisfy the artist
in me.230

Berry has suggested that this diary passage indicates that Vuillard found it
easier to objectify the female body.231 Comparison can be made between
Vuillard’s “aesthetic of domestic intimacy”, in which his artistic identity is built
upon the objectification of the female figure, and Brière-Misme’s construction of
Vrel’s identity based on his paintings of anonymous female figures in the home.
Berry suggested that Vuillard transformed the figure of his mother into a “now
familiar pictorial motif”.232 The reduction of figures to “types”, as has been seen,
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was common practice in Dutch genre paintings (and representation in general)
and is exemplified in Vrel’s oeuvre by his young women, mothers, and old
women, which can be interpreted as representing the stages of life. Their faces
are either hidden or partly obscured, or they are asleep, further denying them
their individuality. According to Berry, The Linen Closet and other similar
Intimiste paintings, represent specific social types and fit within an “iconographic
tradition of urban domestic life”.233
The imagined connection of the woman to the home, as Berry has
argued, was not unique to Vuillard’s painting but was embedded in late
nineteenth-century French societal thinking. Berry has written:
most 1890s critics deployed the concept of an aesthetic domestic intimacy in the
context of identifying Vuillard’s interiors with dominant domestic ideologies. That is, as
feminine, sometimes specifically maternal, spaces nurturing nostalgic fantasies of
masculine retreat.234

She explained that nearly all members of society, even reformers and feminist
sympathisers, identified a close tie between femininity and domesticity, which
they considered “natural”. As we have seen, such would have been the case for
Jane Misme, who believed, along with many early twentieth-century French
feminists, that the most important duty of a woman, for the family and for the
Republic, was to fulfil her naturally given role as mother, thus linking her to the
home.235 Positivist Republicans, Berry added, identified biological difference as
the rationale for this link: namely that female “uterine interiority”, which was
believed to define femininity, was tied to domestic interiority. On this theory,
Berry wrote: “feminine domestic interiority need not be enforced legally; it is
entirely instinctual, deriving psychologically from women’s capacity for maternity
and is, therefore, something towards which women will be naturally
predisposed”.236 Therefore, the female body, which was thought to be defined
by its reproductive function, was associated with the home and domestic
furniture, such as the cabinet.237 In Gloria Groom’s monograph on Vuillard, she
wrote that nothing in his paintings challenged the socially accepted view that
233
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equated women with the home. Referencing the female figures in Vuillard’s
Vaquez panels, which will be discussed below, she stated:
Their pacific attitudes and performance of domestic duties are far from characteristics of
the threatening femme nouvelle, and reflect instead the artist’s familiarity with the
equation of women with interiors. Like the modern heroines of Zola’s popular novels,
these women are associated with society’s ideal of the self-sacrificing woman and the
attributes of work, sobriety, honesty, and order.238

The association of the female body with the home and domestic furniture
in Vuillard’s Intimiste paintings finds a parallel not only with Brière-Misme’s
conception of “intimité” in Vrel’s oeuvre, but also with nineteenth and twentiethcentury views of Dutch seventeenth-century art and culture. Several art
historians, such as Heidi de Mare, Martha Hollander and Elizabeth Honig have
examined the relation of the female body to the home in seventeenth-century
Dutch discourse and paintings.239 A perceived connection between gender
roles, the burgher home and genre painting has also been explored by these
authors. Moralistic literature from the seventeenth-century and earlier had long
employed architectural elements of the house, such as the walled garden, or
the transparent windowpane (an association that will be examined in the third
chapter), to symbolise the female body and to impose models for female
behaviour.240 Hollander has pointed out that the equation of women with parts
of the house was not new to Dutch seventeenth-century painting. Famously, the
Mérode Altarpiece (c. 1427-32, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art) by
Robert Campin included one of the earliest representations of the Annunciation
within a domestic interior, which would become the standard mode for
representing this subject from then on. Hollander noted that, in the Mérode
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Altarpiece, the Virgin was represented as ecclesia [the church], a role
associated with the house.241
The nineteenth-century fantasy of the home as a masculine retreat finds
a parallel in French nineteenth-century writing on the perceived importance of
the home as a shelter of “intimité” in Dutch seventeenth-century society and art.
Groom suggested that Vuillard had assimilated elements of Dutch interior genre
paintings by artists such as De Hooch and Ter Borch (one could add Vrel as
well): namely women engaged in domestic occupations within the home, often
with views through to another room, although in Vuillard’s case there was little
attempt to convincingly depict bodies in space.242
In her study of the Nabis, Katherine Kuenzli provided a different account.
Rather than emphasising the process of gender definition, she argued that
Vuillard’s works present an image of the domestic in which the boundaries of
gender and social identity are blurred. Kuenzli has suggested that Vuillard
treated traditionally “male” and “female” rooms in a similar way; furthermore,
she has pointed out, that he flattened, amputated and de-individualised both
male and female figures, subjugating them to the interior decoration.243 Within
what can be described as a “phenomenological” realism, the figures become
chameleon-like, the patterns of their clothing melts into the background patterns
of wall hangings and textiles and are dematerialized. Kuenzli has argued that
these unfixed representations of gender were motivated by an “attempt to
detach the home from the representation of social identity in order to afford
viewers with an experience of wholeness”.244 She argued that the concept of
the Gesamtkunstwerk, mentioned above, was integral to the works of Vuillard
and Bonnard.245 Their paintings were sometimes produced as part of the
decorative schemes of their patrons’ houses, thus contributing to the completion
of the home as a total work of art in itself. Although seen by many to be
decorative affirmations of bourgeois domesticity parading then current gender
and social norms, Kuenzli has argued that the Nabis wanted to distance
241
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themselves from the “decadence” and apathy that had, for them, come to
characterise French society.246 Kuenzli has written:
As we have seen, the group’s origins were marked by disillusionment with the public
sphere as it then stood, a moment that Leon Blum aptly characterizes in the 1892
essay, ‘les progrès de l’apolitique en France.’247

Art, they believed, had the power to critique “the dominant values of capitalism
and bourgeois individualism”.248 According to Kuenzli, the home, for the Nabis,
was “the site of authenticity” where the individual could experience a sense of
totality where boundaries between self and other, one’s identity in the public
sphere, could be erased.249
Typical of Vuillard’s paintings of the 1890s is a set of four panels
commissioned for the library of Dr. Henri Vaquez.250 The so-called “Vaquez
panels” were exhibited at the Salon d’Automne of 1905, in the same year as the
Exposition de la société des Intimistes. The series, Figures in an Interior (1896,
Paris, Petit Palais), portrays several female figures within a domestic interior,
engaged in various activities such as playing the piano, reading, and sewing. In
The Work Table (or Work), we see the only male figure in the series, perhaps a
portrait of the doctor himself, who is shown seated behind a table with his head
down, concentrating over an open book. The three other panels are: The
Library (or Selection of Books), The Piano (or Music) and The Reader (or
Intimité). The floral and geometric patterns of the furnishings, walls and textiles,
overlap with clothing and abstract the figures’ bodies, all but dissolving them
into the background. In addition to the patterning, the colour scheme of violets,
pinks, cream and green call to mind the decorative arts, such as tapestry, and
246
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the flatness of the colours and patterns evoke theatre backdrops. Little activity
is represented, and the overall mood is one of peaceful domesticity.
Vuillard’s Figures in an Interior were exhibited at the Salon d’Automne of
1905, a rare opportunity for the general public to view Vuillard’s private
“decorative” commissions.251 Why would Vuillard have decided to exhibit the
panels nearly a decade after their production? As Kuenzli has argued, they
were privately owned and difficult to remove, which suggests that Vuillard’s
motives might have been artistic rather than financial, she stated: “he wanted to
test whether his intimate paintings could find a wider audience”.252 Groom has
written that some critics would have found the panels easier to appreciate in an
exhibition setting rather than in their original domestic context, there being
fewer “distractions”.253 Perhaps Vuillard wanted to discover whether such
intimate paintings could “communicate” with viewers, in a public space such as
the Salon. By the early years of the twentieth century, Vuillard and Bonnard
were seen less as avant-garde artists, than as artists who, having realised a
certain level of financial security, had become part of the establishment; a
process, according to Belinda Thomson, of “embourgeoisement.”254 Therefore,
in 1905, some critics disparaged these panels as merely “decorative”, uncritical
and uncomplicated scenes of bourgeois domesticity. Other critics focused on
their similarity to tapestries giving them, as Groom put it, “mixed” reviews.255
Kuenzli contended that the reaction to Vuillard’s works in 1905 contrasted
greatly with how they would have been received in the mid-1890s, when they
would have been considered challenging avant-garde works.256 Two critics of
the Salon provided an alternative view of Vuillard’s Vaquez panels,
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acknowledging their “formal difficulty and psychological complexity”: André Gide
and Gustave Babin.257
Gide’s Promenade au Salon d’Automne (1905) was his first piece as an
art critic for the Gazette des Beaux Arts.258 In this review, he gave his
impressions of some of the paintings in the Salon, devoting considerable
attention to Vuillard’s Vaquez panels. He focused on the subtlety of their tones
and ambiguity of narrative, and on what he interpreted as their capacity to
“communicate” with the viewer on a deeper level. Gide wrote:
I do not know what one should like the most here. It is perhaps Mr. Vuillard himself. He
recounts himself intimately. I know few works where the conversation with the author is
more direct. This comes, I believe, from his paintbrush never dispensing with the
emotion that guides it, and that the world outside, for him, always remains a pretext and
available means of expression. This comes largely from what he speaks nearly in a
whisper, as suitable for confidences, and that we lean in to listen.259

Gide’s review of the Vaquez panels is sometimes cited in discussions on
Intimisme. The Encyclopaedia Britannica, for instance, states: “The term
Intimism is best characterized by André Gide’s description of Vuillard’s fourpanel Figures and Interiors (1896) as art ‘speaking in a low tone, suitable to
confidences’”.260 The perceived ability of these works to communicate with the
viewer appears to have been important in Gide’s account. However, as Kuenzli
has argued, there is a paradox of closeness and estrangement in these
panels.261 She claimed that, while the figures are insular and give nothing away
to the viewer: “each seems absorbed in her own private reverie hermetically
sealed off from action and events in the world”, but nevertheless, somehow,
these works “spoke” to Gide and others.262
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While there is no apparent narrative or interaction between the figures
and the viewer, as is the case in Vrel’s interior paintings of women by the
hearth, Kuenzli has argued that Gide was suggesting that the Vaquez panels
communicated with the viewer in a subtler way.263 According to Kuenzli, Gide’s
account describes a simultaneous “disclosure” and “obfuscation” in Vuillard’s
work.264 Such paintings, installed within the bourgeois interior, extended the
space in which they were displayed and formed part of the Gesamtkunstwerk of
the home. As Groom has written: “Vuillard’s subtle harmonies of home activities
would have been appropriate decorations, contributing to the aura of a private
oasis”.265 As we have seen, introspection, for the Nabis, was linked to the
private, enclosed spaces of the domestic sphere.266 Dissolving the boundaries
between paintings and their surroundings was part of a desire to break down
the divisions between the viewer and the work of art, between self and other –
or between life and art, art and life.267 The overlapping patterns and rhythms in
the panels were thought to encourage this experience between the works and
the viewer.268 The psychological relationship between the viewer and the work
of art, and by extension the artist, as made clear in both Gide’s and Babin’s
commentaries, was central to the definition of French Intimisme and would
become an important concern of modernism.269 Kuenzli has written: “The
paintings’ intimacy is neither familiar nor familial, but instead derives from an
empathetic relationship between painting and viewer”.270 This interaction
between work and viewer was also essential to Brière-Misme’s reading of Vrel’s
paintings of women in the home.
While it is thought that the Nabis wanted to overcome boundaries of the
self to allow for a universal aesthetic experience, fusing art and life, it is crucial
to keep in mind, as both Berry and Kuenzli have pointed out, that these works
continued to operate within accepted gender and class norms, and possibly
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reaffirmed them by naturalising them.271 The “ideal” viewer, in the eyes of the
critic Babin, was a male, bourgeois, intellectual (such as the only male figure
pictured in the panels), who had the luxury to sit at leisure and reflect on the
works over periods of time.272 Groom has written: “In the Vaquez panels, where
the only male figure sits at his desk absorbed in cerebral activity and oblivious
to the women engaged in quiet domestic activities, the divisions between the
feminine and masculine temperaments are clearly defined”.273
This gendered depiction of leisure and solitude as natural finds a parallel
in the Dutch tradition, and of course, too, in Briére-Misme’s analysis of Vrel’s
interiors. One of Vrel’s few paintings to focus on an elderly male subject
(CR58), provides a paradigm of the male solitude that Montaigne encouraged
when he stated: “We should set aside a room, just for ourselves, at the back of
the shop, keeping it entirely free and establishing there our true liberty, our
principal solitude and asylum”.274 In this picture, an old man sits at a desk in
front of an open window in his study.275 An open book is placed in front of him
and others line the shelves of the wall behind him. Both in subject and
composition, this painting is not unlike Vermeer’s Astronomer (1668, Paris,
Louvre) and Geographer (c. 1668-9, Frankfurt, Städel Museum) or Metsu’s Man
Writing a Letter (c. 1664-6, Dublin, National Gallery of Ireland). The depiction of
solitude in CR58 contrasts in many ways with Vrel’s paintings of female
solitude, especially in regard to his elderly women by the hearth. If one takes
Vrel’s CR14 as an example of female solitude, the differences could not be
greater. With her back entirely to the viewer, this woman’s identity is completely
effaced. She may be cooking over the fire, but that can only be assumed, as
her body obstructs any view of the activity in which she is engaged. Among
others, Hollander has called attention to the contrasting ways in which male and
female solitude were represented in Dutch seventeenth-century pictures:
The solitude praised by Montaigne and Focquenbroch [Gedachten op mijn kamer
‘Thoughts in my room’] is a male prerogative, and an urban one as well. The theme of
271
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reflective masculine solitude is often represented in pictures: the meditative images of
young men by Codde and Michiel Sweerts, Rembrandt’s moving portrait of the youthful
Jan Six reading at a window, Vermeer’s scientists, and Dou’s musician-painters in their
studios. In a sense literary and pictorial solitude is the male version of the theme of
women’s industrious and demure pursuits – sewing or reading letters – that is
articulated in prescriptive literature and courtship poetry and depicted in paintings like
de Hooch’s.276

Vrel’s elderly male scholar occupies a room that is most likely the study, or
comptoir, which was the new masculine space for withdrawal, aloneness and
reflection. Hollander has noted that: “Because it was intended as a space for
one person, it could be considered the first fully private space of the early
modern house”.277 The binnenhaard, or inner hearth, is most likely the room that
is depicted in Vrel’s paintings of old women by the fire and is thus the locus for
their solitude. Their inner states are principally expressed through their bodies.
Even in genre paintings, when the social identity of the male figures is
unexplained, their mental activity is expressed through their face, the pursuits in
which they are engaged and the possessions that surround them. Only one of
Vrel’s old women is obviously engaged in an intellectual activity: La Liseuse
(CR56). Yet, unlike the old man, she sits in an empty room, without the
attributes of a studious life.
6. Aesthetic Intimacy
The empathetic relationship between the viewer and the work of art,
which was thought to have the potential to dissolve the boundary between art
and life, became a general concern of twentieth-century modernist painting. The
philosopher and aesthetician Arto Haapala has introduced the term “aesthetic
intimacy” in his analysis of the different levels of engagement of the viewer with
a work of art.278 He has argued that the experience of aesthetic intimacy
between the work of art and the viewer is like an intimate human relationship in
that each side has a part to play.279 Haapala’s theory of aesthetic intimacy,
draws on Edward Bullough’s concept of “physical distance”, which was
276
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introduced in a 1912 essay that had argued that an ideal amount of “distance”
(although not too vast) is required from a work of art in order for the right kind of
engagement to occur.280 Bullough argued that “a personal, but ‘distanced’
relation” with the work of art was necessary, whereby the viewer could separate
feelings related to their personal situation from those connected to experiencing
the work of art.281 Working with this notion, Haapala has argued that the ideal
distance from a work of art should result in “aesthetic intimacy”, which, if
achieved, would allow the viewer of art new insights on the world and
experience.282
Emotional involvement is central to Haapala’s theory of aesthetic
intimacy.283 The imaginative and emotional participation that most literature and
painting require, as opposed to the physical participation required for
installations and architecture, allows for the reader or viewer to empathise with
the subject and figures or characters and become invested in the content.284
Although connected to spatial distance and temporal remoteness, “physical
distance” is distinct: it is very common to have a close relationship with works of
art from the past or from distant countries.285 Dutch “intimiste’” painting is an
example of an art that, although temporally distant, was interpreted as being at
a readable distance to nineteenth- and twentieth-century French viewers. In a
similar way to those in Vuillard’s Vaquez panels, the female figures in Vrel’s
interiors were the vehicles that offered an aesthetic intimacy by means of
empathetic identification between the works of art and the viewer.
Brière-Misme’s writing on the “’intimistes’ hollandais” suggests that she
believed in the possibility of an empathetic relationship between viewer,
“intimiste” painting and artist. The following passage from the article on
Janssens Elinga is significant because not only does it express the desire for
seclusion, which for Brière-Misme was symptomatic of the Dutch “intimistes”,
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but it also illustrates her suggestion that “intimiste” paintings allowed the viewer
direct access to the mind of the artist by means of intuitive empathy:
We [the viewers] disturb Janssens, a fact which is signified by the number of figures
with their backs turned to us or with their faces hidden…this furtive attitude
corresponded to his instinct for seclusion, and it enhances the expression of his
paintings. Such is the form that national characteristic – individualism – takes in
Janssens.286

In this excerpt, which could have been written about Vrel and his paintings of
anonymous women in closed domestic spaces, Brière-Misme suggested that if
the viewer interpreted a desire for seclusion or a love for the home and solitude
in these paintings, then he or she was reading the artist’s desire for those
things. She implied that, through “intimiste” paintings, the viewer came closer to
the artist: “As we passed his art in review, we have, so to speak, lived in the
intimacy of the dwelling he created”.287 According to Brière-Misme, through the
painted image, the viewer was bound to become intimately acquainted with the
painter. In the case of Vrel and the other Dutch “intimistes”, she implied that the
artist’s mind was accessed through the depiction of the familial home and the
figures of women and children. While Brière-Misme believed that the “intimiste”
meaning resided in the work of art itself, art historians are nowadays more
sceptical and believe that such empathy is largely projection. Like the notion of
Gesamtkunstwerk in Nabis (or come to that, in contemporary Arts And Crafts)
theories, intimacy offers a “totality” that depends on the imagined dissolution of
the boundaries between the viewer and the work of art.
The relationship between the viewer and the work of art that is suggested
by Haapala’s “aesthetic intimacy” relates to Madelénat’s argument that the
terms “intimité”, “intime”, “intimiste”, etc., embody both intimate experience on
the one hand and the representation of it in art on the other. Intimiste paintings,
such as Vuillard’s, were expected to reveal an inner truth about existence
through the depiction of daily life. This revelation was thought to occur through
an empathetic engagement between the viewer and work, or “aesthetic
intimacy”, which could also feel like an intimacy with the painter of the picture.
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Brière-Misme’s qualification of Vrel’s paintings as “intimiste” insinuates that they
embody “intimité” in the inward sense of experience while simultaneously
outwardly relating this “intimité” to the viewer.
***
By 1935, when Brière-Misme was writing her article on Vrel, as has been
noted, new directions in Dutch art history, focusing on formal and stylistic
development as well as iconography, were beginning to take shape. The
approach begun by Thoré-Bürger and others of interpreting Dutch seventeenthcentury paintings as straightforward recordings of reality that supported the
teleology of republican, democratic narratives of progress was beginning to
wane. Toward the mid twentieth century, turn-of-the-century French Intimisme
was also losing its appeal owing to its perceived sentimentality, and focus on
the domestic and the decorative in opposition to the tenets of pure modernist
painting.288 Also by the 1950s, the description of Dutch painting as intimate had
become merely conventional; a booklet produced for the Metropolitan Museum
of Fine Art Miniatures series (a collection of pamphlets aimed at the general
public) called Intimate Dutch Paintings (1956), which includes a colour plate of
Vrel’s “The Little Sick Nurse” (CR 27) and a short entry on the artist, is evidence
of this.289 In an article published in 1952, Germain Bazin, who sought to present
an historical explanation for the Dutch “preoccupation” with the interior,
asserted, as Michel and Brière-Misme had done, that Vermeer’s generation of
artists “saw the flowering of ‘intimisme’”.290 In the decade that saw Panofsky’s
method emerge, Brière-Misme’s writing on Vrel and the other petits-maîtres she
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christened “‘intimistes’ hollandais” may have appeared obvious, but no longer
productive, or even problematically subjective.
Madelénat has suggested that “l’intime” was a modern understanding of
the supposed universal human condition that could be used to relate to the
past.291 In order to make sense of Vrel, an artist for whom no biographical
details were known, Brière-Misme carved a niche for him alongside other Dutch
petits-maîtres as an “intimiste”. For Brière-Misme, the “‘intimistes’ hollandais”
were the Dutch painters who moved the “modern soul”. In the opening pages of
his book Vermeer de Delft, Gustave Vanzype suggested that one gets to know
the unknowable artist through his paintings alone; his individuality is defined by
his style – the way in which he sees and transmits the everyday objects of the
world.292 In the absence of biographical information, Brière-Misme formed an
identity for Vrel solely by engaging with his paintings of “daily life”, which she
interpreted on an intuitive level as representing a universal experience of, for
example, the stages in a woman’s life. The old woman seated by the fire who,
according to Brière-Misme, has happily turned herself inward away from all
worldly cares, represents Vrel’s love of “intimité” to its greatest extent, and thus
allowed the viewer to engage intimately with the artist.
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Chapter 3: Boredom and Attentiveness

If this dissertation has provided a cross-sectional view of Vrel’s artistic
identity, then this last chapter focuses on the top layer, the contemporary
moment. We will be considering recent contributions on Vrel as well as recent
approaches to Dutch painting. Characteristic of the present moment is a return
to the picture itself as a site of explanation. Also characteristic of this moment is
the tendency for art historians to want to do some archaeological digging: not
content simply with the surface that we can see, the painting in the present, we
recognise the need to look to earlier art-historical frameworks that have become
embedded in our own process of “looking” at the objects. There has been a
continued interest in social-historical and iconological analyses, especially
those employed from a feminist perspective. Vrel’s origins continue to be a
mystery and his paintings can be considered difficult to “read”. While in the past,
the perceived marginality of Vrel and his works had been seen as problematic
and reason for their being overlooked, this has made Vrel and his paintings
attractive to some contemporary viewers. In the works of Elizabeth Honig and
Hanneke Grootenboer, both authors consider the specific visual language of
Vrel’s paintings, placing them in psycho-analytical and reception-based
frameworks.1
This chapter examines Vrel’s interior paintings and sets out a taxonomy
of their subjects. In order to help constitute him as an artistic identity – albeit in
a provisional form that does not make any claims to scientific objectivity – it will
be necessary to look at his paintings in relation to comparable works by his
contemporaries as well as visual precedents. In the first two parts of this
chapter, the recurring motifs of the Rückenfigur (the figure seen from behind)
followed by “the look outwards”, will be considered. In both sections, social
historical and iconographical analyses will be employed to images of women in
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the home at doorways and at windows. The trope of the “idle woman” will lead
to a discussion of melancholy both as an iconography, and as a psycho-social
motif in discussions relating to women in old age. The last section looks at the
notions of modern boredom and the everyday. Angela Vanhaelen’s article on
the use of the “rhetoric of boredom” by earlier writers on Dutch painting will be
considered. Boredom will be explored, not only to explain modern responses to
Vrel, but also as a means to explore potential meanings in the pictures
themselves.2
The previous chapter focused on Vrel’s hearth paintings as expressions
of what Brière-Misme saw as Vrel’s Intimisme. This chapter will consider Vrel’s
domestic interior paintings as a set. Making up around half of his known oeuvre,
the interiors number roughly twenty (more or less, depending on whether one
includes works of uncertain attribution and ones previously attributed to him that
have been lost).3 They can be loosely organised into five formally different
groups, each characterised by the treatment of space and light. The first group
is composed of interior paintings in which a room is backlit by a tall window that
pierces the wall parallel with the picture plane, as in the case of the Woman at
the Window (CR16, fig. 3).4 The second group is made up of paintings in which
the light source, an open door or un-shuttered window, is shifted to the left of
the composition; within this group are the so-called “Little Nurse” paintings
(CR27, fig. 10).5 The “hearth scenes”, in which a fireplace with a distinctive
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chimney hood faces the picture plane in closely cropped compositions devoid of
any windows or doorways, form the third category (CR14, fig. 7).6 Two paintings
of seated women represented close-up in an ambiguous space form another
group.7 The last group includes the two peculiar paintings of front-lit rooms with
darkened, what might be interior windows, in the background.8 The paintings in
each of these formal groups allow for a limited degree of iconographical
analysis and interpretation, they appear to represent certain moral themes
which would nowadays be accepted as having been intended meanings
addressed to a seventeenth-century viewer – some of these lines of
interpretation can be extended to Vrel’s street scenes, although they will only be
briefly discussed in this chapter.
The frontispiece image (CR1), which, as discussed in the previous
chapters, depicts a female figure appearing to look out of an open door,
presents the viewer with several of the devices that reappear in Vrel’s interior
paintings, which will be examined in greater depth: the figure seen from the side
or from behind (the Rückenfigur); the obscured face; the idle, lethargic or
“melancholic” pose; the look out from the home; and the indeterminacy (for the
external viewer) of the object of the figure’s gaze. We will probably never know
exactly what the female figure in the frontispiece image was looking at – if she
was in fact looking. While in this case our inability to understand the picture is
circumstantial – owing to the picture’s disappearance – the viewer of Vrel’s
works is often denied sufficient visual information in order to piece together a
narrative. The ubiquitous calm that has been noted in Vrel’s interior paintings,
which have been variously described as “intimate”, “mysterious”, and
“melancholic” is undoubtedly related to their lack of any represented action.
Figures, often solitary, are frequently either completely idle or engaged in tasks
or pastimes involving minimal activity. The supposed “mood” of these paintings,
then, can perhaps be attributed to this perceived lack of narrative or anecdotal
details. However, one might note that Vrel’s contemporaries often painted
6
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scenes of everyday life with idle figures, producing the effect of ambiguous
subjects that seemingly encouraged, or allowed for multiple interpretations.
The difference between Vrel’s interior paintings and comparable pictures
by his contemporaries, then, is not great. However, his paintings do seem to
have resisted complete, satisfactory iconographic decoding, and they also
present the viewer with unanswerable questions when subjected to a social
historical reading. The scarcity of visual cues and the uncommunicative figures
create an overall sense of absence in Vrel’s interiors, for which the viewer might
be encouraged to attempt to compensate by instilling meaning – for example,
identifying democratic sentiment, or “intimacy”. This visual absence, coupled
with the dearth of documentary information about their author, contributes to the
“mysteriousness” that surrounds these paintings, and which has been
commented upon more than once.9 However, as will be seen, Vrel’s interior
paintings do adhere to certain seventeenth-century Dutch conventions of
painting, which themselves had roots in the visual traditions of previous
centuries. They adhered, too, to early modern cultural preoccupations regarding
unoccupied female figures and children, and can be interpreted by modern
viewers, and framed within more modern thematics such as leisure and
idleness, interiority and boredom. The aim of this chapter will not be to interpret
the content of the paintings in order to establish artistic intention, but rather to
demonstrate the multiplicity of conventions and possible interpretations of the
works for a modern viewer within their Dutch seventeenth-century framework.10
As is well documented, the iconographical approach to interpreting Dutch
genre paintings was contested in the late 1980s and 90s by some art historians,
notably Svetlana Alpers, Peter Hecht and Eric Jan Sluijter, sparking lengthy
debates about the nature of “Dutch realist” painting. In his essay, “Dutch
Seventeenth-Century Genre Painting: A Reassessment of Some Current
Hypotheses”, Hecht recounted that, while genre paintings were no longer
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accepted purely as recordings of daily life, as they largely had been by ThoréBürger’s generation, many genre paintings did not lend themselves to the
iconographic interpretation that had been espoused by numerous art historians
of Dutch art since the 1960s. A great number of genre paintings, Hecht argued,
did not contain hidden meanings which needed be teased out with the help of
other visual and literary sources, especially emblem books. He enlisted Vrel’s
Woman at a Window (CR 16) as a prime example of a painting that does not
have any hidden significations; Hecht wrote:
I think we would look in vain for any specific message or even nameable association in,
say, Vrel’s Woman at a Window…, to take but a random example of a painting which to
my mind does no more than exploit its motif pictorially. This is indeed ‘a little piece…in
which…a woman is looking out of the window,’ to quote the 1659 inventory of Archduke
Leopold’s collection, and I have no reason to presume that the artist would have seen it
otherwise. Perhaps my opponents will object to a picture by the somewhat idiosyncratic
Vrel being used to illustrate a general characteristic of Dutch art, so I had better present
a more mainstream example of such genre pur as well.11

It is worth noting that this statement also reflects on how Vrel has largely been
considered a peripheral, even outsider, artist within the Dutch seventeenthcentury context. Hecht then continued, providing an additional, more
“mainstream example” to elucidate his point: Godfried Schalcken’s Girl Eating
an Apple:
In the case of Vrel and Schalcken, though, there is not even the possible context of a
traditional poetic metaphor to go by if one were obliged to aim for an interpretation. In
fact, to put it rather harshly, there is nothing at all which I think could make such
harmless images fit into that straightjacket of a symbolic reading that Bruyn and others
believe to have been the daily costume of seventeenth-century Dutch art.12

According to Hecht’s moderate revisionism, an iconographical approach to
Vrel’s paintings would have its limitations.
Quiet scenes of daily life by Dutch artists such as Vermeer, De Hooch,
Ter Borch, Metsu, and, indeed, Vrel seemed to fit the nineteenth-century ideal
of “l’art pour l’art” – which term Hecht, elsewhere in his article, described as “a
concept whereby a picture’s subject is essentially no more than the vehicle for

11
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its form”13 – precisely because of their seeming lack of a story and apparent
naturalism. For that reason, Vrel’s interiors, which appeared to be recordings of
daily life without apparent textual sources or obvious narratives, would probably
have appealed to some nineteenth-century viewers. I will further argue that the
recurring devices of the Rückenfigur, the figure looking outwards, and the
melancholic pose would also have appealed to modern viewers because of
their relatability. The unoccupied female figures in Vrel’s works may have been
seen in late Romanticism as ciphers of a modern subjectivity and engaged with
as vehicles for the projection of the experience of leisure, or unoccupied time,
which experience might also be characterised as boredom, le mal du siècle.
In a recent article, Angela Vanhaelen argued that a “rhetoric of boredom”
can be traced through many nineteenth- and twentieth-century philosophical
and art-historical texts on Dutch art, from Hegel and Alois Riegl, to Lawrence
Gowing and Roland Barthes. Some early commentators had used the language
of boredom in a derisive way, implying a lack of interest or ennui, to underscore
the perceived lack of narrative or action in Dutch genre painting, as in the case
of Sir Joshua Reynolds, who as we saw in the first chapter, sardonically
remarked: “however uninteresting their subjects, there is some pleasure in the
contemplation of the truth of the imitation”.14 Vanhaelen proposed that this
rhetoric of boredom has also been employed positively by other authors as a
means of revealing, or producing, meaning in “Dutch realist” painting. She
explained:
this essay explores how the rhetoric of boredom has served as an instrument to stage
meaning between seventeenth-century Dutch painting and modernity through the
crafting of powerful art-historical narratives that articulate realism’s ambivalent modes of
signification in relation to larger concerns about the perceived dynamics of modern
subjectivity.15

The approaches of the authors Vanhaelen examined, which had focused mainly
on the formal qualities of Dutch paintings, and which were concerned too with
the relation of the viewer to the work of art, can be seen in contrast to
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iconography, which Vanhaelen wittily argued “is a methodology that serves to
drive away boredom by banishing the spectre of meaninglessness”.16 While
iconography searches beneath, or beyond the painted representation for
meaning, the authors that Vanhaelen considered situated the production of
meaning between the surface of the painting and viewer. In Vanhaelen’s eyes,
the methodologies that intrumentalise a rhetoric of boredom have the virtue of
utilising the distinctive visual qualities of Dutch genre paintings to explore
meaning, both as a content of the work, and as an effect of viewing.
Vanhaelen’s reassessment of these earlier texts is characteristic of the
twenty-first century’s more self-aware recognition that the art of the past comes
to us in a mediated fashion and that the “afterlife” of a painting, to borrow Ivan
Gaskell’s term, must be considered in order to arrive at a fuller understanding of
the work of art.17 Just as “Intimisme” was a tool used by Brière-Misme to bring
Vrel and other petits-maîtres into view, boredom has been identified by
Vanhaelen as a means of explaining how Dutch genre painting was made
meaningful by some nineteenth- and twentieth-century authors. She argued that
the rhetoric of boredom takes the elements that could be perceived as boring
(i.e. the lack of action, obvious narrative or literary subject) and reveals the
critical possibilities that are characteristic of “Dutch realist” painting.18
Vanhaelen wrote: “Sheen, suspense and attentiveness [theoretical concepts
applied to Dutch art by the authors Vanhaelen examined] together allow the
paintings to function like mirrors, reflective surfaces in which viewers could
contemplate and take up possible positions in relation to the world depicted”.19
Vanhaelen has suggested that these authors, by invoking boredom, placed
Dutch painting into a framework in which it could offer reflections of the
subjectivities of modern viewers.
One of the key theoretical concepts that Vanhaelen discussed as part of
the rhetoric of boredom was Riegl’s notion of Aufmerksamkeit [attentiveness],
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which he developed in his 1902 “Das holländische Gruppenporträt”.20 In this
text Riegl had remarked: “Scholarship has long noted that the art of Holland
contains almost no action”.21 There is certainly very little action in Dutch group
portraits, the main subject of the book, which Riegl suggested was one of the
reasons for their general dismissal by modern authors; he wrote: “Group
portraits, because their features are so specific to portraiture, and because they
lack any coherent group action, apparently do not appeal at all to modern
tastes”.22 While a lack of action in paintings might have been perceived as
“boring” to some of Riegl’s contemporaries, it was one of the distinguishing
pictorial features of Dutch painting that, according to Riegl, made attentiveness
possible. Aufmerksamkeit, for Riegl, was the quintessential characteristic of the
Dutch Kunstwollen – the supra-individual driving force that Riegl argued defines
the art of a nation and a time.23 Here we are dealing with similar assumptions
about Dutch national character and period as those expressed in relation to
Dutch “intimisme” in the previous chapter. Although his project was the enquiry
into culture and its development, Riegl’s Kunstwollen are never traced back to
any manifest social or economic cause such as Thoré’s “to a new society, a
new art”. But the end result is not very different since, by the very choice of his
objects of study, group portraits of the men of a newly dominant class displayed
for the men of that class, a rich social context seems implicit. It is important to
keep in mind, as Vanhaelen noted, that Riegl employed the concept of
Aufmerksamkeit “both as a formal quality”, in that it was the product of the
specific representational qualities of Dutch painting, “and a mode of human selfconsciousness”.24 Riegl identified “attentiveness” as one of the three
“psychological manifestations that can be expressed in the pictorial conception
of a painting,” the other two being “will” [Wille] and “emotion” [Gefühl], which
20
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latter two he believed were characteristic of the Kunstwollen of the “Romance”
cultures and notably the Italian Renaissance.25 Each of these “psychological
manifestations” is representative of a different way in which we relate to other
people, to art and to the world in general. In contrast with “will”, which Riegl
defined as active and selfish, as well as isolating and subordinating, and
“emotion”, which he described as passive in relation to the world but also
selfish, “attentiveness involves a joyful acceptance of external things, a
willingness to assimilate them intellectually, as well as a selfless surrendering to
the outside world”.26 Riegl believed that attentiveness required empathy and
interest in other human beings and the surrounding environment. According to
him, the Kunstwollen of preceding cultures did not encompass the concept of
attentiveness, which recognises the viewer as an autonomous subject. In what
Riegl described as a non-hierarchical art, the viewer of Dutch painting was
necessary to complete its meaning. Through attentiveness, Riegl wrote:
The individual becomes open to the outside world, not in order to subjugate it, to unite
with it in pleasure or to recoil from it in displeasure, but in pure, selfless interest. On the
one hand, attentiveness is passive, since it allows external things to affect it without
attempting to overcome them; at the same time, it is active, since it searches things out,
though without attempting to make them subservient to selfish pleasure.27

Group portraiture, for Riegl, was the genre of painting that best
represented the Dutch Kunstwollen and, therefore, Aufmerksamkeit. According
to him, the physical qualities of the group portraits (the lack of unified action, the
glances and gestures directed at the viewer as well as the non-hierarchical
arrangement of the figures) allowed for attentiveness to be achieved by
encouraging external coherence with the viewer who was required to complete
meaning. Not only did Riegl consider attentiveness the overriding quality of
Dutch group portraits, but he argued that it was the quality of all Dutch
seventeenth-century painting, including genre painting: “One should never
forget that the unshakeable goal of all painting in Holland was the depiction of
attentiveness”.28 Although Riegl’s application of his theory of attentiveness was
mainly limited to group portraiture, his remarks on genre painting are intriguing.
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Perhaps he considered genre paintings were more appealing to modern tastes
because, according to Riegl, “in genre scenes there is always just enough
activity to distract us from noticing how little is really going on”.29 And later: “The
essential characteristic of a genre painting is not so much the apparent
meaninglessness of the incident depicted, but the urgent inner necessity with
which it is carried out before the viewer’s eyes”.30 Generally, the absorbed
figures in Dutch genre paintings do not acknowledge or require the presence of
the viewer in the same way that group portraits do; however, the lack of unified
action or strong emotion encourages the involvement of the viewer who,
according to Riegl, could relate to the painted figures on a psychological level.
Iversen and Melville have argued:
The essential feature of both Dutch group portraiture and absorptive genre painting is
that they prompt the imaginative engagement of the viewer by gesturing toward what is
invisible. As Hegel said, we moderns are not interested in works of art that are complete
in themselves. Rather, we are drawn to those that leave a space open for the viewer.31

From the early the 1980s a number of translations and books marked and
encouraged increasing interest in Riegl among English-speaking art
historians.32 Since then art historians, including Vanhaelen, interested in the
descriptive qualities of Dutch painting and sceptical about the possibilities of
final, resolved meanings (as Hecht had been), have turned to Riegl and his
theory of attentiveness as a tool for producing, and reviewing the production of
meaning in Dutch painting.
Elizabeth Honig, in her 1989 article on Vrel, had employed her own
“rhetoric of boredom” to discuss Vrel’s works:
Substances without shadow, subjects without objects of desire, exchange, belonging,
the people claim no psychological ‘space’ in the image and are actively vacating the
physical one. The world depicted is one of insignificance, without the ‘faces,
monuments, symbols’ which, says Lefebvre, ‘introduce profundity into the repetitions of
29
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daily life: presence of the past, individual or collective actions and dramas,
possibilities…beauty and grandeur.’ No such thing penetrates the monochrome
monotony of this world.33

Honig argued that Vrel rejected the Dutch seventeenth-century’s
supposed tendency in painting to satisfy the urge to gaze at things – a
perceived tendency that has been ascribed to Dutch painting by many authors,
from Hegel, to Roland Barthes, to Svetlana Alpers, and which had underlain
many earlier notions of Dutch “naturalism” or “realism”.34 Her notion of the
desiring gaze was of its 1980s moment and was derived from Lacanian
existential psychology – she does not mention Riegl. When looking at a painting
by Vrel, she argued, this lack or absence, this “monotony”, hindered the
viewer’s ability to locate meaning and this, coupled with the lack of biographical
information about the artist, did not allow for the intuitive construction of any
“extrapictorial structure of ‘significance’”.35 Honig identified the elements in his
paintings that could be perceived as boring (they are the very qualities that had
dogged his reception, as discussed in the previous chapters) and made them
the object of her attention. By taking an interest in Vrel’s “monochrome
monotony”, by making it an object of attention, Honig had cleverly made it a
topic of interest, arguing for the so-called “monotonous qualities” and the type of
viewing she claimed they encouraged: “I would like to consider further this
matter of imagination and monotony, of the monotonous picture and the imagemaking qualities of the mind in relation to it”.36 Honig’s reading of Vrel’s works,
therefore, argues that meaning was not imposed on the viewer by the work,
however the viewer might feel that this was the case. It was not “there” to be
found, or to be lost - for Honig the spectator is involved in the production of
meaning.
Writing recently on Vrel, Hanneke Grootenboer has characterised his
paintings as “pensive images”.37 As with Honig, Grootenboer also noted that
Vrel’s paintings demonstrated a lack of interest in the rendering of things and
33
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surfaces, a feature that had been an important characteristic of Hegel’s
totalising view of Dutch “realism”. She also highlighted the near absence of
readable “cues” in most of Vrel’s paintings that would lead to anything close to a
narrative. She wrote that Vrel’s paintings of “faceless” women (who are of a
different class to the “privileged burghers” portrayed by De Hooch or De Witte),
depict the in-between, insignificant moments, during their day-to-day tasks –
they are not images of work but brief pauses from daily chores. She asked: “If
this is an in-between moment, a pause, why would an artist go to the trouble of
depicting such a non-event?”38 Like Honig, she argued that the specific visual
qualities of Vrel’s works prompt the viewer to abandon interpretation in the
traditional sense and become instead conscious of “the nowness of looking”,
allowing themselves to reflect on the paintings. Referring to Riegl’s claim that
Dutch group portraits wait for and are only completed by the viewing subject,
Grootenboer argued that Vrel’s “pensive” paintings also “wait” for the viewer,
even if the painted figures do not make eye contact with them. In turn, the
perceived temporal quality of Vrel’s work makes the viewer pause (like the
figures in Vrel’s paintings) and think. She concludes:
If anything, Vrel’s pensive images have offered us a way of finding a slightly different
approach to deal with artworks that stir us to move away from interpretation, out of a
historical paradigm, and toward a state of suspension where thinking can start.39

Both Honig’s and Grootenboer’s discussions propose theories of “looking” at
Vrel’s works. Drawing on the existential philosophy of Lacan and Sartre, Honig
employed the “look” as opposed to the “gaze” in order to describe the type of
viewing that Vrel’s paintings necessitate. Grootenboer’s suggestion that Vrel’s
paintings “wait” for the viewer not only invokes Riegl but also calls to mind
Lacan’s notion of the “world looking back” and the self “imagined in the field of
the other”.40
This chapter will examine Vrel’s interior paintings, particularly his use of
certain devices: the Rückenfigur, the look outwards from the home, and the
“melancholic” pose, and how certain codes and conventions (or ways of
38
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looking) have been applied or could be applied to them. To modern viewers,
Vrel’s repetitious paintings of idle, solitary women within dimly lit rooms, in
which the same objects, furniture and architectural elements reappear in slightly
different configurations (the “monotonous” qualities that Honig described), call
to mind Lefebvre’s notion of the “quotidien” (the everyday) and the boredom
that it can produce.41 These overlapping strategies that have emerged in this
third phase of interest in Vrel, after the first Romantic moment and after the
modernist moment of Brière-Misme, will be considered. In this chapter, we will
also contemplate how Vrel’s paintings can be fitted into the “rhetoric of
boredom” of Vanhaelen’s Rieglian framework which seems to have a place for
both Honig’s notion of the “monotonous picture”, and Grootenboer’s pensive,
self-reflexive response to the representation of slowly passing time in an image
that waits for us.
1. Rückenfiguren
We are given a glimpse of a darkened room (CR 16, fig. 3). Within the
dimly lit space, we can discern a hearth, a table, two stunted chairs, a cloak and
hat hanging from a wardrobe, amongst several other mundane objects which
one might expect to find within a modest domestic interior. Nothing appears
remarkable, out of place, nor does anything offer access to any apparent
narrative. The focal point of the scene, which coincides with the brightest part of
the composition, is the pairing of the female figure and the window. The tall
window, which pierces the wall opposite the viewer, allows daylight to enter and
just about reveal the obscure corners of this monochrome room, yet it fails to
shed light on the significance of this composition. Through the open quadrant of
the window, we are provided a view of a red brick wall and part of another
window with an open shutter. Wedged between the table and the open
windowpane, a woman leans out. That she is a woman is evident from her dark
skirt, white cap and shawl. Her body has been summarily painted and nearly
abstracted into black and white forms. Based on her shape, one might assume
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that she is an older woman. However, positioned with her back to the viewer
(she is a Rückenfigur), apart from her apparent gender and age, everything else
about her and her current state of being, her sensory experience, her mood, her
thoughts, can only be presumed.
As has been noted, Vrel’s paintings are the only documents, apart from
the inventory of Archduke Leopold Wilhelm’s collection, that attest to his
existence. As the only known painting by Vrel to be signed, dated and listed in
the seventeenth-century inventory, Woman at the Window is perhaps the most
complete of those documents. In addition, the subject and motifs in CR16 make
this painting a touchstone for Vrel’s oeuvre. In her article, as has been seen,
Brière-Misme used CR16 to initiate her discussion of Vrel’s interior paintings, a
decision that must have been based, in part, on its provenance as well as how it
fitted within the narrative that she had constructed using Vrel’s oeuvre. In
addition, Brière-Misme believed it was representative of Vrel’s painted home:
“The woman at the window, from the Vienna museum, completes the original
series of motifs through which he introduces us gently from the street to the
house”.42 As she pointed out, many of the identifiable objects in the room are
repeated in Vrel’s other interior paintings.43 Valentiner also noted the repetition
of domestic objects and architecture, in addition to compositional arrangements,
in Vrel’s interior paintings. He proposed that the objects and figures were almost
inconsequential for Vrel and were simply the means by which he explored
formal qualities.44 More recently, the authors of the 1996 Delft exhibition
catalogue, Kersten and Lokin, commented that: “Vrel always used the same
elements in different combinations”.45 The contents of the room, notably the
stunted chair and stool, the coat and hat hanging in the corner, the foot warmer,
the copper pots above the cupboard, the decorative blue and white plates on
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the mantelpiece, the prominent chimney hood, the bare whitewashed walls and
tall and narrow leaded windows are all common features in Vrel’s interior
paintings.46 The development of “common features” within the body of work of
any specific artist was expected in Dutch seventeenth-century painting. The
repetition of subjects, motifs, compositional traits, and formal qualities
contributed to an artist’s style or manner, making their work distinct from their
rivals and marketable; they were a stock-in-trade.
Other features found in CR16 that are typical of Vrel’s interior paintings
are the characteristic diffused light, nearly exclusive use of earth tones, and the
handling of space. His domestic scenes never include a view through to an
adjacent room or out into the street beyond the home (except, of course, in the
lost frontispiece painting). Even when an open window or door is depicted, the
view is limited, as in the present case. In this regard, Régnier, the author who
dubbed Vrel a "poor man’s Vermeer”, suggested that Vrel’s interior paintings
are closer to those of Vermeer than to De Hooch’s; these masters represented
for Régnier the two models for handling space in Dutch interior paintings.47
While in paintings by artists who fall into the De Hooch camp (here Régnier
included Emanuel de Witte and Samuel van Hoogstraeten), the viewer is
constantly pulled toward the exterior and the composition feels like a selective
snapshot of a greater whole, in paintings by Vermeer (and Vrel): “the painting is
in itself a whole; the figure is at the centre of the walls that enclose her, as her
personal daily and familiar boundaries”.48 Brière-Misme, Sutton, Honig and
others have also pointed out that Vrel never painted a view through to another
space.49 We recall that Brière-Misme wrote that Vrel painted: “a little universe
enclosed within four walls”.50 For Régnier, the atmosphere of the room was the
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main subject of the paintings: “The figure hardly distracts from the essential
theme: the atmosphere of the room”.51
While Régnier and Valentiner, who, of course, were both modernists,
thought that the figures were secondary to the atmosphere and to formal
considerations (“light and colour”) in Vrel’s interior paintings, I argue that the
figures, especially their behaviour, are crucial in creating the so-called
atmosphere, or “mood”, that has intrigued many viewers in the nineteenth,
twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Valentiner stated: “In comparison with the
delineation of the light and the arrangement of the room these figures seem
almost insignificant in their occupations”.52 The “insignificance” of their activities,
or in many cases their total idleness, the “in-between moments” as Grootenboer
described them, is curious and worth consideration, as are their apparent selfabsorption and inattentiveness to the viewer. In Woman at the Window (CR16),
the female figure has discarded her sewing and leans idly on the window ledge.
As in the case of the frontispiece image (CR1, fig. 1), this painting employs a
few of the devices that are repeated in Vrel’s interior paintings: the selfabsorbed or melancholic pose, the look out from the home, and the invisibility of
the object of the figure’s gaze. Most notably in this painting, however, is the use
of the Rückenfigur, the figure who turns her back on the viewer.
Rückenfiguren and figures in lost profile are a common occurrence in
Vrel’s paintings of the domestic interior. As Kersten and Lokin have noted, his
figures’ faces are rarely clearly shown.53 In the three other interior scenes with
large windows illuminating the far wall, the main figure, or figures, in each
composition either turn away from the viewer or their faces are obscured. In the
sleepy Thyssen-Bornemisza painting (CR4, fig. 8), a female figure sits by the
fireside to the left of the composition. Leaning toward the fire she buries her
face in her hands. In doing so, she turns her back on the contents of the lofty
room she occupies, including the nearby cradle and what is likely a child within
it. The small white dog by her feet and the cat sitting on the foot warmer
51
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(common motifs in Vrel’s interiors), which are both also pictured from behind,
reinforce the inattentiveness of the female figure to the viewer. The pillows
airing on the table by the window suggest that the box-bed on the right side,
with its curtains partially drawn, is unoccupied. The subject of this painting and
the arrangement of the figures are very similar to Esaias Boursse’s painting
Interior with a Woman Cooking (London, 1656, Wallace Collection); however,
while the female figure in the Boursse is putatively engaged in the task of
preparing food, the woman in Vrel’s painting, although sitting in front of the
hearth, is manifestly idle. The handling of space is also quite different in the two
paintings; the compressed, slightly claustrophobic space, of Boursse’s scene
contrasts with the spaciousness, the almost emptiness, of Vrel’s room.
In the Lille painting (CR7), a woman sits in lost profile with an open book
in her hands in the centre of a spacious, high-ceilinged room. The arrangement
of the room is similar to CR16: in the far left-hand corner, there is a wardrobe
with copper pots stored above it and coat and hat hanging from it and, on the
right, one finds the distinctive fireplace. The only elements of the room that are
noticeably different are the windows: in this case, additional windows frame the
two, central arched double windows. A darkened mirror, reflecting nothing,
hangs between two of the window casements. On the whole, however, there is
less ornamentation in this depicted space, which led Brière-Misme to describe it
as one of Vrel’s more modest rooms.54 A small child places his head in the
woman’s lap, facing toward the viewer. He has discarded his rolling hoop on the
ground next to him and his hat lies on the table. Does the woman read aloud to
the child? Is this a scene of maternal instruction? If so, does the boy pay
attention to his lesson? Or does his mind drift, wishing he were playing with his
hoop? Barely visible in the shadows behind the woman, a man in a broadbrimmed dark hat sits on a low stool with his back to hers, facing the hearth.
Next to him, a cat sits curled up on a foot-warmer, as in the previous painting.
The adult figures seem to ignore each other, just as they are inattentive to the
viewer.
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Finally, in the Brussels painting (CR28), within the large space of the
room, the figures do almost seem, as Valentiner had described Vrel’s figures in
general, “insignificant in their occupations”55 However, their relation to one
another and to the viewer is rather interesting. The two central figures are a
woman seated with her back to the viewer and a boy standing directly to her
left. The woman, who is bent over so that neither her face nor hands are visible,
seems to be tidying the contents of the cabinet in front of her (a cloth appears to
emerge from the open cabinet into which she appears to be placing her hand).
The boy next to her, who wears a broad-brimmed hat and ruffled collar, stands
in lost profile, clutching a stick. While leaning on the cabinet he seems to look
out of the open window at an object invisible to the viewer. In the alcove high
above them, the face of a young child, painted in the same earth-tones as the
surrounding surfaces so that he or she is barely discernible in the shadows, is
seen looking down on the two figures in the centre of the room. Apparently
unobserved by the two figures below, he or she echoes the position of the
viewer in front of the picture. As in Vrel’s CR7, the occupation in which the
woman is engaged, which apparently in this case, is cleaning, is not the clear
focus of the composition; besides the fact that her back is turned to the viewer
and that she is pushed toward the background, the viewer must strain their
eyes to see what the female figure might be doing (it is so unclear in fact, that,
in an 1881 sale’s entry, the woman is described as writing at a desk). 56 While
absorbed in her ambiguous task, literally behind her back, a triangle of looking
is at play; the young child looks down at the woman and the boy, while the boy
looks out the window, and the viewer outside the painting looks at all three
figures. The black mirror hanging on the mullion between the windows and the
sleeping cat, both of which appear in other interiors, seems here to thematise
both the female figure’s absorption and obliviousness as well as the viewer’s
inability to see the woman’s face or the object of the boy’s gaze.
In these three paintings, the absorbed figures pay no attention to the
viewer, nor do they attend to each other. Inattentive figures are also found in
the “hearth” pictures. In the Rijksmuseum painting (CR5), as well as the similar
55
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composition that was last located in the Krupp van Bohlen collection (CR6), the
solitary female figure leans down over the hearth, perhaps stoking the fire, with
her face hidden from the viewer.57 In two other fireside paintings, in the
Hermitage (CR14, fig. 7) and the cropped version on loan to the WallrafRichartz museum (CR13), a female Rückenfigur sits in front of the fire, leaning
forward in her chair. In these paintings, the female figure’s solitude (aside from
the presence of sleeping cats and dogs) is reinforced by the presence of an
empty chair. With all of the focus on this solitary, uncommunicative figure,
questions of her identity, her state of mind and the reasons for Vrel’s repetition
of this motif are understandably intriguing for the modern viewer. Brière-Misme
intuitively interpreted these hearthside figures as representations of the final
stage of a woman’s life and saw them, too, as representative of the “intimisme”
of Vrel’s oeuvre. As will be seen, the motif of the old woman, and the old
woman by the hearth, were common in seventeenth-century genre paintings.
In the intriguing Frits Lugt collection painting (CR29, fig. 2), with which
we began our discussion in chapter one, the female figure who leans unsteadily
forward in her chair is a Rückenfigur. She seems to have been startled by the
appearance of the young child on the other side of a darkened window; unlike
the other paintings of rooms with large windows, in this painting (and the next),
the window is not the source of light in the bright foreground space. The woman
holds her hand up to the glass where the child’s face appears. While the
woman is attentive to the child, she is inattentive to the viewer. In the
compositionally related painting (CR56), the old woman reading a large book,
sitting in the middle of a bare room, is equally inattentive both to the viewer and
to the child who appears again at the window behind her – for the child, the old
woman is a Rückenfigur. Even though she is inattentive, in this painting, the
viewer is provided a rare unrestricted view of the figure’s face, which is perhaps
the most individualised, or “portrait-like”, rendering of a face in the artist’s known
oeuvre.
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This figure’s pose is also repeated in the lying-in scene (CR 24), in which she is depicted next to the fire
to the right side of the composition. In the background, a similarly dressed woman attends an infant in a
cradle next to the new mother who rests in the open box bed.
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In Vrel’s street scenes, Rückenfiguren abound. In many paintings, figures
seen from behind interact with other figures, such as one of the pair of
Capuchin monks in the left foreground of CR37, or the female figure chatting
with another woman at an open window in “Causerie”, (CR 49). There are also
solitary Rückenfiguren, some in the background of compositions, walking away
from the viewer. Such is the case with the female figure in CR42 (fig. 9) and
CR43; in these paintings, there is also the male Rückenfigur to the right of the
composition standing in front of the baker’s stall. In four compositionally similar
paintings (CR32, CR33, CR34, CR61), a man and woman huddled together
seem to be walking away from the viewer. This composition appears to frame a
momentary scene; the man holds the woman as they approach a bend in the
alley, after which they will disappear from view. Apart from the couple, the street
is deserted. The near emptiness of the street, which will be complete once the
two figures have left the frame, is given force by the composition, with its open
expanse of pavement in the foreground and the empty darkened windows
punctuating the buildings to the left and right.
Vrel was certainly not the first western painter to incorporate the figure
seen from behind in his compositions. In the Northern tradition, precedents can
be found in religious works, including Jan van Eyck’s the Madonna of
Chancellor Rolin (c. 1435, Paris, Louvre) and Rogier van der Weyden’s St. Luke
Painting a Portrait of the Virgin, (c. 1440, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts). In both
cases, two miniscule Rückenfiguren stand in the middle ground behind the main
religious scene in the foreground. The Rückenfiguren appear to contemplate
the landscapes that stretch out ahead of them. In The Self-Aware Image, Victor
Stoichita stated: “The identity of the two figures [in the Van Eyck] has been the
subject of much discussion, but one fact is certain: They imitate the stance of
the spectator standing before the painting”.58 Joseph Koerner, in his discussion
of prototypes for the Rückenfigur in Caspar David Friedrich’s work, suggested
that the figures seen from behind in Van Eyck’s painting, “advertise the
extraordinary visual prospect realized through his craft…Jan van Eyck’s viewers
discover their own attitude of visual amazement mirrored and thematized by
58
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these diminutive Rückenfiguren”.59 Since these religious works, Rückenfiguren
have been employed as staffage in landscape and topographical painting
(including Canaletto’s vedute), and, in Dutch painting, in church interiors by De
Witte and city views by Gerrit Berckhyde (some of the small figures seen from
behind in Vrel’s street scenes function in a similar way). In all of these
examples, at the most basic level, the Rückenfiguren can be thought to direct
the viewer’s gaze. We might even extend that to incorporate the directing of a
viewer’s state of mind if we include the most celebrated Rückenfigur in Dutch
painting, the artist in Vermeer’s Allegory of Painting (1666, Vienna,
Kunsthistorisches Museum). Here, using the notion of identification we are
offered the place of the creator.
In paintings by Vrel’s close, but slightly later, contemporary, Pieter de
Hooch, a Rückenfigur, can often be seen standing within a doorsien – a view
through to another space60 - in the middle ground facing the background, as is
the case with the female figure who stands in the archway of Courtyard in Delft
(1658, London, National Gallery) or the little girl looking out of an open door in
the background of his Woman Lacing Her Bodice beside a Cradle (c. 1661-3,
Berlin, Gemäldegalerie). One could say that the purpose of such figures in De
Hooch’s works is to usher the eye of the viewer through the composition,
drawing attention to De Hooch’s mastery of perspective and his handling of
complex space. However, in Vrel’s case, as has been noted, even when his
figures do look to another space, that space is not depicted. It can be
suggested, therefore, that Vrel did not employ the Rückenfigur as a spatial
device.
In Gabriel Metsu’s Woman Reading a Letter (c. 1664-6, Dublin, National
Gallery of Ireland), we find a Rückenfigur in the figure of the maid. She calls the
viewer’s attention to a possible meaning for the scene by raising the curtain on
the transposed nautical painting. With her back to us, she mirrors our position in
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front of the painting. Stoichita argued that she is a sign that the painting must be
“read”.61 Writers have sought to decipher the iconography of the picture of the
storm-tossed ship, the letter, the thimble on the floor, etc.. Dutch middle class
male and female viewers would possibly have taken pleasure in looking at and
deciphering such images because they could apply various codes in their
discussion of these evocative works. However, as Hecht had noted, in Vrel’s
Woman at a Window, very few objects in the room call out to be “read” – at
least not from our twenty-first-century perspective. The woman simply draws the
viewer’s gaze toward herself and the window but does not appear to offer a clue
to any underlying meaning; the role of the Rückenfigur in Vrel’s oeuvre,
therefore, is probably not iconographical.
A closer parallel to Vrel’s use of the Rückenfigur is Esaias Boursse’s
Interior with a Woman at a Spinning Wheel (1661, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
In this dimly backlit room, a woman sits at her spinning wheel by the fireplace to
the left of the composition, absorbed in her work. As she handles the yarn with
both hands, her head is inclined and her face is largely concealed behind her
bonnet. It is not immediately apparent that there is a second figure in the
composition. From the gloom, the huddled body of a male figure appears, sitting
in the shadows very close to the picture plane. With his back to the viewer and
his broad-brimmed hat, he is reminiscent of the male figure in Vrel’s Lille interior
(CR 7). The figures’ apparent disinterest and isolation from each other, as well
as their inattentiveness to the viewer, seems to have more affinity with Vrel’s
interior paintings. The relationship between the figures and their relationship to
the viewer in both Boursse’s and Vrel’s paintings produces a particular mood,
which could perhaps be described as “melancholic”. There are also
Rückenfiguren in several of the paintings of Pieter Janssens Elinga (another
one of Brière-Misme’s “intimistes”), such as his Reading Woman (c. 1665-70,
Munich, Alte Pinakothek) and Sweeping Woman (c. 1670, St. Petersburg, State
Hermitage).
Another comparable use of the Rückenfigur is in a print series (c.1650)
by Geertruydt Roghman. In her five engravings, women are seen in profile or
61
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from behind engrossed in carrying out household chores. It has been argued
that these prints may have influenced artists in the decades following their
production, including Vermeer, Netscher, De Hooch, and possibly even Vrel, in
their treatment of the theme of domestic work. Peter Sutton and Martha Moffitt
Peacock have suggested that Roghman’s Woman before a Window Cleaning
Kitchen Utensils was a source for the woman in CR16.62 Roghman’s so-called
Cooking Woman bears compositional similarities to the Vrel’s paintings of
women sitting by the hearth, especially CR13 and 14.63 Despite the
compositional and thematic similarities, through their concentration on the task
at hand, the women in Roghman’s prints direct the viewer’s gaze to what they
are doing and encourage the viewer to contemplate the benefits of diligent
housework. Simon Schama noted that Roghman’s prints include some objects
that have been interpreted as having moral significations, such as the skull, the
clock, and the distaff and therefore, followed “moralizing conventions” to a
certain extent; however, he also suggested that, unlike genre paintings of
similar subjects by her male contemporaries, the focus of Roghman’s
compositions is on the physical toil required in carrying out domestic chores.64
Moffitt Peacock has claimed that Roghman’s print series, which provide a rare
“female” insight into “feminine” work, participated in this discourse and
influenced the “respectful mood” of male images of similar subject matter in the
second half of the seventeenth-century.65 Moffitt Peacock has written that
Roghman’s print series contributed to: “the discourse on women and the
significance of their domestic roles, rather than to their powerlessness”.66 While
the poses of the women and some compositional traits can be compared to
Vrel’s paintings, as we have already observed, Vrel rarely shows his figures
actually engaged in chores and if he does, the work appears to be neither
strenuous nor a key focus of the scene (in CR16, the figure has laid her
handiwork to the side). In Vrel’s compositions, as seen in CR16, perhaps on
62
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account of our perception of the lack of visual clues, the viewer must be more
attentive and involved in the production of meaning, or, as Grootenboer
suggested, they must become more aware of their engagement in looking.
As in many of Vrel’s other interior scenes, the woman in CR16 in Vienna
appears to be unaware of the viewer, as Marjorie Wieseman put it, she is
“resolutely uncommunicative”.67 With no clues in the room, the viewer is left
wondering about the woman and, given that her gaze continues beyond what
we can see, wondering what lies on the other side of the window. Elizabeth
Honig has suggested that the inattentiveness of Vrel’s figures results in the
feeling of emptiness - although physically, present, for her, his figures have
psychologically vacated the depicted space. About CR16, she wrote:
The framed window allows the woman, the first object of our vision and viewing subject,
to be completed, but excludes the final object of this visual trajectory. Vrel’s picture
provides the sight with little sensual satisfaction and less information; still less is the
information given about the person we see, her vision, or her thoughts. Turning her
back and leaning out the window, she vacates the room as an occupying psychological
presence, leaving behind a space which is thus constructed as emptiness.68

Honig has suggested that, in the painting that has been claimed by some to be
the pendant to Woman at the Window, the so-called Convalescent (CR3 fig.
4),69 the sleeping figure also psychologically “vacates” the space.70
The indeterminacy that results from Vrel’s uncommunicative figures finds
parallels in responses to Rückenfiguren in paintings by other artists. In the
catalogue for the recent Vermeer and the Masters of Genre Painting exhibition,
which highlighted the competition and mutual influence between Dutch artists in
the second half of the seventeenth century,71 Arthur Wheelock noted the
borrowing and reworking of the female Rückenfigur in Ter Borch’s famous
Gallant Conversation (‘The Paternal Admonition,’ c. 1654, Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum) by contemporaries, such as in Pieter de Hooch’s Woman
67
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Drinking with Two Men (c. 1658, London, National Gallery), Jan Steen’s
Itinerant Musicians (1659, Ascott, Ascott House), and Jacob Ochtervelt’s The
Serenade (c. 1669, Private Collection). Wheelock has written how Ter Borch’s
much-discussed painting is representative of a type that the artist developed
around mid-century in which it seems that the ambiguous relationship between
figures (social, emotional, etc.), rather than clear narratives, was the intended
effect.72 This was achieved by hiding the face of one of the protagonists.
According to Wheelock, this type of painting was quite “modern” at the time of
its production in that it encouraged the investment and involvement of the
viewer: “He created scenarios that relate to shared human experiences but, like
a good novelist, he kept the plot line sufficiently unresolved so that the viewer
feels emboldened to enter into the narrative to complete the scenario”.73
Likewise, Franits has called the subject matter of this painting “deliberately
vague”.74 The wide divergence in the interpretation of Ter Borch’s narrative
(ranging from a scene of a father scolding his daughter to a brothel scene), are
therefore the result of the painting’s open-ended, ambiguous subject matter.75
Vrel’s paintings, as we have seen argued from several points of view, also
required a great deal of involvement from the viewing subject, given that their
indeterminacy produced a similarly ambiguous effect. Although, in Vrel’s
paintings, there are even fewer clues that would lead the viewer to understand
a meaning or narrative.
The “emboldened” viewer, which Wheelock proposed was necessary for
making Ter Borch’s Paternal Admonition viewable, is akin to the imaginative
involvement that Riegl thought was required of the viewer of Dutch genre
painting. He wrote: “The artists of Holland were the first to realize that the
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viewing subjects can take mental control over all the objects in a painting by
making them part of the viewing subject’s own consciousness”.76 Martin Kemp
noted that Riegl thought Dutch viewers could identify with figures who no longer
gazed back at them.77 Dutch group portraiture, in Riegl’s account, moved from
purely external coherence towards a balancing of external and internal
coherence; the most successful example of group portraiture, in Riegl’s eyes,
was Rembrandt’s Syndics of the Draper’s Guild (De Staalmeesters, 1662,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum) because it perfectly balanced both modes.78 Iversen
and Melville have pointed out that, unlike group portraiture, which “necessitates
the look out of the picture”, Riegl claimed genre painting achieved external
coherence with the viewer in a different way.79 In the following passage from the
end of his book, Riegl discussed the types of figures that could be found in
genre painting during the mid-seventeenth century, choosing a Dutch drawing
of a male Rückenfigur as his main example (although he could have been
discussing any one of many paintings by Vrel):
Finally, the most mature stage in the evolution is populated by figures like the man
looking through an open door in a drawing in the Albertina (Fig. 80). As had been the
rule in Romance art for some time, the figure’s attentiveness is again firmly and
unambiguously united in internal coherence with something specific (in this case, say,
the corridor beyond the door). Whatever that specific something may be, however, it
remains undepicted, and the viewer is forced to imagine it. Likewise, the man’s eyes
are not depicted only his back. But this is rendered in such a suggestive way that the
viewer is inspired to search his or her personal experience and come up with an idea of
what the figure is ‘attentive to.’ Precisely the same type of seemingly trivial and
insignificant figure appears countless times in paintings from Holland of the 1640s and
1650s. For example, a fisherman, who on the surface is concentrating on a particular
object (the unseen fish) but is in actuality sparking a sense of great anticipation in the
viewer’s imagination. Or, shall we say, a ‘seamstress’ whose tiny stitches the viewer
hardly notices because of the convincing and skilful way she is shown completely
absorbed in her own task.80

With the types of images described in this passage, Riegl suggested that
viewers needed to delve into their personal experience in order to complete the
scenes and to imagine what is suggested but not visible. Riegl noted that there
were countless examples of Dutch paintings in which the viewer was required to
envision elements; one could add to the examples that he listed, paintings of
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figures reading or writing letters, where the words themselves are invisible to
the viewer, such as in Vermeer’s Woman in Blue Reading a Letter (c. 1664,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum) and the face and demeanour of a woman whose
back is to the viewer, as in CR16 or Ter Borch’s Gallant Conversation. Iversen
and Melville have written: “Riegl’s account of Dutch genre painting expands the
sense of external coherence to include pictures that might at first appear closed
in on themselves but that demand to a high degree the spectator’s imaginative
supplementation”.81 While the figures in such paintings appear inattentive to the
viewer, in Riegl’s framework, the composition coheres both internally and
externally because it demands, to a much greater extent, the involvement of the
viewer. The viewer of Vrel’s interior paintings, certainly must employ
“imaginative supplementation”, drawing on their own subjective experience, in
order to fill in for the gaps in visual information. In its simplicity and absence of a
determinable narrative painted into the scene, CR16 offers the mind of the
viewer a sense of control.82
Riegl thought that the Dutch articulated the psychological life of the
figures they painted.83 Daniel Arasse has written that for Riegl, the essential
characteristic of the Dutch Kunstwollen “is related to its being intended as an
‘art of interiority’”; Arasse eloquently explained that the attentiveness of group
portraits: “constitutes ‘the most subjective expression of inner life,’ exemplary of
painting that has as its objectives the presentation to the viewer of the
immaterial presence of the individual character”. 84 In order to access the “inner
state” of attentive figures in genre paintings, without the aid of direct eye contact
and gestures characteristic of the figures in earlier group portraits, demanded
greater effort and involvement on the part of the viewer, an “imaginative
supplementation”. Riegl wrote:
In the art of Holland, however, these inner states are so hidden beneath a neutralizing
attentiveness that it takes careful, painstaking observation and deep reflection for the
viewer to peel back the surface and reveal them. As a result of this intense process that
viewing subjects are expected to undergo and that makes demands on their whole
conscious experience, they become so intimately implicated in the inner working of the
81
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scene, so deeply invested, so to speak, in the reality of what is happening there, that
what began as an external incident becomes an inner experience. In short, this is the
pictorial conception of the genre painting of seventeenth-century Holland, as practiced
for instance by Adriaen van Ostade.85

In Riegl’s terms, then, the genre painting becomes part of the viewer’s
subjective experience. Kemp wrote that: “The unity of the image is transferred
from the objective and physical sphere into the subjective and psychic sphere: it
appeals to the viewer’s ‘consciousness of subjective experience’”.86 The
Rückenfigur in Vrel’s paintings can be seen as a device that allows for, or even
requires, the psychological engagement and empathetic identification of the
viewer who must relate to the faceless figure that mirrors his or her position in
front of the picture.
2. The Look Outwards
In the following section we will consider some themes of the woman in
the home, comparing Vrel’s interiors with those of his contemporaries, and
setting them against plausible interpretations opened up by iconological and
social historical analyses. Even though the Vienna Woman at the Window
(CR16) and the frontispiece (CR1) are the only two examples in which a
Rückenfigur is seen looking out a window or door, the look from the home to the
world beyond is a common feature in Vrel’s oeuvre.87 Occasionally, in the street
scenes as well, a male figure, who has been identified as a baker, will appear
looking out of a window above his shop (CR41, CR42, CR43 and CR46). These
elderly bakers, in whom Brière-Misme interpreted a theme of retirement that, for
her, carried through Vrel’s oeuvre, do not seem to be looking at anything or
anyone in particular; instead their look is listless and undirected (perhaps
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replicating the undirected look of the viewer outside the composition).88
Whether the figure who is looking out of the home is seen from the perspective
of the street or from within, they seem unaware of the viewer looking at them,
even if, as Koerner noted, they mirror the viewer’s gaze. Only once in Vrel’s
known oeuvre does a figure look from the principal depicted space to an
adjacent interior space; this occurs in CR29, the painting of a female
Rückenfigur waving to a little girl in the darkened space behind the window
pane (even here, the adjacent space is not described in a way that gives the
viewer a sense of what it looks like, its size, its function, etc.).
The window in CR29 and CR56 does not function symbolically or
practically as might be expected, and this is what, in part, makes these
paintings so strange. Brière-Misme was the first to propose that the window in
these paintings was likely an interior one, of the kind that can be seen in some
of Pieter de Hooch’s paintings (such as the The Linen Closet, 1663,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum). In De Hooch’s paintings, however, she noted that
light and aspects of the adjacent room can be seen through the window. BrièreMisme wrote of CR29 and 56: “Strange paradox to paint a blind window!”.89
Much within the composition of CR29 is discordant, producing what
Grootenboer has called an “unnerving”, “eerie” or “unheimlich [uncanny]
atmosphere”.90 In addition to the strangeness of the spectre-like child who
appears at the window, the quality of light in this painting is also very strange. If
88
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the painting was intended to depict a day-time scene, one would expect some
of the light from the foreground to have penetrated the background space, as in
the case of De Hooch’s paintings. On the other hand, if it portrays a nocturnal
scene, then the light in the foreground should be warmer, softer as though from
a fire or lamp light. Grootenboer noted that the reflection on the glass in CR29,
which oddly resembles the reflection of an electric light or flash from a camera,
was unique in Vrel’s work, writing: “The element typical of Dutch realism yet
lacking in all Vrel’s other work (except for one other painting [CR56]), namely
reflection, finally makes an appearance here”.91
The motif of the woman at the window (or women, or windows) is clearly
neither unique to Dutch art nor to Vrel. In western culture, windows have been
loaded with many associations. They have been thought of as the eyes of the
house (as eyes have been thought of as the portals to the soul) and spaces of
liminal ritual, seduction and surveillance. Windows have been used as
allegories for the art of painting and for perception or vision. In this respect,
within the Dutch seventeenth-century context, they can be related to Early
Modern theories of optics, as extromissive (reaching out) or intromissive
(receiving within), which in turn have been employed by modern art historians
as analogies for “Southern” and “Northern” modes of painting. The analogy
made between the act of seeing and “picture making” in both Rene Descartes’
and Johannes Kepler’s models of vision has been taken up by scholars,
including Victor Stoichita and Svetlana Alpers as being symptomatic of how the
Dutch “pictured” their world, especially in their paintings.92 It has been claimed
that instead of looking through a window, abolishing the surface as in the
Albertian model, the Dutch painted onto the surface of the canvas as though
making an image formed on the white sheet of the retina (“the retinal image”).93
Windows have also been thought of as symbols in Christian mythology. As Rolf
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Selbmann has put it: “Windows are thus by no means merely functional
components in residential architecture but also thresholds at the intersection of
inside and outside that are heavy with meaning and laden intentions”.94
The association of women with windows also has a long history in
western culture with the most likely precedent for Dutch genre paintings in
Virgin Mary symbolism.95 The metaphor of the divine light entering through a
window as explanation for Mary’s virginal motherhood, the Annunciation where
the spirit penetrates the body without leaving a mark was taken up in the
eleventh century.96 The association of the window with the Virgin Mary can still
be seen in the seventeenth century. Take for example Gaspar Bouttats’
engraving Manent illaesa (She is intact) in Jean de Leenheer’s emblem book
Virgo Maria mystica sub solis imagine emblematice expressa (1681).97 In
Bouttats’ print, the putto, who is the Devil’s servant, tries, unsuccessfully, to
draw a curtain to block the divine light from entering the home. An emblem from
Roemer Visscher’s Sinnepoppen seems to make a similar, although more
general, spiritual reference (Leenheer’s book was explicitly Catholic): Licht en
Dicht (Light and Closed), it is accompanied by an illustration of a window with a
cross-sectional view of a room on one side and a landscape with a church in
the distance on the other.98 The interior, presumably of a home, is illuminated
by the bright sunshine that streams through the windowpane, which also
protects the inside of the home from the strong wind that blows against the
glass. Although no longer directly a religious image, this emblem and
accompanying text suggest that through the tightly closed window, light (both
physical and divine) can enter the home, but that the window protects against
94
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the elements that would harm the well-being (again, both physical and spiritual)
of its inhabitants. The sexual and spiritual associations of Virgin symbolism
remain available in some interpretations of the theme of Dutch women at
windows for certain spectators.
There are innumerable Dutch interior genre paintings from the 1650s and
1660s that depict women adjacent to or looking out of windows and open
doorways. In some, such as Vermeer’s Woman Reading a Letter by an Open
Window (1657-9, Dresden, Gemäldegalerie) or De Hooch’s painting of the
same subject (1664, Budapest, Museum of Fine Art), women are pictured
absorbed in a solitary activity by a window. In others, they may be carrying out a
household task or minding children near the entrance to the home or window,
as in Nicolaes Maes’ The Lacemaker (c. 1656, New York, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art). Occasionally, the mistress of the home or a servant interacts
with individuals from the outside, as in Ochtervelt’s Musicians at the Doorway of
a House (1665, St. Louis Art Museum).
From the 1990s, feminist social art historians have understood the
domestic boundary as being invoked in such paintings.99 Some have argued
that the boundary of the home, including the windows to the street, is where the
woman of the house could publicly represent herself and her family while
guarding the home. Furthermore, it has been put forward that, in taking up a
position, by the window, where she sees and is seen by the world, the woman
participated in the performance of evolving gender roles, burgher identity, the
reformation of interiority and the rethinking of the boundary of the domestic
sphere. Both a voyeuristic male gaze, at once sexualised and charged with
anxieties for the unguarded home and at a distracted woman, as well as the
female gaze, simultaneously appreciative of and judgemental of the display of
feminine duty, have been suggested as means of interpreting a painting like
99
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Pieter de Hooch’s A Boy Bringing Bread (1663, London, Wallace Collection) or,
say, the depiction of the woman by a window next to whom a man’s silhouette
looms on the other side of the glass in Hoogstraten’s perspective box (1655-60,
London, National Gallery).100 In the case of Vrel’s paintings of women in the
interior, Martha Moffitt Peacock has argued: “His female subjects offer no
traditional titillating or patriarchalizing gazes for male viewers. The frequently
aged figures are completely absorbed in their own activities and refuse the
determining gaze”.101
The notion of a secretive, voyeuristic gaze often associated with interior
genre paintings, such as Vermeer’s A Girl Reading a Letter at an Open Window
(1657-9, Dresden, State Art Museums) is, in this analysis, substituted with the
notion of a public and openly direct gaze, as is prompted in the so-called “niche
paintings”, developed by the Leiden fijnschilders, for example Gerard Dou’s
Dutch Housewife (1650, Paris, Louvre), or Caspar Netscher’s Woman Feeding
a Parrot (1666, Washington DC, National Gallery of Art). In this pictorial mode,
inherited from Venetian erotic art, the perspective of viewing that applies to
Woman at a Window (CR 16) is reversed so that the figure or figures within the
stone enclosure often look back at the viewer and are, therefore, “aware” of the
viewer’s gaze. Painted as if in close proximity to the picture plane, these figures
and the objects that surround them appear to invade the viewer’s space. 102 The
trompe l’oeil quality of these paintings reinforces the association of the window
with the art of painting and as Franits has argued “foist a delightful visual
conceit upon the viewer by toying with the parameters of art and reality”.103
Sexual undertones have also been interpreted into paintings such as Gerrit
Dou’s Kitchenmaid with a Boy in a Window (1652, Karlsruhe, Staatliche
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Kunsthalle), in which a parallel has been suggested between the availability of
the female figure and the produce, laden with sexual innuendo, which
surrounds her.104
In her article on Dutch windows, Irene Cieraad has discussed the shifting
behaviour of Dutch women toward windows. She has argued that these
perceived changes were linked to societal attitudes towards women and their
gendered roles. The attitudes that she described, which can at times be read
into Dutch paintings, evolved simultaneously with changes in domestic
architecture and window design.105 As the architecture changed, societal views
towards women being seen at windows changed as well. Although a preference
for larger windows that developed in the second half of the century might be
presumed to signal greater transparency and desire to be seen or project a selfimage (undoubtedly, larger windows were also preferred for the greater amount
of light they allowed into the home and were made possible by the increased
production of glass for the market), on the other hand they were perversely
accompanied by increasing desire for privacy. Cieraad argues that as the
century progressed, burgher mistresses of the home no longer maintained their
position by the front window, it was no longer seemly for them to do so - the role
of controlling the entrance became the province of maids. She wrote:
By the end of the century the ‘window attitude’ of women marked their status. Upperclass women were not to be seen at the front window or to be seated in an open
window, acts from which lower-class women were not yet restrained.106

This remark is echoed by Michael McKeon who has explained that within the
“proto-bourgeois” group of women, female idleness became valued. What used
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to be the life-defining work of almost all women in the home, became tasks
taken up by female servants employed in richer households.107
There were practical reasons for the mistress of the house and servants
to occupy the position by the front window, as we see them doing in many
Dutch genre paintings. The voorhuis (literally, front house) would have been a
good room for reading, sewing and other such activities because, being
outward facing, it would have offered a better quality of light than could be
attained within rooms deeper in the house. Women would sit on a platform
called a zoldertje, which was placed next to the window – as represented in
some interior genre paintings including Gabriel Metsu’s Woman Reading a
Letter with a Servant (mid-1660s, Dublin, National Gallery of Ireland) or Pieter
de Hooch’s A Woman and a Young Man with a Letter (1670, Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum) – to take advantage of the light and to elevate themselves above
the cold, draughty floor.108 From this position, they could also keep an eye on
the comings and goings of the household and visitors. However, referring to
Metsu’s Woman Reading a Letter with a Servant, Loughman wrote: “Some
moralists criticized this custom of sitting close to the street window because it
encouraged passers-by to stop and chat, interrupting household activities, and
also, more seriously, because it could lead to flirtation between the sexes”.109
This drama indicates the two-way traffic of the window, and the woman at the
window.
In many interior paintings by Pieter de Hooch, Jacob Ochtervelt and
others, open doors and windows offer clear views of the city outside the home
and figures are often pictured on both sides of the threshold or in the process of
crossing it. It has been argued that such paintings have emphasized the
porousness of the domestic boundary and the interaction between those who
reside within the home and the world beyond.110 In contrast with such pictures,
the figures in Vrel’s interior paintings, though often placed close to an open door
or window, seem firmly fixed within the home and there is no indication of
107
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“outsiders” having entered. Apart from the lost frontispiece picture (CR1) which
we understand from Thoré-Bürger’s and Astruc’s descriptions included a view of
the street and at least one figure seen through the open door, none of Vrel’s
extant interiors include views of the world beyond the home. This factor could
be seen to contribute to the feeling of isolated intimacy that Brière-Misme and
others have detected in Vrel’s paintings, as described in the previous chapter.
Maria Müller-Schareck has written: “The window always marks a threshold
between interior and exterior space, but a threshold that – unlike a door – can
generally be passed only by the eyes and the light, not by the body”.111 One
could argue, that, in Vrel’s paintings, doors actually function as windows in the
sense that his figures are often seen to be looking through them but never
traversing their thresholds.
The relation of inside and outside has often been stressed in critical
interpretations of Dutch interior paintings, especially with regard to the paintings
of De Hooch and Ochtervelt. In Vermeer’s paintings, to which Vrel’s interiors
have been compared for their apparent isolation from the external world, the
doorway leading out to the street and view through the windows are never
depicted, unless we include the glimpse of the darkened interior behind the
seated woman in the doorway, and the view of the maid in the courtyard
beyond the passage to the left-hand side in Het Straatje (c.1658, Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum). Daniel Arasse has argued that, in contrast to many paintings by
his contemporaries, Vermeer’s interiors, specifically his The Art of Painting (c.
1662-8, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum) and Allegory of Faith (c. 1670-2,
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art), that there is no focus on the physical
threshold between the private and public realms, i.e. the domestic boundary.
Rather, Arrasse claimed, the threshold exists between the viewer and the work:
The allegories establish the theoretical principle of obstacles that, in his interiors,
Vermeer puts at the visual entrance to his space. It is the painting that affirms its interior
as a reserved interiority, and it is exclusively between the painting and its viewer that
the threshold of that intimacy is marked off.112
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The relation between self and other, which is a key element of Riegl’s
Aufmerksamkeit, is where Arasse’s threshold is drawn.
The potential threat of the distracted woman, which Loughman
described, can be read into some of Vrel’s paintings, including CR16 in which
the female figure has put down her sewing for an indeterminable length of time.
In two of Vrel’s street scenes, a pair of women are seen chatting, in the first
(CR31), through a half-open door, and the second (CR49), though an open
window. Although one ought perhaps not to claim that Vrel intended them as
such, they, CR49 especially, can be thought of as possible reverse perspectives
of Woman at a Window (CR16). If we recall, CR49 was displayed as one of two
Intérieurs de Béguinage by Vermeer at the 1866 Exposition Rétrospective.
Brière-Misme considered this painting, which she called “Causerie” (Chat), to
have been one of the transitional paintings that led from Vrel’s street scenes
into the home. In the progression of her narrative, she suggested that the
woman seen at the window from CR49 had been left behind by her companion,
and that she wished to escape from the home and join her.113 At the beginning
of the second part of the article, Brière-Misme’s reader enters the home to see
“la bavarde” (the gossip) still standing at the window in CR16: “We see her from
behind now, quiet, bent over the empty street”.114 The suggestion that CR49
was the pendant and reverse perspective of CR16, and that the Rückenfigur
had been gossiping with a companion, evokes themes of the distracted woman
at the window, a woman associated with idleness and other vices, and a theme
that will be further discussed below.
In a sparsely furnished room (CR 30), possibly a voorhuis, a woman
wearing a dark skirt, blue apron, red shirt, typical white head-covering and
shawl stands in profile to the right of the composition. She is absorbed in
inspecting a comb, presumably for lice, which she has been using to comb
through the long blond hair of the child who sits in a wooden chair facing her,
her face buried in the folds of the woman’s skirt. The whitewashed walls of the
room are completely bare, apart from a cloak hanging on the wall behind the
113
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woman. The view of the room does not include the usual hearth, box-bed or
simple decorative elements that are typical of Vrel’s other interior paintings – in
fact, the only decorations in the room are the small coats of arms adorning the
windowpanes above the doorway, to the left of the composition. The room is
illuminated by the daylight that floods in through these windows and through the
entrance. Leaning against the wall, in the corner behind the door, are a rake
and broom, implements of work that echo the purging function of the comb in
the woman’s hand. A young boy wearing a broad-brimmed hat (much like the
one seen looking distractedly out the window in CR7) stands between the two
halves of the open door, leaning on the lower part in a similar manner to the
woman in the frontispiece. As in CR7, he has discarded his hoop and stick,
which lie on the floor in front of the open door. Echoing the woman’s pose, he
stands in profile looking out across the threshold to the bright outdoor space
beyond the painted scene.115 While his face is visible, the majority of his body is
hidden behind the door. The woman and little girl are preoccupied, and the boy
is left alone in his reverie. Although one might interpret in him a desire to go
outside, he seems to be firmly wedged in his position just inside the threshold.
This treatment of a domestic subject is both conventional and unconventional.
As in CR7 and CR28, the maternal theme can be imposed on this painting. A
woman combing, or delousing, a child’s hair is a common subject in Dutch
seventeenth-century genre paintings and examples can be found in the oeuvres
of Pieter de Hooch – A Mother Delousing her Child’s Hair, also known as A
Mother’s Duty (c. 1658-60, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum), Gerard Ter Borch –
Mother Combing the Hair of her Child, (1650s, The Hague, Mauritshuis) and
The Stone Grinder’s Family (1653-5, Berlin, Gemäldegalerie), and Quirijn van
Brekelenkam – Woman Combing a Child’s Hair (1648, Leiden, Stedelijk
Museum “De Lakenhal”). It is considered an “archetypal” image of a woman
fulfilling her domestic duties as caretaker and role model for the next generation
and, as Loughman has written of de Hooch’s “A Mother’s Duty”: “is exactly the
sort of moralizing homely scene which was popular at the time”.116 Ter Borch’s
image of domestic virtue universalises the values of parenthood, setting them in
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relation to the father’s rough workspace in the stone grinder’s yard – sharpening
a blade, like delousing, could be read as a metaphor for good parenting.
Brekelenkam’s and, especially, De Hooch’s paintings offer the same motif within
a pristine domestic ideal attainable only by the burgher class.117 Of
Brekelenkam’s picture Otto Naumann has written: “This simple,
unprepossessing woman who ministers so intently to her child is the pinnacle of
domestic virtue. She sets aside the daily duties of the household to delouse the
boy’s hair before sending him off to school”.118 Some authors have related
paintings depicting a woman combing or delousing a child’s hair to an emblem
from Roemer Visscher’s popular Sinnepoppen (1614).119 The emblem, in which
a representation of a comb is accompanied by the motto: “Purgat et ornat” (“To
cleanse and to adorn”)120 was, according to Naumann, “a reminder of the dual
nature of earthly goods, which could be employed for either virtue or vice”.121 A
contemporary spectator would have been required to ascertain for themselves
whether, in any instance of a child’s hair being combed, the context was to be
understood as virtuous or vicious.
As John Loughman has emphasised in a recent essay, in the 1650s
there was a new demand for genre paintings depicting women interacting with
children and servants.122 Many, as we have seen in the previous chapters, have
also attributed this surge in paintings depicting domestic subjects to
contemporary historical events, to changes precipitated by the signing of the
Peace of Westphalia in 1648. It has been suggested that once peace was
attained after the Eighty Years war, that the Dutch desired peace in all aspects
of their lives, including more peaceful imagery in the paintings they purchased
in conditions of increasing prosperity. 123 Loughman has presented a more
complex explanation for the shift in subject matter, which, he argued, was not
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the result of a single, but rather a number of interrelated factors.124 The same
mundane subjects were often repeated a number of times by different artists
within the same circle – this borrowing was not limited to subject matter alone
but to compositional elements too.125 An individual artist would even repeat the
same subject multiple times, as seen in Vrel’s oeuvre. The booming art market
of the 1650s was the reason, according to Martha Hollander, for the repetition
of subjects and for the formulaic nature of Dutch art of the time. Pictures had to
be produced quickly to meet demand.126 Wayne Franits has argued that the
repetition of certain subjects demonstrates that seventeenth-century Dutch
viewers “desired to see a limited number of subjects rendered in a specific
manner”.127 Loughman, Hollander and others have suggested that the
popularity of domestic genre paintings seemed to increase along with societal
shifts that witnessed the gradual separating of the intimate sphere of the family
from the public sphere. Yet, Dutch genre paintings did not simply record or
reflect the changes in Dutch society; as Chapman has argued: “In the emerging
domesticity around 1650, paintings were just as likely to shape values as to
reflect them”.128
Based on his research into painting ownership, Eric Jan Sluijter has
suggested that, while the wealthiest members of Dutch society were generally
the only individuals who owned paintings by the most sought-after masters,
such as Vermeer, Dou or Ter Borch, that, numerous inexpensive and
anonymous works were almost always found in the inventories of wealthy
collectors as well.129 He further noted that genre pieces, including paintings
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representing the lower classes, appear almost exclusively in the inventories of
wealthy collectors.130 Therefore, Vrel’s paintings, along with the more refined
peasant scenes by Adriaen van Ostade or the tailor shop scenes of Quirijn van
Brekelenkam, were probably not intended for the classes they depicted – which
in Vrel’s case is the broad middle class made up of shopkeepers, tradesmen
and humble artisans.
In CR30, although a maternal theme can be imposed on this painting, it
does not seem to be the focus of composition. While the woman remains
absorbed in her task (as in CR28), equal, if not more, weight is given to the idle
boy who looks through the doorway. We might compare it to De Hooch’s
Woman Lacing Her Bodice beside a Cradle (c. 1661-3, Berlin, Gemäldegalerie),
where we are presented with a similar subject to Vrel’s CR30. In the foreground,
a mother sits within an elegant interior. She is preoccupied with lacing her
bodice while simultaneously keeping her eye on the cradle that is next to her.
Meanwhile, in the adjoining voorhuis in the right background of the composition,
a small child, this time a girl, stands with her back to her mother and the viewer,
before the bright space of the open half door. As in Vrel’s painting, apart from
the sliver of daylight, the viewer cannot see what, other than the light of the
exterior world, has attracted the child’s attention, nor what lies beyond the
space of the domestic interior. With her left foot slightly raised, it appears that
the girl might be about to step forward, approaching the threshold, even leaving
the home. The transitory nature, or liminality, of the girl’s pose, contrasts with
that of Vrel’s boy who appears immobile in his position between the half door
and the wall. In both paintings, however, the threshold can be understood as a
metaphor for the relation between inside and outside and as well, perhaps, as a
marker of a child’s growing up.
Honig has argued that, with the object of the boy’s gaze invisible to the
viewer, the interior space is emptied of his psychological presence, which she
argued is something that also occurs in CR3 and CR16.131 She has written:
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The space of this room is made to seem cavernous by the high ceiling and the huge
blank expanse of wall at its far end, whose refusal to signify is absolute. Our look is
unfulfilled: instead of communicating about something, the wall invites us to a reverie
like that of the child who looks longingly out the door to an undescribed world beyond.
Trapped between two halves of the door, he is absolutely situated in the womb of the
house, and only his thoughts leave it to wander the streets outside. Dreams rather than
actions are Vrel’s subject.132

Honig’s association of the type of looking portrayed within the composition to
the type of looking she argued that the painting encouraged from the viewer is
interesting and will be further considered below. Her suggestion that the
unfulfilling absence of signifiers and actions, or any readable emotions, makes
Vrel’s painted interior a place for the viewer’s own reverie is also intriguing.
In CR27 (fig. 10), a similar composition, a young woman sits in profile on
a simple wooden chair with her head leaning in one of her hands. Although she
appears weighed-down and anchored to her chair, her eyes gaze upward and
outward through the half-open door before her. She looks toward the bright
space outside the confines of the room: perhaps a courtyard, perhaps the street
– again this space is beyond the composition and unavailable to the viewer.
The closed bottom half of the door emphasises her confinement to this room.
Presumably, she is keeping watch over, or visiting, the figure seen resting in the
wood-framed box-bed to her right, in the back of the room, which is why this
painting and three similar compositions by Vrel (CR25, CR26, CR55) have
traditionally been called the “Little Nurse”.133 Behind the seated woman, to the
right of the composition, is the familiar fireplace with prominent chimney hood
adorned with decorative plates. Unlike the other women in Vrel’s interiors, this
noticeably younger woman is dressed in a lighter rust-coloured shirt and pale
blue-grey skirt and apron. Her white cap is pulled back farther on her head to
reveal brown hair. Although the viewer is given an unrestricted view of her
profile, one is unable to detect any emotion or individual features.
The young woman’s slightly slumped, seated position, with head resting
in her hand is the classic pose of melancholia.134 The archetype for this pose is
found in Dürer’s celebrated engraving, Melencolia I (1514). Its winged female
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figure cradling her face in her hand, gazing abstractedly into space, surrounded
by the attributes of the world, was influential in establishing the typology of
secular melancholy. It found echoes in hundreds of Vanitas images, history
paintings and portraits, male and female. There is a huge literature on the
image, crowned by the work of Erwin Panofsky.135 Of Vrel’s much later version,
at some distance a reference to this motif, Brière-Misme wrote: “This peacefully
melancholic composition must have been a big success; we know of three
replicas…”136 It is impossible to determine how long the figure of the young
woman had been seated in such a pose. The heaviness with which she
appears to lean into her hand, suggests she has been like this for an extended
period of time. The condition of the figure in the bed can only be assumed, but
the pallor of her face, like that of the female figure in CR3, which has
traditionally been called the Convalescent, might indicate that he or she is ill.
However, the ailment from which the woman suffers in CR3, might be also be
interpreted as melancholia or “acedia”.
3. Melancholia
The melancholic figure is the final motif employed by Vrel that I wish to
consider. In addition to the “Little Nurse” paintings, it also occurs, as has been
seen, in the frontispiece image and even in one of the street scenes in which
the baker looks out from a window above his shop (CR 41). Returning to our
touchstone painting, the Vienna Woman at the Window (CR 16), we noted that
the view of the woman is a reversal of that of the baker. While the viewer cannot
see whether the woman’s head rests upon her hand as his does, the inactive
female figure who has discarded her sewing to lean heavily through the window
is suggestive of some of the traits associated with the melancholic pose. The
unoccupied, idle (in both senses of the word) female figure invariably had
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negative connotations, even if she had no specific function as a sign of
melancholy or vanity.
As we have seen, idle figures rather than active ones, are the norm in
Vrel’s oeuvre. Idle servants, a conventional subject in Dutch genre paintings,
were often portrayed slumped over in a melancholic position, such as in Maes’s
Idle Servant (1655, London, National Gallery) or Vermeer’s A Maid Asleep
(1656-57, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art). It has been suggested that
Maes’s paintings, in addition to Roghman’s prints, may have been a source for
Vrel;137 however, unlike Vrel’s paintings, Maes’ scenes abound in
unambiguously emblematic and anecdotal references that can be read in the
many objects that surround the figures. In his works moral messages,
highlighting the virtue of domestic work and prayer versus the dangers of
idleness, would likely have been readily associated with such subject matter, if
only playfully. Vermeer’s A Maid Asleep, his first known domestic genre
painting, is comparable to Vrel’s scenes of solitary, idle or sleeping women. H.
Perry Chapman has underscored the equivocal nature of this scene that
contains little anecdotal information or other figures. Furthermore, the woman’s
role in the household is unclear. Although the presence of the painting on the
back wall depicting Cupid and the pitcher and glasses on the table may lead to
an identification of an erotic subject matter, this narrative is not evident and is
not the obvious focus of the painting. Unlike Maes’s Idle Servant in which
another female figure calls attention to the neglectful maid who dozes amongst
disorderly piles of pots, pans and bowls, with a cat stealing poultry behind her
back, Chapman has suggested that the simplicity of the composition in
Vermeer’s painting, aims to concentrate the viewer’s attention on the existential
state of the solitary figure.138 X-radiographs have revealed that Vermeer had
painted out a male figure and dog who stood in the doorway, anecdotal motifs
that would have contributed to the theme of the “slothful maid”, in favour of a
pared-down, more ambiguous composition.139 Chapman has written: “By
eliminating the potential for a specific narrative and reducing the picture to the
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single figure, Vermeer focused on the young woman and her melancholy,
making her troubled state of mind more important than her status”.140 Like
Vermeer’s “maid”, the state of mind of Vrel’s figures, such as the young woman
in the “Little Nurse” paintings, or the boy in CR30, seems often to be the subject
of his paintings. Most often, the idle figure in Vrel’s interiors is an “old woman”
by the hearth (CR 3, CR4, CR5, CR6, CR13, and CR14).
The motif of the old woman by the fireside is a familiar trope in Dutch
seventeenth-century painting. Mid-century images of old women preparing food,
saying grace, resting by the hearth or tending the fire are common in paintings
by artists such as Esaias Boursse, Pieter Janssens Elinga, Nicolaes Maes,
Gerrit Dou, and Quiringh van Brekelenkam. These artists continued the tradition
developed by Rembrandt earlier in the century with tronien or character
portraits, some of which are thought to be of his aged mother (for example, the
portrait, c.1629, in the Royal Collection, Windsor Castle). It has been
demonstrated that old women were represented in paintings, from tronien and
interior genre paintings to portraits and history painting, far more often in Dutch
art than in the painting of other European countries of the seventeenthcentury.141
Paintings of old women formed an ideological continuum with Dutch
seventeenth-century societal views and conventions regarding the elderly, and
old women particularly. Following in the tradition of previous centuries, the
weakness and decrepitude of old age were considered symptoms of the
inevitable final sickness that led to death.142 According to William Bouwsma’s
book on the sixteenth-century theologian, John Calvin had “little respect for old
age. Time, he thought, rarely improved the human character… in old age we
are weary of life, and a nuisance and trouble to others”.143 Calvin’s views on old
women were especially negative, but consistent with his attitude toward women
in general: “Women always seemed to him potentially wanton, even in old age;
he was scandalized that a woman of seventy still ‘sought the delights of the
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bridal bed’”.144 The licentious old woman was a contemporary stereotype, as
borne out in the many depictions of old women as procuresses in genre
paintings.145
However, society’s views of the elderly were by no means only negative.
As Franits has noted, many writers saw a positive side to old age, in that it
“forced elderly people to contemplate death and the hereafter. They were thus
thought to possess greater wisdom than their juniors, especially with regard to
spiritual matters”.146 Ageing was often a common subject of seventeenthcentury moralistic literature, which encouraged a model of virtuous old age. In
Cats’ famous household manual, Houwelyck (1625), he devoted the last
chapter to widowhood and old age. While the second part of the chapter,
“Weduwe” [widow], provided practical advice to elderly women on whether to
remarry, how best to support themselves, etc., the first half of the chapter
“examines the transience of human existence (best illustrated by the
decrepitude of the elderly) and the need to repent, to reject earthly matters in
favour of spiritual ones”.147 Cats’ views on old age, and old women in particular,
were typical in that they derived largely from his combination of classical,
humanist and theological sources, and did not represent any radical
rethinking.148 His recommendations echo Michel de Montaigne’s; Montaigne
had expressed, what we can understand to be a conventional view, that the
aged should ignore the cares and material possessions of the outside world and
concentrate solely on the internal life and the afterlife. Montaigne wrote:
We have lived quite enough for others: let us live a least this tail-end of life for
ourselves. Let us bring our thoughts and reflections back to ourselves and to our own
well-being. Preparing securely for our own withdrawal is no light matter: it gives us
enough trouble without introducing other concerns. Since God grants us leave to make
things ready for our departure, let us prepare for it; let us pack up our bags and take
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leave of our company in good time; let us disentangle ourselves from those violent traps
which pledge us to other things and which distance us from ourselves.149

Old women were encouraged to lead a contemplative, secluded life
similar to that of nuns, occupying themselves with quiet handicrafts and the
reading of the Bible.150 The “pious widow” was often portrayed, in midseventeenth-century paintings of old women saying grace, as in the case of
Van Brekelenkam’s Grace before the meal (c. 1640-69, Paris, Louvre) and
Maes’s The Prayer without End (c. 1656, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum), or in
paintings in which they are depicted reading the Bible, such as Metsu’s Old
Woman Meditating (c. 1651-3, Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum) and, ostensibly,
Vrel’s Old Woman Reading (CR 56). Referring to the Maes painting, Simon
Schama has written:
Maes’s old woman, like all of the same type awaits death in virtue, stripped of the
deluding folly of things. Her meal is Lenten, the sparse and sacred food of herring and
bread. And these dowagers are poor. Money, like food or the burden of their own
sensual life, has happily fallen away from them. They are ready for the life of the
spirit.151

This description accords with Brière-Misme’s interpretation of the “grandmères”
in Vrel’s paintings, whom she described as having happily rid themselves of all
worldly cares and fears; her interpretation, however, did not rely on
seventeenth-century literature, other paintings, or visual sources, but is
presented as intuitive, self-evident and universal truth.
Visual cues, such as the figures’ hands clasped together in prayer, or the
Bible, were not necessary to convey piety in representations of the elderly. In
his discussion of Dou’s Old Woman Eating (c. 1632-7, Private Collection), which
seems to have no explicit religious references, Franits echoed Schama in
writing: “The modest interior and utter simplicity of the woman’s meal
emphasize the old woman’s godly lifestyle in the winter of her life”.152 As is the
case in the Dou painting, there seem to be no explicit religious motifs in Vrel’s
paintings of women by the hearth. The simplicity of the figures’ surroundings,
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their plain dress, and their calm demeanour are consistent with expectations of
virtuous old women as set out in moralistic writing. In pictures of elderly women
reading, praying, preparing food, or eating, such as Van Brekelenkam’s Grace
before the meal, they are often portrayed located close to the hearth. In another
painting by Van Brekelenkam, Interior of a Tailor Shop, an old woman is
depicted sitting in front of the fire with an open book in her lap which is
presumably meant to be understood as a Bible. She is separate from the
principal group of the three figures engaged in work to the left of the
composition; their representation of the vita activa contrasts with the vita
contemplativa that the old woman can be seen to embody. Having become frail
with age, it is sensible that the elderly would have preferred sitting next to the
hearth to warm their old bones.153 However, the hearth could have also been
interpreted as the spiritual warmth that the elderly were encouraged to seek
when turning inward in preparation for death.
Simon Schama divided Dutch pictures of old women into two groups
representing these polar opposite views: “the solitary matron saying grace over
a humble meal” in contrast with “the leering procuress presiding over a sexual
transaction”.154 This binary interpretation is somewhat reductive and does not
allow for multiple interpretations of more ambiguous imagery, but it provides a
range of possibilities. Vrel’s hearthside paintings, for instance, which depict
solitary women, may be interpreted as portraying models of virtuous old women,
as in the examples listed above; however, they can also be read as articulating
the dangers of unoccupied or poorly occupied time, such as the risk of
melancholy, ijdelheid (vanity), luiheid (sloth) and other vices. Furthermore, Vrel
possibly looked to pre-seventeenth-century visual models, which included both
painting and the print traditions, for his prototypes. Conventions and visual
prototypes from earlier generations were often embedded in seventeenth-
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century paintings of daily life, making the analysis of them less straightforward.
Peter Sutton has written: “Secular subject matter had appeared in medieval
marginalia and manuscript illumination, and the domestic intimacy of early
Netherlandish religious paintings (The Master of Flemalle and Jan van Eyck)
was a special attraction of their naturalism”.155 The true origins of Dutch genre
painting, according to Sutton, were “the moralistic allegories of Hieronymus
Bosch, Quentin Massys, and Lucas van Leyden”.156 Vrel’s paintings of women
by the hearth, and others by his contemporaries, worked out of a highly charged
and didactic allegorical imagery in addition to articulating existing views on the
elderly.
Vrel’s old women by the hearth find other visual prototypes in
personifications of acedia, sloth and melancholy. Acedia, or “accidie” in English,
is a Latin word that derived from the Greek akēdia (a – ‘without’ and kēdos–
‘care’). Dubbed the Demon of Noontide, or Midday Demon, acedia was a
spiritual malaise that became increasingly recognized in early Christian times,
and throughout the medieval period.157 In its original context, it supposedly
afflicted religious individuals living in seclusion, originating specifically at the
time of the third-century Desert Fathers, and was characterized by “torpor,
dryness, and indifference culminating in a disgust concerning anything to do
with the spiritual”.158 Siegfried Wenzel has described acedia as a “spiritual
nausea”.159 By the seventeenth-century it was no longer considered to be
limited to the clergy and was often conflated with sloth or melancholy wherever
it occured.160 Although acedia had also become identified as an ailment of the
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laity, Wenzel explained that the “sinful sleep of religious men and women during
divine worship”, was a popular way of representing this vice in visual terms. 161
It is not surprising, then, that sleeping female figures were often included in
allegories of sloth or acedia in the sixteenth century, as in the central figure in
Pieter Bruegel the Elder’s fantastical allegory of Sloth [Desidia], from the Seven
Deadly Sins (drawing, 1557, Vienna, Albertina; print series engraved by Pieter
van der Heyden, published by Hieronymous Cock, Antwerp, 1556-8) and, in
countless emblems of acedia, where the sleeping women were often
accompanied by donkeys. In Accidia, from the table of The Seven Deadly Sins
and the Four Last Things, attributed to Hieronymus Bosch (c. 1500, Madrid,
Prado Museum), a man is depicted asleep next to a hearth with his head
propped against a pillow. At his feet sleeps a small white dog. Another female
standing by his side holds a rosary in one hand and looks out to the viewer. The
similarities between the sleeping man in this piece and the weary female figure
in the Vrel’s so-called Convalescent (CR3) might prompt us to surmise a
connection. Eddy de Jongh has written about the iconography of sleeping
figures and their reference to sloth, acedia, etc.. He explained that, while the
sleeping figure was used in clearly allegorical works, such as Bosch’s Accidia,
prior to the seventeenth century, by the mid-seventeenth-century the sleeping
figure, with many of the same associations, was to be found in genre paintings
such as Vermeer’s Sleeping Girl and Nicolaes Maes’s Sleeping Cook. 162
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Acedia, which, as has been said, had been thought to be prevalent
amongst religious individuals living in seclusion, would have been a “risk” of the
solitary religious life led by some elderly women. Melancholy, which was
understood as a physical ailment as much as a spiritual condition, was also
thought to be more prevalent with the elderly. In his Anatomy of Melancholy
(1621), Robert Burton set out some of the causes of the condition; he wrote that
the first of these causes, inevitable for all people (given that one had lived that
long), was old age. Physiological changes to the body (i.e. the coldness and
dryness of the aging body which lead to a “diminution of the spirits” and
imbalance of the humours) were thought to be coupled with feelings of sorrow
at one’s decline, especially for those who had lived an active life, and an
awareness that the end was near.163 However, of all people, Burton wrote: “This
natural infirmity is most eminent in old women, and such as are poor, solitary,
live in most base esteem and beggary, or such as are witches”.164 As well as
the courtly elite, scholars and artists, melancholy was thought to afflict old
women more so than other groups.165 Their supposed particular susceptibility
was perhaps due to the fact that women were believed to be naturally more
inclined to “imaginative depravation and so also to strong passions”.166
While solitude was approved and even recommended for the elderly, it
was thought that the occurrence of acedia and melancholy was increased by
loneliness, an undesired by-product of spending time alone. Angus Gowland
has explained that the remedy for loneliness was thought to be moral or
spiritual self-discipline.167 For Blaise Pascal, the “most prominent early
theoretician of boredom”, God was the only solution to boredom.168 According
to Peter Burke, anxieties over how leisure or solitary time should be spent were
manifested in the vocabulary that was created in European languages during
the Early Modern period: for instance, the word “pastime” (passetemps in
French or passatempo in Italian), which we now use to denote an activity taken
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up by an individual during their leisure time, demonstrates the early modern
anxiety over unoccupied time and the desire to make it pass.169 Burke has also
pointed out that both Protestant and Catholic texts from the time of the
Reformation sought to regulate or forbid idleness and pastimes.170 This
disciplinary discourse sometimes distinguished between valuable forms of
idleness and evil forms of idleness: in Italian, for example, there were ozio
onesto (honest idleness) and ozio vile (vile idleness).171
4. Modern boredom and the everyday
Vrel’s paintings of Rückenfiguren and idle, possibly melancholic, figures
within the home could be related to a host of similar nineteenth-century
imagery. As with Dutch genre scenes, these images have become embedded
into discourses on subjectivity, the “everyday” and boredom. As explored in
previous chapters, it is not surprising that Dutch paintings of daily life became
popular, and that petit-maîtres were “rediscovered”, during the mid-nineteenth
century. Many of these paintings had appeared on the art market after the
dispersal of aristocratic collections. In addition to their reappearance in sales
rooms, these paintings came back into view owing to their seeming “modernity”
and appeal to nineteenth-century tastes in ways discussed in the earlier
chapters. One might expect that a nineteenth-century public, at the moment of
high Romanticism, would have found the Rückenfigur and window in a painting
like Woman at a Window (CR16) recognizable and felt that it could be viewed in
a familiar way.
The Rückenfigur, figures looking out of windows, or simply images of
windows, became popular motifs in the works of Romantic artists and can be
seen in European painting throughout the nineteenth century. Caspar David
Friedrich is well known for having employed Rückenfiguren, especially in his
landscape paintings (Wanderer above the Sea of Fog, 1818, Hamburg,
169
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Kunsthalle). In these works, one could suggest, the viewer is encouraged to
embody the figures who inhabit the vast landscapes and through them, virtually
experience a sense of the sublime. Joseph Koerner wrote: “The Rückenfigur
intensifies our sense of the forward direction of our experience of the painting. It
seems to direct our look in the direction of its gaze, a gaze imagined in the field
of the other”.172 In paintings of the interior, Friedrich also incorporated the view
from the window as well as the Rückenfigur looking out of the window. For Rolf
Selbmann, the female figure in Friedrich’s Woman at the Window (1822, Berlin,
Gemäldegalerie) is a “topos of waiting for what will come from outside”.173
Gottlieb has written that Friedrich was also responsible for popularising the
figureless window motif with his Left Studio Window and Right Studio Window
(both 1805-6, Vienna, Belvedere), which offer views of the world outside the
artist’s studio.174 Koerner wrote that in works by Friedrich: “the partialized view
through a window” is metaphor for the “relation between self and world”.175
In the catalogue for an exhibition focused on the motif of the open
window in nineteenth-century Romantic art, Sabine Rewald posited that Dutch
genre painting could be seen as a precedent for the treatment of the “window
motif” by Romantic artists such as Friedrich and Georg Friedrich Kersting.
Rewald singled out Vrel’s CR16 in Vienna as especially similar to Friedrich’s
Woman at the Window, and to Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Tischbein’s
watercolour drawing Goethe at the Window of his Room in Rome (1787,
Frankfurt-am Main, Goethe-Museum). However, Rewald argued that, despite
their similarities, generally, Dutch paintings differed from the later Romantic
works in terms of composition. According to Rewald, Dutch genre paintings
rarely show the window parallel to the picture plane and many objects fill the
painted rooms, and, more importantly, there were differences in terms of
“mood”.176 In the catalogue of an exhibition of the Danish turn-of-the-century
artist, Vilhelm Hammershøi, Robert Rosenblum has argued that the figures
seen from behind in Dutch interior paintings by the likes of Ter Borch or De
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Hooch appear “psychologically neutral” and that the only true precedent for
Hammershøi’s “shrines of private melancholy” were the German Romantics,
namely Friedrich. In Hammershøi’s and Friedrich’s works, Rosenblum claimed,
the Rückenfigur becomes: “a mysterious psychological void meant to be filled
by our fantasies. And the cheerful prosperous interiors of the Dutch are turned
into monastic cells with bare windows pierced by pure rectangles of cold
sunlight”.177 Grootenboer has suggested that Vrel’s female figures could be
considered “unromantic precursors of Caspar David Friedrich’s Rückenfigure
[sic]”.178 Rewald’s and Rosenblum’s characterisation of the Dutch interior is not
one that applies to Vrel’s images of sparsely furnished, dimly lit rooms. Perhaps
Vrel’s paintings, both in terms of “mood” and formal qualities, would have
seemed to evidence a closer affinity with later Romantic paintings.
The perceived melancholy or ennui in Vrel’s oeuvre resonates not only
with Romantic paintings, but with the phenomenon of modern boredom, which,
according to Heidegger, was the characteristic mood of the period in which Vrel
had been “rediscovered”.179 Acedia, melancholy, and ennui are terms that refer
to states or conditions that have come to belong to the discourse of boredom. In
recent years, scholars in different disciplines have committed themselves to
studying this so-called modern phenomenon.180 They trace a complex
progression from ancient forms of malaise, through acedia, melancholy, and
ennui, ending with the boredom of modernity. “Ennui” is a French term that
creates a “trait-d’union” between melancholy and modern boredom.181 It
entered use in French in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, stemming from the
Latin odium (hatred).182 “Ennui” was, according to Barbara Dalle Pazze and
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Carlo Salzani, brought into use in English in the seventeenth century to be used
in contexts that melancholy could not cover, with a: “strongly dignified, almost
metaphysical connotation: it became a category of the higher spirits and a
literary topos, connotation that is conserved to a certain extent in contemporary
usage and that inspired the first studies on it”.183 In contrast to melancholy,
which was linked to the body and acedia, which was linked to the soul (moral),
ennui is closer to the modern form of boredom in its relation to an existential
psychological state.184 Although the word “ennui” has continued to be used in
French to refer to “boredom”, in English the two have slightly different, and
historically specific meanings.
Elizabeth Goodstein argues that: “’Modern boredom’ undeniably
resembles, echoes and resonates with older forms of malaise – melancholy,
acedia, horror loci, taedium vitae – stretching back to antiquity. However, it can
be identified with none of them”.185 As in the case of previous forms, the term
was developed to encompass a modern “form of malaise, which older or foreign
terms were unable to cover. A new social, economical and political reality
engendered a new psychological situation which needed a new term”.186 One
might argue that a significant difference between modern boredom and its
earlier forms, is that, whereas each of the previous categories supposedly
targeted certain segments of the population, and could, thus be seen as elite in
some ways (acedia: the clergy and nobility; melancholy: old women, artists and
philosophers; ennui: the educated, urban proto-bourgeois (burgher) class),
modern boredom, called the mal de siècle, becomes a “democratic” condition in
the late nineteenth century, threatening the masses.187
Boredom, for Charles Baudelaire, was the worst of all modern vices and
monsters: “[It] would willingly make of the earth a shambles; And, in a yawn,
swallow the world”. 188 According to Dalle Pezze and Salzani, Baudelaire’s “Au
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Lecteur” is a “manifesto” of boredom, in which the terms boredom and
modernity are intertwined.189 Unlike early modern ennui, modern boredom has
simultaneous existential and temporal connotations.190 The failure of the
Enlightenment promises of “human progress and earthly happiness”
supposedly lead to a “nihilistic form of scepticism which showed the failure of
this discourse to replace old beliefs with a new meaningfulness”.191 This postEnlightenment disenchantment and the speeding-up and mechanization of time
in the Industrial Revolution, resulted in the desire for the individual to fill
“meaningless time”.192 Goodstein has argued that modern boredom was the
product of the “democratization of scepticism in modernity” and that it led to a
“crisis of subjectivity” in the everyday.193
Some have argued for the philosophical and political potential of
boredom. For Heidegger, “boredom is a threshold experience”; it empties and
lengthens time (Langeweile) taking individuals out of reality and holding them in
limbo, making a moment seem like an eternity.194 While boredom has an
alienating potential for one who tries to assuage it, which most are like to do,
Heidegger claimed that if one is awakened to it: “Such boredom reveals be-ing
as a whole”.195 The threshold experience of boredom, Heidegger suggested,
could allow the individual to situate mundane experience within a larger context.
In a similar vein, Both Walter Benjamin and Georg Simmel saw in boredom the
potential to weaponize alienation. Benjamin proposed that boredom allowed for
the potential to dream, which in turn (like a “trojan horse”) could lead to
awakening, then action and revolution.196 For Simmel the “blasé” attitude that
boredom encouraged modern individuals to adopt allowed them to maintain
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independence from sovereign powers and structures.197 For Henri Lefebvre,
boredom was the inescapable (and democratic) product of the repetitiveness
and reproduction of the everyday (quotidien) in post-industrial, consumer
society:
In modern life, the repetitive gestures tend to mask and to crush the cycles. The
everyday imposes its monotony. It is the invariable constant of the variations it
envelops…Production anticipates reproduction; production produces change in such a
way as to superimpose the impression of speed onto that of monotony.198

However, Lefebvre also believed that something extraordinary was concealed
in the everyday and that boredom could lead to an awakening from the
“commodified dreamworld” of modern society.199 As has been noted, Vanhaelen
has recently suggested that, in a similar way, modern authors on Dutch
painting, including Riegl, also saw the potential in a “rhetoric of boredom”.
As was explored in the second chapter, the gravitation toward the interior
of the home (especially the bourgeois home, and especially as a resort for the
middle-class male) in nineteenth-century society was coupled with a huge
increase in representations of the domestic interior, notably in art and novels,
throughout Western society, especially in the years after 1850.200 As we have
seen, home decoration manuals, such as Havard’s L’Art dans la maison and
other books like Edmond de Goncourt’s La Maison d’un Artiste, detailed the
accumulation of superfluous objects within the bourgeois interior. The home
was seen by many as the refuge where the individual could develop, and be
restored. It has been argued by Habermas, Sennett and others, that the home
became gradually more and more insular and, at the same time, the individual
was increasingly cut-off from traditional communal ties. The window in both
Romantic and Realist painting has been thought of as a cipher for perception
and as a boundary between the self and the world. According to Selbmann,
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however, while the gaze through the painted Romantic window “opens
simultaneous spaces” (by means of the imagination):
The Realist gaze through the window, on the other hand, is directed at the window
frame as the limitation of the field of vision. Windows are means of distancing to soothe
the paintings that frame them. They create boundaries and perspectives as on a peepshow stage.201

As Selbmann described it, the Realist window could be seen to reinforce the
separation of the interior (of the home and of the individual) from the outside
world. His characterisation of the window as a framing device for a peep show
comes alive in the following passage from the art critic, Edmond Duranty’s 1876
essay La Nouvelle Peinture:
From inside, it is through the window that we communicate with the outside; the window
is still a frame that accompanies us continuously, throughout the time we spend at
home, and this time is considerable. The frame of the window, depending on whether
we are near or far, whether we are seated or standing, crops the exterior spectacle in
the most unexpected, most changeable manner, providing us the eternal variety, the
impromptu that is one of the greatest flavours of reality.202

According to Duranty then, the window was the link with the world beyond the
home, framing the endlessly changing spectacle outside for the occupants
within. Caillebotte’s Interior with Woman at a Window (1880, Private Collection)
presents an image of a comfortable bourgeois interior with a female
Rückenfigur looking out of a window; her position is mirrored by a figure in a
distant window in the building opposite, which we note is also a commercial
building, a hotel, raising the possibility that this is not a home at all, and that the
“intimacy” is artificial. A man also occupies this compressed “domestic” space.
In a way similar to some of Vrel’s interiors (CR 7, CR28, and CR30), the man
and woman pay no attention to each other and could be said to be
psychologically isolated from one another. The crossbar of the window frame,
the parapet and layers of curtains reinforce the functions of the window as both
frame and barrier and secure the woman’s position inside the home. The home,
201
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if that is what it is, appears insular and isolated from the outside world. In
Caillebotte’s paintings of male figures looking out of the domestic space from an
open window or balcony, such as Young Man at His Window (1875, Private
Collection) and Man on a Balcony, Boulevard Haussmann (1880, Private
Collection), the feeling of enclosure found in Interior with Woman at a Window is
replaced by openness and the unrestricted gaze. Although she looks out, the
woman’s place in a context something like a home seems to be firmly
established. The contrasting treatment of Caillebotte’s men and women
engaged in the same activity could be telling of the differing societal
expectations of men and women in French society. Lefebvre argued that the
“generalized passivity” of everyday structures weighed more heavily on certain
segments of society, including the working class and youth, but especially
women who, he wrote, “are sentenced to everyday life”.203 Paul Signac’s slightly
later painting, Sunday (1888-90, Private Collection), portrays a similar scene; in
a sitting room, which is depicted at a slightly skewed, almost unnerving, angle, a
female Rückenfigur looks out a window while a man stokes a fire in the
foreground. The preparatory sketches for this painting, which focus on a woman
in front of a sash window, her body blocking the view outside, are particularly
similar to Caillebotte’s treatment of the subject in that they portray the space as
compressed and enclosed, reinforcing the female Rückenfigur’s place within the
interior. In reference to Caillebotte’s Interior with Woman at a Window, Marnin
Young has written:
Among other things, the painting [Caillebotte’s Interior with Woman at a Window]
satirized the boredom of the bourgeoisie, a condition intricately tied to the perception of
the space of the interior. To fill out the empty time of the interior as effectively as the
empty space of the interior was filled with ‘accessories’ had become a challenge for the
privileged classes in the nineteenth century.204

Young’s statement evokes Edmond de Goncourt’s description of the modern
drive of the bourgeoisie to collect and fill their homes as a means of filling the
void and triviality of daily existence. Susan Sidlauskas has argued that in some
nineteenth-century images portraying potentially alienated individuals within the
domestic interior that, rather than narrate stories, “their effects through figural
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and spatial arrangements calculated to provoke a bodily empathy on the part of
the viewer”.205
Vanhaelen has argued that Riegl created his theory of Aufmerksamkeit
to be used as a tool to combat modern boredom. According to her, he also used
it as a means to teach his contemporaries, who had been trained to appreciate
Italianate art with its clear narratives, how to appreciate the particular formal
qualities of Dutch painting which could be perceived as dull, meaningless or
boring:206
Riegl’s aim is to re-educate these overly-subjective modern viewers. By teaching them
to attend to the physical properties of Dutch art, he offers them moral training: ‘for the
old Hollanders were far removed from extreme subjectivism.’ Good old Dutch
attentiveness is offered as the antidote to the alienation of modern boredom. Even so,
one cannot help but note that the representational quality that Riegl describes as
potentially dull - suspension of action – is the same quality that he identifies as the
shared principle underlying all art in Holland. Lack of action reveals the true nature of
Dutch artistic volition for Riegl, and the critical term that he develops to analyse this
national Kunstwollen, is of course, attentiveness.207

In the Group Portraiture of Holland, Riegl suggested that modern painting
had become overly-subjective, writing: “The modern artist finds it necessary to
suppress the objective qualities of things that everyone can see and to replace
them with other aspects that only the artist can see”.208 In other words, Riegl
believed that, in modern art, the object had disappeared altogether and was
replaced with the artist’s subjective perception of reality. He went on to state
how one of his contemporaries had recently claimed that a “portrait need not
resemble its sitter at all”, which according to Riegl, would have made the genre
of portraiture redundant.209 Margaret Olin has explained that Riegl thought that
hyper-subjectivity was one of the ills of modern society. She has written that
Riegl:
feared that modern man had lost contact with the external facts of the world and with
his fellow man. Riegl sought not only to arouse interest in the painters of the past who
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respected the role of art in facilitating human communication, but, at a deeper level, to
address the problem at the heart of modern man’s excessive subjectivity.210

Along with several other writers, as Rampley pointed out, Riegl saw the period
after the Renaissance (some call it the Baroque) as the starting point in the
evolution toward modern subjectivity.211 According to Rampley, Riegl had
“projected onto baroque art the interest in the varying states of subjective
experience characteristic of the late nineteenth century”.212 Riegl was in accord
with Wölfflin’s separation of the Renaissance and Baroque and the sets of
opposing formal characteristics that he used to distinguish the art of the two
“periods” (it should be borne in mind that for both Riegl and Wölfflin the two
“periods”, or sets of characteristics, were locked into a repetitive cycle, like the
swing of a pendulum, but within an overall development that was continuous).
Evidently, Riegl thought that modern subjectivity had gone too far. Olin has
argued that Riegl’s attentiveness was not solely a theoretical tool for looking at
paintings: “Clearly, Riegl thought attentiveness, and all it entailed, not only an
effective way to unify a picture, but an admirable way to lead one’s life, in
concord with one’s fellow man. It meant respect (or regard), democracy,
equality”.213 Modern boredom is the alienation of people from the rest of the
world (from the city, from other people, etc.) and thus the opposite of what Riegl
promoted, perhaps nostalgically, as a quality that explained the birth of
modernity as it was evidenced in Dutch painting.214
According to Riegl, Aufmerksamkeit could be found in genre paintings in
which the figures appear absorbed or turn away from the viewer, paying no
attention to them, as we read in Riegl’s description of the Albertina drawing of
the Rückenfigur at a door, cited above. While such figures are inattentive to the
viewer, they are attentive to something and perhaps embody attentiveness for
Riegl in terms of their relation toward their own world, supposedly encouraging
a similar attitude of acceptance in the viewer. It would seem that, for Riegl,
there was a fine line between pure, selfless attentiveness and the facade of
210
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attentiveness, which actually masked hyper-subjectivity and selfish desires.
According to Riegl, Ter Borch’s so-called “’novella’ pictures” were especially
popular with modern viewers. These paintings, depicting scenes in which the
relationships between characters are ambiguous, were symptomatic of
increasing “internal coherence” in Dutch painting and influenced the “novellalike group portraiture” of the final stage.215 Riegl’s labelling of Ter Borch’s
paintings as a “novella” pictures calls up a scene from Goethe’s novel Elective
Affinities (1809), in which the characters recreate Ter Borch’s aforementioned
painting, Gallant Conversation (referred to both in the novel and by Riegl as
“Paternal Admonition”) as a tableau vivant.216 With the characters basing their
dramatization of the painting on a widely-disseminated engraving by J.G. Wille,
it is anachronistically interpreted and invested with the sentiment and values
that were symptomatic of this early Romantic moment, in Goethe’s novel this
was as part of an enquiry into the possibilities of true marital love.217 Riegl
claimed that in Ter Borch’s paintings: “Subjectivity is triumphant”, which was
why he thought they appealed to modern viewers, including Fromentin.218 Riegl
argued that while paintings, such as Ter Borch’s “Paternal Admonition”, might at
first appear to be the peak of Dutch seventeenth-century painting and to offer a
model of attentiveness, they were, according to Riegl, in fact permeated with
the selfishness that he believed was rife in hyper-subjective, modern painting
and in modern society in general:
We realize that this is not genuine, disinterested attentiveness, but only its semblance,
behind which selfish motivations – secret pleasures – are hidden. Individualism by its
nature, always involves some degree of selfishness. Consequently, Terborch’s art,
though it may seem to represent the acme of the artistic evolution in Holland, is actually
further away from Holland’s original artistic ideal – selfless attentiveness – than any
earlier stage.219

We have seen that, for Riegl, figures in genre paintings, even when not
directly addressing the viewer, could be “attentive” and offer their interiority to
the viewer, although this clearly was not the case in Ter Borch’s painting. As
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mentioned earlier, Arasse argued that, for Riegl, the quintessential trait of this
characteristically Dutch Kunstwollen was that it was an art of interiority and that
in Vermeer’s paintings, the threshold depicted was not that of the home with the
street, but the threshold between the interiorities of individual subjects. The
difference for Arasse between paintings by Vermeer and Ter Borch is that,
whereas the figures in a Vermeer “manifest the mystery of what is present, but
not visible” (their interiority), Ter Borch’s figures, especially his Rückenfiguren,
keep their interiority a secret from the viewer:
The most typical figure of Ter Borch, the most often taken up by his contemporaries, is
a young woman seen from behind, her expression necessarily indecipherable. Simply
by the pose, the interiority of the figure is presented to the viewer as a secret of the
picture pointedly withheld from the viewer, that is, precisely intended for the viewer.220

This secrecy, in Riegl’s terms, would be selfish and thus not attentive.
It might be that Riegl never knowingly saw a Vrel, but if he had, would he
have considered a painting such as Woman at a Window (CR 16), which did not
return to the Vienna Kunsthistorisches Museum until three years after his death,
to be tainted with the hyper-subjectivity and “selfishness” of a painting like Ter
Borch’s? Is CR16 more akin to the inattentive, isolating Impressionist paintings
by artists like Degas and Manet, of which Riegl was critical, but with which he
shared a modernist, “light and colour” Kunstwollen? Vrel’s figures do not seem
to embody the “selfish motivations” and “secret desires” that Riegl thought lay
beneath the surface in Ter Borch’s figures, we know that they have been seen
to reinforce the modern notions of subjectivity and interiority; however, with their
faces hidden or their eyes closed, they seem to withhold their interiority from the
viewer. With no unified action and few obvious signifiers in his compositions, the
focus of Vrel’s paintings might indeed be interpreted as the unknowable
interiority of the figures. By another process Elizabeth Honig had come to
similar conclusions.
She approached Vrel’s paintings from a perspective formed within
Lacanian psychoanalysis. She noted the potential for a “monotonous quality of
looking” in Vrel’s paintings. She argued that an experience of “interiority” was
220
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central to the experience of looking at them, and claimed also that this was a
quality “embodied” in the figures. Honig further argued that Vrel’s
uncommunicative figures and the lack of signifiers obstructed our normal
engagement by means of our “interest”, necessitating “undirected viewing”.221
Instead of vision being fulfilled by means of an object in the process of the
“gaze”, a process which in Lacanian theory constitutes us at the same time as it
engages with and produces the world, that is, the process of vision, by means
of which a subject’s gaze would normally be directed to and satisfied by an
external object the process breaks down. Drawing on Lacan, Honig explained
that the gaze required the presence of both a subject and an object, since it is a
dialectical process. 222 In Lacanian accounts of the “gaze”, the object, here the
painting, looks back. The “look”, which Honig substitutes for the “gaze”, is
passive, it does not seek to objectify and is therefore less effective in producing
a subject. The result is nicely described as having a “monotonous quality”.
Although she does not cite Riegl, we can note that this passive looking can be
compared to Riegl’s notion of Aufmerksamkeit. In Vrel’s Woman at the Window
(CR16), the “Little Nurse” paintings (CR25, CR26, CR27, CR55), the Detroit
painting (CR 30), and the Brussels picture (CR28), the viewer cannot see the
object of the subjects’ gaze. Honig suggested that in such cases it cannot be
presumed that the subject’s gaze finds completion in an object, and thus we
must call it the “look”.223 In reference to Vrel’s Rückenfigur in CR16 Honig
wrote: “Whether she, like us, looks only to the further monotony of a brick wall
and a sightless window we do not know…”.224 Honig saw a potential in this
object-less engagement of looking: “Vrel’s painted interior is a refuge of
interiority in that it does not complete and satisfy the gaze which would
construct exteriority. It offers the imagination all the comforts of home, as it
were, with all the untrammelled space of the world outside”.225 Thus for Honig,
in CR16, the viewer at the boundary, like the figure at the boundary (window),
enjoys the freedom of the “endless look”.226
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We recall that Grootenboer argued that Vrel’s paintings encourage the
viewer to be conscious of the process of looking. Unlike traditional art history,
which has concerned itself with “bringing the past back to life” through
interpretation, Grootenboer has argued that Vrel’s paintings encourage a
different attitude toward the art of the past - one that places the object (the
painting) front and centre and prompts the viewer to pause and reflect: “If we
take up this painting’s incentives to linger and to wait, we are invited not to
animate what would otherwise remain dead, but to arrest what otherwise would
slip away: our own thoughts to begin with”.227 Indeed, Grootenboer is correct
that the object and the viewer’s experience of looking at it should be central to
our consideration of the art of the past. It is argued, however, that of equal
importance to our attunement to the “nowness” of looking is the recognition of
the histories and layers of looking at Vrel’s paintings, and paintings similar to
them. Vrel’s Rückenfigur at the window calls to mind the mise en abyme-like
chain of looking that stretches back from our position in front of the picture,
through Honig and Brière-Misme, back to Hofstede de Groot and Thoré-Bürger,
reaching all the way to Teniers and Archduke Leopold Wilhelm and, eventually,
to Vrel himself. Grootenboer has also suggested that Vrel’s paintings, which, as
we have seen, have not always fitted neatly the into art-historical narratives of
Dutch painting, have: “been patiently waiting for us, twenty-first-century viewers,
to arrive at its doorstep”.228 I would contend that this is the case, not only, as
Grootenboer argued, because our primary concern is no longer (or should no
longer be) to bring the “past back the life” through interpretation and the attempt
to discover original meaning, but also because we recognise the importance of
the layers of looking - the paintings “afterlife”, the archaeology of the materials
covering the historical object - and the impossibility of separating them from the
painting itself.
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Conclusion
This dissertation has sought to make the artistic identity known as
“Jacobus Vrel” visible by unearthing the layers of his historiographical matrix. It
has focused on four main moments: the early modern moment when three of
his works were included in Archduke Leopold Wilhelm’s collection; the
resurfacing of his paintings in the nineteenth century as either anonymous or as
works by others; his construction as an independent petit maître and
subsequent neglect, and lastly and most recently his paintings coming to be
viewed under new light as traces of seeing (both as “the gaze” and as the
phenomenology of sight. This project has sought to form a cross-sectional view
of Vrel as a discursive construct. It has brought together and analysed the
empirical data (his paintings, and the literature on Vrel), tracing the historical
development of their provenance, attribution and interpretation.
What can be learned from the cross-sectional view that has been
provided? It seems that the lack of interest in Vrel until very recently, as
measured by the production of scholarship, exhibitions, and sales, is based on
several interrelated factors. The first factor is the absence of biographical
information about the artist. No one doubts that he existed, and it is not
suggested that he should not be considered a real historical person. But as was
noted in the introduction, the “work” which survives and the “author” who must
have produced it, are mutually dependent categories. When an oeuvre of works
is brought together under the category “Vrel”, the inability to locate the
individual Vrel either spatially or temporally makes problems. We cannot turn to
him to help explain the pictures except in the terms of his conventionality, which
we have sought to do at various times in the dissertation, and which we attempt
to do more thoroughly in the catalogue. The paintings in turn have also been
looked to for answers about their maker. However, in addition to their not
offering any, as of yet, provable evidence about Vrel’s origins, the paintings
have also been seen to resist social art historical and iconographic analysis and
therefore, have seemed largely “unreadable”, which is the second factor for
their neglect during the twentieth century. Ambiguity has not often been
accepted as a satisfactory explanation of a picture when submitted to
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iconographical analysis, which liked to hold itself to scientific standards of proof.
Lastly, and not least, a reason that Vrel and his paintings have been overlooked
up until recently is the perceived naïveté of Vrel’s style. It is only in recent
decades that art history as a field has recognised the value in studying the work
of outsider, or even amateur artists – although that is not how we have
understood Vrel in this dissertation. We have sought to emphasise his typicality
and his conformity to contemporary expectations in the production of genre
paintings.
The cross-sectional view has also demonstrated how, at each moment,
Vrel and his works were placed into frameworks that depended on how those
looking at them needed them to function. Furthermore, it has revealed both
reappearances and discontinuities from earlier moments. For instance,
persistent suggestions that Vrel was an amateur painter, or Sunday painter,
seem to ignore the evidence that his paintings were included in Archduke
Leopold Wilhelm’s collection. In the first posthumous moment in the nineteenth
century, Vrel’s paintings were used to help form the artistic identity of Vermeer.
Later authors continued to place Vrel in the “Delft school” well into the twentieth
century and were certain that Vrel’s treatment of light and space, as well as his
choice of subject matters, were due to his being a follower of De Hooch and
Vermeer, even though it has been known since Hofstede de Groot’s time that
this is incorrect, and that his connection to Delft was unfounded and
unsustainable as an explanation. In the 1930s, Brière-Misme constructed Vrel
as an independent petit maître as well as characterising him as an “intimiste
hollandais”. It must be recognised that Brière-Misme’s notion of “intimisme”
derived specifically from the turn-of-the-century context of the avant-garde
movement of the same name. Furthermore, her formulation of Dutch art history
was based on democratic and republican narratives that originated from ThoréBürger and the earlier nineteenth-century moment in Vrel’s posthumous
construction. Even today, Vrel continues to be called an intimist by some.
Brière-Misme’s “intimisme” is not very far from current art-historical approaches
to pictures that prioritise the viewer’s experience of looking over contextual and
iconographic explanation. However, whereas Brière-Misme appears to have
believed that the intuition of “intimité” emanated from the paintings, today we
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are more self-conscious about the process of looking and recognise that if one
experiences a feeling of intimacy while looking at a painting that it is likely to be
a projection.
While fifty years have passed since Barthes declared the author’s
demise, fascination with the maker has nonetheless persisted. In terms of
Jacobus Vrel, the individual, further research needs to be done both in the
Haarlem, German and Belgian archives. We might benefit, too, from research
into some of the elements of the material culture represented in his paintings
(such as the plates in the interior, the architecture and the bread in the street
scenes) which might turn up new kinds of opportunities for considering
conscious and unconscious “meanings”. However, the question remains, if any
discoveries or connections are made, how would this impact the way we view
Vrel’s paintings? Biographical and contextual evidence certainly enriches our
understanding of artists of the past and helps us stabilise the viewing of their
works. Yet the individual who made the works can never be fully recuperated,
this applies equally to artists like Vrel, about whom we would be lucky to
discover a location of activity, as it does to Rembrandt, who, because we know
so much about his life, seems nearly as alive now as he was in the seventeenth
century and can even stand between us and his paintings. Attempts at
reinvesting the art works of the past with their “original meaning” by means of
either turning to the individual of the artist or iconographical or social-historical
analysis only ever gets us so far. As Grootenboer suggested, perhaps Vrel’s
“pensive paintings” should encourage art historians away from attempts to “reenliven” the past through interpretation.1 On recent art historical approaches
that tend to prioritise the phenomenological, aesthetic experience of the object,
Keith Moxey has written:
Approached as an agent in its own right, rather than as a reflection of cultural
attitudes, the work is treated as a collaborator in the production of meaning.
Whereas a contextual attitude regarded the work as an object whose message
had been encrypted at the moment of creation and whose ideological agendas
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needed to be read, this more recent position grounds itself on the premise that
interpretation depends on the exchange between the work and its viewers.2

The two approaches are not mutually exclusive. Aesthetic experience of objects
of the past can and has been enriched by iconographical and social art
historical understanding, and vice versa. However, either way of seeing should
take into account the layers of looking at the objects that have cumulatively
formed the constructs of the “artist” and the “oeuvre” within which they are
viewed.
Is Vrel’s posthumous career, his afterlife, on an upward momentum?
Recent interest in him would suggest that it is. As contemporary viewers,
perhaps we are better equipped, or more inclined (as suggested in the previous
paragraph), to appreciate paintings that do not seem to offer themselves up so
easily to interpretation by an artist to whom, as Honig argued, we cannot turn
for explanation. Recognising the history of looking that has contributed to how
we now look at Vrel’s paintings, and asking ourselves why it might be that we
look at them differently than we do at works by other Dutch artists, should be
integral to future scholarship on the artist. This history of looking is embedded in
the strata that cumulatively form “Vrel”.
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Fig. 1 (CR1) W. Bürger, “Van der Meer de Delft”, Gazette des Beaux-Arts
XXI, no. 26 (1866): Frontispiece
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Fig. 2 (CR29) Jacob Vrel, Woman at a window, waving at a girl, oil on panel,
45.7 x 39.2, Fondation Custodia – Collection Frits Lugt, Paris (inv. 174)
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Fig. 3 (CR16) Jacobus Vrel, Frau am Fenster, oil on panel, 66.5 x 47.4,
Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, Gemäldegalerie (inv. nr. GG 6081)
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Fig. 4 (CR3) Jacobus Vrel, Interior with a Sick Woman by a Fireplace, oil on
panel,
57.3 x 47.7 The Leiden Collection, New York (inv. JV-100)
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Fig. 5 (CR47) Jacobus Vrel, Street Scene, oil on panel, 41.3 x 34,
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles (inv. 70.PB.21)
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Fig. 6 (CR40) Jacob Vrel, Cityscape, oil on panel, 36 x 27.5
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam (inv. SK-A-1592)
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Fig. 7 (CR14) Jacob Vrel, An Old Woman by a Fireplace, oil on panel, 36 x
27.6,
The State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg (inv. ГЭ-987)
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Fig. 8 (CR4) Jacobus Vrel, Interior with a Woman Seated by a Hearth, oil on
panel,
64.5 x 47.5, Museo Nacional Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid (CTB.1998.30)
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Fig. 9 (CR42) Jacobus Vrel, A Street View, oil on panel, 50 x 38.5,
Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg (inv. nr. HK-228)
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Fig. 10 (CR27) Jacob Vrel, The Little Nurse, oil on panel, 56 x 45,
Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten Antwerpen (inv. 790)
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Appendix A: Catalogue Raisonné
1. Introduction
In the absence of archival evidence documenting the life of Jacobus Vrel,
the paintings that he produced take on the additional role of functioning as
documents themselves. What, however, can we make the paintings tell us
about the man who created them? In an effort to respond to this question, two
avenues of enquiry can be pursued. The first examines the paintings as
artefacts. In an almost forensic fashion, one can single out and analyse the
objects, costumes, architecture, topography, etc. that are depicted and treat
each as a potential clue about the artist’s experience, biography or social
milieu. The second approach seeks to learn something about the artist’s milieu
by comparing his choice and treatment of certain subjects as well as his style
with that of other artists and reigning pictorial conventions, it enquires into his
typicality. Both lines of enquiry offer the potential to greatly improve our
understanding of the context in which the artist worked, his influences and
possible motives. However, both approaches also have their limitations.
The danger of the first approach lies in that it tends to presuppose that all
of the elements rendered within a painting were objectively recorded from the
artist’s lived experience. While many of them may have been, this was certainly
not always the case; as Ronni Baer simply put it: “an accurate depiction of how
things looked should not be confused with how things were.”1 It has long been
accepted that genre paintings, even those by artists who attained the highest
degree of naturalism in their works, were constructions and not snapshots of
lived reality. We can imagine that artists made choices of what to paint and how
to paint it for a variety of reasons; sometimes choices were made for personal
“artistic” reasons (i.e. preferences for certain objects, perhaps for formal or
compositional reasons), or for iconographical reasons to do with the
communication of a message, or in adherence to more general artistic

1

Ronni Baer, “Introduction”, in ex. cat. Class Distinctions, Dutch Painting in the Age of Rembrandt and
Vermeer, by Ronni Baer, (Boston: MFA Publications – The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 2015): 15.
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conventions which were entwined with the preferences of the market.2 It is
often, but not always, possible to differentiate between motifs that were
intended to be read symbolically and ones that were not, or objects that
normally would not have been found in Dutch seventeenth-century homes but
were included in pictures of homes for other reasons. A case in point is the
representation of Capuchin monks in two of Vrel’s street scenes (CR37, CR46).
Without supporting evidence, it is impossible to ascertain whether Vrel was
from, or lived in a region where the Capuchins were active and that that was the
reason for their inclusion, or whether he painted the motif as a visual trope
representing religiosity, piety, etc., or even as a markers of nostalgia for the
Catholic past.3 Capuchins may have been a common sight in his daily life, or he
may never have seen one in reality. Another case in point, is the inclusion, in
two interiors (CR29, CR56), of unusually shaped interior windows. It has been
persuasively argued that these windows would not have been observed from
real life examples but were actually an “artistic” construction that combined
elements of the bedstead and leaded window.4
Using the second line of enquiry, occasionally one can spot instances
when artists directly borrowed or reworked motifs or compositions by their
contemporaries. A strong case has been made, for instance that, Vermeer and
De Hooch’s compositionally similar paintings depicting a woman holding a
balance, both c. 1664, was the result of one master being influenced by the
painting made by the other.5 In cases such as these, one can presume that the
individuals were aware of each other’s work and/or were active in the same
milieu at least for a time (the paintings mentioned above were produced after
De Hooch moved from Delft to Amsterdam by 1661 and therefore he and
Vermeer were no longer in each other’s immediate circle). Determining a
shared social context or the influence of one artist on another on the basis of
2

For discussion on how artists altered the real appearance of the interior in their paintings see: John
Loughman and John Michael Montias, Public and Private Spaces: Works of Art in Seventeenth-Century
Dutch Houses (Zwolle: Waanders Uitgevers, 2000): 15-6, 108-119.
3
Honig, 1989, 39.
4
Fock, 1998, 231.
5
While it was originally thought that De Hooch borrowed the composition from Vermeer (Pieter de Hooch
(Oxford: Phaidon, 1980): 34, 45). It is now held that Pieter de Hooch was the originator and Vermeer the
borrower (Sutton, ex. cat. Pieter de Hooch. 1629-1684 (New Haven and London: Yale University Press,
1998): 53-54; Wheelock, “On Balance”, in ex. cat. Vermeer and the Masters of Genre Painting (New
Haven and London: Yale University Press and the National Gallery of Ireland, 2017): 189-91).
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apparent stylistic similarity or treatment of a particular subject, however, can
sometimes lead to misconceptions, as for instance when it was often asserted
that Vrel was a follower of or in the “school” of De Hooch or Vermeer. It has
been established that the date of 1654 on Vrel’s Vienna picture, CR16, proves
that he was painting the domestic theme several years earlier than either of the
two other artists. This approach, then, is limited in that, in the end, it is
subjective and, without corroborating evidence, remains in the realm of theory,
or scholarly opinion, and anyway, no one will want to put De Hooch and
Vermeer into the “school” of Vrel.
In the discussion and catalogue entries that follow, which employ visual
analyses of Vrel’s paintings, both avenues of enquiry are pursued. However,
the suggestions about Vrel’s milieu that are made based on these lines of
enquiry are always just that, suggestions and not assertions; perhaps this is
self-evident, but it should nevertheless be stressed.
Turning to Vrel’s paintings, the following brief discussion will consider the
general characteristics of the two genres that he is known to have created:
domestic interiors and street scenes. There was evidently an appetite in the
market for both groups of paintings, as Vrel created roughly the same number
of each and, within each set, multiple versions of one or two of the compositions
exist (in the interiors: CR5 and CR6; CR25, CR26, CR27 and CR55; as well as
possibly CR4 and CR4b; in the street scenes: CR32, CR33, and CR61; as well
as CR42 and CR43) as well as reworkings of similar subjects.6 The two sets of
paintings should be considered complementary to one another, or, as two sides
of the same coin. With many figures looking out of the home to the street
beyond in the interiors and the residents seen milling about in front of the
façades of houses in the street scenes, the one is implied in the other.
However, with the exception of a couple of paintings (CR31 and CR49), which
represent an interaction taking place at an open window or door between one

6
The catalogue raisonné that follows includes a minimum of 39 to a maximum of 43 paintings that are by
Vrel. The interiors number 19 (20 with frontispiece, 23 including the more credible “question marks”) Street
scenes: 20 (21 with CR34)
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figure in the street and one in the home, one domain is never seen from the
other.
2. Interiors
In the 1650s and 1660s, the numbers of Dutch genre paintings being
produced depicting women and children in the home increased significantly. In
paintings by Pieter de Hooch, Vermeer, Garbriel Metsu, Nicolaes Maes, Caspar
Netscher and others, women are pictured in their roles of housewife, maid, or
mother and are depicted carrying out household chores, sewing or spinning,
caring for or instructing children and supervising maids. Occasionally women
were also portrayed enjoying moments of solitary leisure, in which they are
seen playing an instrument, reading, or writing letters. The paintings by these
artists tended to focus less on didactic subject matter than had been the case in
the representation of women in previous decades, although moralising
messages could still be found in them. Far from being slices of life, these
paintings offer an idealised image of domestic bliss usually within the pristine
burgher home.
Like these painters, Vrel’s interiors also portray scenes of women and
children within the home. The female protagonists are sometimes apparently
engaged in a household task, such as cooking (CR13, CR14) or in a role as
instructor (CR7) or caregiver (CR30, to a child or, CR27, to the sick); however,
even in some of them the female figures appear to be idle. In many paintings,
the tasks in which the principle figure or figures are engaged are not obvious
and do not fully occupy them. Often times, with their backs turned to the picture
plane (the motif of the Rückenfigur, as discussed in chapter three) or with the
face obscured and with few recognisable signifiers in the space around them,
the viewer must strain to see or apprehend what it is that they are doing. The
task, therefore, does not appear to be the focus of the composition. In other
instances, the female figures have taken a break from their tasks and are
actually idle (CR4, CR16). Vrel’s most repeated subject is that of a woman
sitting by the hearth, putatively cooking, stoking the fire or resting (CR3, CR5,
CR6, CR13, CR14). These paintings largely follow Dutch seventeenth-century
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conventions of painting old women by the hearth, as seen in many paintings by
Vrel’s contemporaries, especially in the work of Leiden artist Quiringh van
Brekelenkam (see, for instance, CR5, Fig. B); however, the very simple
compositions, the indeterminacy of their actions, and almost anonymity that
results from the concealment of their faces, present points of difference. Vrel’s
figures often look out of the home through a window or doorway. The outside
world that they can see, however, is never visible for the viewer. In this way, the
dichotomy of home and street, inside and outside, seems underlined in Vrel’s
interiors paintings. When there are multiple figures within a composition,
interaction between them is limited (CR28) and they often turn their back on one
another (CR7). With the exceptions of the boy appearing in three paintings
(CR7, CR28, CR30) and a male Rückenfigur in another (CR7), the interior is
represented as a female space that is separate and separated from the world
beyond.7
Thus, Vrel’s interiors portray uncommunicative figures that largely turn
their back on the viewer, performing indeterminate tasks or remaining idle. What
about the spaces that they inhabit? Vrel’s figures are situated within attenuated
rooms with wood beam ceilings and bare, whitewashed walls. The viewer is
only ever presented with the view of one enclosed room (or the part of one) and
never a view through to another interior space or a space outside. In a group of
backlit paintings (CR4, CR7, CR16, CR28), the leaded windows are very tall in
keeping with the unusually high (in comparison with paintings by Vrel’s
contemporaries) ceilings. Despite the large windows in these paintings, most of
Vrel’s interior scenes are rather dimly and coolly lit (exceptions include CR29,
CR30, CR56, and the “Little Nurse” paintings including CR27). In the group with
windows in the back wall, the main figures are normally pushed away from the
picture plane and seem small within the cavernous space. Other paintings, such
as the hearth scenes, present only a small section of a room with few
architectural details (i.e. the hearth and chimney hood, and the meeting of the
floor and wall) to situate the figures within a domestic space. In two others

7
This does not include the lost Weaver’s Workshop (CR15), which pictured a solitary male weaver, the old
man by the hearth (CR12), which is no longer thought to be by Vrel, or the old man in a study (CR58), the
recent attribution of which is uncertain.
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(CR2, CR54), the dark space surrounding the large-scale female figures is
ambiguous, but one assumes that they are in a home. In all cases, the spaces
pictured are sparsely furnished and the colour scheme is muted and mainly
earth-tone.
Vrel’s women are not of the same class as those generally depicted in
the interior genre paintings of Metsu, Vermeer, De Hooch or Maes. Although
neat, tidy and perfectly respectable, the home pictured in Vrel’s interiors is that
of individuals belonging to the kleine burger, or smalle burgerij, the class of
small shopkeepers, tradesmen and humble craftsmen that formed part of the
broader middle class.8 The repertoire of objects and furnishings as well as the
figures’ costume attest to this. His figures are all modestly dressed in simple
wool and linen clothing that was considered appropriate for the middle classes.9
Many of the objects found in Vrel’s interiors are typical, functional objects that
one would have been expected to find in Dutch houses belonging to members
of this class within the mid-century. The box-bed, or bedstead, which is depicted
in many of Vrel’s interiors (for instance, CR4, CR24, CR28) was found in multipurpose living spaces, rather than rooms specifically set apart for sleeping, and
was ubiquitous in most homes, even in the homes of the wealthy (for instance,
see De Hooch’s interior, CR4, Fig. B), for much of the seventeenth century.10
The divided front door, which is seen in several of the interiors (CR1, CR27 and
the other “Little Nurses”, CR30) was also typical in Dutch homes.11 Another
common feature in Vrel’s interiors, the distinctive sloping chimney-hood with
fabric skirting attached below the wooden mantle, was characteristic of older
homes but could still be seen after 1650.12 The white, or light coloured, tiles
often pictured bordering the hearth, were popular around mid-century.13 Both
the chimney-hood and tiles can also be seen in Gesina ter Borch’s slightly later
8

Hank van Nierop, “The Anatomy of Society”, in ex. cat. Class Distinctions, Dutch Painting in the Age of
Rembrandt and Vermeer, by Ronni Baer (Boston: MFA Publications – The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
2015): 29: according to Nierop, Dutch society was basically divided into three broad classes: “upper crust,
consisting of regents and rich merchants; a middle class of shopkeepers and artisans; and a lower class of
people of limited means”
9
On the clothing of different social classes, see Nierop, 29.
10
C. Willemijn Fock, Het Nederlandse interieur in beeld 1600-1900 (Zwolle: Waanders, 2001): 104; John
Loughman and John Michael Montias, Public and Private Spaces: Works of Art in Seventeenth-Century
Dutch Houses (Zwolle: Waanders Uitgevers, 2000): 11.
11
Ibid, 33.
12
Ibid, 94.
13
Ibid, 94.
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sketch of a couple sitting by a hearth (Fig. C). The low, stunted chairs in many
of Vrel’s interiors, which have been remarked upon by many writers, are
specifically “women’s chairs” (vrouwenstoelen), which, according to Fock, were
part of a hierarchy of chairs within Dutch seventeenth-century homes (men’s
chairs also existed).14
There are a few decorative elements that reappear in many of the
interiors. A row of blue and white dishes, sometimes with a larger brass or
copper dish placed in the middle, is often seen lining the mantlepiece or along
the wooden frame of the box-bed. This placement, according to Fock was
typical in seventeenth-century homes and examples of this type of decoration
can be found in works by other artists (see Fig. A and Fig. B here; CR7, Fig.
B).15 The plates in Vrel’s paintings are decorated very simply with blue and
white designs. Van Tuinen has suggested that they might represent
inexpensive Portuguese faience.16 Examples of similar earthenware plates and
bowls with lead and tin glazes decorated with similarly simplified, stylised floral
and abstract designs can be found in the Rijksmuseum (Fig. D), and in
numerous provincial Dutch museums.
Some objects depicted, suggest an understated degree of prosperity.
The copper or brass bedpan is one such costly object (CR4, CR24, CR27 and
the other “Little Nurse” paintings, CR28), which Fock has written would have
been proudly displayed in homes on the wall by the bed (see other examples in
paintings by De Hooch: CR3, Fig. B and CR3, Fig. A). A fire-cover (vuurklok or
haardklok) was placed over the embers of the fire at night-time; bell shaped
examples of these can be found in several examples of Vrel’s interiors.17 They
were often made of pottery but also in more expensive materials such as brass
or copper, as seen in CR28.18 Other costly items include brass candlesticks,
which are also usually seen at either end of the mantlepiece, and some curtains
and textiles, such as the patterned cushion cover in CR28.

14

Ibid, 42.
Ibid, 110.
16
See introduction, note 51.
17
Fock, 2001, 43.
18
Ibid, 43.
15
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Although there was a tendency in Dutch interior genre paintings to
overemphasise bare walls, possibly for artistic reasons, the nakedness of the
tall whitewashed walls in many of Vrel’s interiors (CR29, CR30, CR58 for
example) take this propensity to the extreme.19 Peter Mundy, the English
traveller and writer, was struck, during his 1640 visit to Amsterdam, by the fact
that paintings seemed to be owned by most people and could even be seen in
the front rooms of shopkeepers and tradesmen.20 Indeed, pictures, prints and
maps are represented in paintings by Brekelenkam portraying the interiors of
shopkeepers and people purportedly of the same class of those painted by Vrel
(see Fig. E here and CR5, Fig. B). However, there are no such paintings, prints
or other such decoration on the walls in Vrel’s painted home.21 Mundy was also
impressed that homes of the lower middle class were filled with a wide variety
and number of costly objects:
Furniture and Ornamentts off their dwellings very Costly and Curious, Full off
pleasure and home contentment, as Ritche Cupboards, Cabinetts, etts.,
Imagery, porcelains, Costly Fine cages with birds, etts.; all these commonly in
any house off indifferent quality…22

Brekelenkam’s interiors, as well as paintings by Boursse (Fig. B), are also filled
with more objects than seen in Vrel’s very sparse interiors. These
characteristics, as well as the extremely high ceilings and tall windows, were
probably not representative of reality but the product of Vrel’s own, distinctive
artistic invention.
Homes of tradesmen and craftsmen also doubled as workshops and
retail outlets.23 Paintings by Brekelenkam often depicted this multi-purpose
space in scenes of a tailor’s shop (see CR5, Fig. B). Though visible in the street
scenes, signs of male work (i.e. the tools of a specific trade), are absent from

19

For a discussion of how the walls of Dutch homes were probably much more cluttered in reality than in
paintings, see Loughman and Montias, 118.
20
Peter Mundy, The travels of Peter Mundy in Europe and Asia, 1608-1667, vol. IV (Cambridge, UK:
Printed for he Hakluyt Society,1924): 70, digital copy, Internet Archive, Identifier
travelspetermun00mundgoog
21
One exception are the two paintings picture in the CR58, however, the attribution of this painting to Vrel
is uncertain.
22
Mundy, 1924, 71.
23
Ronni Baer and Ian Kennedy, “Professions and Trades,” in ex. cat. Class Distinctions, Dutch Painting in
the Age of Rembrandt and Vermeer, by Ronni Baer (Boston: MFA Publications – The Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, 2015): 174.
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Vrel’s interiors, except in the lost painting of a weaver’s workshop (CR15). But
then, in images of women by the hearth the room depicted would most likely
have been the binnenkamer (inner room) – generally, the workshop or retail
shop would have been located in the voorhuis. With the exception, of the male
figure in CR7 and the occasional cloak and/or broad-brimmed hat hanging from
a wall or cupboard (CR7, CR16, CR28, CR30), there are few traces of adult
male presence.
So, while the subject matter and tropes that Vrel painted were largely
conventional, his treatment of the subject, and his depiction of the material
surroundings of the figures, and their social class, differ from interior paintings
by Metsu, De Hooch, Maes and others. Rather than seeming to promote or
celebrate the role of women in the home, the figures’ body language, the lack of
signifiers or obvious narratives, and the dynamic between figures as well as
their relation to the viewer, add up to a more matter-of-fact portrayal of women
and children in the home, one which emphasises the mundane, repetitiveness
of female daily life. The backlit interiors of De Hooch’s Delft period (CR7, Fig.
A), which are more simply furnished than those of his later Amsterdam works,
do share some parallels with Vrel’s interiors; however, Vrel’s handling of space
and treatment of figures remains quite different. Vrel’s closed off, spacious
rooms and the use of Rückenfiguren has much more in common with an artist
such as Pieter Janssens Elinga (CR7, Fig. C), one of Brière-Misme’s other
“intimistes”, even though the interiors that Janssens Elinga represented are
more richly furnished. Arguably, the artist with whom Vrel shares the most in
common is Esaias Boursse. Boursse (1631-1672), who was born and worked in
Amsterdam and died at sea on his second voyage working for the Dutch East
India Company, would have been active at roughly the same time as Vrel. His
known oeuvre, which includes fewer paintings than Vrel’s, consists of domestic
interiors (see Fig. B here; CR2, Fig. B; CR3, Fig. B; CR4 Fig. A; CR7, Fig. A)
and outdoor workspaces, such as courtyards (CR10, Fig. A).24 In Boursse’s
even more dimly lit, modest interiors, female figures are depicted quietly

24
Boursse also produced many drawings of more varied subject matter, including church interiors, as well
as quite a number documenting his travels in Ceylon while on his first voyage with the Dutch East India
Company c. 1661-3. Many of Boursse’s drawings are in the Rijksmuseum.
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carrying out chores, often with their faces hidden from the viewer. Also, as in
Vrel’s paintings, when there are more than one figure portrayed, they often
seem isolated or alienated from one another (see Fig. B here; CR7, Fig. B), or
even turn their back on each other (CR4, Fig. A). In contrast to Vrel, however,
Boursse’s paintings demonstrate a greater attention to detail and surface
texture, he is a “better” painter.

Fig. A: Attributed to Cornelis Pietersz.
Bega, Boereninterieur met een schouw, c.
1641-61, 15.2 x 25.2 cm, ink on paper,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum RP-T-00-211

Fig. B: Esaias Boursse, Interior with
woman sewing, 1660, oil on canvas,
52 x 59, Berlin, Gemäldegalerie

Fig. C: Gesina ter Borch, Paar bij een
haard, c. 1661-9, chalk on paper, 9.7 x
15.0, Amsteram, Rijksmuseum, RP-T1887-A-813

Fig. D: Above, detail from CR14;
below left, earthenware plate, d.
39.5, BK-NM-14282; below middle,
earthenware bowl, d. 35, BK-197630; earthenware dish, d. 35, BK1955-62, all Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum
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Fig. E: Quiringh van Brekelenkam, Old
woman delousing a child, 1648, oil on
canvas, 57 x 53.5, Leiden, Stedelijk
Museum De Lakenhal

3. Street Scenes
Vrel’s twenty or so street scenes depict winding, cobbled roads lined with
buildings and populated with figures. As in the interiors, the street scenes,
which are always vertical (that is, in a “portrait” format), seem to repeat a set of
compositional types and motifs with slightly different configurations. A view
down a cobbled street often with lanes or other streets branching off of it (CR40,
CR44), or a small square surrounded by buildings with a couple of openings
leading away (CR42, CR46), are the two most common compositional formulae
employed. The cramped, narrow, winding lanes with houses of different
dimensions and architectural styles, and with different architectural features,
such as windows, give the impression that they picture an older part of a city or
town that has retained its medieval city plan. With a few exceptions, none of the
buildings (like the anonymous female figures in the interiors) stands out as
being remarkable, individual or specific. Exceptions include the side elevation of
a large Romanesque church in the background of CR45, a smaller church seen
behind the square in CR46, a distant church steeple and a covered medieval
porch in CR37, and two pointed steeples in CR57. Yet even these buildings
lack the specificity enabling one to identify them with actual monuments. Nor
does the simple architecture of the remaining buildings allow one to pinpoint
any specific region or town. Although all differ slightly, there is a similar variety
of building types appearing in each painting: narrow multi-story buildings in brick
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and plaster, with forward facing or side facing gable roofs. The shapes and
sizes of the windows vary between neighbouring buildings and even within the
same building on different floors. Many appear to be occupied by shops on the
ground floor, as indicated by the numerous buildings with tiled or wooden
awnings covering counters (some laid with baked goods, vegetables or bolts of
textiles) and shop signs (such as a crescent, star or key) that stick out from the
buildings.
In most of the street scenes, the brick buildings and cobbled roads are
painted in muted, warm earth-tones. The strong white outlines of the windows
and their opaque black apertures (one never sees an interior through the
windows), the black and white triangular patterns painted on the inside of the
open shutters and the graphic symbols of the signs create a rhythmic pattern of
flat geometric shapes. In some of the street scenes with a view down the street,
as particularly evident in CR44, the buildings which are meant to be read as
further in the distance almost appear to become an abstract pattern of vertical
bands advancing toward the surface. Views down streets are soon obstructed
by buildings impeding the gaze, which effect, in addition to the very limited
glimpses of sky and vertical format, produces a sense of space that is shallow
and closed-off.
A number of figures, never fewer than two (CR33) but never more than
six (CR57), are represented in the street scenes. In some paintings the figures
appear simply to be passing through, often carrying a basket or bundle (such as
CR33, CR35). In other scenes, groups of figures appear to be in conversation
(for example CR38, CR40, CR51) or resting. There is never much urgency,
action, or any sense of a narrative beyond a bald account of what is depicted.
As in the interiors, the figures wear simple, modest costume. In addition to the
colouristic effect of small sections of blue sky, the costumes of the female
figures, who often wear red shirts and brightly coloured head coverings, provide
contrast to the otherwise earth-tone palette. Although the figures appear in
some paintings to interact, their body language is always quite closed and stiff.
Figures are not painted with a shadow which some have suggested contributes
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to the naïve effect of Vrel’s manner,25 and this gives the figures an awkward,
unrealistic appearance.
While Vrel’s interior paintings depict subject matter that was largely
conventional in seventeenth-century Dutch genre painting (with the
qualifications indicated above), it is more of a challenge to situate his street
scenes in relation to any comparable works by contemporaries. They differ
significantly from the city views of the Amsterdam artist Jan van der Heyden
(Fig. I) and those of the slightly later Haarlem artists Gerrit and Job Berckheyde
(Fig. F, Fig. G, Fig. H). These artists produced panoramic views in an
unambiguously topographical manner, picturing identifiable central squares,
thoroughfares, monuments and churches in the main city centres. Their
paintings generally communicate the feeling of openness and airiness
produced by the large open areas which lead the eye into the paintings The
main subject is usually seen from a distance (i.e. from across a canal or plaza),
and there is nearly always a large expanse of sky, often taking up a third to a
half of the composition. The staffage is composed of individuals of different
classes, differentiated by their costumes, who appear to marvel at the sites
depicted in the painting. The vast majority of these topographical city views are
horizontal, that is to say in “landscape” format, although a few vertical
compositions were also executed (see Fig. G and Fig. H). A painting by the
Haarlem painter, Nicolaes Hals (Fig. J, Fig. K), has been suggested as a
painting comparable to Vrel’s street scenes.26 Indeed, the style of the figures
(the majority of whom appear to be of the same class as Vrel’s), the shopfronts
and slightly uneven buildings are comparable to those in Vrel’s; however, the
view down a wide city artery seen from an elevated view point, with the
monumental Grote Kerk in the background, differs greatly from Vrel’s quite
shallow, closeups of anonymous streets.
Valid parallels have been drawn between Vrel’s street scenes and the
courtyard and outdoor work spaces of Pieter de Hooch (Fig. L here; CR49, Fig.

25
Daniëlle H.A.C. Lokin, ex. cat. Delft Masters, Vermeer’s Contemporaries: Illusionism through the
Conquest of Light and Space, by Kersten, Michiel C.C., Daniëlle H.A.C. Lokin, and Michiel C. Plomp
(Zwolle and Delft: Waanders Publishers and Stedelijk Museum Het Prinsenhof, 1996): 103.
26
Honig, 1989, 40.
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A) and, one might add, those of Hendrick van der Burch (CR33, Fig. A).27 The
paintings by these artists provide close-up depictions of spaces enclosed by
brick walls, with glimpses of buildings and back streets which are not featured in
the topographical paintings of the Berckheyde brothers and others. As in Pieter
de Hooch’s painting of a woman and girl in a bleaching field (Fig L), these
outdoor spaces almost become an extension of De Hooch’s idealised interiors
(the courtyards are also literally extensions of the interior, being liminal spaces
between home and street), with the woman carrying out her task and the girl
attentively watching, and presumably learning from her elder’s dutiful example
as the main focus of the painting. But even though some correspondence can
be found between the colour scheme and textures, and the general appearance
of the buildings in Vrel’s street scenes and the courtyards and outdoor
workspaces of De Hooch and Van Der Burch, his subjects are dissimilar.
While Vrel’s street scenes share some characteristics of both
topographical city views and courtyard scenes, comparisons are neither
productive nor satisfactory. Vrel’s street scenes seem almost to be a genre of
their own. Brière-Misme wrote of them: “Aucun peintre n’avait eu l’audace
d’observer, comme Vrel, des ruelles anonymes et pauvres.”28 The setting
depicted in Vrel’s street scenes is not that of abject poverty, however, in sharp
contrast to the public spaces of city centres represented in the city views, or to
the private work spaces and courtyard scenes, these paintings can be claimed
to represent the urban milieu of what Brière-Misme elsewhere called, “le petit
bourgeois”. This is the middle class of small shopkeepers, tradesmen and
humble craftsmen, as represented by the women and children in Vrel’s interiors,
although in the street scenes the staffage is more equally made up of male and
female figures. In contrast with paintings by Vrel’s contemporaries (be they
topographical views of large city squares by the likes of Van der Heyden, or
church or townhall interiors by Emanuel de Witte or Pieter de Hooch), all of
whom offer us a view of a cross-section of society, Vrel’s neighbourhoods
provide a more homogenous view of a community of people of roughly the
same class. There is no sense of the dense population, commotion, or dirt that
27
28

Brière-Misme, 1935a, 108; Honig, 1989, 44.
Ibid, 107-8.
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would have been typical of urbanised areas, although it should be noted that
these realities were also usually airbrushed out of paintings by the
Berckheydes, Van der Heyden, and Nicolaes Hals.
The areas depicted, as Brière-Misme suggested, appear to be
anonymous. According to Stone-Ferrier, Vrel’s paintings do not depict a specific
city or town, but rather “the intimate physical parameters and ambiance of the
Dutch neighborhood.”29 She has argued that the buildings, the shops, and the
figures going about their everyday activities would have been familiar sights in
any typical neighbourhood, and she emphasised the importance of the street
signs, which are repeated motifs in Vrel’s street scenes. In a time before street
numbers, street signs that were not necessarily related to the goods or services
that could be found inside, served as visual identifiers of place.30 Such signs
would have been a code intelligible only to the insiders of a neighbourhood and
therefore markers of their membership within that community. In contrast, Honig
argued what she considered to be the relation between the introversion of the
figures and the anonymity of the setting, with a perceived lack of specific
narrative or explanatory signification in the street scenes.31 In a way, the
unreadability of the street signs makes the viewer an outsider, or voyeur, of the
painted neighbourhood, as well as making them an outsider as to any intended
meaning in the painting.
Lastly, there are a few repeated motifs in Vrel’s street scenes that should
be noted. For example, the motif of the baker looking out of the window above
his shop (CR41, CR42, CR43, CR46) and the stalls of baked goods, as well as
the barber-surgeon’s poles. Bakers and barber-surgeons, who were both
required to undergo lengthy and expensive apprenticeships, were of the more
prosperous and respected members of the tradesmen and shopkeeper class.32
The repeated sight of either a bakery and barber-surgeon’s shop is perhaps, as
Stone-Ferrier suggested, meant to convey a sense of the respectability of the
29

Linda Stone-Ferrier, “Jacobus Vrel’s Dutch Neighborhood Scenes,” Midwestern Arcadia:
Essays in Honor of Alison Kettering (2015): 75 DOI: 10.18277/makf.2015.07
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Stone-Ferrier, 80.
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Honig,1989, 37-8, 45.
32
Eric Jan Sluijter, “Ownership of Paintings in the Dutch Golden Age,” in ex. cat. Class Distinctions, Dutch
Painting in the Age of Rembrandt and Vermeer, by Ronni Baer (Boston: MFA Publications – The Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, 2015): 109; Baer and Kennedy, 178; Stone-Ferrier, 80; Honig, 1989, 48.
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painted neighbourhood.33 Baer and Kennedy have suggested that paintings of
tradesmen or artisans and shop interiors tended to represent the tradesmen
and artisans with whom buyers would have had the most contact, which
explains the popularity of bakers and tailors as a subject.34 The same can, in
part, explain the repetition of the baker motif and of stalls selling baked goods in
Vrel’s street scenes. Bread was a staple of seventeenth-century Dutch life (for
further discussion of the baker motif, see CR42). Equally, in paintings that seem
to have so few signifiers, perhaps the motif of the baker, and the barbersurgeon’s pole, held significance for Vrel as personal tropes.35 In the same way
the conspicuous appearance of the Capuchin monks (CR37, CR46), to which
many have attached significance as a visual clue to do with Vrel’s origins, but
which might just as well have been painted as nothing more than a visual trope,
or a whim (see CR37 for further discussion of the Capuchin motif).

Fig. F: Gerrit Adriaenszoon
Berckheyde, The Great
Market in Haarlem, 1696,
oil on canvas, 69.5 x 90.5,
Rotterdam, Frans Hals
Museum

Fig. G: Gerrit
Adriaenszoon
Berckheyde, The Fish
Market in Haarlem in
the Direction of the
Town Hall, 1692, oil on
canvas, 56.5 x 47,
Haarlem, Frans Hals
Museum

Fig. H: Job
Adriaenszoon
Berckheyde, View of a
Dutch Canal, 1666, oil
on panel, 43.5 x 39.3,
The Hague, Prince
William V Gallery

33

Stone-Ferrier, 80.
Baer and Kennedy, 174.
35
Stone-Ferrier, 79; Honig, 1989: 50: Honig has put forward an interesting theory that the baker looking
out the window was a surrogate for the artist himself, who in turn vacates his position as “first viewer” to
the viewer outside the painting, for more on this see CR42.
34
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Fig. I: Jan van der Heyden,
figures by Adriaen van de
Velde, The Dam and
Damrak, Amsterdam, c.
1663, oil on canvas, 61.9 x
71.1, Harvard, Harvard Art
Museums/Fogg Museum,
1968,65

Fig. J: Nicolaes Hals,
View of Haarlem in the
Grote Houstraat looking
north toward the Grote
Kerk, c. 1655-1660, oil
on canvas, 120 x 105,
Haarlem, Frans Hals
Museum, OS-I-123

Fig. K: detail of Fig. J

Fig. L: Pieter de Hooch,
Woman and a child in a
bleaching ground in Delft, c.
1657-9, Private collection
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4. Suggestions of Vrel’s milieu
Potential clues in Vrel’s paintings, in terms of the representation of
material culture, including the architecture, interior furnishings, clothing, etc.,
that would point to his region of activity or origin, seem difficult to identify. The
interior scenes generally depict objects that would typically have been found in
the Dutch seventeenth-century homes of the class of shop-keepers and
tradesman, they are therefore not very helpful in identifying a specific region. If
Van Tuinen’s identification of the blue and white plates in many of Vrel’s
interiors as Portuguese faience is correct, more research could be conducted
regarding the availability of this type of earthenware in the Netherlands at the
time. Turning to the street scenes, Walter Liedtke, in consultation with the food
historian Peter Rose, suggested that the bread in Vrel’s paintings is similar to
types that were produced in Friesland or one of the “Northern Quarter” cities of
Alkmaar, Enkhuizen or Hoorn.36 More research needs to be carried out to
ascertain the validity of this theory. The non-specificity of the architecture and
setting in the street scenes means that narrowing down a region of activity
based on these elements is unlikely to produce compelling conclusions. Some,
beginning with Hofstede de Groot, have suggested that the simple, archaic
architecture may point to a provincial town perhaps in Gelderland, Friesland or
even in the Southern Netherlands or Germany. However, the street scenes
could have been inspired by local neighbourhoods on the fringes of any one of
the Dutch cities. The fact that there are no canals depicted, has also been
argued as potential evidence that the street scenes were not inspired by one of
the larger cities in Holland. However, Vrel only ever depicted small parts of a
street, lane or square, and may have simply chosen not to include canals. The
streets are more than likely imaginative creations, after all. Apart from the
Capuchin monks and glimpses of a few churches in the street scenes, which
may have been daily sights for the artist or may have been included for

36

Walter Liedtke, Vermeer and the Delft School ex. cat. (New Yok/ New Haven and London: The
Metropolitan Museum of Art and Yale University Press, 2001): 130, note, 9
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symbolic reasons, there are no overt religious references in these paintings that
would suggest in any one way or another the religion of the artist.
More compelling perhaps is Vrel’s idiosyncratic, and possibly untrained,
manner of painting, especially in the street scenes, which leads one to wonder if
his origins lay outside of the main centres. Eric Jan Sluijter has demonstrated
that many artists from the poorer and more traditional eastern and southern
provinces moved to larger cities in the west, including Ter Borch who relocated
from Deventer and was mainly active in Amsterdam and Haarlem.37 It is
possible that Vrel was born in a town in Friesland or Gelderland, but then
moved to and was active in a city in Holland, bringing with him, so to speak,
some of his small town imagery.
Following the second route of enquiry stated at the beginning of this
introduction, the strongest pictorial evidence is the similarity between Vrel’s
choice and treatment of subjects in his interior paintings with those of Boursse,
and to a lesser extent Janssens Elinga, who were both active in Amsterdam
(Janssens Elinga was born in the Bruges but migrated north in 1653). It is
plausible that the three artists knew each other or even that they were active in
the same circle. The archival evidence lets us believe, thanks to a couple
instances of the name “Vrel” referring to an individual living in Amsterdam in the
mid-to-late seventeenth century, together with other instances spelt “Verel”, that
it is possible that Vrel was active in Amsterdam. In addition, Brière-Misme’s
suggestion that a painting by Vrel (CR27) might have been listed in Boursse’s
brother Jan Boursse’s inventory, makes this suggestion increasingly
persuasive, even if it remains unsubstantiated by any secure documentation for
the time being.38 The description of the painting belonging to Jan Boursse,
which was listed as number forty-two out of fifty-five works of art, reads: “een
vroutge sittende voor een sieck bedt”. When the inventory was drawn up, the
painting hung in the “binnekamer “alongside seventeen other works, including
two works by Esaias Boursse and family portraits by anonymous artists.
Although difficult to prove, it is easy to argue there would be few paintings by
37

Sluijter, 90.
Brière-Misme, 1935a, note 3; for Boursse’s inventory, see Montias database, inventory 898 of Jan
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any other Dutch artist which could match the description listed in the inventory
of a “young woman sitting in front of a sick bed”. If it could be believed that Vrel
was active in Amsterdam, then it is possible he was also possibly connected
with neighbouring Haarlem, which would support Honig’s theory of his
attachment to that city. She argued that Vrel’s treatment of the baker motif as
well as his lost weaver’s workshop (CR15), made it likely that he was connected
to Haarlem because both subjects were employed by artists there.39
***
This catalogue raisonné is based on Vrel’s artist file at the Witt Library in
the Courtauld Institute, London. The Witt file might seem to be an arbitrary
starting point but in the absence of any previous published catalogue raisonné,
and wishing to begin from a publicly accessible, material documentary resource,
it seemed suitable. Entries CR2 to CR53 follow the order of the Witt file which is
arranged, as the case with all Witt files, in groupings according to “formalist”
categories, viz., four separate folders containing: paintings of interiors with one
figure, paintings of interiors with multiple figures, street scenes, and drawings.
All of the information on the cards has been transcribed. Entries CR54 to CR66
relate to works not included in the Witt file. Some of these works were found in
the literature, or while searching for related images online, some were found in
the RKD, others were found during research on private collections and while
going through records of sales. The CR numbers arranged according to any
chronology, or any biographical or developmental emplotment, their succession
is contingent upon the taxonomy employed Vrel’s Witt file.
Information for each entry is organised under conventional catalogue
raisonné headings. In the “Literature” section I have attempted to include all the
sources key to Vrel’s art-historical construction, (analysis of such sources is the
principal topic of the thesis). This section refers the reader back to the narrative
and content of the thesis, just as the thesis makes continual references to the
CR numbers of paintings. Much the same applies to information gathered under
the heading “Exhibitions”. The “Hofstede de Grootfiches” numbers can be
39

Honig, 1989, 40.
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cross-referenced using Appendix B. “Provenance”, especially in the case of
works with similar compositions (e.g., CR25, CR26, CR27, CR55 and CR32,
CR33, CR34, CR61), has involved some guesswork and I make no claims of
final “correctness”. The catalogue is not a connoisseurial catalogue, it does not
construct a new “Jacobus Vrel”, it is a record of research findings laid out in an
accessible manner, made available for the reader of the thesis. As to
attributions, I have included all of the works that I have come across as having
been attributed to Vrel, whether or not that is still believed to be the case. Not
included are “lost” works referred to in the writing of Brière-Misme, Hofstede de
Groot and others, for which no visual evidence exists. I have not included
paintings without photographic records, although I have mentioned them in my
text where relevant. The development of a section of “invisible Vrels” might be a
project for the future. I have also attempted to indicate when a work now
attributed to Vrel was previously attributed to another artist.
As stated in the introduction, this catalogue raisonné is provisional – it is
a starting point and work in progress. Vrel is an example of an artist about
whom little is known other than the paintings, and for whom the paintings have
come to constitute the documentation. The catalogue raisonné has been a tool
used by art historians and connoisseurs over past centuries as a means of
determining authenticity and fixing oeuvres, although this catalogue is
presented in good faith and in the hope of providing a reliable historical
resource, in the absence any contextual documentation such a large ambition
here would be out of place. Although I have employed the same categories, this
catalogue raisonné rather presents Vrel as a multi-layered, unfixable object in
texts – as a variorum text.
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Catalogue
CR1
Vrel
Intérieur de béguinage
Location: Unknown
36 x 29
Provenance:
Reydon sale, Amsterdam 1827; with Thoré-Bürger
by 1866; Demidoff sale, Paris 1-3 April 1869, lot 15
(as “van der Meer”)
Exhibitions:
Paris, Exposition rétrospective, 1866, no. 227 (as
“van der Meer”)
Literature:
Zacharie Astruc, “Beaux-arts : Trésors d’art de Paris. Exposition rétrospective. III.
Scènes et paysages”, L’Entendard 47 (12 August 1866), Thoré-Bürger, 1866, 463,
569, no. 52 (as Van der Meer de Delft); Hofstede de Groot, 1908, 607, note 17 (as
Vrel); Brière-Misme, 1935a, 114, ill., p. 97, 157; Honig, 1985 notes, A-15; Honig, 1989,
46; Broos,1998, 23-4, fig. 7; Jowell, 2003, 90, 102; Mai, 2003, 49, fig. 9
Commentary:
While there are difficulties in discussing a lost painting (especially one for which no
photographic reproduction exists) using sources based on a nineteenth-century
description and engraving, we can assume that this painting would have offered the
only view from interior to exterior in Vrel’s oeuvre. As such, it would have juxtaposed
inside and outside, home and city – Vrel’s two main subject matters. Dutch domestic
genre paintings from the mid-seventeenth-century often depicted the transitional space
of the voorhuis opening out onto the street, as for example in paintings by Jacob
Ochtervelt (fig. A) or Pieter de Hooch (fig. B). Through their depiction of this transitional
space and the interaction between figures originating from inside and outside of the
home, some have interpreted these types of paintings as focusing on the domestic
boundary as a zone of interaction, or even porousness. From what we know of Vrel’s
painting, however, the woman (described in the verbal account), her face hidden
behind her bonnet, interacts with no one and seems to be fixed between the two halves
of the open door on the inside of the home. For a similar composition and subject, see
the drawing in the Rijksmuseum Wurzbach had tentatively attributed to Vrel and that is
now considered possibly to be by Nicolaes Maes (Fig. C). For the other two
interactions between a figure within the home and one outside in Vrel’s known oeuvre,
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see CR31 and CR49; in those examples the interactions between two women, at a
door in one and at a window in the other, are both seen from the perspective of the
street.
Brière-Misme noted that the original painting was sold as a Vermeer at the Demidoff
sale (Paris, 1-3 April 1869, lot, 15, for 1,150 fr) and that it had since disappeared. An
image of the invoice is published in Jowell (2003, 103, fig. 69) with the frontispiece
painting listed as an “Intérieur”, by V. D. Meer. Another Vermeer in Thoré-Bürger’s
collection, “Concert” (now Boston, Isabella Stewart Gardiner Museum) is also listed; it
sold for 5,100 fr.
Thoré-Bürger described the painting as follows: “Petite femme, en coiffe et guimpe de
béguine, appuyée sur sa demi-porte et regardant dans une ruelle où passe une autre
béguine” (Thoré-Bürger, 1866, 569). For more on Thoré-Bürger’s association of the
subject matter of this painting and of CR49 with the Beguines, see CR49 as well as
chapter two. We also learn from Thoré-Bürger that the painting bore the signatures of
Vermeer (VMeer) and Pieter de Hooch.
The wood engraving was made by Noel Eugène Sotain (1816-1874) after Étienne
Bocourt (b. 1821). For more information on these makers, see the Index of Artists
Represented in Department of Prints and Drawing at the British Museum. Vol. II,
French Schools (London, 1896): 26, 240.
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Fig. A: Jacob Ochtervelt,
Street Musicians at the
Door, 68.6 x 57.2 cm,
1665, St. Louis Art
Museum

Fig. B: Pieter de Hooch,
Man Handing a Letter to a
Woman in the Entrance
Hall of a House, 1670, 68
x 59 cm, Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum

Fig. C: see CR60

CR2
Vrel
A Woman Darning a Stocking
The Bader Collection, Milwaukee
24.1 x 28.6
Provenance:
Schaffer gallery, Berlin, 1929, no. 120; Christie’s
London, 29 May 1931, lot 119, purchased by Collins;
R.H. Ward, Bournemouth, 1932; Dr. Richter, Purley,
Surrey, UK in 1935; Christie’s London 24 July 1936, lot
65; New York, coll. J. Schönemann, 1937; August
Bontoux, Chicago; his sale, 7 April 1953, lot 74;
purchased by Alfred Bader

Exhibitions:
Berlin, Hundert seltene Holländer, 1932, no. 120; Mount Holyoke College Art Museum,
“Baroque Paintings in the Low Countries,” Sept. 1979; Queen’s College, Ontario, “The
Age of Rembrandt,” 1984
Literature:
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 172, note 1; Valentiner (expertise 25 March 1937); The Bader
collection, 1974, no. 30; Mai, 2003, 56; Plietzsch, 1949, 253; Honig, 1985 notes, A-5;
Mai, 2003, 56; Kingston, cat. The Bader collection, de Witt, 2008, 314, no. 193
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605870 (1936); 1605871 (1931); 1605903 (1929)
Commentary:
Compared to Vrel’s other known interior paintings, this picture is unusual for several
reasons. Firstly, the large-scale figure’s close proximity to the picture plane and the
unobstructed view of her concentrating face occur only rarely in his works. Due
perhaps to her closeness to the viewer, her costume has also been painted in greater
detail with attention paid to the folds of cloth and the tie of her head covering.
Secondly, the space in which she sits is ambiguous with no architectural details
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provided; although the homes in which Vrel placed his women are normally very
modest and sparsely filled with objects, one is usually at least provided a glimpse of a
window frame, open door or fireplace that situates the figure within a room. The
delicate wooden chair with rounded backrest, upon which the woman has laid some of
her sewing, appears in a couple of Vrel’s other paintings, including in the background
of CR4. Another way in which this painting stands out in Vrel’s oeuvre is the figure’s
actual engagement in a task, which in this case appears to be the darning of red
stockings. In contrast to many of Vrel’s idle female figures, this modestly dressed
woman, appears absorbed in dutifully carrying out her chore. Images of female figures
sewing, spinning or making lace were very popular around the mid-seventeenth
century and have been interpreted by modern scholars as models of feminine virtue, as
in the case of Netscher’s well known picture of an industrious and modestly dressed
young lace maker (Fig. A) or Boursse’s bespectacled old woman sewing in firelight
(Fig. B). This picture should be compared with CR54 for a similar composition of a
large-scale seated female figure within an ambiguous space, although, in that case, the
woman is unoccupied and stares off at an indeterminate object beyond the painted
scene; on the stool next to her, not sewing, but a still life consisting of a flower and
pewter vessel is pictured.

Fig. A: Caspar Netscher, The
Lace Maker, 1662, 33 x 27 cm,
London, The Wallace
Collection

Fig. B: Esaias Boursse, An
Old woman doing
needlework, c. 1655-60, 28.5
x 22.3, Paris, Fondation
Custodia, Collection Frits
Lugt
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CR3
Vrel
Interior with a Sick Woman by a Fireplace
The Leiden Collection, New York (JV-100)
57.3 x 47.7
Provenance:
Probably Leopold Wilhelm, Archduke of Austria, by
1659, as part of a pair with CR16; probably Emperor
Joseph II, Vienna, by 1781 (listed as "ein Frau am
Camin sitzend," no. 106 in inventory date 19
February 1781); sold in Budapest in 1856; with Van
Diemen & Co. Berlin, c. 1928; with Dr Schaeffer,
Berlin, by 1929, (cat. No. 105)- 1932; Dr Libermann,
Berlin by 1935; Mrs M. van Es-Dirksen, The Hague,
by 1936; Private collection, the Netherlands; Lycett
Green collection in 1968; Sotheby's Amsterdam, Old
Master's Paintings, 18 May 2004, no. 14; with
Johnny Van Haeften, London VP3670; acquired by
the Leiden Gallery in 2005
Exhibitions:
Dr Schaeffer gallery, Berlin Die Meister des Hollandischen Interieurs, April-May 1929,
cat. No. 105; The Hague, Gemeentemuseum, Oude Kunst uit Haagsch Bezit, 12 Dec.
1936-37 Jan. 1937, 47, no. 206; Beijing, National Museum of China, Rembrandt and
His Time: Masterpieces from The Leiden Collection, 17 June–3 September 2017;
Shanghai, Long Museum, West Bund, Rembrandt, Vermeer and Hals in the Dutch
Golden Age: Masterpieces from The Leiden Collection, 23 September 2017–25
February 2018; Moscow, the Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, The Age of
Rembrandt and Vermeer: Masterpieces from the Leiden Collection, 28 March 2018 July 2018
Literature:
Berger, 1883, CL, no. 739; Wurzbach, 1910, 825; Valentiner, 1929a, no. 2, 88, fig. 3;
Valentiner, 1929b, XXXIV, ill. 203; Valentiner, 1930, XXIX, ill. 203; Brière-Misme,
1935a, 167, fig. 12; Plietzsch, 1949, 254; Plietzsch, 1960, 83, fig. 140; Régnier, 1968,
278; Sutton, 1984, 353, fig. 2; Honig, 1985 notes, A-2; Honig 1989, 46, 49, fig. 6; Mai,
2003, 56; Gerlinde Gruber, “Das Bilderverzeichnis der Pressburger Burg von 1781: Ein
Beitrag zur Sammlungsgeschichte der Gemäldegalerie des Kunsthistorischen
Museums,” Jahrbuch des Kunsthistorischen Museums Wien 8, no. 9 (2006–2007):
378, no. 106; Llona van Tuinen, “Interior with a Sick Woman by a Fireplace”, in The
Leiden Collection Catalogue, ed. By Arthur K. Wheelock Jr. (New York 2017)
https://www.theleidencollection.com/archive/, Lara Yeager-Crasselt, “Interior with a
Sick Woman by a Fireplace,” in Rembrandt and His Time: Masterpieces of The Leiden
Collection, ed. Lara Yeager-Crasselt, trans. Li Ying. ex. cat. Beijing, National Museum
of China (Beijing, 2017): 136, no. 58, and 186, no. 58; Rembrandt, Vermeer and Hals
in the Dutch Golden Age: Masterpieces from The Leiden Collection, ex. cat. Shanghai,
Long Museum, West Bund (Shanghai, 2017): 136–37.
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605845 (1936/7); 1605882 (1929)
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Commentary:
This painting is probably one of the two listed under no. 739 of the 1659 inventory as:
"Zwey Stuckel einer Grossen von Ohlfarb auf Holtz, warin in einem ein hollandisches
Camin darbey ein krankhe Fraw sitczt/uundt in dem andern ein Fraw zum Fenster
hinausschawet" (Berger, CL, 1883). Brière-Misme identified this work as the pendant to
CR16 and explained that the dimensions of the two would have been identical before
this painting was cut down (1935a,165). She also noted that Vrel’s signature had been
painted on a scrap of paper affixed to the part of the chimney hood that had been
cropped, which is confirmed by the RKD, BD/Digital Collection (img.nr. 1001453846). A
photo of CR3 taken in 1928 while it was at the dealer Van Diemen & Co., Berlin, shows
the painting before it was cut down. Llona Van Tuinen (2017) has pointed out that
when the painting was photographed again the following year, while with the Dr.
Schäffer gallery for their catalogue (Berlin, 1929, p. 35, no. 105), it was in its altered
state. Therefore, the painting must have been cut-down circa 1928-9. The reverse of
the panel is marked with the initials K.K..
This painting is similar in subject and composition to Vrel’s other “hearth” paintings
(CR5, CR6, CR13, CR14); however, while the faces of the women in the other pictures
are hidden, in the present work, the viewer is given a clear view of the her weary, pallid
face. The woman rests her head in one hand and leans back into the large white pillow
that is set against the fireplace. A small cat and dog sleep before the fire at her feet.
Nearby are a foot-warmer, bell-shaped fire cover (haardklok), tongs and shovel. An
iron pot is set above the feeble fire. Across from the woman is an unoccupied
vrouwstoel (woman’s chair) with simple wooden frame and woven seat. As in Vrel’s
other interiors, a group of modest objects are arranged decoratively in this composition:
several metal vessels and ornaments, including a brass sconce, hang from the fabric
skirting attached to the bottom of the chimney hood and a row of simply decorated blue
and white faience plates and two brass candlesticks are arranged symmetrically atop
the mantlepiece. A small orange, unique in Vrel’s interior paintings, but that can be
seen in works by contemporaries such as Pieter de Hooch’s A Woman Nursing an
Infant with a Child and a Dog (c. 1658-60, Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco), is also
visible at one end of the mantlepiece. Perhaps even more so than other Vrel interior
paintings, this painting’s earth tone palette is nearly monochromatic.
A precedent for elderly figures sleeping by the hearth can be found in earlier depictions
of acedia, or sloth, as in Bosch’s Accidia (Fig. A). In this early sixteenth-century image,
the sleeping figure by the hearth has become tired of the spiritual life that is embodied
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by the female figure dressed in religious garb and holding a rosary who stands to his
left. In Vrel’s painting, one may wonder whether the cause of the woman’s malaise
(she appears to be unwell rather than sleeping as her eyes are not completely shut), is
spiritual or physical. In a painting of a similar subject by Boursse (Fig. B), an old
woman sleeps by the hearth, with her head resting against a pillow and a large book
open in her lap. The borders of the fireplace are decorated in plain tiles of alternating
colour as in this painting, and others, by Vrel.

Fig. A: Hieronymus Bosch,
Accidia from the Table of the
Seven Dealy Sins, oil on
panel, 1505-10, Madrid,
Museo del Prado

Fig. B: Esaias Boursse, An
Old Woman Asleep, c. 166072, 36.1 x 28.5 cm, Yok
Museums Trust
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CR4
Vrel
Interior with a Woman Seated by a Hearth
Carmen Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection, on loan at
the Museo Nacional Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid
(CTB.1998.30)
64.7 x 47.5
unsigned
Provenance:
With the Brod Gallery, London; Sale, Christie's
London, 10 July, 1988; Duyvendijk, The Hague; Sale,
Sotheby's London, 5 July, 1995, lot 7; Christie's Sale
1998

Exhibitions:
Delft, Delft Masters, Vermeer's Contemporaries, Stedelijk Museum Het Prinsenhof,
Delft, 1996
Literature:
Delft, 1996, 179, fig. 176; Fock, 1998, 231, note 224 (second version in note, not
illustrated); Buvelot, 2002, 35, note 5; Mai, 2003, 55, fig. 15; Sutton, “Interior with a
Woman Seated by a Hearth c. 1654”, Madrid cat. Carmen Thyssen-Bornemisza
Collection, ed. Javier Arnaldo, vol. I (2004): 122; Grootenboer, 2018 (n.p.)
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605880? (1905)
Commentary:
In his catalogue entry for this painting, Sutton (2004) has suggested that, based on its
similarity of composition to CR16, that it was painted c.1654. Contrary to most past
and current opinion, Buvelot (2002, 35, note 5) has argued that this painting and not
CR3 was the second painting mentioned in Leopold Wilhelm's inventory under 739.
Rather than it being the pendant to CR16, Jan Pacilly has suggested (“No. 29 The
Lying-in [...]” Johnny van Haeften catalogue eleven (London, 1999): note 12) that this
painting (or, I would add, even CR4b) was the pendant listed alongside a variant of
CR24 in two nineteenth-century sales, 1811 and 1850 which were published in BrièreMisme’s article (1935a, 162, note 3; it is possibly also one of the unidentified paintings
in note 1, p. 165). The following is the listing from the Rotterdam sale, 3 April 1850:
“une femme assise attise le feu avec un soufflet; près de la cheminée, on découvre un
lit aux rideaux ouverts devant lequel se trouve un berceau; au centre, sur le plancher,
un chat est assis sur une chaufferette; quelques accessoires; ‘n’est pas inférieur au
tableau précèdent’”- one notes the absence in the picture of the bellows mentioned in
the description.
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With its tall windows facing the viewer and lofty ceiling, this painting is similar in
composition to CR7, CR16 and CR28. The room depicted in this painting is more richly
furnished with a greater array of objects that the other paintings. In addition to three
straight backed chairs with wicker seats, the rounded back wooden chair from CR2
appears again by the window. A gleaming brass bed warmer hangs from the wooden
frame of the box-bed to the right. Along the top of the frame is a symmetrical
arrangement of the blue and white plates seen elsewhere, with a larger brass or
copper plate in the middle. Behind the woman, a cat sleeps atop a foot-warmer and a
dog is curled up by her feet, close to the hearth. Also, by the fireplace is a large
earthenware or stoneware storage vessel. Pillows air on the table by the open window.
The treatment of light in this painting is softer and slightly warmer than in Vrel’s other
backlit compositions; the woman’s head and shoulder covering, the chimney hood and
facing wall with the box-bed are most strongly bathed in the light that enters through
the large windows. Overall, there is more attention to the rendering of the surfaces of
different materials, particularly the lustrous metallic objects and soft fabrics. The earth
tone palette is broken up by the red-orange blanket draped over the cradle.
The female figure seated facing the hearth is bent over with her face buried in her
hands. Regardless of whether she is asleep or simply resting, her pose intimates
weariness. The cradle behind her suggests that she is looking after an infant. As with
many of Vrel’s interiors, the figure is not portrayed in the midst of a chore or activity,
rather at a moment of rest or idleness, however brief. Despite the impression of
airiness produced by the high ceiling and large windows, this space feels enclosed and
cut-off from the world beyond. There is no view through to any other space and through
the open window only a glimpse of another closed window and wall are provided. Vrel’s
painting can be compared to Boursse’s Interior with a Woman Cooking (Fig. A), which
depicts a woman sitting facing a hearth with an infant in a basket behind her. The
sombre atmosphere in Boursse’s rustic interior, produced in part by the woman’s
largely hidden face and the messy, bedclothes cascading from the box-bed at the
centre of this compressed space, has led to the common interpretation that the scene
represents a sick room. In contrast to Pieter de Hooch’s Woman Lacing Her Bodice
beside a Cradle (Fig. B), which seems to celebrate the role of motherhood, feminine
virtue and the stages in a woman’s life, Vrel’s and Boursse’s paintings present
seemingly more neutral or even downbeat depictions of women’s life and work. The
everyday reality for the richly dressed mother of De Hooch’s sumptuously furnished
and decorated home would have differed from the more modest reality of the women
depicted in Vrel’s interiors.
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Fig. A: Esaias Boursse, Interior
with a Woman Cooking, 1656,
51 x 57.8 cm, oil on canvas,
London, The Wallace Collection

Fig. B: Pieter de Hooch,
Woman Lacing Her Bodice
beside a Cradle, c. 1661-3, oil
on canvas, 92 x 100 cm, Berlin,
Gemäldegalerie

CR4b
Vrel?
Location unknown
64.5 x 47.5
Signed: “JV”
Provenance:
Sotheby’s London sale, 11 June 1979, lot 119
Literature:
Fock, 1998, 231, fig. 48, note 224; Sutton, 2004, 122

Commentary:
This painting is very similar to CR4a. Some minor differences can be seen in the
placement of the cat behind the foot warmer (instead of on top of it), the slippers and
the window of the opposite building. Sutton (2004) has suggested that this painting
might have been a copy after CR4. Photographs of this painting can be found in the
Witt Library and the RKD. Fock (1998) wrote that this version was in Sotheby’s London
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sale, 11 June 1979, lot 119, which is different from the painting of the Sotheby's
London, 5 July 1995 sale. In contrast, Jan Pacilly has argued that the paintings in the
two sales were the same (Pacilly, 1999, note 2). They are clearly different paintings
and the photo of this version in the RKD is marked with the 1979 sale information.

CR5
Vrel
Woman at the Hearth
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam (SK-A-3127), currently in
storage
36 x 27.5
Provenance:
Baron de la Villestreux sale, Paris, 28 February
1872, no. 49 (as Vermeer); Collection of Mrs. H. L.
Bischoffsheim, London; H.L. Bischoffsheim sale,
London, 7 May 1926, no. 14 (as Boursse);
purchased for the Rijksmuseum from the H. Schaffer
gallery, Berlin, in 1931, as a gift of the Photo
Commission
Exhibitions:
London, Whitechapel Gallery, Exhibition of Dutch paintings, 1904, no. 357 (as
Vermeer); Exhibition Tokyo, 2007
Literature:
W. Burger, Annuaire des artistes et des amateurs, 1860, 293; W.R. Valentiner, 1929a,
92; Valentiner, 1930, XXIX; Rijksmuseum…Verslag, 1931, in-8o, 7, ill. p.8;
Rijksmuseum catalogue, 1934, no. 2599 a; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 164, note 4; Thieme
and Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570; Plietzsch, 1949, 254; Plietzsch, 1960, 83; All the
Paintings of the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam; a completely illustrated catalogue
(Amsterdam, 1976): [page?]; Honig, 1985 notes, A-16; Altes, Everhard Korthals and
Jan Piet Filedt Kok, 2000, 77.
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605881? (1764); 1605884 (1904); 1605914 (1904)
Commentary:
Previously attributed to E. Boursse and Vermeer. When viewing this painting in person,
I noticed some underpainting on the mantlepiece section above, and under, the central
plate (Fig. A). The graphic marks are similar to those on some of the plates, but much
larger and “floral” in form. One wonders if there are other marks under the darker areas
of paint (the marks do seem to go under the painting of the mantlepiece below the
central plate), and whether such pentimenti may have appeared in other paintings
which we know only through photographs.
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This painting and the next (CR6) are variants on the theme of the woman by the hearth
seen in CR3, CR13, CR14. In all of these paintings, Vrel’s typical fireplace with
prominent chimney hood stands at the centre of the wall facing the viewer. In all five
paintings in this group a similarly dressed, solitary female figure either rests, or attends
to the fire. In this composition, the woman is portrayed bending over by the hearth so
that she can poke the burning coals beneath the pot. A foot-warmer, wicker chair and
haardklok are placed in front of the hearth. A small dog or cat is curled up in front of the
fire. Blue and white faience plates and two candlesticks are arranged along the
mantlepiece, as in most of Vrel’s interior paintings, as well as the familiar brass wall
sconce and other metal objects hanging from the nails affixing the fabric to the chimney
hood. Similar imagery of female figures, and especially elderly female figures cooking
can be found in paintings by Vrel’s contemporaries. While the viewer cannot see the
woman’s face, her form, costume and adherence to the conventions of the tropes
discussed in chapter 3, suggest that she is mature. In one of many views that
Brekelenkam painted of a tailor’s shop (Fig. B & C), an older woman, dressed similarly
to Vrel’s sits facing the hearth preparing food.
This is one of the cruder interior paintings in Vrel’s accepted oeuvre, with little attention
to detail or sense of depth. The “woman by the hearth” appears to have been a
frequent subject for Vrel and it is likely that he produced more versions of this theme
than have come down to us. Brière-Misme had identified eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury sales records for paintings of similar subjects, including “Intérieur: Une Femme
qui allume le feu” sold in Groningen in 1764 by “Verril”, which she suggested could
have been by Vrel (1935a, 165, note 1).

Fig. A: Detail of CR5
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Fig. B: Quiringh van Brekelenkam, The
Tailor’s Shop, c. 1653-65, oil on panel,
47.5 x 64 cm, St. Petersburg Florida,
coll. Adele and Gordon Gilbert, repro. in
Delft ex. cat., 1996, p. 141, fig. 129

Fig. C: Detail of Fig. B

CR6
Vrel?
Woman at the Hearth
Location unknown
28 x 23
Provenance:
W.C.P. Baron Reede van Oudtshoorn, Utrecht; sale,
Amsterdam, 14 April 1874, lot 5, to Rosman; Von
Friesen sale, Cologne, 26 March 1885, lot 18; St. C.
Michel am Mainz collection; Rud. Lepke's KunstAuctions-Haus, Berlin, sale, 27 February 1917, lot 20
(as Boursse); Krupp van Bohlen Collection, Essen

Exhibitions:
Dusseldorf, 1886, no. 40; ex. of paintings from the Mainz collection, 1887, no 26.
Literature:
W. Bode, “Die Austellungen alter Gemälde in Dusseldorf und Brussel”, Repertorium für
Kunstwissenschaft (1887): 36 (as Koedijck); Hofstede de Groot, 1903, 41; Valentiner,
1929a, 88; Brière-Misme, 1935a,164, note 5; Thieme and Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570;
Brière-Misme, 1954, 23, fig. 3; Honig, 1985 notes, A-25
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605833 (1917); 1605881? (1764); 1605895 (1902)
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Commentary:
Previously attributed to Boursse and Koedijck. According to Brière-Misme, this painting
bore a false signature reading “L. Boursse, 1657” in the bottom right of the composition
(1935a, 164, note 5). Although only poor photographic reproductions of this painting
exist, its composition seems to have been nearly identical to CR5.

CR7
Vrel
Interior Scene, or the Reading Lesson
Palais des Beaux Arts, Lille (P.218)
63 x 48
Provenance:
Vente comte Cornet de Ways Ruart fils, Brussels, 22
April 1868, lot 43 (as Pieter de Hooch); Alexandre
Leleux; legacy of Alexandre Leleux, 1873
Exhibitions:
Valenciennes, 1918, no 193 (as Koedijck); Berlin,
Meisterwerke aus dem Museum in Lille, Schloss
Charlottenburg, 28 April-18 May 1964, no 50; Paris,
Le Siècle de Rembrandt: Tableaux Hollandais des
collections publiques francaises, Petit Palais 1970-1,
no. 227; Amsterdam, Hollandse Schilderijen uit
Franse musea, Rijksmuseum, 1971, no. 50
Literature:
Edouard Reynart, Catalogue des tableaux, bas-reliefs et statues exposés dans les
galeries du Musée des tableaux de la ville de Lille (5e édition),1875, 120, no 344 (as
Vermeer); Jules Lenglart, Catalogue des tableaux du Musée de Lille, cat., 1893, no
434 (as Koedijck); Hofstede de Groot, 1903, 41 (as Vrel); Wurzbach, 1906, I, 312;
François Benoit, La Peinture au Musée de Lille, cat, 1909, II, no 103, fig. 74 (as
Koedijk); Valenciennes, ex. cat.,1918, 148, no. 193; Valentiner, 1929a, 86-93;
Valentiner, 1930, XXIX; Leblanc, 1932, 14, fig. p 45 (as Koedijck); Brière-Misme,
1935a, 100, 158-60, note 2, 168, fig. 9; Plietzsch, 1949, 254; Plietzsch, 1960, 82-3; A.
Châtelet, 1970, ill. on verso of cover; Lille, Grands noms, grandes figures du Musee de
Lille, La Collection d’Alexandre Leleux coll. cat. (Lille: Musée des Beaux-Arts, 1974):
93-4, no. 69; Honig, 1985 notes, A-13; Delft, ex. cat. 1996, 181, fig. 178; Mai, 2003, 46,
fig. 6
Hofstede de Grootfiche: 1605856 (1918)
Commentary:
Previously attributed to Vermeer, De Hooch and Koedijck. The painting bears a false
monogram for Pieter de Hooch (P.H.) on the lower part of the central window frame.
The original signature on the scrap of paper on the floor to the right is now illegible.
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This painting, CR4, CR16 and CR28 form a group of formally related interiors by Vrel
that each portray an attenuated room with large windows piercing the wall facing the
viewer. Although backlit by a wall of tall windows, the very high-ceilinged room
portrayed in this painting is particularly shadowy and coolly lit. With the hearth to the
right and cupboard with cloak hanging on it and copper vessels stored above in the
back-left corner, the arrangement of architectural feature and furniture in this
composition most closely resembles CR16.
A woman sits in lost profile in the centre of the room, a small book open in her hands.
A young boy leans into her lap with his face turned toward the viewer, his gaze directed
at an indeterminate object somewhere in the right foreground. His hoop is lying on the
floor next to him and his hat is placed on the table under the window. In the shadows to
the right of these two figures is a man wearing a broad-brimmed hat on a low stool with
his back to them, also in lost profile, facing the hearth. A cat sleeps on a tiny child’s
chair just to the right of him. The appearance of a male figure in one of Vrel’s interiors
alongside a woman and child is unusual. Within Vrel’s known interiors, men appear
seldom (there are solitary adult male figures in CR12, CR15, CR58), nowhere else do
they share the composition with women and children.
The ostensible subject of this painting is maternal instruction, a popular theme in midseventeenth-century Dutch genre painting. In the Dutch Republic, the home was the
main site for the moral, spiritual and civic education of children. Paintings by Maes, De
Hooch, Metsu and others have been interpreted as providing models for virtuous
feminine behaviour (or sometimes examples of the opposite) and as celebrating the
important role that women played in the upbringing of the next generation. A painting
from Pieter de Hooch’s Delft period (Fig. A), depicting a mother and child preparing
vegetables in the back room of a house – a very simple, similarly backlit workspace
with the main figures occupying the shadowy foreground – provides a parallel to the
present work. Despite the similarities in terms of treatment of light, the modest
surroundings, and the earth tone palette, Vrel’s depiction of an interaction between a
woman (probably a mother) and child seems to differ from De Hooch’s and others .
There seems to be less focus on the mother/child relationship. This is perhaps due, in
part, to the two main figures’ diminutive size within the large space, and their
placement, which, although central, is toward the back of the composition. Further to
that, the adult figures’ inattention to one another produces a sense of separation,
isolation, or psychological remoteness, between them. With their backs turned on the
viewer, the interiority of the figures is at once emphasised and withheld. The
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inaccessibility, or unreadability, of the figures seems to match the closed-off feeling of
this private space in which the viewer feels a trespasser. Coupled with the lack of other
obvious signifiers in the room, the figures’ refusal to communicate leaves the viewer
undirected. A painting by Vrel’s contemporary, Boursse (Fig. B) presents another
shadowy, backlit composition, in which a woman sits in profile at a spinning wheel in
the mid-ground, her face almost entirely hidden beneath her bonnet, while a man in a
broad-brimmed hat sits with his back to the viewer in the immediate left foreground.
The dynamic between the figures, as well as between the figures and the viewer is
similar to that in Vrel’s painting. Another parallel can be made with the slightly later
painting by Pieter Janssens Elinga (Fig. C), which depicts a similarly lit, but more richly
furnished room, in which a female figure reads in a chair in the background, facing
away from the viewer. With her back turned and the lower shutters pulled to, the
privacy of this space and the female figure’s engagement in the solitary act of reading
seem to be emphasised.

Fig. A: Pieter de Hooch, A
Woman Preparing
Vegetables with a Child, c.
1657, oil on panel, 60 x 49
cm, Paris, Musée du
Louvre

Fig. B: Esaias Boursse,
Interior with Woman at the
Spinning Wheel, 1661, 60
x 49 cm, oil on canvas,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum

Fig. C: Pieter Janssens
Elinga, Reading Woman,
c. 1665-70, 75.5 x 63.5
cm, oil on canvas, Alte
Pinakothek, Munich
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CR8
Egbert van der Poel (attributed to)
Portal of a stairway tower, with a man descending
the stairs: presumably the moment before the
assassination of William the Silent in the
Prinsenhof, Delft
c. 1640-64
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam (SK-A-117)
Oil on panel
49.5 x 40
Literature:
Smith College Bulletin, XVI, June 1935, 6
Commentary:
Previously attributed to Vrel on the card in the Witt
Library.

While the previous attribution of this painting to Vrel might seem improbable, some of
Egbert van der Poel’s paintings depicting workshop interiors, bear similarities to Vrel’s
domestic interior paintings. In Fig. A, which is a nocturnal painting that explores the
light effects produced in a silversmith’s workshop, the figures seen from behind in the
middle ground and background as well as the architectural elements of the space,
including the chimney hood and leaded window in the back wall, are reminiscent of
Vrel.

Fig. A: Egbert Lievensz.
van der Poel, Silversmith
in his Workshop, 28.8 x
22.5 cm, oil on panel,
Städel Museum, Frankfurt
am Main, inv./cat.nr 1955,
record and image of
painting found in the RKD,
BD/Digital Collection
(img.nr. 1001161495)
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CR9
Not Vrel
A woman peeling carrots
Location unknown
9 x 8 in.
Commentary:
The Witt library card from 1977 is simply marked:
“J. Vrel/ A woman peeling carrots/ B73/901/ Panel:
9 x 8” and “Private Collection XV111”. Beyond the
record in the Witt Library, I have not been able to
identify or locate this painting.

CR10
Not Vrel, probably Boursse
Femme au repos
Location unknown
62 x 49
Provenance:
Van Diemen Gallery, Berlin, 1923; Goudstikker
Collection sale, Amsterdam, 1925, no. 79
Exhibitions:
Goudstikker collection, The Hague, 1923, no. 133;
Goudstikker collection, Rotterdam, 1924-5;
Dusseldorf, Dec. 1924-Jan. 1925, no. 29
Literature:
Dusseldorf, Cat. No. 29, Dec. 1924-Jan. 1925; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 166, note 2
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605825 (1923); 1605826 (1924/5); 1605848 (1923)
Commentary:
Text from the Goudstikker sale, 1925:
Vers 1650. Dans une chambre dallée, où l'on entre, à gauche, par une porte
ouverte qui laisse pénétrer le soleil, une femme, en costume noir, bonnet noir et
collerette blanche, est assise sur un banc et tient un livre ouvert sur ses
genoux. Sur le banc, à côté d'elle, à droite, un chat. Le banc se trouve sous une
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fenêtre à petits carreaux. Dans la partie supérieure, une soupente avec un
matelas et une courte-pointe sur une balustrade.
This painting was formerly attributed to Esaias Boursse. Brière-Misme thought the
subject matter of this painting, a solitary “old woman”, was comparable to CR29 and
CR56. However, she argued, probably rightly, that this work was likely by Boursse
(1935a, 166). The handling of perspective, which is demonstrated by the long
passageway that leads to a partly open door in the background, finds no parallel in
Vrel’s oeuvre. Neither do the costume and face of the female figure, the type of space
or the roughness and variety of surface textures. Boursse’s painting of a woman
labouring in a back courtyard (Fig. A), with its coarse textures, provides a better
comparison.

Fig. A : Esaias Boursse, A
Courtyard, c. 1660, 37.7 x
30 cm, oil on canvas,
Rotterdam, Museum
Boijmans Van Beuningen,
inv. VdV 5

CR11
Vrel?
Interior with a woman doing the wash
Hannema-De Stuers Foundation, Kasteel Het
Nijenhuis, Heino (inv.: 2303)
49 x 55
Provenance:
C.H. Schwagermann, Schiedam; Hannema
Collection; Hannema-De Stuers Foundation
Rotterdam from 1964
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Exhibitions:
Rotterdam, Vermeer Oorsprong en invloed Fabritius, De Hooch, De Witte, Museum
Boymans, 1935, no. 99
Literature:
Rotterdam ex. cat, 1935, no. 99, fig. 135; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 170, fig. 10; Dirk
Hannema, Kunst in Oude Sfeer (1952), 78, fig. 54, Dirk Hannema, Beschrijvende
catalogus van de schilderijen, beeldhouwwerken, aquarellen en tekeningen behorende
tot de verzameling van de Stichting Hannema-De Stuers Fundatie in het Kasteel 't
Nijenhuis bij Heino, Overijssel, Heino, 1967, 76-7, nr. 357, fig. 8; Wright, 1980, 484;
Honig, 1985 notes, A-12; Mai, 2003, 58, fig. 18; F.G. Meijer, Favorieten van Museum
de Fundatie, 2005, 30 (as circle of Jacob Vrel)
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605829 (1935)
Commentary:
According to the Hannema de Stuers Foundation, this painting is signed with the
monogram “JF”, which was thought could stand for “J. Frel”. Brière-Misme had noted
that the monogram was inscribed on the chimney hood (1935a, 170). The date for this
painting is also listed as 1650, but it is unclear whether that is a suggestion, or the
painting is actually dated. Although this painting has been long been attributed to Vrel
and was included in the 1935 Rotterdam exhibition, some features are quite different
from his other interiors, such as its horizontal format, the shape of the room and
fireplace, the doll-like child at the bottom right and the variety of objects that are not
seen in other paintings. The grouping of these household objects so that they appear
almost as still lifes within the composition bears more resemblance to the display of
imitative skills traditional in the work of Flemish artists, we see it in the Leiden works of
the early Rembrandt and in the work of followers from his early period such as Gerrit
Dou, and in work by an Rotterdam artist such as Cornelis Saftleven. The woman busy
at the wash basin does resemble, and is dressed similarly to, the female figures in
Vrel’s interior paintings. However, as Brière-Misme, who did not discount the painting
as a Vrel, noted, the physical nature of the work in which this woman is engaged is an
exception to most of Vrel’s female figures whose chores seem “insignificant,
ambiguous” (1935a, 170). The Hannema de Stuers Foundation suggest that the
painting was made by someone in Vrel’s “circle”.
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CR12
Vrel? Possibly Boursse or Brekelenkam
Interieur met man bij haardvuur
Groninger Museum (inv.: 1931.0125)
62.5 x 47
Provenance:
De Groot Collection, The Hague; after 1930,
bequeathed by Hofstede de Groot to the Gemeente
Museum, Groningen
Exhibitions:
Rotterdam, Museum Boymans, 1908; Berlin, Die
Meister des Hollandischen Interieurs, 1929, no. 104;
Municipal museum of The Hague, exhibition of
Hofstede de Groot’s collection given to the Museums
of Groningen and Harlem, June 1930, no. 20;
Rotterdam, 1935, no. 106; Delft, 1996, see list of
pictures exhibited in catalogue, p. 223.
Literature:
Kurt Freise, “Gemälde aus der Sammlung Dr. Hofstede de Groot im Haag”,
Monatsheften für Kunstwissenschaft, 1909, vol. II, 29, 31, fig. 7; Hofstede de Groot,
1916, 210-1; Rotterdam ex. cat, 1935, no. 106, fig. 133; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 163-4,
fig.18; Thieme and Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570; Plietzsch, 1949, 255 (as Boursse);
Honig, 1985 notes, A-10; Mai, 2003, 54, and note 1
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605834; 1605842 (1935); 1605863 (1929)
Commentary:
The RKD rejects the attribution to Vrel and suggests it is in the “manner of/circle of
Esaias Boursse”.
In a portrait of Hofstede de Groot (Fig. A), CR12 can be seen on the wall in the
background. Below it, behind the cat, is a tronie by a follower of Rembrandt, also in
Groninger collection (1931.0120). CR12’s presence in this portrait suggests that
Hofstede de Groot held it, and Vrel, in high esteem. In this painting, the subject, the
man warming himself by the fire, has been pushed deep into the background of a
humble living space. A variety of household objects, including a broom, lantern and jug,
as well as a couple of carrots and cabbages are represented in the shadows of the
immediate foreground. Other objects are scattered throughout the room. This
arrangement of space and objects is not a normal characteristic of Vrel’s oeuvre.
Brière-Misme noted the incongruity of this painting with the rest of Vrel’s interior scenes
– although she did not suggest that it was by another artist:
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Il reste pourtant isolé chez notre peintre non seulement par le désordre du gite,
mais par deux préoccupations: créer l'illusion de la profondeur à l'aide de
'repoussoirs,' et par cette longue paroi, dont le rouge chaud propre à certaines
Ruelles s'oppose aux gris bleutes et aux bistres de l'ensemble... (1935a, 163-4)
A painting attributed to Boursse (Fig. B) depicts a similar interior scene with an
arrangement of food, clothing, a chair with blanket draped over it and other household
objects, including a lantern, in the foreground and a female figure sitting facing a hearth
(akin to the figures in Vrel’s CR13 and CR14) in the left background.

Fig. A: Henk Meijer, Dr. C. Hofstede Fig. B: Esaias Boursse,
de Groot, 1925, oil on canvas, 113 x Woman Cooking, Cannon
141Groninger Museum (1931.0116) Hall Museum
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CR13
Vrel
Woman at the Hearth
Private collection, on loan to the Wallraf-RichartzMuseum & Fondation Corboud, Köln since 1993,
(Inv.-Nr. Dep. 0589)
16.4 x 12
Provenance:
John D. McIlhenny collection, Philadelphia, before
1913; collection of his widow in 1935; Johnny van
Haeften, London; Sale, Christie's London, 5 July
1995, lot…; Private collection Germany

Literature:
Valentiner, “Esaias Boursse”, Art in America (1913): 36, fig. 16 (as Boursse);
Valentiner, 1929a, 88 (as Vrel); Valentiner, 1930, XXIX; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 164,
note 3; Régnier, 1968, 278; Honig, 1985 notes, A-24; Mai, 2003, 55-56, note 41, fig. 16
Commentary:
In this most pared down example of Vrel’s “woman by the hearth” group of interiors
(CR3, CR5, CR6, CR14), a female figure is seated just in front of the fireplace, leaning
forward so that the back legs of her chair appear to lift from the ground. Unlike the
other four paintings in this group, the chimney hood and surrounding wall have been all
but excluded. The unusually simple composition is explained by the fact that the
painting, as Brière-Misme wrote, was cut-down along the top and to the left (1935a,
164, note 3). The pose of the female figure and her placement just to the front right of
the hearth is repeated in CR14. To the woman’s left is a three-legged stool upon which
a dish with a piece of bread and knife is placed. This is the only hearth scene in which
food is actually pictured, rather than just implied. On the floor next to the stool is a
covered terra cotta bowl or dish. The pot that is set over the fire is tilted forward so that
the viewer can see its contents. It can be assumed that the female figure, leaning in
toward the pot, is preparing food.
This figure is reminiscent of the female figure at the hearth in Brekelenkam’s tailor shop
(see CR5, Fig. C), the figure in the interior attributed to Boursse (see CR12, Fig. A) and
Roghman’s print portraying a woman cooking (see CR14, Fig. A), as well as a host of
other similar imagery by Vrel’s contemporaries. Brekelenkam in particular repeated the
theme of the woman, usually old woman, preparing food by the hearth. In a painting,
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which Brière-Misme once suggested could be by Vrel (she made this suggestion in her
article on Vrel (1935a, 164, note 1) but in her later article on Boursse identified it as by
Brekelenkam (1954, 80-1, fig. 9)), an old woman preparing pancakes sits to the front
right of the hearth, which has a similar type of chimney hood to those in Vrel’s interiors,
with a boy in a broad-brimmed hat sitting to the left. A younger female figure also
appears to the left behind the boy, but she is not seen in earlier reproductions of the
painting; the RKD (BD/Digital Collection (afb.nr. 1001283464)), based on Angelika
Lasius’ dissertation on Brekelenkam (Georg-August-Universität, 1987), suggest that
the woman was a later addition.

Fig. A: Quiringh van
Brekelenkam, An interior
with figures making
pancakes by a fire, c.
1665, oil on panel, 59.5 x
53.6, unknown

CR14
Vrel
An Old Woman by a Fireplace
Hermitage, St. Petersburg (inv. No. ГЭ-987)
36 x 27.6
Signed “J.V.” on the back of the leaning chair
Provenance:
Entered the collection before 1797

Literature:
A. Somov, Catalogue of the picture gallery: Part 2: Nederlandish and German paintings
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(St. Petersburg 1902): no. 1760; Hofstede de Groot, 1903, 41, ill., 42; Hofstede de
Groot, 1916, 210; Valentiner, 1929a, 88; Valentiner, 1930, XXIX; Brière-Misme, 1935a,
164, fig. 13; Thieme and Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570; Plietzsch, 1949, 254; Hermitage
Catalogue, 1958; Plietzsch, 1960, 83; Honig, 1985 notes, A-9; Delft, cat. 1996, 181, fig.
179; Mai, 2003, 56; Grootenboer, 2018, fig. 7.1
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605866; 1605877 (1902)
Commentary:
Having been in the Hermitage since the end of the eighteenth-century, this painting has
the longest history in the same collection of any known painting by Vrel. The attribution
to Vrel, however, was not made until the end of the nineteenth century: “Musée de
l’Ermitage, en magasin jusqu’à 1887. Tenu pour anonyme jusqu’à ce que Bode, en
1887 propose l’attribution à Vrel” (Brière-Misme, 1939a, 164, note 2). In his 1903
article, Hofstede de Groot would use this painting, with its monogram “J.V.”, and the
fully signed painting that was in the de Stuers collection in The Hague at the time
(CR36) as a means of attributing other interior paintings (CR6, CR49, CR27, and
CR28) to Vrel (Hofstede de Groot, 1903, 41).
The wooden panelling to the left of the fireplace does not appear in of the other hearth
pictures. The chimney hood and fabric skirting are decorated as in three other hearth
paintings (CR3, CR5, and CR6) as well as in other interior paintings by Vrel. A bellshaped fire cover, chair and foot-warmer are to the left the hearth. Sitting just to the
front right of the fireplace, leaning slightly forward in her chair, the female figure’s
appearance, position and pose are very similar to CR13. A bowl is placed on the floor
next to her. Although one assumes that the figure is preparing food, or waiting for it to
cook, the viewer cannot see the contents of the pot toward which she is turned.
The female figure pictured in Vrel’s interiors are “anonymous”, not only because they
are figures in genre paintings, types rather than portraits of individuals, but also
because their faces are very rarely shown and when they are, there is little
individuation of their features. With her back turned this woman is reduced to her
modest costume and association with the space and objects around her. As part of her
Huiselijke werkzaamheden series of engravings, in which one or two women are
portrayed in the midst of doing household chores, Geertruydt Roghman’s Kokende
vrouw (Fig. A) presents an image of a woman seated before a hearth that is very close
to Vrel’s CR13 and CR14.
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Fig. A: Geertruydt
Roghman, Kokende
vrouw, from the Huiselijke
werkzaamheden series,
3/5, 1648-50, engraving,
21.3 x 17.1 cm,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum

CR15
Vrel?
Interior of a weaver’s workshop
Location unknown
63 x 48
Provenance:
Paul Bottenweiser, art dealer; Collection
Goudstikker, Amsterdam by 1930 (no. 64) (No. 2530
on file card)
Exhibitions:
Amsterdam, Goudstikker, April-May 1930, 64;
Rotterdam exhibition, 1935, no. 100
Literature:
Rotterdam ex. cat., 1935, no. 100, fig. 134; BrièreMisme, 1935a, 170; Plietzsch, 1949, 253; Honig,
1985 notes, A-11; Honig, 1989, 40
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605823 (1949): 1605824 (1935); 1605899 (1929)
Commentary:
This painting was in the renowned and ill-fated Goudstikker collection in 1940 when
Jacques Goudstikker died fleeing the Nazi invasion of the Netherlands. The file card for
this painting can be found in the Goudstikker archive in the RKD (NL-HaRKD-0374 Archief Kunsthandel Goudstikker (1940-1945), 26v, no. 2530). The information on the
card indicates that the painting had been purchased from the art dealer Paul
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Bottenweiser and that the attribution to Vrel was based on the expert opinion of
Hofstede de Groot.
Beneath a window in the corner of a high-ceilinged room, a man is seen working a
heavy wooden loom. With shuttle in hand, the cap wearing weaver is too preoccupied
with his craft to notice the viewer. The whitewashed walls of the room are bare as is
most of the wooden floor with few objects, apart from a wicker chair in front of the loom
and a bench beneath the window upon which a couple bundles of what appears to be
yarn have been set, are depicted. A little two-toned dog, who differs in appearance
from the other dogs in Vrel’s oeuvre, and which is also not asleep (see the dogs in CR3
and CR4 for instance), sniffs at a small scrap on the floor in the foreground. Judging
from the photograph the subject would be unique in Vrel’s oeuvre, which is the main
reason one might question the attribution. Some features such as the leaded windows,
high ceiling and chair recall Vrel’s other interiors. If the attribution were correct, this
painting would be one of the very few interior paintings by Vrel with a solitary male
protagonist. In addition to CR12 (the attribution of which to Vrel is unlikely), there is a
painting of an old man in a study that has recently been attributed to Vrel (CR58), but
again, its subject matter is untypical, despite there being some features, including the
window, that seem to have been painted in Vrel’s manner. In her article, Brière-Misme
also noted a lost barbershop scene: Le Cabinet du Barbier by Jacob Vrel in the Paul
Delaroff sale, Paris 27 April- 2 May 1914, no. 265, 52 x 40, which portrayed a barber
cutting a man’s hair, with a boy near the window next to them and a stuffed crocodile
hanging from the ceiling (Brière-Misme, 1935a, 170, note 3). The description, down to
the stuffed crocodile, fits a painting that is attributed to Brekelenkam (Fig. A), (the
crocodile, which, according to Baer and Kennedy (2015, 178) was apparently a sign for
barber-surgeons and dentists, appears in another barber shop scene by Brekelenkam
as well as in a painting by Koedijck depicting the interior of a barber-surgeon called
The Foot Operation, see CR28 Fig. A and B) and Brekelenkam would seem to be a
likely candidate to be the author of this painting, too.
Pictures depicting the workspaces of tradesmen and craftsmen, including weaver’s,
were not uncommon during the mid-seventeenth century. Examples of weaver’s shop
interiors have been associated particularly with Haarlem, as in the watercolour by
Adriaen van Ostade (Fig. B) and multiple paintings of Cornelis Gerritsz. Decker,
including Fig. C. Decker’s painting with the weaver at work in a corner by a window
provides an especially comparable example to Vrel’s painting, although the low ceiling,
variety of objects in the foreground and additional figure differ. For another painting
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depicting a weaver’s workshop, please see the painting formerly attributed to Vrel
(CR22) in the Palais des Beaux-Arts, Lille. Honig cited Vrel’s weaver as one of the
reasons that she suspected Vrel had been active in Haarlem (or that “his primary
contact shifted” there) by about 1660 (Honig, 1989, 40).

Fig. A: Quiringh van Brekelenkam,
The Barber-surgeon, c. 1655, oil on
panel, 66 x 48 cm, photo in RKD:
BD/RKD/0800 - ONS/Unmounted
Material (afb.nr. 1001167819)

Fig. B: Adriaen van Ostade,
Reading the News at the
Weavers’ Cottage, 1673, ink
and watercolour, 24.4 x 20.2
cm, New York, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 1997.117.10

Fig. C: Cornelis Gerritsz.
Decker, Een weversinterieur,
c. 1650-60, 31.5 x 41.5 cm,
oil on panel, Rotterdam,
Museum Boijmans Van
Beuningen, inv. 1156 (OK)
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CR16
Vrel
Woman at the window
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna (inv. no. GG
6081)
66.5 x 47.4
Signed on cupboard at left: “J. Frel 1654”
Provenance:
Archduke Leopold Wilhelm, inv.1659, no. 739B;
Schloss Preburger, 1781; reacquired from Frau
Gabriel Imhof von Geisslinghof, Vienna, 1908
Exhibitions:
London, Masters of Seventeenth-Century Dutch
Genre Painting, 1984; Delft, 1996; Cambridge,
Vermeer's Women, Fitzwilliam Museum, 2011, no.
32
Literature:
Berger 1883, CL, no. 739; Wurzbach, 1910, 825; Hofstede de Groot 1916, 210;
Valentiner 1928, 78; Valentiner, 1929a, 91; Valentiner, 1930, XXIX; Brière-Misme
1935a, 100,102, 157-8, 165, fig. 7; Thieme and Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570; Plietzsch,
1949, 248, fig. 130; Plietzsch 1960, 81, 83; Bulletin: Mitteilungen der Osterreichischen
Galerie Jan 8th, 1964, no 52; Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum cat. 1972, 104, pl.
74; Sutton 1980, 22, 63 no. 43, fig. 19; Honig, 1985 notes, A-1; Honig, 1989, 46, fig. 5;
Hecht, 1992, 92-3, fig. 9; Kersten & Lokin, 1996, 178, fig. 175; Sutton, 1998, 78, fig. 87;
Wieseman, 2011, 216, no. 32; Buvelot, 2002, no. 35, fig, 35a; Mai, 2003, 45, fig. 3;
David de Witt, The Bader Collection, 2008, 315, fig. 193a; Grootenboer, 2018, fig. 7.3
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605827 (1928); 1605828
Commentary:
The importance of this painting in Vrel’s oeuvre has been well-established by previous
writers on the artist, as well as in this dissertation. Apart from it being the only clearly
dated painting by Vrel, the significance of the fact that it was included, along with two
other paintings by the artist, in the 1659 inventory of Archduke Leopold Wilhelm’s
collection cannot be overstated. As discussed in chapter one, Vrel’s inclusion in such a
renowned seventeenth-century collection allows for certain inferences to be made
regarding his life and reputation among his peers.
Despite its important provenance, the painting itself is rather understated and subdued,
even if evocative. In this simple composition, all attention is drawn to the woman
leaning out of the open leaded window at the centre of the wall that faces the viewer.
As in CR14, the woman, whose face is completely hidden from view, is represented
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solely by her modest costume. The coolly lit room on which she turns her back, is
furnished with many of the same simple objects and furniture seen in Vrel’s other
interiors. The arrangement of the hearth with prominent chimney hood to the right,
ornamented with the familiar plates and candlesticks, and the cupboard in the back left
corner, with copper pots stored on top and cloak and hat hanging from it, is identical to
CR7. Other objects, such as the vrouwstoel by the hearth, the table placed under the
window, the footwarmer and the low three-legged stool have been seen in Vrel’s other
interiors. With no objects in the room calling out to be read, the viewer is left
questioning what the woman can see or hear on the other side of the window. For a
painting in which perception seems so central (the window itself, which is at the centre
of this composition, has long been considered an analogy for vision), it is ironic that the
viewer can see very little. Although female Rückenfiguren and women near windows
can be found in many Dutch seventeenth-century paintings (Fig. A, for example), a
female seen from behind at a window as the subject of the painting finds almost no
comparable examples in Dutch art. Roghman’s print depicting a woman cleaning (Fig.
B, see also CR14, Fig. A) presents a comparable female Rückenfigur bent over by a
window; however, as in the other prints in the series, the subject is the woman’s
physical engagement in a specific household task, which contrasts with Vrel’s idle
female Rückenfigur.

Fig. A: Pieter de Hooch, A
Woman Reading a Letter by
a Window, 1664, oil on
canvas, 55 x 55 cm,
Budapest, Szemuveszeti

Fig. B: Geertruydt Roghman,
Schoonmakende vrouw from
the series Huiselijke
werkzaamheden, c. 1648-52,
engraving, 21.3 x 17.1 cm,
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Muzeum (Museum of Fine
Arts Budapest)

Amstedam, Rijksmuseum,
RP-P-1939-571

CR17
Vrel?
Church interior
Location unknown
40 x 30
Provenance:
Arthur Kay collection, Glasgow
Literature:
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 104, note 2; Mai, 2003, 69
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605869? (1951);
1605913

Commentary:
Hofstede de Groot first attributed this painting to Vrel based on comparison to a church
interior in the collection of the Prince of Bentheim-Steinfurt, Burgsteinfurt (CR18) that
he had previously attributed to Vrel. Besides the fact that neither painting might have
been painted by Vrel, the two church interiors are quite dissimilar. While the present
painting represents the bright interior of a whitewashed Reformed cathedral with
towering arches seen from a complex angle, CR18 presents a straightforward view
down the nave of a candlelit, Romanesque church. The complexity of the composition
and perspective in CR17 makes it an even less likely candidate to have been painted
by Vrel. However, as Mai argued, few church interiors have been attributed to Vrel and,
with none of them “certain”, there is no yardstick by which they can be compared (Mai,
70).
The unusual perspective of the transept in CR17 is very close to the view in a painting
attributed to Hans Jurriaensz. van Baden (1604-1677) (Fig. B). However, in CR17, the
style of the figures as well as the manner in which the arches and flags have been
painted is reminiscent of works (see Fig. A) by the Frisian architectural and still life
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painter, Petrus Schotanus (1610-1675). Interestingly, both the painting by Schotanus
and CR17 have been previously attributed to Aelbert Cuyp; although known primarily
as a painter of livestock and landscapes, an interior of the Grote Kerk, Dordrecht (c.
1660, Philadelphia Museum of Art) is attributed to him (see CR19, Fig. B).

Fig. A: Petrus Schotanus,
Kerkinterieur met naar een
predikant luisterende
menigte, oil on panel, 51.5 x
40 cm, photo in RKD:
BD/RKD/0600 ONS/Architecture: church
interiors (img.nr.
0000130251)

Fig. B: attributed to Hans
Jurriaensz. van Baden (active
1619-77), Church interior with
Christ driving the moneychangers from the temple, oil on
panel, 68.5 x 68, photo in RKD:
BD/RKD/0600 ONS/Architecture: church
interiors (img.nr. 0000064240)
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CR18
Vrel?
Church interior
Location unknown
72 x 56
Signed on the abat-voix: “Jacobus Vreel”
Provenance:
Collection of the Prince de Bentheim-Steinfurt,
Burgsteinfurt, Westphalia in 1935
Literature:
Hofstede de Groot, 1916, 210; Valentiner, 1929a,
92; Valentiner, 1930, XXX-XXXI; H. Jantzen, Das
niederländische Architekturbild (Leipzig 1910): 174,
no. 63; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 104, fig. 1; Thieme and
Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570; Régnier, 1968, 271-2;
Honig, 1985 notes, C-1; Mai, 2003, 68-9
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605910 (1963)
Commentary:
According to Hofstede de Groot, who first attributed this painting to Vrel after he had
seen it in the collection of the Prince of Bentheim-Steinfurt (Hofstede de Groot, 1916,
219), the signature, “Jacobus Vreel,” was painted in gothic letters (Hofstede de
Grootfiches 1605910, 1963). This painting was reproduced for the first time in BrièreMisme’s text (1935a, fig. 1) and is the only church interior that she believed might be
by Vrel (she discounted CR17 and CR21). She wrote: “L’indépendance de Vrel parait
déjà ici, et certains de ses gouts: la mise en page simple, l’espace limité, dont il tirera
ailleurs des effets imprévus et captivants.” (1935a, 164)
Some of the figures walking around and listening to the preacher are wearing monastic
garments, similar to those seen in the early seventeenth-century church interior by the
Antwerp artist, Abel Grimmer (Fig. A). These references to Catholicism could indicate
that the artist who painted the image, whether or not that was Vrel, was from or worked
in a region where Catholicism was still publicly worshipped (i.e. the Southern
Netherlands), Régnier, especially, believed that this painting could be seen as
evidence of this (1968, 272).
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Fig. A: Abel Grimmer
(1570-1630), Interior of a
gothic church with a
preaching Franciscan, c.
1600-9, oil on copper, 22
x 27 cm, photo in RKD:
BD/Rubenianum/digital
collections (img.nr.
1001240300)

CR19
Vrel?
Church interior
Location unknown
64.7 x 42.5
Provenance:
Collection of Rt. Rev. Monsignor Shine, Dublin; sold
by the Brod Gallery in 1962
Literature:
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 106 (?); Mai, 2003, 70, fig. 34

Commentary:
More so than the two previous works (CR17 & CR18), this painting seems to follow the
tradition of Delft church interiors epitomised in the work of Hendrick Cornelisz. van Vliet
and Emanuel de Witte. In this simple composition that is dominated by the monumental
fluted column to the left, a handful of figures wander in the middle-ground and
foreground of the cavernous space of the Gothic church. One of the figures, wearing
wide brimmed hat and sword, gazes up at something in the upper reaches of the
church. This very simple composition recalls van Vliet’s View of the Interior of the Oude
Kerk, Delft (Fig. A) and even Cuyp’s aforementioned Interior of the Grote Kerk,
Drodrecht (Fig B).
Mai has argued that, of the church interiors, this painting, with its very sparse
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composition, has more relation to Vrel’s manner than the other church interior
candidates (Mai, 70)

Fig. A: Hendrick Cornelisz.
Van Vliet, View of the Interior
of the Oude Kerk, Delft,
1666, oil on panel, 41.5 x 36
cm, private collection, photo
RKD: BD/Digital Collection
(img.nr. 1001135421)

Fig. B: Aelbert Cuyp, Interior
of the Grote Kerk, Dordrecht,
c. 1660, oil on panel, 41.1 x
31.7 cm, Philadelphia
Museum of Art

CR20
Not Vrel
Interior with figures
Location unknown
38 x 32
Provenance:
Melzi d'Eril Sale, Le Roy, Brussels, 29-30 April 1920,
no. 9 (as “A. Boursse”); Dealer, Amsterdam, 1928

Commentary:
A card in the Witt library indicates that this painting was attributed to Vrel by Hofstede
de Groot, although no record in relation to it can been found in the Hofstede de
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Grootfiches. The Witt library card also indicates that the painting was signed with
Boursse’s monogram and dated 1654, bottom left. It is safe to say that the painting,
with a composition that is far more cluttered with figures and objects than one is used
to seeing in Vrel’s interiors, is not by Vrel and unlikely to be by Boursse either.

CR21
Vrel?
Church interior with women praying
Location unknown
39 x 52
Provenance:
Hellberg Collection, Stockholm; W.E. Duits London,
1923;
Literature:
Valentiner, 1929a, 87, 92; Valentiner, 1930, XXVIII, XXXI; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 106
Commentary:
This painting portrays the interior of a Catholic church, with crucifix, religious paintings
and sculptures visible throughout. A woman holding an open book (probably a Bible or
prayer book) kneels before a shrine or altar in the left foreground with a small dog
sitting beside her and another woman can be seen also kneeling in the mid-ground.
Yet another woman stands in the left background holding rosary beads. This painting
was first documented in the literature on Vrel by Valentiner (1929a, 87, 92) and is one
of the two church interiors that Brière-Misme’s cited, possibly along with CR63, as
being by the same hand but not by Vrel. This picture bore the false signature: "JVmeer
1653".
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CR22
Tentatively attributed to Koedijck
Interieur de tisserand
Palais des Beaux-Arts, Lille (P235)
37.5 x 31
Signed “JV 1662”
Provenance:
Purchased by the Musée de Lille in 1887 (as by J.
Vermeer de Delft)
Exhibitions:
Valenciennes exhibition, 1918, no. 381 (as Jan Vrel)

Literature:
Benoit, La Peinture au Musée de Lille, cat, 1909, II, 329, no. 120; Valenciennes, ex.
cat. 1918, no. 381; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 170, note 4 (not Vrel); Thieme and Becker
vol. 34 (1940), 570; Honig, 1985 notes, “Group D”
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605822 (1918)
Commentary:
Formerly attributed to Vermeer, this painting depicts the interior of a weaver’s
workshop with a seated woman feeding a child in her lap in the foreground and a
weaver working at his loom in the background. This painting, which is marked with the
monogram “JV” and dated 1662 has been employed to help determine Vrel’s period of
activity (i.e. active 1654-1662). However, Jan Pacilly has noted that this painting has
not been attributed to Vrel since 1935, which therefore makes the end date of Vrel’s
period of activity unfounded (Pacilly, “An Old Man seated before a Window, reading”, in
Johnny van Haeften catalogue, London, 2012, note 1). Ironically, in the 1918
Valenciennes exhibition, this painting was exhibited as by Vrel and a painting now
attributed to Vrel (CR7) was exhibited as by Koedijck (no. 434).
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CR23
Not Vrel
Interior with old woman spinning
Location unknown
58 x 48
Provenance:
Miss Daubuz sale, Christie's London, 23 November
1934, no. 149; Mrs. H. Oberlander, London
Literature:
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 172, note 1; Honig, 1985
notes, A-30 (attribution to Vrel questionable)
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605868 (1934)
Commentary:
An elderly woman is pictured sitting at a spinning wheel beside a table laid with several
objects, including a birdcage and open book, near the tall window of a large room. A
small girl seems to be approaching her. Behind the girl the viewer can see a
succession of at least two rooms. In addition to the multitude of objects and decoration
(including the pictures on the walls), the view through to other interior spaces is also
uncharacteristic of the artist. It is clear that this painting was not made by Vrel.

CR24
Vrel
The Lying-in
Private Collection, France
71 x 58.5
Traces of signature on paper in left foreground:
“JA…/V.L.”
Provenance:
Sedelmeyer Sale, Paris, 25-28 May 1907, no. 107
(as Koedijck); Jacques Errera collection, Brussels in
1932; A. F. Mondschein collection, Vienna; with
Galerie Sant Lucas, Vienna, 1935; Purchased in
Stockholm circa 1935; sale Christie's London, 1998;
With Johnny Van Haeften, London 1999
Exhibitions:
Rotterdam, 1935, no. 98
Literature:
Rotterdam ex. cat., 1935, no. 98, fig.136; Valentiner, 1929a, 88; Valentiner, 1929b,
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XXXIV; Valentiner, 1930, XXIX; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 162; Plietzsch, 1949, 254;
Honig, 1985 notes, A-18; Honig, 1989, 53, note 7; Christie's London, 14 December
1990, no. 113 and 7 July 1995, no. 49 with incorrect data; Mai, 2003, 55, fig. 14; Jan
Pacilly,“No. 29 The Lying-in […]” in Johnny van Haeften Catalogue Eleven, London,
1999
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605831 (1907); 1605855 (1935)
Commentary:
In this composition, a woman can be seen lying in a box-bed in an alcove along the
wall facing the viewer with a baby in a cot next to her. There are a further two female
figures in the room: one, seen in profile, standing next to the cot addressing the woman
in the bed and another bending over the hearth in the foreground to the right in nearly
an identical pose to the female figures in CR5 and CR6. Unlike Vrel’s interiors that
form part of the group with CR16, the windows, which are smaller and squarer, have
been moved to the left. In this respect, this painting relates to the compositions of
CR25, CR26, CR27 and CR55, which not only have a light source at the left, in their
case a half open door, but also a box-bed in the back and hearth to the right. These
paintings also share a theme of nursing, or caretaking: CR25, CR26, CR27, and CR55
have been interpreted as images of a young woman, possibly a nurse or visitor, looking
after the figure in the box-bed and the present painting is evidently a lying-in scene in
which the new mother in the bed and new-born next to her are being attended to by the
two other women.
The origins of Dutch seventeenth-century genre painting stem largely from the religious
paintings of previous generations (as discussed in chapter three), with domestic interior
scenes often finding visual precedents in imagery of the life of the Virgin Mary and holy
family. Birth and nursery scenes, as in the case of the present painting by Vrel, can be
related to imagery of holy births within domestic settings, such as Jan Rombouts early
sixteenth-century portrayal of the birth of John the Baptist (Fig. A). There are few lyingin scenes in mid-seventeenth-century Dutch painting. Jan Steen’s well known
Celebrating the Birth (1664, London, The Wallace Collection) presents a more jovial,
comical take on the subject, in which the mother has been pushed nearly out of sight
and the drama, broadly mocking of the father, takes place amongst the characters in
the crowded foreground. Another example comes from the Southern Netherlandish
artist, Willem van Herp the Elder, who treated the theme of the lying-in room several
times (Fig. B), in which a group of female figures have come together to rejoice and
assist the new mother and child. The celebratory atmosphere that is present in both
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Steen’s and van Herp’s paintings is markedly absent from Vrel’s much more sedate,
matter-of-fact depiction of the subject.
This painting was previously attributed to Koedijck. In her article, Brière-Misme noted
the possible existence of a variant of this painting, in which the visitor is seated, which
had been lost since 1886 (1935a, 162, note 3: last noted in the Dusseldorf exhibition,
1886, no. 183, lent by Clemens Dahmen, of Cologne). The variant apparently had a
pendant, which Pacilly (“No. 29 The Lying-in […]”note 12) suggested might have been
CR4 (or possibly CR4b). The description of the pendant accords with another
description of an unidentified painting (see Brière-Misme, 1935a, 165, note 1), and
Pacilly argued they both referred to the same painting (see CR4 above).

Fig. A: Jan Rombouts the
Elder, Birth of John the
Baptist, c. 1515-20, oil on
panel, 58.1 x 52.7,
Pittsburgh, Carnegie
Museum, 81.80

Fig. B: Willem van Herp the Elder, De
kraamkamer, c. 1650, oil on canvas, 62
x 85 cm, photo Sotheby’s London sale,
4 July 2006, lot 332
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CR25
Vrel
The Little Nurse
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (A1070)
53.7 x 42.1
Provenance:
Christie’s sale, 8 July 1888, no. 80; Collection of the
Misses Alexander, Aubrey House, London;
Presented to the Ashmolean by the NACF from the
Misses Alexanders, 1972
Exhibitions:
London, Burlington Fine Arts Club, exhibition 1912,
no. 39; London, Dutch Exhibition, Royal Academy,
1952/3, cat. 442; Cambridge, 2011, no. 30
Literature:
C. Wright, 1976a, 218; Honig, 1985 notes, A-19*; Mai, 2003, 54; Wieseman, 2011,
212, no. 30, Grootenboer, 2018 (n.p.)
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605861 (1946) and 1605878 (1908)
Commentary:
Previously attributed to Koedijck. For further commentary, see CR27.

CR26
Vrel
Young Woman in an Interior
NGA Washington (2012.106.1)
55.7 x 41.3
Provenance:
Frits Lugt, Maartensdijk before 1929; M. van
Leeuwen-Boomkamp, Hilversum by 1935; P. van
Leeuwen-Boomkamp, Hilversum by 1955;
Sotheby's, London, 8 Dec. 1971, no. 45; J. Paul
Getty Museum (acc. no. 71.PB.61); Sotheby's New
York, 25-26 January 2007, lot 7; Gift of June de H.
[Mrs Henry H] Welden, New York, to NGA
Washington, 2012

Exhibitions:
Rotterdam, Art Treasures from Dutch Collections, Boymans Museum, 1955, no. 135;
on loan to the Phoenix Art Museum 1972-3
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Literature:
Valentiner, 1929a, 88; Valentiner, 1929b, XXXIII; Valentiner, 1930, XXIX; BrièreMisme, 1935a, 160, 162; 1955 Rotterdam ex. cat., fig. 141; Honig, 1985 notes, A-20*;
Peter C. Sutton, A Guide to Dutch Art in America (Grand Rapids and Kampen, 1986):
144; Jaffé, 1997, 134; Buvelot, 2002, no. 35, fig. 35c; Therese M. Southgate “The
Cover: Jacobus Vrel, Young Woman in an Interior”, Journal of the American Medical
Association 291, no. 13 (7 April 2004): 1539; Mai, 2003, 55
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605843 (1971)
Commentary:
See CR27 for discussion.

CR27
Vrel
The Little Nurse
Antwerp, Koninklijk Museum voor Schone Kunsten
(inv. no. 790)
56 x 45
Provenance:
Neville D. Goldsmid, The Hague, sale Paris 4 May
1876, no. 57 (as De Hooch); Martin Coster, Paris,
sale 10 May 1880, no. 141 (as De Hooch); Edouard
Pierre Rombaut Kums collection; his sale, Antwerp,
17-8 May 1898, lot 111 (as Koedijck)
Exhibitions:
Rotterdam, 1935, no. 102; IJzendijke, Hollands
leven in de Gouden Eeuw, Raadhuis, 1955, no. 74;
Delft, Delft zoals het was en wordt, Museum Het
Prinsenhof, 1965, no. 167
Literature:
Hofstede de Groot, 1903, 41 (as Vrel); Hofstede de Groot, 1908, 569, note 7 (as Vrel);
Wurzbach, 1910, 825; Antwerp museum catalogue, 1920, no. 790 (as Koedijck);
Valentiner, 1928, 80; Valentiner, 1930, XXIX, ill., p. 202; Rotterdam ex. cat. 1935, no.
102, fig. 128; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 160, note 3, fig. 17; Thieme and Becker vol. 34
(1940), 570; Bernt, 1948, vol 3, 971; Plietzsch, 1949, 254; Wehle, 1956, no.
17;Plietzsch 1960, 82, fig. 138; Régnier, 1968, 276-7, fig. 7; Snoep, 1973, 31; Bernt,
vol. 3 1980, 1431; Honig, 1985 notes, A-7; Honig, 1989, 46; Antwerp cat. Musée Royal
des Beaux-Arts, 1990, 69; Delft, ex. cat., 1996, 180, fig. 177; Fock, 2001, 123, fig. 75;
Mai, 2003, 54-5, fig. 13;
Commentary:
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Previously attributed to Koedijck and De Hooch. The initials "PH" are visible on the
open portion of the door.
In CR25, CR26, CR27 and CR55, the viewer is provided a view of a room with hearth
to the right, box-bed in the back and half-open door with window above it to the left. In
the centre of the midground sits a woman in profile in a vrouwstoel. She leans her head
in her right hand and gazes out the open door ahead of her. Compared to Vrel’s other
female protagonists, the seated woman in these paintings appears to be much
younger. While still modest, her costume, which includes a grey skirt, pale grey-blue
apron, russet shirt and white cap pulled back to uncover her hair, which nearly matches
her shirt, is lighter and less demure than those of the older women in Vrel’s other
interiors. A figure can be seen under the covers in the bed in the alcove behind the
woman (in CR55, the figure in the bed has been painted out). Though only part of the
figure’s face is visible, because of his or her limp posture and the way in which he or
she is propped up in the bed with curtains drawn open, it has been assumed that the
figure is ill. The seated woman has therefore been interpreted as either a visitor,
servant, or, more usually, a nurse who is watching over the patient in the bed.
The theme of illness in Vrel’s oeuvre recurs in the so-called Convalescent (CR3) as
does the theme of nursing in the lying-in scene (CR24). In Dutch seventeenth-century
genre painting, images of illness were fairly popular (Fig. A). However, more often than
not, the paintings in which ailing women are visited by doctors have humorous and
erotic overtones, with the patient most commonly suffering from “lovesickness” (a form
of melancholy) or unidentified pregnancy (Sutton, 1984, 313-4). In Steen’s comical
treatment of the subject (Fig. B), which served as a model for paintings by other artists,
it is insinuated, through the use of gesture, emblems and anecdotal references, that
the female patient is not ill but pregnant; Sutton has pointed out that lighting a ribbon,
as seen in the brazier on the ground, was a method that quack doctor’s used to test for
pregnancy, as was feeling for a quickened pulse (Sutton, 1984, 313). The patient in
Steen’s painting sits slouched over with her head leaning on her hand, in the classic
pose of melancholy. The pose made famous in Albrecht Dürer’s Melancholia I (1514)
would later be employed in Dutch seventeenth-century genre paintings including many
images of “lovesick” women as well as for unoccupied figures suffering from humoral
imbalance, including, it might be, Vrel’s young woman. Unlike in Steen’s doctor’s visit
and others of the type, however, Vrel’s painting lacks anecdotal references. As in
paintings such a Vermeer’s Maid Asleep (Fig. C) or Claes Hals’ Girl Reading (Fig. D),
the focus of Vrel’s composition seems to be more on the figure herself and her state of
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mind, rather than any narrative. With nothing else in Vrel’s composition calling out to be
read, the viewer wonders whether the woman, sitting, abstractedly looking out of the
home, is bored or dissatisfied, resting or daydreaming.
Of this painting, Brière-Misme wrote: "Cette composition d'une si paisible mélancolie
dut avoir un grand succès; on en connait trois répliques plus sommaires, dans les
collections Alexander, van Leeuwen-Boomkamp et McIllhenny." (Brière-Misme,
1935a,161-2) It is clear that Vrel must have considered this composition successful
enough to repeat it at least three times. The main elements including the figures and
set up of the room are repeated in each. Of the four variants of this composition, CR27
is the most detailed. The cellar door in the left foreground, red slippers by the hearth
and black grate are not included in the other three paintings. The surfaces in CR27 are
also more detailed, including the outlines of floor tiles, door panels and other surface
textures, which leads one to think that perhaps this painting was the original
composition and Vrel produced the other three after its success. Differences between
the three other compositions (CR25, CR26, CR55) relate mainly to the variation of
colour of some elements (i.e. the young woman’s costume or the bed curtains), the
view through the doorway, and very slight differences in drawing, which are inevitable.
Brière-Misme suggested that CR27 might have been the anonymous painting listed in
Jan Boursse’s inventory, which was described as: "een vroutge sittende voor een sieck
bedt" (Brière-Misme, 1935a, note 3; for Boursse’s inventory, see Montias database,
inventory 898 of Jan Boursse, Lot 0042,
http://research.frick.org/montias/browserecord.php?-action=browse&-recid=2344 ). Jan
(or Jean) Boursse was a warehouse packer, broker and possibly an etcher, as well as
being the brother of the artist, and contemporary of Vrel, Esaias Boursse.
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Fig. A: Gabriel Metsu, The
Sick Girl, c. 1658, oil on
panel, 30 x 26 cm, Berlin,
Gemäldegalerie, inv. 792
C

Fig. B: Jan Steen, The
Doctor’s Visit, c.1660-5,
oil on panel, 46 x 36.8,
Philadelphia Museum of
Art, Cat. 510

Fig. C: Johannes
Vermeer, A Maid Asleep,
1656-7, oil on canvas,
87.6 x 76.5, New York,
Metropolitan Museum of
Art, acc. no.: 14.40.611

Fig. D: Claes Hals, Girl
Reading, c. 1660, oil on
panel, 30.8 x 24, The
Hague, Mauritshuis, inv.:
623

CR28
Vrel
Intérieur néerlandais
Musées royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique (Inv:
2826)
71.5 x 59.5
Photo credit: Fig. C: © RMFAB, Brussels / photo: J.
Geleyns - Art Photography
Provenance:
Collection Hanfstaengl Munchen Kgl; Collection van
Loon, before 1881; Wilson sale, Paris 14-16 April
1881, n° 70 (as Koedijck); Acquired for the Musées
royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique
Exhibitions:
Rotterdam, 1935, no. 101
Literature:
Lafenestre et Richtenberger, Musées d’Europe, la Belgiques (Paris 1896): no. 319 (as
Koedijck); Hofstede de Groot, 1903, 40-1 (as Vrel); Fierens-Gevaert, La Peinture au
Musée de Bruxelles, Brussels, 1913, 67, 123, no. 4; Valentiner, 1930, XXVIII-XXIX, ill.
202; Rotterdam ex. cat. 1935, no.101, fig. 129; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 158, 160, fig. 8;
Martin, 1936, 207, fig. 107; Thieme and Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570; Plietzsch, 1949,
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248, 254, fig. 129; Plietzsch, 1960, 82, fig.139; Régnier, 1968, 275-6, fig. 6; Brussels,
Catalogue Inventaire de la Peinture Ancienne, 322, no. 2826; Honig, 1985 notes, A-6;
Honig, 1989, 46; Mai, 2003, 51-2, fig. 10
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605917 (1881)
Commentary:
In a 1903 article called “Die Koedijck-Rätsel und ihre Lösung” [The Koedijck-Puzzle
and its Solution], Hofstede de Groot set about untangling the confused attributions of a
group of paintings, one of which was attributed at the time to Pieter de Hooch (CR27)
and the others, including this painting, to Koedijck (CR28, CR7, CR6) . On the basis of
their stylistic affinity with three other paintings, two street scenes portraying exchanges
at doorways (CR36 and CR49) and the Hermitage woman at the hearth (CR14), which
are all inscribed with a variation of Vrel’s signature, Hofstede de Groot established that
all of the paintings were by Vrel (Hofstede de Groot, 1903, 40-1). The signature on the
larger piece of paper in the right foreground, a device that Vrel sometimes used to
mark his work (see CR24, CR29, CR56, CR58), is illegible, as it was in 1903 (Hofstede
de Groot, 1903, 41).
A woman is seen from behind seated before a heavy table with cabinet built into the
side. She is crouched over and appears to be tidying the inside of the cabinet. As with
the woman before the window in CR16, her face is not visible to the viewer. Her
costume resembles that of the female figures in most of Vrel’s interiors: dark skirt,
reddish sleeves and white head and shoulder covering. The intricate way in which her
head covering has been wrapped, folded and pinned demonstrates an attention to
detail not always evident in Vrel’s work. A boy wearing a broad-brimmed hat and ruffled
collar stands next to her leaning on the table and holding a stick. His head is slightly
upturned and he appears to gaze out of the open window just beyond the table. The
particularly high ceilings in this room allow for the wood-panelled alcove with small
casement window above the bed to the right of the composition. One is able to make
out the face of a young child peeking out from the alcove window and gazing down
toward to the two central figures (see CR29, Fig. C). Such a motif is unique in Vrel’s
known oeuvre, it can be compared to Koedijck’s Foot Operation (Fig. A) in which a
figure looks out from behind the partly open window of an alcove above the surgeon’s
shop.
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The composition of this painting belongs to a group of Vrel’s interiors that depict lofty
rooms enclosed by three walls, with tall, mullioned windows in the wall opposite the
viewer (the others are CR4, CR7, and CR16). With the box-bed to the right and hearth
to the left, the arrangement of the room pictured in this composition is closest to that of
the interior depicting a woman sitting by the hearth with her face buried in her hands
(CR4). Most of the furnishings can be found in Vrel’s other interiors, such as the chair,
the footwarmer and brass bedpan. However, some elements are unusual. The blue
and white plates that normally line the chimney-hood in Vrel’s interiors are present, but
here their carefully painted concentric pattern is echoed in the shape of their edges,
which are scalloped rather than smooth. A cushion on the chair in the right foreground
is covered in a multicoloured foliate pattern on orange ground with tassels at the
corners. The large, bell-shaped fire-cover (vuurklok or haardklok) appears to be made
of polished brass, rather than less costly materials, such as earthenware or stoneware.
Another interesting detail, the upper portions of the towering windows are adorned with
painted glass escutcheons (Fig. C), a detail that only occurs in one other interior by
Vrel (CR30) but can occasionally be seen in paintings by his contemporaries, including
in Boursse’s Interior with Woman at the Spinning Wheel (CR7, Fig. B). A high back
wooden bench sits against the wall next to the hearth and a long, low wooden bench
with a decoratively cut curving border spans the length of the wall under the windows,
neither of which are seen elsewhere. One of the most curious features in the room,
which finds no parallel in Vrel’s oeuvre, and one struggles to find anything comparable
in the paintings of his contemporaries, is the figure carved into the dark wooden jamb
of the fireplace (Brière-Misme referred to it as “une cheminée à caryatides” (1935a,
158)). The elongated, stylised figure sits in a crouched position with hands on knees.
Some of the finer, slightly more unusual objects depicted in this room
cumulatively present an image of a home that, while still modest, is comfortably well-off
and undemonstratively aspirational. Although hardly a master of illusion as were some
of his contemporaries, such as Gerard Dou and the other Leiden fijnschilders, the
variety of objects in this composition allowed Vrel to demonstrate his skill at creating
the effect of different surface textures. The creation of illusion, as well as attention to
surface and detail, are characteristics that, as seen in the first chapter, have long been
associated, at times to its credit and at others to its detriment, with Dutch seventeenthcentury painting. To most, Vrel, in this respect, whether because of lack of skill or lack
of interest, has seemed unconventional. However, from the bristly fur of the cat and the
faintly undulating surface of the central plate, to the lustre of the brass candlesticks and
even the spider-shaped crack on the chimney-hood, which reappears in CR16, this
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painting presents a broader repertoire of surfaces and detail than one sees in most
paintings in Vrel’s oeuvre.

Fig. A: Isaac Koedijck, The
Foot Operation, c. 1645-50,
oil on panel, 90.5 x 72.5,
formerly in the Rose-Marie
and Eijk van Otterloo
Collection, currently in the
Museum of Fine Art, Boston
(?)

Fig. B: detail of Fig. A

Fig. C: detail of CR28
© RMFAB, Brussels /
photo: J. Geleyns - Art
Photography

CR29
Vrel
Woman at a window, waving at a girl
Collection Frits Lugt, Institut Néerlandais Paris, (no.
174)
45.7 x 39.2
With traces of a signature on paper, which may
read: “J VREL”
Provenance:
Moritz Julius Binder collection, Berlin 1915; acquired
by Frits Lugt in 1918;
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Exhibitions:
Gallery Cassirer exhibition, Berlin, 1915, no 151; Rotterdam, Museum Boymans,
“Exposition de Noël”, 1931-2 no. 24; Rotterdam, 1935, no. 103; Paris, Dans la Lumière
de Vermeer, Louvre – Organgerie des Tuileries, 1966, no. 23; Brussels, Palais des
Beaux Arts de Bruxelles, 1971; Delft, 1996; Cambridge, Vermeer's Women, Fitzwilliam
Museum, 2011, no. 31; Paris, Un Univers intime. Paintings from the Frits Lugt
Collection, 1 March-27 May 2012, no. 47
Literature:
Valentiner, 1929b XXXIII-XXXIV; Valentiner, 1930, XXIX-XXX; Rotterdam Cat. 1935,
no.103, fig. 130; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 166, 168, fig. 14; Thieme-Beker vol 34 (1940):
570; Plietzsch 1949, 253, fig. 133; Cat. Museum Boymans van Beuningen, 1966;
Régnier, 1968, 279-80, fig. 13; Brussels, Palais des Beaux Arts de Bruxelles, 1971,
cat. no. 116; III. Apollo (October 1976); Kersten and Lokin, 1996, 182, fig. 180; Sutton,
1984, 353; Honig, 1985 notes, A-3; Fock, 1998, 231; Mariet Westermann, 2001, fig.
137; Buvelot, 2002, no. 35; Mai, 2003, 54, fig. 12; Wieseman, 2011, 214, no. 31;
Grootenboer, 2018, fig. 7.4
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605844 (1935); 1605912 (1915)
Commentary:
Within a very bright and bare room, a woman is seen from behind leaning forward in
her chair, her open hand placed against the glass of the darkened window. On the
other side of the glass, a child’s face appears immediately next to her hand. The
extreme angle at which the woman’s chair tilts so that two of its side legs have lifted off
the ground as well as the manner in which the woman’s body has turned to face the
window, suggest that she has been startled by the presence of the child.
The oddness of the figures’ encounter is augmented by the surroundings. Within the
shallow space, there are even fewer objects than are normally found within Vrel’s
sparse interiors. The floor, which Quentin Buvelot has noted appears to tilt (Buvelot,
2002, 185), is bare apart from the scrap of paper with traces of the artist’s signature.
The woman’s dark wooden chair, with its delicate frame composed of several spindles,
is unique in Vrel’s interiors. The whitewashed walls are free from ornamentation with
only a nail in the upper right of the composition to disrupt their uniformity. With the
walls positioned at oblique angles to one another, the depth of the space seems
uncertain. At the centre of the scene, the large horizontal window and its dark wooden
frame take up nearly half of the composition. The window is divided in three by two
wooden mullions and, as with Vrel’s ordinarily very tall, narrow windows, is composed
of rows of many small leaded rectangular panes of glass, with a pattern of curved
panes along the top row. The bizarre lighting of the spaces, with a brightly lit
(seemingly artificially lit) foreground space and blackened space on the other side of
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the window, suggests that this is not a window to the outside but an internal window
between two rooms of a home, as first suggested by Brière-Misme (1935a, 168). A
further example of such a window can be seen in Pieter de Hooch’s interior (CR30, Fig.
A). It is clear, however, that Vrel has taken some artistic licence here. A row of blue
and white plates with a large copper plate or bowl in the middle lines the top of the
window frame. Fock has argued that the placement of the plates is evidence that Vrel
adapted the design for a bedstead into a window because, in reality, the Dutch never
placed plates above windows (this means of decoration was apparently reserved for
over the hearth and above box-beds, as seen in Vrel’s other paintings) (Fock, 1998,
231). Fock also pointed to the green curtains hanging on either side of the window as
further evidence of Vrel’s repurposing of the box-bed design, since curtains were not
generally used for windows until later in the century and, even then, mainly in the
homes of the wealthy (Fock 1998, 231). It is accepted that Dutch seventeenth-century
paintings were not exact representations of contemporary Dutch homes; the choices
artists took regarding the types of objects they painted and their placement within
compositions, may have been driven by a variety of intentions, not all of them artistic,
as well as the desire to flaunt their skills by painting luxurious or rare objects that were
actually found in very few homes.
This painting presents one of Vrel’s most innovative and surprising compositions. What
inspired him to paint this subject is a mystery as there are no comparable paintings by
his contemporaries; however, this composition is closely related to CR56 which
portrays an old woman reading within an equally bare room with a child appearing at
the darkened window behind her back. The motif of the child looking through the
window in both paintings (Fig. A, Fig. B), may also be compared to the child seen
looking out from the loft window in CR28 (Fig. C). In Vrel’s interior, a figure is more
often pictured looking out of the home (rather than from one interior space to another),
as with the woman at the window (CR16), the boy looking out the window and open
door (CR28, CR30), and the young “nurse” gazing out the half open door (CR25,
CR26, CR27, CR55). In Vrel’s street scenes, male bakers are pictured looking out from
windows above their shops (CR41, CR42, CR43, CR46) and in one example a figure is
seen reaching out of a high window, having just dropped a banner upon which the
artists signature has been written (CR37). All of these examples seem to suggest an
interest in representing “looking”, perhaps self-consciously thematising the art of
painting.
This painting was previously attributed to Pieter de Hooch.
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Fig. A: Detail of CR29

Fig. B: Detail of CR56

Fig. C: Detail of CR28
© RMFAB, Brussels /
photo: J. Geleyns - Art
Photography

CR30
Vrel
Interior with a Woman Combing a Little Girl’s Hair
Detroit Institute of Arts (acc. no. 28.42)
53 x 41
Signed on paper lower right: “Jacobus Vrelle” or
“Jacobus Cralle”
Provenance:
A.S. Drey, Munich; Munchen art trade 1926; The
Hague, Kleykamp Gallery 1927; Gift of the Knoedler
Galleries, New Yok, to Detroit Institute of Art, USA,
1928,
Exhibitions:
Kleykamp gallery exhibition, The Hague, 1927, no.
50
Literature:
Valentiner, 1928, 78-81; Valentiner, 1929a, 87-8; Valentiner, 1929b, XXXIII; Valentiner,
1930, XXIX; Detroit cat. 1930, no. 245; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 162, fig. 16; Thieme and
Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570; Bernt, 1948, vol. 3, 972; Plietzsch, 1949, 253, fig. 135;
Bloomfield Hills, Cranbrook Art Gallery, Light and the Painter, cat. (1952); Pittsburgh,
Carnegie Institute Pictures of Everyday Life: Genre Painting in Europe 1500-1900 (14
Oct – 12 Dec 1954): cat. 41; Plietzsch, 1960, 82; Régnier, 1968, 276, 278, fig. 9;
Sutton, 1984, 353; Honig, 1985 notes, A-4; Honig, 1989, 46; Mai, 2003, 52, fig. 11;
Detroit, cat. Masters of Dutch Painting: The Detroit Institute of Arts entry by S.
Donahue Kuretsky (London 2004): 246-7
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605852 (1930); 1605853 (1927)
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Commentary:
In this composition, three figures occupy a brightly lit voorhuis, the front room of a
Dutch seventeenth-century home that opens onto the street. The light streams in
through the open doorway with double window above it to the left, illuminating the high
wood-beam ceiling and whitewashed walls, which are bare apart from a dark cloak
hanging on the wall at the right. The sole ornamentation in the room are the two
escutcheons adorning the windows, as in CR28. The arrangement of the space is
reminiscent of the so-called “Little Nurse” paintings (CR25, CR26, CR27, CR55);
however, in the absence of the hearth or the bedstead, the room is a stage for the
figures. To the right, a woman stands in profile facing toward the door and looking
down to inspect the comb she holds in both hands. A girl with long blond hair sits in a
wicker chair with her face buried in the woman’s blue apron. Evidently, the light
entering from the window and doorway facilitates the woman’s task. To the left, a boy
wearing a broad-brimmed hat stands between the two halves of the door, with only his
head and arm, which rests on the lower half of the door, visible. The viewer is given a
clear view of his profile, a rarity in Vrel’s oeuvre. With rosy cheeks, mouth ever so
slightly open and wide eyes, he looks intently at something beyond the threshold.
Through the doorway, a very small glimpse of paving stones and what appears to be a
porch with tiled overhang of the type seen in many of Vrel’s street scenes, as, for
instance, the one to the left of the composition in CR42, can be seen; however, the
viewer cannot see the object of his attention. A long rake and a brush, implements of
work, lean in the corner behind the door and a hoop and stick, objects of play, lie on
the floor before the open doorway.
The subject of a woman delousing a child’s hair was popular in mid seventeenthcentury Dutch genre painting. As in De Hooch’s sun-dappled image of domestic bliss
(Fig. A), this subject could be read as having represented an ideal image of feminine
virtue and presented a model for children of the importance of cleanliness, both
physical and spiritual. In one of Ter Borch’s treatments of this theme (Fig. B), he places
the woman delousing a girl’s hair in the ramshackle yard of a stone grinder, contrasting
this motherly duty with the hard labour of the men in the left background. Vrel’s slightly
idiosyncratic, although still largely conventional, portrayal of the theme gives equal
weight to the woman delousing the girl’s hair and the boy looking out the open door.
With both standing in profile facing the same direction, the figures echo one another.
The boy, who is wedged between the two halves of the door, as well as between his
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toy on the ground and the adult rake and brush, can be interpreted as being in the
transitional period between carefree childhood and the duties of adulthood.
The most recent Detroit catalogue entry records the signature, which in a typical
manner for Vrel can be found on the scrap of paper on the floor in the right foreground,
as “Jacobus Cralle”. Oddly, in 1929 Valentiner also noted that it read “Cralle” (1929a,
87, note 2), even though, in his earlier article marking the painting’s addition to the
collection in Detroit, he claimed that it was “Vrelle” (1928, 78). The latter interpretation
was endorsed Brière-Misme who also read the signature as “Jacobus Vrelle” (1935a,
162, note 4).

Fig. A: Pieter de Hooch, A
Mother Delousing her Child’s
Hair, known as “A Mother’s
Duty”, c. 1658-60, oil on canvas,
52.5 x 61, Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum, SK-C-149

Fig. B: Gerard ter Borch, The
Family of the Stone Grinder,
oil on canvas, 73.5 x 60.5,
Berlin, Gemäldegalerie, acc.
no. 793
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CR31
Vrel
A Conversation in the Street
Private Collection
35.5 x 27.9
Provenance:
A.J. Verhoeven-Ball, Antwerp, his sale, Antwerp 25
April, 1881, no. 20 “Les Commères” (as Vermeer);
Edouard Kums, Antwerp, sale 17/18 May 1898, no.
141 “Les Commères du village de Broeck, près
d'Amsterdam, (as Inconnu)”; Bought by van Herck,
père, Antwerp; Purchased by a private collector;
Thence by descent (in Lausanne in 1952); Sotheby's
London, 11 December 1996, no. 29 as Jacobus Vrel,
ill; With Johnny van Haeften owner; sale, Sotheby's
London, 11 Dec 1996
Literature:
Hofstede de Groot, 1893, 119, mentioned under no. 48; Wurzbach, 1910, 825, as
signed “J. Vrel”; Valentiner, 1930, xxx; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 114, note 1; Jan Pacilly,
“47 A Street scene with two women in conversation at a doorway” Dutch and Flemish
Old Master Paintings, Johnny van Haeften catalogue (London, 1997); Mai, 2003, 67,
note 59; Stone-Ferrier, 2015, 78, fig. 7
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605875
Commentary:
This small panel presents a closeup view of two female figures interacting at the
threshold of a dwelling. The woman facing the viewer, stands inside the home, leaning
with her elbows on the lower half of the door and her hands in a light blue muff. The
woman, who wears the white head and shoulder covering typical of all of Vrel’s mature
female figures (apart from that of the old woman in CR56), turns her head to look at her
companion with a slight smile. The white of her costume stands out against the
darkness of the interior behind her. The woman standing on the tiled and straw strewn
porch just to the right of the doorway, is turned toward the figure in the door and carries
a basket in her left hand. Based on her slender build, she may be a younger woman.
This painting provides a detailed view of some of the elements of architecture seen in
Vrel’s street scenes, including the red bricks which give many of the street scenes their
rosy palette. On either side of the doorway, the lower portion of a set of four slender,
leaded windows in wooden frames with wooden shutters partly open can be seen. The
windows are similar to the ones depicted from the inside in CR16 and the four central
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windows in CR7. To the left of the composition there is a small portion of a low wall. In
many of Vrel’s street scenes, low walls, often with posts at the end farthest from the
building enclose the paved porch immediately in front of the entranceways; a wall of
this type is illustrated in the left foreground of CR37, for instance. Toward the bottom
right of the composition, a small aperture, which Pacilly (1997) has identified as a
window to the basement, is pictured. The decorative black and white triangular patterns
painted on the wood above the doorway, on the lower portion of the door and on the
inside of the open shutter to the right can be found in other street scenes, especially on
the insides of shutters.
The composition of this painting is closely related to CR49, one of Thoré-Bürger’s two
“Intérieurs de Béguinage”, which presents another close-up image of two female
figures, this time interacting through an open window. The greatest difference between
the two compositions is that in CR49, just to the right of the two figures, there is a view
of an arched passageway through which the façades of other buildings can be seen.
Both paintings can also be compared with a close-up view of a male and female figure
walking along arm in arm (CR36), this picture is now lost.
Along with CR49, this painting bridges the two genres of paintings associated with Vrel:
interiors and street scenes. The inhabitants of Vrel’s many interiors are often pictured
looking out, such as the woman at the window in CR16 or the boy in CR28, yet what
they can see beyond the home is not pictured for the viewer. In this painting, an
interaction at the threshold of the home is represented, but although the window
shutters and upper portion of the door are open, the viewer cannot see inside the
darkened interior. The missing frontispiece painting, CR1, would have been the only
occasion when both inside and outside would have been pictured simultaneously. The
representation of two women interacting in the liminal space between home and street
finds parallels in paintings by Vrel’s contemporaries, including two paintings by
Nicolaes Maes (Fig. A and B). In the first, a financial transaction is taking place
between the richly dressed lady of the house and a woman selling vegetables, in the
second, two women appear to be having a leisurely chat. While the woman leaning out
of the window speaks emphatically, the other woman, leaning on her pail, appears to
be listening so intently that she fails to notice the small dog sniffing the salmon she
holds by her side. Maes’ painting (Fig. B) can be interpreted as a humorous depiction
of the perils of female distraction and neglecting one’s duty. Vrel’s two paintings of
female figures interacting at the borderline of the home are neutral in comparison, as
nothing in the composition points to this type of narrative; however, it does remain
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open to readings of female idleness. In Brière-Misme’s narrative, the female figure who
has discarded her handiwork on the table to look out of the window in CR16 is the
same “gossip” seen leaning out of the window chatting in CR49.
Previously attributed to Vermeer and Pieter de Hooch, this painting bears the signature
of “J Van Der Meer” (according to Sotheby’s 1996 sale description). In the Kums sale
of 17-18 May 1898, the painting was given the title: “Les Commères du village de
Broeck, près d'Amsterdam” (Brière-Misme, 1935a, 114, note 1). According to Pacilly
(1997), this title is interesting because of its reference to the town of Broeck, which
apparently had a reputation in the early modern period for being an extremely clean
town, and one wonders why this identification was made.

Fig. A: Nicolaes Maes, A
young woman selling
vegetables at the door, c.
1655-60, oil on canvas, 48 x
38.5, Kunstmuseum Basel,
inv. G 1958.25

Fig. B: Nicolaes Maes, Two
women talking at a window
or The Maid, c. 1655-60,
57.3 x 41.6, oil on panel,
Dordrechts Museum, inv.
DM/948/113
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CR32
Vrel
A cobbled street in a town with figures
Private collection, New York
36.3 x 27.8
Provenance:
Sotheby’s London, 5 July 1995, lot 6
Literature:
Delft, cat. 1996, 104, fig. 86; Jan Pacilly, “No. 47 A
street scene with two women in conversation in a
doorway” Dutch and Flemish Old Master Paintings,
Johnny van Haeften catalogue (London 1997): “H”;
Stone-Ferrier, 2015, 83, note 10

Commentary:
For a fourth version (possibly the earliest to be published), see CR61 below. For
discussion see CR33.

CR33
Vrel
Street Scene with Two Figures Walking Away
Recently sold at auction along with CR38
35.7 x 26.7
Signed on the awning to the right: “JV”
Provenance:
Sale, Estate of Samuel Woodburn (from his
residence at 134 Piccadilly), Christie's London, 1519. V.1854, p. 81, no. 799 (as "van der Meer");
Purchased by Beriah Botfield; by inheritance to the
Marquess of Bath, Longleat House 1947-86; Art
Market, London; with Otto Nauman, New York,
1987; Sotheby’s New York sale, 30/01/2019, lot 30
Exhibitions:
Ex. Samuel Woodburn Collection, 1854; New York, Dutch and Flemish Paintings From
New York Private Collections, National Academy of Design Exhibition, 1988, no. 56
Literature:
Wright, 1976b, p. 10, fig. 4; Apollo, February 1977, fig. 11; Sutton, 1980, fig. 59; New
York, Adams, ex. cat, 1988, 137, no. 56; Pacilly, 1997, no. 47: “C”; Mai, 2003, 67, note
58
Comments:
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In this composition, a man and woman can be seen in the middle distance. With their
backs to the viewer and their posture slightly leaning forward, they appear to be
walking away into the background of the scene. The body of the man, who wears a
broad-brimmed hat with mustard waistcoat and dark trousers and sleeves, hides much
of the female figure who, wearing a red shirt, blue skirt and white cap and collar, seems
to be turned slightly toward him. The space into which they are about to enter is hidden
from view behind the posts holding up an awning, an open shutter with black and white
triangle pattern, as seen in CR31, and a fragile looking tree. Behind the man and
woman, in the foreground, there is no sign of human activity. Compared with Vrel’s
other street scenes, this composition exudes a feeling of emptiness and is devoid of
any evidence of commercial activity. Apart from the two figures, the stony cobbled
street, which widens in the immediate foreground and appears to branch off to the
right, is deserted. The row of brick and plaster buildings, with terracotta tiled roofs to
the left, equally show no sign of life and their darkened windows and doors exacerbate
the sense of emptiness. One detail is the small white cross on the brick all of a building
in the centre, this mark occurs elsewhere in Vrel’s street scenes, including CR36.
Behind the row of houses stands a tall building with tiled roof held up by posts and
cavernous interior. Beyond that, slightly to the right, a tower, perhaps part of a church,
can be seen in the distance.
The empty space, even more so than other street scenes by Vrel, evokes the feeling of
a back alley and can be compared with the courtyard spaces painted by Pieter de
Hooch as well as by Hendrick van der Burch. Van der Burch’s painting of a solitary
woman in a courtyard of uneven red brick structures with sloping tiled roofs and dark
windows (Fig. A) provides a visual parallel.
There are two, possibly three other versions of this composition: CR32, CR61 and
CR34, which was listed as “circle of Vrel” when sold in auction in 1994. The differences
between the paintings are slight, such as the placement and sizes of the stones in the
road, but one noticeable difference is a flag hanging from the top of the building to the
right in CR32, absent in the other compositions.
This painting has the same provenance as CR38.
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Fig. A: Hendrick van der
Burch, Young Woman in
a Court, c. 1660, oil on
panel, 48 x 35.5,
Champaign, Krannert Art
Museum and Kinkead
Pavilion, University of
Illinois, inv. 51-1-1

CR34
Vrel?
View of a small street in a Dutch town
Private collection, New York
36.8 x 31.8
Provenance:
Belle Linsky collection; Sotheby’s New York, 3 June
1988, lot 55 (circle of Jacobus Vrel); Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York; Sotheby’s New York 13
October 1989, lot 129; Private collection, U.S.;
Sotheby’s New York 14 January 1994, lot 104 (circle
of Jacobus Vrel)
Literature:
Pacilly, 1997, no. 47: “G”; Mai, 2003, 67, note 57
Commentary:
Judging from the reproduction, the proportions in this painting are noticeably different
from the other three compositions, with the street opening wider and more space given
over to the sky (CR32, CR33, CR61). See CR33.
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CR35
Vrel
Street scene
C. Roelofsz, Amsterdam
34.2 x 26.7
Provenance:
Graaf Schaffgottscher, Warmbrunn, Silesia;
Collection of Graf Lochotzky, Nackel a.d. Neisse;
Collection of Mr. H. Mueller, Nackel; Collection of
Mr. M. Mueller, Weimar; with Duits; with de Boer;
with Brod 1956; Sidney J. van den Bergh,
Wassenaar; sale Christie's, London, 30 Nov 1979,
Mr H. J. de Koster

Exhibitions:
Paris, Le Paysage Hollandais au XVIIe Siècle, Orangerie, 1950/1, no. 99; Royal
Academy, London, Dutch Pictures 1450-1700, 1952/3, no. 538; Laren, Singer
Museum, Kunstchatten, Twee Nederlandse collecties schilderijen etc., 1959, no. 85;
Delft, Meesterwerken uit Delft, Stedelijk Museum het Prinsenhof, 1962, no. 46; Leyden,
17de eeuwse meesters uit Nederlands particulier bezit, Stedelijk Museum De
Lakenhal, 1965, no. 49
Literature:
Plietzsch, 1949, 253, fig. 132; J. Bruyn, Art et Style, 1950, no. 17; Plietzsch, 1960, 81,
fig. 135; H. W. Alings, “Een oud Stadshoekje”, Ons Amsterdam (1951): 222; A. B. de
Vries, Versameling Sidney J. van den Bergh (1968): 108; Honig, 1985 notes, B-2;
Honig, 1989, 37, 48, fig. 1; Pacilly, 1997, no. 47: “B”; Mai, 2003, 61, fig. 20; StoneFerrier, 2015, 83, note 10
Commentary:
Four figures can be seen passing through an open space surrounded by a group of
buildings. Two figures, a woman in the foreground, carrying a bundle and wearing a
wide black hat over her white head covering and, a little distance behind her, a man
wearing a black cloak, are each heading in slightly different directions off to the left. In
the background to the right, a man in broad-brimmed hat and woman wearing a long
white head covering are walking in the opposite direction and will shortly disappear
behind the building with the awning to the right. There is no sense of urgency or drama,
this composition simply represents individuals passing through the space as they go
about their business. Examining the buildings that form a semi-circle around the open
space, one realises that there is nothing to keep the figures there; the four awningcovered counters belonging to shops, which in other street scenes by Vrel are often
used to display bread, rolls of cloth and other goods, in this composition are all empty.
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With the awnings and many of the shutters open, one wonders if the businesses have
yet to begin trading for the day or have just closed up shop for the evening. As in the
composition depicting a couple about to walk out of sight into the background (CR32,
CR33, CR34, CR61), the viewer, who is not provided a visual channel or vista beyond
this grouping of buildings, is given the sense that, in a moment, they will be left to
contemplate the deserted space and empty shop fronts. A shop sign painted with a key
hangs from the building in the background and roughly occupies the centre point of the
composition. It is an example of the shop signs and house signs discussed by StoneFerrier (please see the introduction to this catalogue). Apart from its historical function,
Honig called attention to the irony of the sign as symbol within a painting with no
apparent narrative or hidden meaning:
Traditionally, the key is an indicator of meaning, the ‘clavis interpretationis’ that
says ‘here is the clue, the symbol, the object whose significance will unravel the
puzzle of the other parts of the image.’ But this key hangs against a blank wall,
above an empty stall, before an empty house, in the very center of an image in
which absence or non-meaning is the only signifier. (1989, 37-8)

Alings (1951) suggested that this painting may depict a view down St Olofsteeg in
Amsterdam but given that the city architecture has changed dramatically since the
seventeenth century and there are no identifiable buildings to help identification, this
assertion seems unsustainable.

CR36
Vrel
Two figures walking in a street or L’Aveugle
Location unknown
21 x 16
Signed on the lefthand post: “J. Vrel”
Provenance:
Victor de Stuers collection, The Hague until his
death in 1916; with his daughter, Mme. W. E.
Gatacre, “De Wiersse”, Vorden Gelderland in 1935

Literature:
Bredius, 1885-6, 676, no. 116 (as Vrel); Lafenestre and Richtenberger, Les Musées
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d’Europe et de la Hollande 8 (Paris: 1898): 149; Hofstede de Groot, 1893, 119,
mentioned under no, 48; Hofstede de Groot, 1903, 41; Hofstede de Groot, 1904, 32-3;
Wurzbach, 1910, 825; Valentiner, 1929a, 92; Valentiner, 1930, XXX; Brière-Misme,
1935a, 113, fig. 6; Thieme and Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570; Plietzsch, 1949, 253; Honig,
1985 notes, B-12; Mai, 2003, 67
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605909
Commentary:
This painting is only known through the reproduction published in Brière-Misme’s 1935
review. With its two large-scale figures set against the wall of a building, it should be
compared with CR31 and CR49. The two figures, a woman with a basket hanging from
the crook of her arm and a man with broad-brimmed hat and stick held over his
shoulder, are pictured in profile in the centre of the composition walking toward the left.
The woman, who is closer to the viewer and whose face can be clearly seen, stares
fixedly straight ahead of her. The man, who is half a step behind her, has his head
tilted slightly upward, his eyes hidden from the viewer by the brim of his hat. His arm
appears to be linked through the woman’s. The impression that she is leading him has
encouraged some to believe that he is blind, as the at times given title (L’Aveugle)
suggests. The space in the cobbled street they occupy is shallow and they are set
against a flat brick wall of a building with blackened door and windows. They have just
passed between two posts to the right and are approaching the corner of the building
at the far left where the street appears to veer away. With no sky visible, nor any
indication of horizon, the composition feels particularly flat.
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CR37
Vrel
Street scene with a covered porch
Private collection, Germany
52 x 40
Signed on banner dropped from window by figure at
upper right: “Jacobus Vrell”
Provenance:
Bernheimer collection, Munich; Fasano collection,
Lake Garda; Mrs. John D. McIlhenny purchased
from Julius Bohler, art dealer, Munich in 21 January
1915; With Douwes Fine Art, London;

Literature:
Valentiner, 1928, 80; Valentiner, 1929a, 91; Valentiner, 1930, XXX; Brière-Misme,
1935a, 107, 110, fig. 5; Bernt, 1948, vol. 3, 973; Plietasch, 248; Plietzsch, 1960, 81;
Régnier, 1968, 270, fig. 15; Adv. Connoisseur, Sept. 1980 (The Burlington House
Antiques Fair): 44; Bernt, vol. 3 1980, 1432; Honig, 1985 notes, B-5; Honig, 1989, 48;
Mai, 2003, 64; Stone-Ferrier, 2015, 83, note 10
Commentary:
Compared with many of Vrel’s street scenes, this composition includes a variety of
elements offering visual and narrative interest. As Brière-Misme noted, this painting is
one of a number by Vrel that offers a view down a cobbled street away from the picture
plane (Brière-Misme, 1935a, 109-10, also included in this category: CR40, CR45,
CR47 and CR51, one could also add CR38 and CR57). The viewer’s eye is channelled
through the small archway approached by a female figure in a red shirt and blue head
covering, carrying a basket. Beyond the archway we see a group of three or four
miniscule figures and a child as well as facades with awnings. Above the arch, a hazy
top of a church steeple is depicted in the distance, melting into the blue and thinly
clouded, morning sky.
There is much of interest for the eye in the tidy cobbled street before it reaches the
archway. In the foreground to the right a bearded man in black leans on the decorative
white parapet of a raised landing, surveying the comings and goings. At the bottom of
the short flight of steps a woman crouches on the cobbles looking down at a tiny girl in
a red skirt and black cap, seated on a stone next to one of the white posts at the foot of
the stairs. Just before the arch a shop sign bearing a crescent juts out above the
awning of the building to the right. Opposite, a barber-surgeon’s pole with six pans
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hanging from it reaches out over the arch. At the top of the building on the right a
figure leans out through an open window, an arm outstretched. The figure is framed by
the leaded window pane dissolved slightly by the glowing sun light. It appears that the
figure has released the white banner that is wafting down in the direction of the centre
of the arch toward which the other two signs also point. The name of the artist,
“Jacobus Vrell”, is inscribed on this device.
Last but not least, in front of the first building in the row of shops and houses to the left,
stands a pair of male figures in light brown robes with pointed hoods (Fig. A). One with
his back to the viewer and the other, with long black beard, facing his companion, his
face clearly visible. His eyes almost seem to be looking beyond the other figure and out
toward the viewer. The two stand in the space marked off by low walls and white posts
in front of the arched doorway of a single-story structure. On top of the tiled roof of the
structure is a small pointed belfry, the pinnacle of which is topped with a weather vane
composed of a miniscule flag and square cross. The two male figures represent
Capuchin monks. This motif also appears in CR46.
Much has been made of the appearance of Capuchins in Vrel’s street scenes, most
notably by Régnier who argued that they were evidence of where Vrel could have been
active (1968, especially 270-2). He believed that, unless Vrel was painting from
memory, that it was unlikely he was representing a Dutch town, as, apart from a brief
period between 1625 and 1643 when Capuchin missions were established in
Friesland, Gelderland and 's-Hertogenbosch, the Capuchins had no visible presence in
the Northern Netherlands (Régnier, 1968, 270-1; see also Honig, 1989, 39; on the
history of the Capuchins in the Netherlands, see P. Hildebrand, De Kapucijnen in de
Nederlanden en het Prinsbisdom Luik, 1945-54). Although Régnier thought towns near
the German or Southern borders were possible, he argued that Vrel was most likely
working in a town near Antwerp, which was the city from which Capuchin missionaries
had been sent to the Northern Netherlands earlier in the century. In an etching by the
Dutch artist, Van Everdingen (Fig. B and C), a pair of monks (possibly Capuchin or
another Franciscan order) are pictured among the people milling about in a town
square near Spa, in present day Belgium. The presence of the monks in this town in
the Spanish south is not surprising. However, given the generalised nature of the
buildings and streets depicted, there is no reason to assume Vrel was painting from
life. One must consider the possibility then, that these monks were painted, not from
life, but from memory by an artist who originated from a region where Catholicism was
outwardly condoned, or even by an artist nostalgic for the Catholic past. Angela
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Vanhaelen has argued that this was the case in a 1672 church interior of the Dom in
Utrecht by Hendrick van Vliet (Fig. C). Van Vliet “restored” elements of Catholic
worship to the Reformed church, including the priests and altar boys, nuns and several
monks praying before the high altar, and a crucifix at the far end of the nave (Fig. D;
Vanhaelen, 2012, 134-5). Vanhaelen has posited that the painting was likely created
for a Catholic patron (2012, 135).
However, it is equally possible, as Honig has argued, that Vrel may have employed the
monks as a visual trope rather than as representations of figures seen in daily life
(1989, 39). As she noted, although the Capuchins may never have been “visible” in
Dutch cities and towns, they were depicted by Dutch artists throughout the
seventeenth-century, employed as symbols of charity and piety. Honig, pointing to the
fact that Capuchin’s were known to be silent and to walk with their eyes toward the
ground, believed that in Vrel’s works, they represented the ultimate symbol of
introversion and highlight the fact that his figures rarely look out at the viewer (1989,
50). This theory is worth considering, except for the fact that in the present painting, the
bearded Capuchin does in fact look out toward the viewer.

Fig. A: detail of
CR37

Fig. A: Allaert van Everdingen,
The pring at Pouhon, from Four
springs in and around Spa (series
title), c. 1650, 12.4 x 16.9,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, RP-P1885-A-9837

Fig. B: detail of Fig. A
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Fig. C: Hendrick van Vliet, Interior
of the Dom in 1672, 1674, oil on
panel, 107.3 x 128.8, Utrecht,
Centraal Museum, inv. 7330

Fig. D: detail of Fig.
C

CR38
Vrel
Street scene with figures in conversation
Private collection, New York
25.7 x 27.8
Signed lower right: “JV”
Provenance:
Sale, Estate of Samuel Woodburn (from his
residence at 134 Piccadilly), Christie's London, 1519. V.1854, p. 81, no. 799 (as "van der Meer");
Purchased by Beriah Botfield; by inheritance to the
Marquess of Bath, Longleat House 1947-86; Art
Market, London; with Otto Nauman, New York,
1987; Sotheby’s New York sale, 30/01/2019, lot 31

Exhibitions:
Ex. Samuel Woodburn Collection, 1854; New York, Dutch and Flemish Paintings From
New York Private Collections, National Academy of Design Exhibition, 1988, no. 57
Literature:
New York, ex. cat. Adams, 1988, 137, no. 57; Pacilly, 1997, no. 47: “D”; Mai, 2003, 67,
note 58, fig. 32
Commentary:
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In this quiet scene, the viewer is provided a view down a street with several tall
buildings on either side, which ends at a three-way junction where a female figure is
depicted walking toward the left. Behind her, two buildings of near equal height with a
narrow, gated passage between them, face the viewer. They offer a rare frontal view of
the architecture in Vrel’s street scenes, which, more often than not, depict buildings at
oblique angles, so that their true proportions are difficult to judge, as in the buildings in
the street leading away from the viewer.
Standing in the cobbled street near the foreground, a male and female figure appear in
conversation (Fig. A). The woman, wearing red top, dark blue skirt, and white shoulder
and head covering, pulled back so that one can see her hairline, stands in lost profile,
one can just see the right side of her face. The man faces her with his broad-brimmed
hat pulled low over his eyes and his mouth firmly closed. He stands in contrapposto
with his weight on his right leg and crosses his arms while holding a long walking stick.
It appears that the woman is doing the talking and he the listening.
This painting and CR33 had remained in the same collections since the mid-nineteenth
century until 2019. In 1854 they were sold in London as by “van der Meer”.

Fig. A: detail of CR38
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CR39
Not Vrel
Unknown location
77 x 92
Provenance:
Sale Lempertz, Cologne, 21-24 April, 1939, no. 749
(as Jacob Vrel); Sale Munich, Weinmüller 11 – 21
April 1940
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605859 (1939); 1605860
(1940); 1605872 (1938)?

CR40
Vrel
Street scene with four figures
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam (SK-A-1592)
36 x 27.5
Signed on low wall at left: “I. VREL”
Provenance:
Purchased by Thoré-Bürger in the Gustav-Fincke
sale, Bamberg, before 1866; Thoré-Bürger sale,
Hotel Drouot auction 5 Dec.1892, no. 48; purchased
by Sedelmyer; Purchased from AHH van der Burgh,
The Hague, 1892 for the Rijksmuseum

Literature:
Thoré-Bürger, 1866, 469, 570, mentioned under no. 57 (as Vrel); Bredius, 1885-6, 676,
no. 116 (as Vrel); Paris, , Catalogue de tableaux anciens [...] Le tout formant la
collection de feu Thoré-Bürger Hôtel Drouot (Dec. 5, 1892): 24, no. 48 (as Vrel);
Hofstede de Groot, 1893, 119, no. 48 (as Vrel); Hofstede de Groot, 1908, 607, note 19
(but he erroneously listed it as no. 33 in the 1892 sale, when it was 48); Wurzbach,
1910, 825; Hofstede de Groot, 1916, 211; Valentiner, 1928, 78; Valentiner, 1929a, 91,
ill. p. 93; Valentiner, 1930, XXX, ill. p. 204; Brière-Misme, 1935, 109; Martin 1935-6 vol.
2, 208; A. Heppner, OH55 (1938), 71, 142, fig 4; Thieme and Becker vol. 34 (1940),
570; Plietzsch, 1949, 253, fig. 131; Régnier, 1968, 281, fig 14; All the Paintings of the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam; a completely illustrated catalogue, Amsterdam, 1976;
Honig, 1985 notes, B-1; Mai, 2003, 65, fig. 26; Stone-Ferrier, 2015, 75, fig. 1
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605890 (1903); 1605891; 1605908 (1892)
Commentary:
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This composition provides another example of a view of a street leading away from the
viewer flanked by buildings of varying height, width and style. The view down the street
does not lead very far before being obstructed by two buildings at an angle. As a result,
it is difficult to ascertain whether they are a continuation of the row of buildings to the
right or whether they are situated beyond a junction, as seems to be the case in CR38.
The architecture forms an uneven skyline that allows for an interestingly shaped
negative space to be taken up by pale blue sky. The sense of depth in this painting is
ambiguous, with the architecture forming a rhythmic construction of flat geometric
shapes and textures moving the eye horizontally across the composition. The near
monochromatic palette of tonally similar earth colours is punctuated by the white
rectangles and squares of the window frames, and splashes of red in the figures’
costumes.
Two men in broad-brimmed hats, one facing the viewer and the other with his back
turned, holding a stick, stand in the road near the foreground. The second man turns
his head to the right to look at a woman seated on a ledge, leaning forward, at the side
of the road. With her mouth slightly ajar, it appears that she is speaking to them.
Another woman approaches in the distance. Later writers would point to the faults of
perspective and the poorly drawn, shadowless figures in this painting as evidence of
Vrel’s naiveté; even Brière-Misme, who thought that the unevenness of the buildings
and skyline made it quite a picturesque painting, would write that the drawing of the
figures was particularly “negligent” and that the sense of colour was “less tender” than
was normally found in Vrel’s street scenes (1935a, 109).
Thoré-Bürger purchased this painting in the Gustave Fincke, Bamberg sale in 1865. At
the time, it was attributed to “Gerhard Berckheiden”, but he thought he had spotted
another ruelle by Vermeer. He was later disappointed to find the “I. VREL” signature
(1866, 469, 570). In 1892, shortly after the posthumous sale of Thoré-Bürger’s
collection, it was purchased for the Rijksmuseum.
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CR41
Vrel
Street scene with a bakery
Private collection, New York
35.5 x 28
Provenance:
W. de Gruyter, Amsterdam; Collection Christoph
Rhaban Ruhl, Cologne, 1876; Sale 15-18 May 1876,
no 83 (with 3 figures overpainted and by Vermeer of
Delft); Collection Hans Wetzlar by 1967; his sale
Amsterdam (Sotheby Mak van Waay) 9 June 1977,
no. 277; Dealer Edward Speelman, London/Brod
gallery; Thomas & Brenda Brod 2002

Exhibitions:
Laren, Kunstschatten. Twee Nederlandse collecties schilderijen, Singer Museum,
1959, no. 86, pl. 47; Oslo, Fra Remrbandt til Vermeer. Nasjonalgalleriet, 1959, no. 86;
Laren, De kunst van het verzamelen, keuze uit twee nederlandse collecties. Singer
Museum, 1966, no. 58; Paris, La vie en Hollande au XVIIe siecle, Musee des Arts
decoratifs, 1967, no. 41; London, Exhibition of Important Old Masters: New
Acquisitions, Brod Gallery, 13 Oct -30 Nov. 1977 (cat. No. 29); New York, Academy of
Design ex, 1988, no. 54
Literature:
Thoré-Bürger, Annuaire des artistes et des amateurs (1862): 293 (as Van der Meer);
Thoré-Bürger, 1866, 464, 570, no. 56/58 (? they were probably the same painting) (as
Vermeer); Havard, 1888, 39, note to no. 55; Valentiner 1929a, 92 (as Jacobus Vrel);
Valentiner 1929b, xxxv; Valentiner, 1930, XXX; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 113, note 1, see
also 112, note 2; Régnier, 1968, 273-74, fig. 4; Brod Gallery advert in Apollo, Nov
1977; New York, Adams, ex. cat.1988, no. 54; Honig, 1985 notes, B-8; Honig, 1989,
47-7. Fig. 8; Mai, 2003, 66, fig. 29; Stone-Ferrier, 2015, 78, fig. 6
Commentary:
This composition presents the cropped facades of three adjoining buildings set parallel
to the picture plane with a cobbled street in front. Only a small portion of the building to
the left is depicted, the building on the right forms the corner of the street. In the sliver
of space pictured beyond the building to the right, the viewer can see a distant building
on a street perpendicular to the one in the foreground, and a small section of blue sky
above. Before the ground floor of the central building and the one to the right, tiled
awnings cover shop counters displaying: in the centre, a variety of bread, including
ornately shaped and twisted loaves, and, on the right, two bolts of red and green fabric.
On the first floor of both buildings, a very wide leaded window, divided into several
slender sections by mullions, takes up nearly the entire width of each building. On the
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floor above that, a set of four leaded windows in the left-hand and centre buildings and
two apparently unglazed narrow arch windows with opened wooden shutters on the
right.
In a fashion similar to the scenery in a play, the buildings act as the backdrop for the
to-ing and froing of men, women, children and chickens in the shallow space of the
cobbled street. To the far right of the composition, a woman and girl holding a basket
are walking toward the intersection. A man in the foreground, wearing a light grey coat
and hat, and carrying a bundle under his arm, walks in the same direction as the
woman and girl. Another girl with dark hair and red shirt is depicted in profile leaning
on a barrel in front of the baker’s shop staring fixedly out of the composition to the left.
In front of the barrel, two chickens, one black, one cream, search the cobbles for food.
Beyond the two posts in front of the baker’s shop, a woman stands on the tiled porch
with her back to the viewer and a bundle under one arm, examining the bread. From an
open second story window, what might be the old baker, wearing a faded red cap and
white smock, can be seen. He leans on the window ledge, resting his head on his fists
while staring indeterminately at a space in the foreground. His washed-out, pale
countenance makes him appear weary and is in contrast with the activity pictured in
the street below. The “baker motif” occurs in three other of Vrel’s street scenes and
each time he is portrayed looking out from a window above his shop (CR42, CR43,
CR46). This motif will be discussed further below (CR43).
With accents of green, red, and pink in the costumes of the figures and the small patch
of bright blue sky in the top right, the colour palette of this painting is broader than in
most of Vrel’s street scenes (or interiors for that matter). Its liveliness seems to match
the atmosphere of this painting which is more bustling than some of Vrel’s other street
scenes in which very little action or interaction takes place.
Brière-Misme thought that, if a parallel could be drawn between Vrel’s street scenes
and the only known street scene by Vermeer, Het straatje, it would be this painting
because of the similarly cropped frontal depiction of a building (1935a, 113).
The painting listed as CR50 is actually the current painting. The accompanying
reproduction, which was found in Vrel’s Witt Library file, represents the painting at an
earlier date when some of the figures had been painted out. It was later ascertained
that they are one and the same painting.
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CR42
Vrel
Square with a baker’s shop
Hamburg Kunsthalle (Inv. Nr. HK-228)
50 x 38.5
Signed on the post next to the entrance to the house
on the right: “JAVREL”
Provenance:
Slagregen Coll., Amsterdam 19 August 1856 (as
Vermeer); in 1866 entered the HudtwalckerWesselhoeft Collection; entered the Hamburg
Kunsthalle in 1888

Literature:
Thoré-Bürger, 1866, 463, 570, no. 55 (as Vermeer); Bredius, Kunstchronik, 1885-86,
676, no. 116 (as Vrel); Bode, Die Gemaldesammlung der Herrn Johannes Wesselhoeft
in Hamburg (Vienna 1886): 22, 53 (as Vermeer); Havard, 1889, 39, note to no. 55;
Wesselhoeft Collection catalogue, 1889, 41 (as Vermeer); Hofstede de Groot, 1893,
119, mentioned under no. 48 (as Vrel); Hofstede de Groot, 1908, 607, note 20 (as
Vrel); Wurzbach, 1910, 825; Valentiner, 1928, 78; Valentiner, 1929a, 91, 93, fig. 5;
Valentiner, 1930, XXX; Brière-Misme, 1935, 108, fig. 2; Thieme and Becker vol. 34
(1940), 570; Plietzsch, 1949, 253; Plietzsch, 1960, 82; Régnier, 1968, 252, 254, fig. 3;
Honig, 1985 notes, B-7; Honig, 1989, 44; Delft, cat.1996, 104, fig. 85; Mai, 2003, 64,
fig. 24; Stone-Ferrier, 2015, 77, fig. 4
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605836 (1918); 1605892; 1605911 (1886)
Commentary
With the buildings set back from the picture plane and simple organisation of the
structures within space, creating a clear sense of depth, this composition, repeated
with minor differences in CR43, stands out from other street scenes, such as CR40 or
CR44 in which the flattening out of the buildings into a pattern of shapes, colours and
textures produces a shallow, ambiguous sense of depth. Leading diagonally from the
front left corner of the composition toward the centre of background is a row of
buildings of different heights with sloped tiled roofs. In front of the first building to the
left is a wooden awning held up by slender poles, which covers a shop counter laid
with vegetables. In the shadows of the door to the shop, an elderly man wearing a cap,
possibly the shopkeeper, stands facing a man in broad-brimmed hat who appears to be
holding a box in front of him and is perhaps, as in the figure in the background of CR47
(see CR47, Fig. B), a street vendor. To the right of the composition, a slightly taller
building faces us. A hefty wooden awning extends out over the alternating red and
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black tiled entranceway to the left and display of bread to the right, which sits atop a
low wooden structure with two leaded, partly open windows (possibly lightwells to a
cellar below). A male Rückenfigur wearing a pale grey costume, hat and clogs stands
before the bread. A young woman sits on the low wall in front of the entrance to the
baker’s shop. Another female figure is portrayed just to the left of entrance post,
walking away down the passageway that runs between the row of buildings to the left
and the bakery. On the first floor, in the farthest to the right of a row of arched windows
is the elderly baker (Fig. A). Wearing a white smock and red cap, with tufts of white hair
sticking out beneath, he leans on the windowsill with his left forearm hanging limply off
the side. With his tired face directed at some point in the mid foreground, his stare is
listless.
The motif of the baker at the window above his shop can be found in three other
paintings (CR41, CR43, CR46) and displays of baked goods are also represented in
three additional street scenes (CR44, CR47 - see especially Fig. A, and CR51).
According to Ronni Baer, bread was a very important staple in seventeenth-century
Netherlands and was eaten with every meal. The high price of wheat meant that only
the relatively affluent bought baked goods made with costly white flour, whereas the
poorer members of society purchased coarser rye bread (Baer, 2015, 178). Bakers,
who were valued members of society, were similar to craftsmen in that they often
marked their goods and were required to become members of guilds and to follow
apprenticeships (Baer, 2015, 178; Honig, 1989, 48). The baker was a relatively popular
subject in mid-century painting with examples being painted by Gabriel Metsu, Jan
Steen, the Berckheyde brothers, Adriaen van Ostade and Christiaen van
Couwenburgh. As in Steen’s portrait of a baker and his wife (Fig. B), the baker proudly
displays the baked goods he has created, some of which are very intricate. In some
examples, the artist portrayed himself as baker, as in the case of Job Berckheyde’s
self-portrait, in which he is pictured blowing the baker’s horn, calling attention to his
creations, both the baked goods and the painting (Fig. C). Honig has argued that Vrel
readapted the artist-as-baker metaphor and that the baker in Vrel’s street scenes is a
stand-in for the artist (1989, 48-9). However, in Vrel’s paintings, the old baker, rather
than proclaiming his goods, has taken a step back. The sign hanging from the awning
in front of his shop, which reads “dit huis ijs te huijr”, indicates that the it is for rent,
which possibly suggests, as Brière-Misme first posited, the baker’s plans to retire
(1935a, 112). Honig saw in the retiring baker a metaphor for Vrel who, by not imposing
meaning on the viewer with narratives, symbols, or figures who return the viewer’s
gaze, vacated the position of first viewer and allowed for undirected viewing (1989, 50).
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It is worth noting that the red headdress was an attribute associated with the painter –
Jan Van Eyck wears one in his celebrated self-portrait in London’s National Gallery, the
red beret frequently appears in self-portraits - for example Maerten Van Heemskerk’s
spectacular Saint Luke Painting the Virgin (Frans Halsmuseum, Haarlem), and it
appears in self-portraits by Rembrandt.
This painting was previously attributed to Vermeer and bore the signature: “v MEER
1615”. Brière-Misme suggested that there was a third version: 49 x 36.5, Ver Loren van
Themaart sale, Amsterdam, 1925, no. 123 (Brière-Misme, 1935a, 108, note 3).
According to the Kunsthalle’s website, the sign outside the baker’s shop reads “dit huis
ijs te huijr” [this house is for rent], varying slightly from Brière-Misme’s reading of “dit
huis te verhuren” (1935a, 112). As the location of CR43 is unknown, it is difficult to
ascertain the exact wording on the sign painted in that composition.

Fig. A: detail of CR42

Fig. B: Jan Steen, The Baker
Arent Oostwaard and his
Wife, Catharina
Keizerswaard, 1658, oil on
panel, 37.7 x 31.5,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum
SK-A-390

Fig. C: Job Adriaenszoon
Berckheyde, The Baker, c.
1681, oil on canvas,
Worcester Art Museum, inv.
1975.105
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CR43
Vrel
Square with a baker’s shop
Location unknown
53 x 39
Signed: “Jacobus vreelle”
Provenance:
Wynmalen Brandt Corstius sale; Cortius Sale, Moos,
Geneva, 27 October 1934, no. 221; W. Paech
collection, Amsterdam; Wigmaler Collection (?); A.
Maus Collection, Cologne
Exhibitions:
Rotterdam, 1935, no. 104

Literature:
Rotterdam ex. cat., 1935, no. 104, fig. 131; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 108, note 2; Honig,
1985 notes, B-10
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605838 (1935); 1605840 (1934)
Commentary:
Attestation of Dr. Abraham Bredius for the 1934 Geneva sale: "Ce tableau est le plus
beau de ceux qui m'ont été présentés de ce peintre qui signe parfois J. Vrel et l'œuvre
était autrefois attribué à Vermeer." Signed bottom, centre: "Get. op een paal rechts:
Jacobus vreelle."
There are two noticeable differences between this composition and that of CR42.
Firstly, the nesting bird seen perched on the roof of the building at the left in this
painting is replaced with a chimney in CR42. Secondly, the chimney stemming from the
sloping roof of the baker’s shop seen here is absent in CR42.
For further discussion on this painting and the motif of the baker, see CR42.
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CR44
Vrel
A cobbled street in a town with people conversing
Recently sold at auction
39 x 29.3
Signed indistinctly on porch at bottom right: “VREL”
Provenance:
Marquess of Bute by 1903; by descent to the 6th
Marquess of Bute; sale Christie's London, 9 Dec,
1994, lot 19; Baron van Dedem collection; Sotheby’s
London, 4 July 2018, lot 36, sold £838,000
Exhibitions:
London, Dutch and Flemish Pictures from Scottish
Collections, Agnew's, 8 Nov-8 December 1978, no. 8
Literature:
K. Roberts, “Current and Forthcoming Exhibitions”, The Burlington Magazine, CXX, no
909, (Dec. 1978): 863, fig. 8; 'The Arts reviewed', Connoisseur, December 1978, 291;
Pacilly, 1997, no. 47: “F”; Sutton 2002, 270–75, no. 59; Mai, 2003, 65, fig. 27 (image
reversed)
Commentary:
Although this painting presents a view down a street leading away from the picture
plane, even more than in the Rijksmuseum street scene (CR40), the multitude of
textures and shapes that form the façades of the many buildings seem to hover on the
surface of the painting rather than recede into space. The pattern of vertical columns
composed of rectangles, triangles and squares, in black, white and textured earth
tones, shuttles the eye back and forth, horizontally across the picture. If one were to
crop out the top and bottom quarters of the composition (Fig. A), one would not be
certain if one were looking at a street scene or an abstract painting. However, the
murky sky above and the cobbled street below, assert that this is in fact a street scene.
Two couples, a man and a woman standing next to a covered porch in the right
foreground, and two women in the mid-ground standing next to a row of benches,
converse. A man in black cloak and hat can be seen in the distance as well as the
ghostly traces of another figure about to turn the corner where the street bends off to
the right (Sotheby’s, 2018, suggested that this figure may be wearing a cloak with cowl
and could therefore be a monk; however, the figure is too unclear to ascertain this).
Just beyond the two women to the left, is a shop displaying baked goods. A diagonally
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striped pole (a similar pole is also pictured in CR45) reaches up at least three stories in
front of a building in the left background and a barber-surgeon’s pole with five metal
dishes hanging from it can be seen extending from a shop across the road.
This painting was formerly attributed to Jan Steen. An eighteenth-century French
inscription attached with seals to the reverse of the panel claims the work was created
in 1651 and depicts a street in Leyden where Steen lived:
Tableau 1651 par Jean Steen ... présente la rue de Leyde ou demeurait le
peintre ... maison est indiquée par l'enseigne a ... paresse Bariolée es à côté de
la Boutique de Boataz qui fournissait le Pain ... a sa famille. Le Peintre y a
representée une anecdote de sa Vie citée dans Houbraken lorsque demanda
en Mariage la Veuve Hereulens e Marchande de Pieds de mouton. La
religieuse est la sœur de ce peintre qui lui conseilla ce Mariage. J. Steen est
l'homme en manteau sortant de sa maison précédé d'un homme portant un sac
de Bonbons. Sa signature peu lisible est placée au dessous de la femme qui
parle au vieillard entre les pieds de la quelle on lit sot qui veut dire fou. (See
Christie's sale, 5317, 9 December 1994, lot 19)
Fig. A: detail of
CR44
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CR45
Vrel
Street scene
Philadelphia Museum of Art (Cat. 542)
48.9 x 41.9
Signed on wall at left: “J VR”
Provenance:
With M. Smith, Bond Street (John Smith’s son),
London, some years before 1866, according to
Thoré-Bürger, and in an English private collection in
1866; Coll. Comte C[ornet de Ways Ruart fils], sold
Brussels, April 22-3, 1868, no. 51 (as Vermeer), to
Sedelmeyer; Tabourier sale Paris, June 18, 1898,
no. 188 as Vermeer (repr. In both sales catalogues,
the small figure in distance must have been painted
out); Coll. Hoogendijk, sale Amsterdam, April 28-9,
1908, no. 144 (or 14? see Hofstede de Grootfiches)
as Vrel, to John G. Johnson; bequeathed as part of
the Johnson collection to the Philadelphia Museum
of Art in 1913 (1917?)
Exhibitions:
Exhibition Fred. Muller & Co’s. Amsterdam, 1907, no. 33 [maybe]
Literature:
Thoré-Bürger, 1866, 464, 570, no. 57 (as Vermeer, but with some doubt); Valentiner,
Flemish and Dutch painting, Philadelphia Museum of Art catalogue, vol. II (1913): 114,
no. 542, ill. p. 380; Valentiner, 1928, 78, 80; Valentiner, 1930, XXX, ill. p. 204; BrièreMisme, 1935a, 110, fig. 4; Thieme and Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570; Johnson catalogue
(1941): 40; Plietzsch, 1949, 253; Régnier, 1968, 270, fig. 1; Honig, 1985 notes, B-6;
Delft, ex. cat., 1996, 104, 87; Sutton, 2002, 272, no.59a; Mai, 2003, 63, fig. 23; StoneFerrier, 2015, 76, fig. 3
Hofstede de Grootfiches 1605886 (1898); 1605887 (1907); 1605888 (1908); 1605889
(1913)
Commentary:
The viewer is provided with a short view down a street with rows of uneven buildings
and awnings on either side. The view is terminated by a looming stone structure that
extents above and to the right of the composition, blocking out the sky except for a
small patch to the left of it. The monumental building, which is unique in Vrel’s street
scenes, appears to be the side elevation of a church. That it is a side view is suggested
by the representation of two buttresses. An immense arched window with mullion
dividing it in two can be seen above an arched portal. The space leading up to the
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church is cramped. Buildings of different styles and heights sit next to one another and
jut out into the street to different degrees. The hodgepodge of architecture surrounding
the Romanesque church gives this street scene a distinctly archaic, or even medieval,
quality. In the background, a number of indistinct shop signs can be seen as well as a
barber-surgeon’s pole with four circular metal pans on the left and a tall striped pole on
the right. Several figures are depicted. Closest to the viewer, a woman, very similar in
appearance to the female figure in the foreground of CR30, in profile in front of a porch
to the right. A man with broad-brimmed hat and carrying a basket and woman in a red
top and white head and shoulder covering stand under one of the shop signs in the left
middle ground. This pairing of similarly dressed figures occurs in several of Vrel’s street
scenes, including in CR38 (see CR38, fig. A). The man in black cloak and fur hat,
apparently walking toward the viewer in the middle ground was asserted by ThoréBürger to be: “un espèce de petit marguillier [church warden]”. Lastly, an indistinct
figure of a woman in a costume of red and blue and wearing a wide hat can be seen in
front of the portal in the distance.
In Thoré-Bürger’s 1866 articles on Vermeer, he recorded having seen this painting in
M. Smith’s gallery in London a few years earlier. Although he catalogued it as a
Vermeer, he registered some doubt because he noted the trace of a signature similar
to the one he had seen on the Vrel he had purchased in Bamberg (CR40): “Il se
pourrait que ce fût une imitation par le peintre dont j’ai acheté à Bamberg une ruelle
signée I. VREL, car on devinait sur le tableau de M. Smith des lettres pouvant faire un
mot analogue.” (1866, 570)

CR46
Vrel
Street scene
Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford (1937.489)
53.4 x 40.7
Signed on left of central foreground structure: “JV”
Provenance:
Purchased in Russia by Van Diemen, Berlin; S.
Anholt, Amsterdam; P. de Boer, Amsterdam, 1931-7
Exhibitions:
Amsterdam, P. de Boer Exhibition, 1931, no. 119;
Rotterdam exhibition, 1935, no. 105; Amsterdam,
1937, no. 31; Kansas City 1940-1, no. 61; Hartford
1950-1, no. 24
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Literature:
Amsterdam, Tableaux anciens en possession de la N.V. Kunsthandel P. de Boer,
June-July 1931, no. 119, pl. v; Pantheon, vol. III, 1931, 397, ill. p. 400; Rotterdam
1935, no. 105, fig. 132; Brière-Misme, 1935, p. 108; Plietzsch, 1949, 248, 253;
Régnier, 1968, pp. 270, 272, 273, fig. 2; Hartford, cat., 1978, 200, pl. 101; Honig, 1985
notes, B-10; Honig, 1989, 44, 49, fig. 11, and note 2; Buvelot, 2002, no. 35, note, 4;
Mai, 2003, 63, fig. 22; Stone-Ferrier, 2015, 77, fig.5
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605839 (1935); 1605894 (1932)
Commentary:
In what appears to be a variation of the composition in CR42 and CR43, a narrow fourstory building stands facing the viewer at the centre of the painting on the far side of an
open cobbled-stone square. The central building, which is isolated from the adjoined
buildings that border the square to the left and right, is occupied by a baker’s shop on
the ground floor, with bread displayed on the counter and white sheet under the tiled
awning in front. Once again, the old baker appears leaning out of a window above, this
time on the second floor of the building (on the “baker motif”, see CR42). A male and
female figure are seen in front of the passageway that leads along the left-hand side of
the bakery, away from the square. Above the couple is a black shop sign with a yellow
star. In the right foreground, a woman wearing a long, sky-blue head covering and
carrying a basket, and a man slightly to the right, appear to have just crossed paths
and are headed in opposite directions. A barber’s pole with five metal bowls sticks out
over the awning behind them to the right. On the right next to the bakery is a well. In
the background seen along the passageway between the bakery and the buildings to
the right is a church with darkened arched windows and grey roof on top of which can
be seen two small crosses. Framed by the arched church portal are the silhouettes of
two Capuchin monks with their distinctive pointed hoods (for discussion on the
Capuchin motif in Vrel’s street scenes, see CR37). There is a larger than usual section
of blue sky with thin clouds visible above the roofline, and with the open cobbled space
between the buildings, this composition has an openness that contrasts with street
scenes such as CR44 or CR45. Despite this feeling of airiness, the viewer is slightly
impeded from imaginatively entering the composition by a low, arched structure in the
central foreground that is topped with three vertical metal posts (the left-hand post and
right-hand posts curving outward at the top) which are joined by one long horizontal
rod. It is on this structure that Vrel has inscribed his monogram “JV”.
A variation of the sign in CR42, which reads either “dit huis ijs te huijr” (according to the
Hamburg Kunsthalle), or “dit huis te verhuren” (according to Brière-Misme, 1935a,
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112), can be seen hanging from the bakery shop-front. In the Wadsworth Atheneum
catalogue, it is suggested that the sign in CR46 “can be interpreted as ‘dit huys is te
huur’” (1978, 200). However, Honig recorded the inscription as reading “dit huys is thr”
(1989, 50), which, based on the examination of reproductions, appears to be correct as
the word after “is” has only three letters. If this is the case, perhaps “thr” is a
contraction of “te huijr” or “te huur” [to rent]. In any case, the implication of the sign is
clear; the shop is for rent. Although indistinct, Honig thought she could read that the
date 1670 was also inscribed on the foreground structure (Honig, 1985 notes, B-10,
Honig, 1989, note 2). Although Vrel’s monogram is clearly visible, no date is visible in
current reproductions.

CR47
Vrel
Street scene
J. Paul Getty Museum, Malibu (inv. no. 70.PB.21)
41.3 x 34
Provenance:
Purchased from a private collection in Holland by
Thoré-Bürger by 1862; Thoré-Bürger sale, Paris,
Dec. 5 1892, no. 33 (as Vermeer); Adolphe Schloss
coll. Paris, by 1910-1; by descent; in possession of
the Vichy government of France, sequestered by the
French State Museums at the Louvre 1943;
restituted to Schloss family in 1945; Galerie
Charpentier sale, Paris, Dec. 3, 1951, no. 60;
Rosenberg and Steibel; J. P. Getty, 1951; donated
to the Getty Museum in 1970
Exhibitions:
Paris, Exposition rétrospective, 1866, no. 112 (as Vermeer); Los Angeles, Loan
Exhibition of Dutch Paintings G. [sic.] Paul Getty collection, Los Angeles Museum of
History, Science and Art (1952); Raleigh, NC, Masterpieces of Art: In Memory of
William R. Valentiner, 1880-1958, North Carolina Museum of Art (1959): no. 91; Delft,
ex. 1996
Literature:
Villemer, Marquis de [Charles Yriarte]. "Revue de Paris", Le Figaro (May 20, 1866); 1.
Thoré-Bürger, 1866, 463, 569-70, no. 54 (as Vermeer); Paris, Catalogue de tableaux
anciens [...] Le tout formant la collection de feu Thoré-Bürger Hôtel Drouot, (Dec. 5,
1892): 24, lot 33 (as Vermeer); Hofstede de Groot, 1893, 119, no. 33, and mentioned
under no. 48 (as Vrel); Brière-Misme, 1935, 109, fig 3; Blum, 1946, 185, no. 54;
Plietzsch, 1949, 253; G. Bazin, Les Grands Maîtres Hollandais (1950): no 115;
Valentiner, 1959, 23, fig. 15; Plietzsch, 1960, 81; J. Paul Getty, The Joys of Collecting
(New York: Hawthorn Books, Inc., 1965): 30, 123; Walford, 1971, 9. Wright, 1978, 212;
Honig, 1985 notes, B-13; Sutton, 1986, 144; Delft ex. cat.1996, 105, fig. 88; Jaffé,
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1997, 133; Jowell, 1998, 38-9, fig. 5; Jowell, 2003, 59-60, fig. 6, 108, no. 33; Mai, 2003,
65, fig. 25; Stone-Ferrier, 2015, 76, fig. 2
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605841; 1605885 (1922); 1605908 (1892)
Commentary:
In this dark picture the cobbled street leads away from the viewer, curving off to the
right in the middle ground, at which point the eye can see no further. Only a very small
wedge of steely blue sky can be seen between the facades of the row of pitched roof
buildings to the left, and the dark frontally facing building with tiled awning in the midground to the right. Just before the building with the covered porch in the right
foreground, it appears that another street or passageway branches off. Three chickens
are busy pecking between the cobbles in the centre foreground. Under the tiled awning
to the left is a display of baked goods, with buns and rolls laid out in neat rows on the
counter and larger ornate loaves resting vertically against a white display cloth (Fig. A).
As it is closer to the picture plane than in other street scenes which include such
displays, the viewer is provided a clearer view of the variety and intricate shapes of the
bread on offer, which can be compared with examples of baked goods proudly
displayed by bakers in images by some of Vrel’s contemporaries (see CR42, Fig. C
and D). Just beyond the baker shop there are three figures, a male rückenfigur dressed
in dark clothes and broad-brimmed hat, a bearded companion also wearing a hat and
standing in profile to his right and, closest to the building at the left, a woman wearing a
red shirt, who faces the men and appears to carry a dead bird, probably a chicken, by
her side. A white and red striped barber-surgeon’s pole with five metal bowls hanging
from it reaches out over their heads. In the background, just before the bend in the
road, a bearded man stands before a doorway holding a box covered with cloth in front
of him with it strapped diagonally across his back (Fig. B). The catalogue information
for the 1951 Paris sale, suggested that the man was a street vendor, which is a
convincing interpretation (see HdGfiche 1605841). Above the tall doorway in front of
him is a sign, which is inscribed with indistinct writing along the bottom (Fig. C). The
1951 catalogue entry suggested that the writing on the sign was the trace of Vrel’s
signature; however, it is too unclear to make out. Beyond the vendor is a boy in pale
costume seen from behind in front of the posts of a porch.
This is the ruelle which garnered so much praise when it was exhibited in the 1866
Paris exhibition as a painting by Vermeer. At that time it bore the false signature
“VMEER”. Thoré-Bürger believed either this painting, or one of the following paintings
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in his catalogue raisonné (i.e., nos. 55, 56, 57, 58, now all attributed to Vrel) had been
number 45 on the 1696 Dissius sale: “Vue de quelques maisons”. This street scene
was first attributed to Vrel by Hofstede de Groot in 1893 based on its likeness to the
painting now in the Rijksmuseum signed “I. VREL”, no. 48 (CR40).

Fig. A: Detail of CR47

Fig. B: Detail of CR47

Fig. C: Detail of CR47

CR48
Vrel?
Location unknown
32.4 x 37
Provenance:
Private collection, London
Exhibitions:
Turin, “Genre Scenes” Dutch and Flemish Masters
of the 17th Century, Galleria Giorgio Caretto, 27
Oct-20 Nov, 1970. no. 88

Literature:
Walther Bernt, “Die Niederlandischen Maler des 17 Jahrhunderts,” vol. III, n. 971, 972,
973; Honig, 1985 notes, A-14?
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CR49
Vrel
Two housewives in conversation
Stiftung Kunsthaus Heylshof, Worms (inv. no. 038)
35.7 x 28.2
Unsigned and undated
Provenance:
Amsterdam Sale, 24 March 1828, no. 55 to Hopman
(as Vermeer); Collection of Thoré-Bürger by 1866
(as Vermeer); Collection Heyl von Hernsheim,
Worms from 1883/4
Exhibitions:
Paris, Exposition rétrospective, 1866, no. 226

Literature:
Thoré-Bürger, 1866, 569, no. 53; Hofstede de Groot, 1903, 41 (as Vrel); Hofstede de
Groot, 1908, 607, note 18 (as Vrel); Valentiner, 1929a, 91; Valentiner, 1930, XXX, fig.
p. 203; Worms, cat., 1927, XXI, no. 38 (as Koedijck, maybe Jacob Vrel); Brière-Misme,
1935, 113; Thieme and Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570; Plietzsch, 1949, 253; Régnier,
1968, 282; Honig, 1985 notes, B14; Worms, cat. 1992, 152-3, no. 33; Mai, 2003, 67,
fig. 33
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605876
Commentary:
This composition, with its two large scale figures conversing through a window, is
closely related to CR31. A female Rückenfigur stands in the street in front of a brick
building. She reaches her right hand under her dark over-skirt to place it in the pocket
of the lighter skirt underneath, giving the impression that she is in no hurry to leave.
Her costume is relatively detailed with the delicate strings of her white rectangular
collar pictured, and it appears that Vrel has taken care to describe the folds and
individual layers of her clothes. The other woman, wearing a white head and shoulder
covering, is seen at an open leaded window, looking down toward the woman standing
in the street. She is tightly framed by the rectangular window frame and her pale skin
and costume stand out against the black background of the interior. The other side of
the mullioned window is shut. Above the double window is an arch built into the bricks
of the façade. At the bottom of the brick wall, partly hidden behind the left leg of the
figure in the street, is a small leaded cellar window with diamond shaped panes and
open wooden shutter. As in CR31, the composition is cropped and the space feels
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shallow; however, in this painting, just to the right of the women is an arched
passageway that leads to a cobbled street beyond the building in the foreground. While
openings such as archways were employed by some of Vrel’s contemporaries, most
notably Pieter de Hooch (Fig. A), as devices to channel the viewer’s eye into the
background and create a sense of depth, here the flat facades of two buildings framed
by the opening of the nearly two-dimensional arch seem rather to project forward than
to recede. At the far right, another brick wall at right angles to the picture plane
extends to back to the arch.
This is one of the two so-called “intérieurs de béguinage”, the other being CR1, that
were exhibited as by Vermeer in the 1866 Exposition retrospective in Paris. One
wonders why Thoré-Bürger believed that these paintings represented images of
beguines going about their daily lives. Apart from the parallels that can be drawn
between the modest costume worn by Vrel’s women and the costume of some beguine
orders, Thoré’s given titles belie rather a Romantic investment in the medieval, and a
nostalgia for what was deemed to have been a simpler more pious past, which the
feminine shelter of the begijnhof could be seen to represent. Gerrit Lamberts’ painting
of the begijnhof at Breda (Fig. B) is further evidence of this nineteenth-century interest.
For more on the history of the Beguines, see chapter two. For further discussion of this
painting and how the image of two women chatting at the borderline of the home can
relate to seventeenth-century artistic conventions, see CR31.

Fig. A: Pieter de Hooch, The
courtyard of a house in Delft,
1658, oil on canvas, 73.5 x
60, London, National
Gallery, inv. NG835

Fig. B: Gerrit Lamberts,
Binnenplaats van het
Begijnhof in Breda, 1820,
oil on panel, 39 x 33.5,
Hilversum, Private
collection, RKD BD/Digital
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Collection (afb.nr.
0001486977)

CR50
This is a photograph of CR41 above taken while in
the Ruhl collection, Cologne, in1876, when the three
figures now visible were overpainted.
Provenance:
Same as CR41: Ruhl Sale, Heberle, Cologne, 15-18
May 1876; Collection W. Gruyter, Amsterdam
Literature:
Thoré-Bürger, 1866, 570, no. 56/58 (?); BrièreMisme, 1935a, 112, note 2

Commentary:
Numbers 56 and 58 in Thoré-Bürger’s 1866 catalogue probably referred to the same
painting. Under number 58, Thoré-Bürger placed various other “ruelles” that he
believed to be by Vermeer, but which had not been formally identified. One of the
“ruelles” that he included in that entry probably refered to CR41/50. In reference to
Thoré-Bürger’s number 58, Brière-Misme wrote: “Dans les anciens catalogues de
ventes, on rencontre parfois des Rues, sous le nom de Vermeer, qui pouvaient être de
Vrel; certaines sont si vaguement décrites, qu’on ne peut les identifier.” (see BrièreMisme’s, 1935a, 112, note 2)
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CR51
Vrel
Landesmuseum für Kunst und Kulturgeschichte,
Oldenburg (inv. no. 15.661)
35.4 x 27.7
Provenance:
Max Kann collection (label on back); Grote,
Wedesbüttel collection; Auction Cologne, 8 June
1886, no. 116 (as Vermeer); 1886–1918
Großherzogliche [Grand ducal] Gemäldegalerie
Oldenburg (no. 208); on 10 April 1922 brought to
Landesmuseum Oldenburg (LMO, Großherzogliche
Gemäldegalerie project)

Literature:
Bredius,1885/86, 676, no. 116 (as Vrel); Oldenburg Museum cat., 1890, no. 208 (as
Vermeer); Hofstede de Groot 1893, 119, mentioned under no. 48 (as Vrel); Oldenburg
Museum cat., 1902, no. 208 (as Vermeer); Wurzbach, 1910, 825; Valentiner, 1928, 78;
Valentiner, 1929a, 92; Valentiner, 1930, XXX; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 110; Thieme and
Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570; Plietzsch, 1949, 253; Plietzsch, 1960, 82; Honig, 1985
notes, B-16*; Mai, 2003, 66, fig. 28 (image reversed)
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605893
Commentary:
This scene presents a view of a cobbled street approaching either a cross-roads with a
street veering off to the left, or possibly a square as seen in CR42, CR43, and CR46. In
the foreground to the right a group of three figures stand huddled together behind a low
long brick wall that encloses the space before two of the buildings to the right. Standing
in profile, a woman holds a basket in the crook of her arm and balances a bucket on
her head. One of her male companions, holding a sick over his shoulder, stands in
profile facing her. The other man, whose bearded face can be seen between those of
the other two, looks out toward the viewer. As suggested in the 1890 Oldenburg
catalogue (see HdGfiches 1605893), the structure beneath the awning is probably a
well, which would explain the placement of the bucket on the woman’s head and the
pitcher hanging by the nearby pole. Just beyond the crossroads, another male figure
also carrying a stick over his shoulder is walking toward the left. He passes in front of a
four-story building, which appears to be another take on the frontally-pictured bakery in
CR42, CR43, and CR46; the display of baked goods is laid out on the right-hand
counter under the tiled awning. Just to the right of the bakery, a female figure walks
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down a passageway into the distance. Other buildings, including some taller ones are
seen in the distance.
In 1886, several years before Hofstede de Groot began reattributing paintings then
attributed to Vermeer to Vrel, Abraham Bredius spotted that this street scene, which
was still attributed to Vermeer when it was purchased in a sale for the Oldenburg
gallery, was by “J. Vriel”. He recognised it as being by the same hand as the Hamburg
street scene (CR42) and had been told that a street scene (CR40) with the same
signature had been owned by Thoré-Bürger (although we know that the signature on
CR40 reads I. VREL and not VRIEL) (Bredius, 1886, 676).

CR52
Not Vrel, possibly Gerrit Lamberts (1776-1850)
Location unknown
Pen and sepia wash on paper, 8 x 8.5 inches.
Provenance:
Paul Oppé Collection (acquired 1910); still in Oppé
Collection In 1958

Exhibitions:
Royal Academy, London 1958, no. 414 (attributed to Jakob Vrel)
Literature:
Revue de l'Art Decoratif (?), 1935 (as Vrel)
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605863 (1958)
Commentary:
Photo with above details in the Witt library. An inscription on the bottom of the drawing
apparently reads: “…Kammer te Utrecht”
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CR53
Vrel?
Location unknown
21.5 x 16
Black chalk on paper
Provenance:
D. Katz, Dieren art dealer; H. E. ten Cate, Almelo; L.
Koester; Sotheby’s London, 25 February 1959, lot
23; Christie’s London, 1981
Literature:
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 110, 158, fig. 6; Honig, 1985
notes; Mai, 2003, 67

Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605916 (1959)
Commentary:
Also attributed to Gerrit Lamberts. Attributed to Vrel by Dr Hans Schneider (BrièreMisme, 1935a, 110).

CR54
Vrel
A woman seated in a chair
Location unknown
37.6 x 30.8
Provenance:
Private Collection, The Netherlands, 2007;
Christie’s, Amsterdam, 14 November 2007, lot 71;
With Johnny Van Haeften Limited, London, 2007;
Private Collection, U.S.A, 2008-2014; with Johnny
Van Haeften in 2015 (VP4150)

Commentary:
An old woman is pictured sitting within an ambiguous space. Gripping the arm rest of
the vrouwstoel in which she sits, she turns toward the viewer. Her eyes, however, are
downcast, looking at an indeterminate point on the floor, she appears weary or
melancholic. She wears a white head and shoulder covering, dark full skirt, red shirt
and blue grey apron. On a small triangular table next to her are a round pewter pot with
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handle and a pink peony lying on the wooden surface. With the peony reflected in the
highly polished surface of the pot, the naturalism of this miniature still life is unusual for
Vrel. Likewise is the way in which the subject appears to be spot lit from somewhere in
the left foreground. In Rembrandtesque fashion, the background darkens gradually
from a light taupe behind the woman, to burnt umber and nearly to black in the top
corners of the composition.
This work should be compared with CR2, in which a large-scale female figure is seated
within an equally ambiguous space. One key difference between the two works,
however, is that, while the woman in CR2 is dutifully occupied darning stockings, the
woman in the present painting is manifestly idle. As seen in chapter three, moralists
advised that the elderly should turn their thoughts to God and occupy themselves with
pursuits such as reading the Bible, which is possibly the subject of CR56. It was
thought that idleness could lead to acedia, a weariness of the soul (as discussed in
relation to CR3, and more fully in chapter three), or melancholia, the humoral condition
to which the elderly were thought to be particularly susceptible. These dangers can be
read into the forlorn expression on her face. Coupled with the despondent old woman,
in addition to serving as a vehicle to demonstrate the artist’s ability to paint reflective
surfaces, the still life with cut flower can also be thought of as a vanitas reflecting on
transience and mortality.

CR55
Vrel
Interior with Seated Woman
The San Diego Museum of Art (1950-117)
53.3 x 40.6
Provenance:
Julius Bohler, Munich, 1913 (as by Koedijck) (?);
Collection of John Dexter McIlhenny, Philadelphia;
McIlhenny sale, Parke-Bernet, New York, June
1946; Anne R. and Amy Putnam, San Diego; San
Diego Museum of Art from 1950

Exhibitions:
Philadelphia, Loan exhibition of the John D. McIlhenny Collection, Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts, 1917, no. 53; Paintings of 17th Century Dutch Interiors, Wim.
Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art, 12 January 1967 – 1 July 1968
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Literature:
Valentiner, 1928, 80; Valentiner, 1929a, 88; Valentiner, 1930, XXIX; San Diego, The
Fine Arts Gallery of San Diego Catalogue (San Diego, CA: San Diego Museum of Art,
1960): 31; Mr. Martin E. Petersen. Omniart. American Institute of Architects (San
Diego, CA, June 1963): 10, fig. 11; Ralph T. Coe, Paintings of 17th Century Dutch
Interiors, cat. (Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art. Kansas City, Missouri, 1967): 12; Dale L.
Waller, ed., Paintings of 17th Century Dutch Interiors. Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art.
Kansas City, Missouri, 1967: 43-4, fig. 25; Régnier, 1968, 276, 277, fig. 8; Honig, 1985
notes, A-8 and A-21*; Sutton, 1986, 271; Mai, 2003, 55; Important Old Master
Paintings. Sotheby's. New York, New York, January 25, 2007, 28, 29, fig. 7
Commentary:
An undated photo (which can be seen on the San Diego Museum of Art’s website)
establishes that a figure in the box-bed was painted out at an earlier date. This photo,
accompanied by an undated attestation from Valentiner, is in the painting’s file. Michael
Brown, curator at San Diego, has informed me that the figure must have been painted
out between 1929 and 1950 when the painting entered the collection.
The existence of a fourth “version” of CR25, CR26, and CR27 has been known since
the time of Brière-Misme’s article in 1935; however, it would seem that the San Diego
painting, with its figure painted out, is responsible for some of the confusion and has
led some to think that there might have been an additional, unidentified painting with a
figure pictured in the bed. See Honig’s 1985 notes on Vrel in the RKD: Honig’s A-7 is
CR27 (Antwerp), A-20 is CR26 (Washington), A-19 is CR25 (Oxford) and, it is
probable, that A-8 and A-21 are both CR55 (San Diego).

Fig. A: undated photo of
CR55 taken before 1950
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CR56
Vrel
Interior with an old woman reading
Private collection
54.5 x 41 (in Brière-Misme 50 x 33)
Signed on piece of paper, bottom left: “Jacobus
Frell”
Provenance:
Mme. James Odier collection, sale Paris 25 March
1861 (as Pieter de Hooch); Mündler who passed it to
the expert Febvre; Paris sale 11 April, 1868;
Collection Adolph Schloss, Paris 1904; Collection
Schneider, Paris from around 1920; sale 2013

Literature:
Thoré-Bürger, 1866, 566-7, no. 44 (as Vermeer); Hofstede de Groot, 1904, 32 (as
Vrel); Hofstede de Groot, 1908, 606, note 11; Valentiner, 1929b, XXXIV; Valentiner,
1930, XXIX; Brière-Misme, 1935a, 166, fig. 15; Thieme and Becker vol. 34 (1940), 570;
Plietzsch, 1949, 253; Plietzsch, 1960, 82; Honig, 1985 notes, A-17; Honig, 1989, 52;
Buvelot, 2002, no. 35, fig. 35b; Mai, 2003, 56; Grootenboer, 2018, (n.p.)
Commentary:
In the middle of a brightly lit space, an elderly woman sits in a chair with a large book
open in her lap. With spectacles perched on the tip of her nose and her head inclined
toward the book, one assumes that she is reading. Although with her eyes downcast, it
is difficult to tell whether she has dosed off; her upright posture in her chair suggests
that she is still awake. The woman’s lined face is portraitlike, a quality that is rare in
Vrel’s oeuvre. On top of her still dark hair, the woman wears a round fur hat that is not
seen elsewhere. Her costume is black and demure with only a bit of white undershirt
poking out around the collar.
As far as the representation of the woman goes, this painting fits within seventeenthcentury conventions of portraying old women in portraits and genre paintings. Most
mid-seventeenth-century Dutch modes of picturing seated old women, whether they
are reading, sleeping or meditating, were in some way influenced by Rembrandt’s
slightly earlier portraits of his mother (Fig. A). Metsu provides an example of a seated,
wrinkled elderly woman, with book open in her lap and spectacles in hand, resting on
the open page (Fig. B). Both Vrel’s and Metsu’s paintings present images of modest
old women following the advice of moralist writers that the elderly should pursue
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solitary activities such as reading the Bible, and to meditate on spiritual matters. These
themes are discussed in greater detail in chapter three.
However, beyond the motif of the old woman, this composition is quite unconventional
and finds few parallels in Dutch seventeenth-century painting. Only in Vrel’s own
oeuvre can a comparable image be found (CR29). Even more so than in CR29, the
room in which the elderly woman sits is bare. Placed in the centre of the room, the two
walls that are pictured meet at an impossible oblique angle behind her. The wooden
floorboards seem to curve into the background in an equally bizarre way. The left-hand
wall is completely bare, but represented in the wall to the right, behind the woman’s
back, is a large, horizontal leaded window. The window is similar in shape to the one in
CR29, but in this case the lighter wooden frame is fluted and seems to extend up to the
beams of the ceiling (although this detail is unclear). Unlike CR29, the window is
unadorned with curtains or plates along the top. With its darkened panes, it is clear that
this is also an interior window. In this case, however, some light seems to penetrate the
glass from the more naturally lit (in comparison to CR29) foreground, so that the
impression of a wall can be made out in the gloom on the other side of the window. In
the central section of the window, the face of a child wearing a white collar is seen
looking toward the woman, and viewer (for a detail of the girl’s face, see CR29, Fig. B).
While the woman in CR29 seems to have been startled by the appearance of the child
at the window, the old woman here is oblivious to her presence.
This painting was previously attributed to Vermeer and De Hooch, earlier bearing a
false “P.H.” monogram. Brière-Misme noted: "Burger, en 1866, aurait préféré l'attribuer
à Vermeer, mais il avait lu, sur le papier à terre (les fausses initiales P.H. enlevées) un
nom mystérieux: Jacobus Joel Finis, en réalité: Jacobus Frell." (1935a, 166) In a 1904
article, Hofstede de Groot attributed this painting to Vrel for the first time. He wrote that
the signature on the scrap of paper on the floor to the left allowed for the artist’s full
name to finally be known: “Jacobus Vrel” (Hofstede de Groot, 1904, 32).
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Fig. A: Rembrandt van Rijn,
Rembrandt’s Moeder aan
tafel: driekwart lengte, naar
rechts, 1629-33, etching,
14.7 x 13.0, Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum, RP-P-OB-730

Fig. B: Gabriel Metsu, Old
Woman Meditating, c. 16613, oil on panel, 27.3 x 23.2,
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum,
SK-A-672

CR57
Vrel
Scene with six figures
Private collection, New York
36 x 27.5
Provenance:
Amsterdam/Toronto ex., 1977, no. 132
Literature:
Carry van Lakerveld, ed., Opkomst en bloei van het
Noordnederlandse stadsgezicht in de zeventiende
eeuw, ex. cat. (Amsterdam: Historisch
Museum/Stadsdrukkerij, and Toronto: Art Gallery of
Ontario, 1977): 238–39, no. 132; Adams, New York
1988, no. 55 (with incorrect info: provenance,
exhibition, and literature for CR35); Pacilly, 1997,
no. 47: “E”; Mai, 2003, 66, fig. 30; Stone-Ferrier,
2015, 83, note 10
In this view down a cobbled street the eye comes to a halt in the not too far distance
where the road seems to curve slightly to the left and the buildings, projecting at
different angles, obstruct the view. As in CR35, although three shop signs can be seen,
including one with a key in the right foreground, the counters under the tiled awnings
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are bare, suggesting the shops are shut. In the left foreground, a man stands in the
shadows, facing the wall of the building next to him. Over his shoulder, he carries a
basket balanced on a stick. Not far behind him a woman with red shirt leans on a
counter also facing the wall. In the mid-ground, two men in hats and a woman with a
basket appear to be in conversation. In the background, another female figure wearing
a long pale blue shawl over her head, also seen in CR46, is pictured. Above the tiled
roofs at the far end of the street, two sharply pointed church steeples can be seen.
Paul Taylor (in an email communication) pointed out the resemblance of the towers to
the twin steeples of the Bergkerk in Deventer. While there is certainly a resemblance,
without any archival evidence or other identified landmarks it is at present impossible to
ascertain whether this provides a topographical identification.

CR58
Vrel?
Old man in a study
Private collection
53 x 40
Signed on piece of appear on floor: “Jacobus veerl
16[…]”
Provenance:
Private collection, Paris; Johnny van Haeften,
London (VP4537); Christie’s London, 3 July 2013, lot
153
Literature:
Jan Pacilly, “An Old Man seated before a Window,
reading”, Dutch and Flemish Old Master Paintings,
Johnny van Haeften catalogue (London, 2012)
Commentary:
In a painting that can almost be seen as a male companion piece to CR56 (although it
is unlikely, and is not suggested that Vrel intended it as such), an old man is seen
sitting in profile before a table next to an open window in a study. Like the old woman
in CR56, he holds a book open in front of him. The profile of his face, with aquiline
nose and white beard, can be seen and he wears long dark robes and a black fur
trimmed hat. This painting is part of the tradition of picturing the “old scholar” or
“philosopher” in mid seventeenth-century Dutch genre painting (see Fig. A for another
example). Surrounded by books, writing tools, and other objects related to learned
pursuits, this image of a solitary male figure contrasts with Vrel’s paintings of solitary,
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often unoccupied women, and even with the old woman in CR56, who sits within a
bare room reading a book that is most likely a bible.
The subject is quite unusual for Vrel, making the attribution of this painting uncertain.
Pacilly has argued for the attribution, drawing attention to the similarity of the chair with
other examples in Vrel’s paintings (CR2, CR7, CR4, CR24) as well as the window
(CR4, CR15). The leading and shape of the window is similar to the lower portion of
the window of CR16 in Vienna, among other paintings, including the lost weaver’s
workshop (CR15), which provides the only other known painting by Vrel with a male
protagonist. Apart from the chair and the window, however, very few other objects in
the room can be found in other paintings attributed to Vrel. The two paintings on the
wall, one above the window and one partially seen in the left foreground with a gilt
frame, the shelves on the wall facing the viewer filled with books and a globe, the
stepladder underneath the shelves and the quill and writing implements on the red
cloth covered table, are not seen elsewhere and are also unusual because of their
status as costly objects. The dark curtain in the top right corner, which appears to hang
from somewhere beyond the described space, might be an attempt at a creating a
trompe l’oeil curtain which hangs in front of the surface of the painting, as see in
examples by some of Vrel’s contemporaries, notably followers of Rembrandt.
According to Pacilly (2012), the signature was “partially strengthened” and the date
probably either read 1653 or 1655.

Fig. A: Jacob van
Spreeuwen, Philosopher
in his study, 1645, oil on
panel, 34.8x 32.2,
Amsterdam,
Rijksmuseum, SK-A-1713
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CR59
Vrel?
Location unknown
54.5 x 41.5
Apparently signed “J. Frel”
Provenance:
V. Reisenleitner sale, Vienna, A. Kende 14-17 May
1935, no. 744; Mautner-Markhof collection, Vienna,
acquired between 1942-1948 and still there in 1962
Literature:
Pacilly, “29 The Lying-in”, Dutch and Flemish Old
Master Paintings, Johnny van Haeften catalogue
eleven (London, 1999): note 13
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605850 (1935)
Commentary:
The only photograph of this painting is in the RKD and is labelled: “Foto ontvangen van
Dr. Erich Riala, Wenen, 1962”.
Pacilly (1999) recorded the 1935 sale note for this painting: "Zucheninterieur. Neben
einer Frau am Waschertroge ein Kind bei der Feuerung. Daneben ein sitzender Bauer
mit Pelzhaube. Allerlei Great herumliegend".

CR60
Drawing possibly by Nicolaes Maes
Rijksmuseum (RP-T-1889-A-2043)
Provenance:
Acquired by the Rijksmuseum 24 July 1889.
Litearature:
Wurzbach, 1910, 826 (as possibly by Vrel); M.D.
Henkel, Teekeningen van Rembrandt en zijn school.
1942, 95, n. 4; Pacilly, 1997, no. 47, note 11
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CR61
Vrel
Street scene
Dutch Renaissance Collection, Amsterdam?
36 x 28
Provenance:
Rirman collection
Plietzsch, 1949, 253, fig.134; Pacilly, 1997, no. 47:
“A”; Mai, 2003, 66-7, note 56, fig. 31
Commentary:
See CR32, CR33, and CR34 above.

CR62
Vrel?
Location unknown
24 x 18
Provenance:
Br. R. sale, Helbing, Munich, 13-14 November 1934,
no. 427; C.U. Palm sale, H. Bukowski, Stockholm
11-12 April 1935, no. 112; Amsterdam, P. de Boer
gallery in 1935; C.A. Wattrang, e.a., sale, H.
Bukowski, Stockholm, 21-23 April, 1937
Literature:
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 170, note 2; Honig, 1985
notes, A-27
Hofstede de Grootfiches: 1605846 (1937); 1605849 (1934); 1605851 (1935); 1605867
(1934)?
Commentary:
The photograph of the painting, labelled “Le Baiser” [the kiss], was donated to the RKD
by Brière-Misme in 1960.
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CR63
Vrel?
Location unknown
Literature:
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 106

Commentary:
This is one of two church interiors that Brière-Misme referred to as being by the same
hand (although not by Vrel), the other being CR21. The back of the photo in the RKD
reads that the painting is dated 1652, “Clark […] 1934” and “ […] Dusseldorf 1958”.

CR64
Not Vrel
Location unknown
39 x 50
“Signed”
Provenance:
Collection de Spiridon, Rome (as Vrel), no. 135
Literature:
Brière-Misme, 1935a, 172, note 1 (?)

Commentary:
The photo in the RKD, which was donated by Brière-Misme, is labelled “La Couseuse”
[the seamstress] and “La Massaia” [the housewife]. This is possibly one of the “other”
paintings of women sewing to which Brière-Misme referred in note 1, p. 172.
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CR65
Vrel?
Location unknown
68.3 x 59
Provenance:
Int. Kunsthaus, Berlijn, October 1929, also
toegeschreven aan P. de Hooch. Ksth. E. Plietzsch,
Berlijn, als Q. Brekelenkam. Foto afk. uit album van
Hofstede de Groot, lag op P. de Hooch.

Commentary:
Photo with possible Vrel attribution is in the RKD. It is also possibly attributed to
Brekelenkam and Egbert van der Poel.

CR66a
Not Vrel
British Museum, London
1912,0904.1
29.7 x 43.2
Signed on barrel in foreground: “C VREL f. K”
Both 66a and 66b (below): pen and brown ink, with
brown wash on vellum
Provenance:
Both 66a and 66b: Anon Frits Lugt 2084 “P.H.”; Max Rosenheim; donated to the British
Museum by Sir Maurice Rosenheim, 1912
Literature:
Hind, Catalogue of Drawings by Dutch and Flemish Artists Preserved in the
Department of Prints and Drawings in the British Museum vol. IV (1931): 101, no. 1
and 2, 1 (66a) illustrated plate LIX
Commentary:
On the British Museum’s website, the drawings are said to be in the style of Willem van
de Velde and drawn by Jacobus Vrel (?), 1654-1662 (fl. circa).
In the 1931 catalogue, the drawings are found under “C. Vrel”. Hind wrote: “The two
following drawings are catalogued here for convenience, though it is by no means
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certain that the name, which appears on No. 1, is either correctly read or even the
artist’s name”.

CR66b
Not Vrel
British Museum, London (1912,0904.2)
28.1 x 50.4
Commentary:
See CR66a (above).
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Appendix B: Hofstede de Grootfiches

The Hofstede de Grootfiches are held in the RKD in The Hague. As we
have seen, Cornelis Hofstede de Groot (1863-1930) was instrumental in
constructing Vrel’s independent artistic identity. Through the bequest of a large
collection of documentation and images, he was also responsible for the
establishment of the RKD, which first opened in 1932. Many of the index cards
(fiches), which were created by RKD employees, contain transcribed details
from sales, collection and exhibition catalogues, while others relate first-hand
descriptions, impressions and attributions of art works (some by Hofstede de
Groot himself). I have transcribed all 97 fiches that pertain to paintings by Vrel.
The date range of the information on the cards spans from the nineteenth
century up until 1976. Most of the fiches were typed, but some are completely,
or partially handwritten (I have indicated these instances). The fiches are written
in several languages (Dutch, German, Italian, French, etc.). The fiche number
precedes each entry. This is followed by the CR number corresponding to the
painting in the catalogue raisonné (Appendix A). The catalogue raisonné is also
cross-referenced to the Hofstede de Grootfiches.
All of the fiches relating to Vrel are to be found in box number 288 in the
Fichescollectie Cornelis Hofstede de Groot. They cannot normally be viewed in
person but have been digitised and are available on the RKD website:
https://rkd.nl/en/explore/excerpts
1605821

?

Dutch handwritten: […]
1605822

CR22

“1918. Vrel. (Jacobus Vrel). Nr. 381. – DIE WERKSTATT DES WEBERS. Bez.
(am Schemel). JV 1662. Abb. S.147. Fiche. h.0,39, br. 0,31. (Lille 586:
Oudenrogge). Das gleiche Monogramm auf dem bei Wurzbach erwähnten
Kücheninterieur der Eremitage. Tentoonstelling Valenciennes 1918.”
1605823

CR15
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“Jacobus Vrel 123 De wever aan het werk. Geparquetteerd paneel. H.63, B.48.
Zie Catalogus Goudstikker No.38 Afb. No. 64. Vlg. N.V. Kunsth. J.Goudstikker
e.a., Amsterdam (Mak van Waay), 4/7-10-1949, Nr.123.”
1605824

CR15

“1935. Jacobus Vrel. 100) Interieur met weefstoel. Pa. 63 x 48. Verzameling: J.
Goudstikker, Amsterdam. Zie afg. 134. Vermeer tent. Rotterdam 1935, No. 100
als Jacobus Vrel.”
1605825

CR10

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“Sept. 1923. Jac. Vrell. Oud vrouwtje op een bank in een voorhuis lezend met
een kat naast zich, links een gang met zonneffect. P. 62:49. Was eerst bij v.
Diemen. In Sept. 1928 beoordeeld voor J. Goudstikker.”
1605826

CR10

“1924/5. Jacob Vrel. 79) Dans une chambre dallée, où l’on entre, à gauche, par
une porte ouverte qui laisse pénétrer le soleil, une femme en costume noir,
bonnet noir et collerette blanche, est assise sur un banc et tient un livre ouvert
sur ses genoux. Sur le banc, à côté d’elle, à droite, un chat. Le banc se trouve
sous une fenêtre à petits carreaux. Dans la partie supérieure, une soupente
avec un matelas et une courte-pointe sur une balustrade. Bois. 62: 49 cent. Voir
la reproduction. Tent. Goudstikker. Rotterdam. 1924/5.”
1605827

CR16

“1928. Jacobus Vrel. 1302b) Eine Frau am Fenster. Bez. Links unten auf dem
Schrank oberhalb des Schemels: J. Frel 1654. Eichenholz, 66 x 47.5 cm.
Urprünglich aus der Sammlung Erzh. Leopold Wilhelm 1659, Nr. 739b. 1908
aus Wiener Privatbesitz erworben. Wien, Cat. 1928, No. 1302b.”
1605828

CR16

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“Jacobus Vrel. Vrouw op haar rug gezien, uit een venster leunend in een kamer
met uitsluitend wit en bruin-grijze tinten. Geen lokale tinten, ook niet in het
kostuum. Zeer karakteristiek. Links beneden voluit gemerkt, 1654 gedateerd.
Dit jaartal is vroeger dan eenig jaar op de schilderijen van den Delftschen
Vermeer en P. de Hooch. De schilder spelt zijn naam: Frel. Nieuwe aanwinst
van het Museum te Weenen, Cat.Nr.1302b. Volgens mededeeling van Dr. G.
Glück kom dit schilderij voor in den inventaris van den Aartshertog Leopold
Wilhelm, waarin ook nog een tweede schilderij van den meester was.”
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Handwriting at top of card: “Weenen”
1605829

CR11

“1935. Jacobus Vrel. 99) De waschdag. Pan. 49 x 35. Get.: op de Schouw met
het monogram J Verzameling: C.H.Schwagermann, Schiedam; Rott. Part. Bezit.
Zie afb. 135. J.Fris? (H.Sch.) Vermeer tent. Rotterdam 1935, No. 99.”
1605830

?

“Jacobus Vrel. W.R. Valentiner, Dutch genre painters in the manner of Pieter
de Hooch, uit -----"
1605831

CR24

Handwritten: “Jacobus Vrel Zie Isaac Koedyk Nr. 107 den velz[?] Sedelmeyer
1907.”
1605832

? see Brière-Misme, p. 165, note 1

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“27-4-1909. Jacob Wrel. No. 119. [19?] Eine enge niederländische Sub emit
hohem Fenster und Alkoven. Rechts vor einem Kamin eine Fraus, das Feuer
anfachend. Auf Holz. H.63 cm. B.46 cm. S. – R. Echt en karakteristiek. 1,500
Mark. Weil. E. Goldschmidt. Berlin, 27 Apr. 1909.”
1605833

CR6

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“L. Boursse. 27 Febr. 1917. 20. Frau am Kamin. Eine von der Seite gesehene
Frau mit schwarzem Kleid, roten Armeln und weisser Haube schürt mit einer
Zange das Feuer in einem Kamin. Davor ein Kohlenbecken, eine Katze und ein
Stuhl. Auf dem Kaminsims Teller. Trotz der engen stilistischen Verwandtschaft
des Bildes mit einigen Gemälden des Esaias Boursse (1621-1672) wird es
ebenso wie das deutlich L. Boursse 1658 signierte Meisterwerk ‘Frau am Herd’
der Londoner Wallace-Collection von einem bisher nicht näher bekannten
Künstler L. Boursse herrühren, der zu J. Vrel Beziehungen gehabt haben muss.
Austellung in Düsseldorf 1886, Nr. 40. Austellung von Gemälden sus
Privatbesitz, Mainz 1887, Nr. 26. Erwähnt in WURZBACHS ‘Niederl.
Künstlerlexicon,’ Band I, p. 160. Thode, ‘Repertorium für Kunstwissenschaft’,
Band X, p. 418. ‘Kunstchronik,’ Jahrgang XXII, p. 489. Bezeichnet rechte unten:
L. Boursse. Holz. 28 x 23 cm. Is een J. Vrell. Abbildung Tafel 8. Veiling St. C.
Michel uit Mainz”
Handwriting top: “Jac Vrell”
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Handwriting bottom: “[…] 27 Febr. 1917”
1605834

CR12

Geschenk H.d.G. aan Groningen
Handwritten: “Jacobus Vrel. Mann am Herdfeuer. An der Rückwand eines
Bürgertums sitzt ein alter Mann am offenen Kamin und wärmt seine Hände.
Gelobt sei ein Staleben von Haushaltsgeräten. Von der Decke und der rechten
Hand gehen verschiedene Ablagerungen herab Ausgestellt im Museum
Boijmans in Rotterdam,
Herbst 1908. in der Galerie Dr. med. Schaffer in Berlin 1929 Nr. 104. Abgebildet
von K./R. [?] Treise [?] in dem für [...] Kunstwissenschaft, 1909, Bd II, s. 29.”
1605835

? see Brière-Misme, p.170, note 3 – “Cabinet du barbier”

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“27-4-1914. Vrell (Jacobus). 265. Le Cabinet du barbier. Dans une chambre sur
murs gris, ornés de boiseries brunes, et éclairées par une fenêtre à gauche, le
barbier coupe les cheveux d’un homme assis. A gauche, près de la fenêtre, un
garçon qui porte son bras droite en écharpe semble attendre son tour pour être
pansé. Divers instruments de médecine et un crocodile empaillé pendu au
plafond ornent la pièce. Panneau, H.52 ½ ; L.40 ½ . Voir, pour comparer, le
No. 434 du Musée de Lille, le 790 du Musée d’Anvers, et le 319 du Musée de
Bruxelles. Ces trois tableaux d’ailleurs sont faussement attribués à Isaac
Koedijck. Veiling Paul Delaroff, Parijs, 27 April 1914.”
Handwriting at top: “ Parijs”
1605836

CR 42

“Vrel (Jacobus). 1918. Nr.228.-STRASSENBILD. L. eine Gemüsehandlung und
r. ein Fleischerladen mit ihren offenen Auslagen nach der Strasze zu. Bei
beiden je ein Mann und eine Frau. Zwischen den Häusern Verschwindet nach r.
eine schmale Gasse; darauf die Rückenfigur eines Mädchens. R. am Bildrand
lehnt ein Mann zum Fenster hinaus. Auf dem Pfosten neben dem Eingang zum
Hause r. eine erneuerte Bezeichnung, anscheinend MEER, unter welcher die
Bezeichnung Vrels in Spuren vermutet werden kann. Eichenholz. 50:38,5. –
Erworben 1888 aus der Slg. Hudtwalcker-Wesselhoeft. – Früher Slg. Slagregen
in Amsterdam. Galt früher mit einer R…ne ähnlicher Bilder als Vermeer van
Delft. So noch W. Bode, Slg. Wesselhoeft, 1886, S.22.- A. Bredius Kunstchronik
1886, Sp. 676, und Meisterwerke der Klg. Gemäldegalerie im Haag, 1890, hat
zuerst Vrel als den Meister des Hamburger Bildes genannt. Hofstede de Groot
vertrat mehrfach die gleiche Ansicht. Nah verwandtes Bild in Oldenburg,
Augusteum. Phot. Rompe. Kunsthalle Hamburg, Kat. 1918.”
1605837

?
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Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“Nov. 1922. Jacobus Vrell. Dorpsschool, waarvan ik foto bezit. ’t Meisje in ’t
midden, dat den beschouwer aanziet in ’t geel en blauw; rechts kinderen in ’t
rood en geel. In de kinderen, die links tegen den vensterwand zitten, keert ook
’t rood terug. In ’t geheel 15 personen. Kleuriger dan gewoonlijk, maar voor ’t
overige wel op den Meester lijkend. Nov. 1922 gezien bij Franz Proenen, 79
Unteres Rheinufer (handwriting over: Kais Tisch?), Koln.”
Handwriting bottom: “Val. Hr.d.Pourck (Abb. P. 213)”
1605838

CR43

“1935. Jacobus Vrel. 104) Straatje. Pan. 53 x 39. Get. Op een paal rechts:
Jacobus vreelle. Verzameling: W.Paech, Amsterdam; A.Maus, Cologny. Zie afb.
131. Vermeer tent, Rotterdam 1935, No. 104.”
1605839

CR46

“1935. Jacobus Vrel. 105) Straatje. Pan. 53.5 x 39. Get.: JV. Verzameling: P. de
Boer, Amsterdam. Zie afb. 132. Vermeer tent. Rotterdam 1935, No. 105.”
1605840

CR43

“1934. Jacobus Vrel. 221) Coin de rue. Sur une place, des maisons avec deux
échoppes en plein vent. Des personnages parlent aux marchands et au centre,
vue de dos, une femme s’engage dans la ruelle. A droite, un homme accoudé a
une fenêtre et à gauche, une cigogne sur le toit. Signé au centre, en bas.
Attestation du Dr. Abraham Bredius. Cadre ancien, bois sculpté. Pan. Haut. 52
cent.; larg. 38 cent. Z.o.z. “Ce tableau est le plus beau de ceux qui m’ont été
présentés de ce peintre qui signe parfois J. Vrel et dont l’œuvre était autrefois
attribué a Vermeer.” – Bredius. Voir la reproduction, pl. LII. Vlg. Wijnmalen
Brandt Corstius, e.a., Genève, (Moos), 27-10-1934.”
1605841

CR47

“60/ Jacobus Vrel/ Rue d’une ville hollandaise/ Dans une rue bordée de
maisons de brique rougeâtre, deux hommes coiffes de feutres sont arrêtés au
centre, non loin d’un étal boulanger qui se trouve à gauche. Une femme en
corsage rose porte une volaille et marche dans leur direction. Au-dessus d’eux
se dresse l’enseigne d’un barbier. La rue se rétrécit au fond ou l’on aperçoit un
marchand ambulant précédé d’un garçonnet. Deux picorent au premier plan.
Trace de signature, sur une enseigne, au fond. Bois. Haut. 0,41M. Larg.
0,345M. Cadre en bois sculpté/ Pl. XLIV/Collection : Thoré-Burger, Vente à
Paris/ 5 décembre 1892, no 33 (attribué a Vermeer). Exposition : Rétrospective
du Palais de Champs-Élysées/Paris, juin 1886, no 112 (avec la signature
VMEER)/ Bibliographie : Hofstede de Groot, Die Auction Thoré-Burger, in
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Repertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft, 1893, p. 116. Vlg. Adolph Scholss (2e ged.)
Parijs (Charpentier : Me Rheims) 5 December 1951. Fr. 2.000.000,- ”
Handwriting bottom: “voor uit […] not. Sie cat afb aanw in R.K.D.”
1605842

CR12

“1935. Jacobus Vrel. 106) Interieur met blik naar de schouw. Pan. 63 x 46.
Verzameling: Dr. C. Hofstede de Groot; Gemeente Museum, Groningen. Zie
afb. 133. Brekelenkam. (H.Sch.) Vermeer tent. Rotterdam 1935, No. 106.”
1605843

CR26

“45. Jacob Vrel/ Interior of a Dutch house. On panel/ 56 x 41.5/ Coll.: Frits Lugt,
Maartensdijk; P. van Leeuwen Boomkamp, Hilversum. Exh.: Rotterdam,
Boymans Museum, Art Treasures from Dutch Collections, 1955, No. 135
(reproduced fig. 141). Lit.: W.R. Valentiner, KdK: Pieter de Hooch, 1929, p.
XXXiii; c. Briere-Misme, ‘Un intimiste hollandais: Jacob Vrel’, in Revue de l’art
ancient et modern, Vol. LXVIII, 1935, pp. 161-162. Vlg. Duke of Beaufort e.a.
(anon. ged.), Londen (Sotheby) 8-12-1971, nr. 45 en afb.”
1605844

CR29

“1935. Jacobus Vrel. 103) Interieur met vrouw, die door een venster met een
kind spreekt. Pan. 46 x 37.5. Gepubl.: Valentiner, Klassiker der Kunst, (P.de
Hooch) pag. 33 en 34. Tent.: Museum Boymans, Rotterdam 1931/32 cat. nr. 24
met afb. Verzameling F. Lugt, Parijs. Zie afb. 130. Vermeer tent. Rotterdam
1935, No. 103.”
1605845

CR3

“1936/7. Jacobus Vrel. 206) Vrouwtje bij haardvuur. Paneel, 57.5 x 48. – W.R.
Valentiner, P. de Hooch, 1929, blz. 203, Mevr. M. van Es-Dirksen. Tent. den
Haag 1936/7. H.G.”
1605846

CR62

“1937. Vrel, Jacobus 132) Interiör med en man och en kvinna, stående I en
dörr. P. 24 x 18. Vlg. C.A. Wattrang, e.a., Stockholm (H. Bukowski), 21/23-41937.”
1605847

? see Brière-Misme, p. 170, note 1

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“Jacob Vrel: De doode vogel. Een jongen aan een tafel zittend, sohreit over een
doode vink, die hy uit de kooi heeft genomen. Achter hem nadert de moeder,
die naar hem kykt. Was toegeschreven aan Brekelenkam, en werd gezegd met
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diens monogram gemerkt te zyn, doch scheen my van Vrel. Vergelyk vooral het
vrouwtje en de behnadeling van het houtwerk. Trok ook strek op Boursse. 30 –
38 ½ No. 1114 (Veiling Amsterdam, 26 April 1904)”
Handwriting top: “A-dam 26-4-1904”
1605848

CR 10

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1923. Jacob Vrel. 133) Dans une chambre dallée, ou l’on entre, à gauche, par
une porte ouverte qui laisse pénétrer le soleil, une femme, en costume noir,
bonnet noir et collerette blanche, est assise sur un banc et tient un livre ouvert
sur ses genoux. Sur le banc, a côté d’elle, à droite, un chat. Le banc se trouve
sous une fenêtre à petits carreaux. Dans la patrie supérieure, une soupente
avec un matelas et une courte-pointe sur une balustrade. Bois. 62 : 49 cent.
Tent. Goudstikker. Den Haag 1923.”
1605849

CR62

“1934. Vrel, Jacobus. 427) Interieur mit Liebespaar. In einem Hausflur zwischen
Bretterplanken steht eine Frau, die ein alerer Mann umarmt. Rechts Treppe.
Holz. 23.5 x 18 cm. Br. R. Vlg. München (Helbing), 13/14-11-1934“
1605850

CR 59

“1935. Jacobus Vrel. 744) Kücheninterieur. Neben einer Frau am Waschtroge
ein Kind bei der Feuerung. Daneben ein spitzender Bauer mit Pelzhaube.
Allerlei Gerät herumliegend. Öl Holz. Signiert: “J. Frel.” H. 55, B. 42. Vlg. V.
Reisenleitner, Weenen (A Kende), 14/17-5-1935.”

1605851

CR62

“1935. Vrel, Jacobus. 112) Interiör av en bod med ett kurtiserande par. P. 24 x
18. Vlg. C.U. Palm e.a. Sockholm (H. Bukowski) 11/12-4-1935”
1605852

CR30

“1930. Jacobus Vre. 245) Interior with a woman combing a little girl’s hair. Pan.
22 x 16 in. Signed at the lower right: Jacobus Vrelle/ Described: W.R. Valentiner
in Bulletin of the Detroit Institute of Arts, Vol. IX April, 1928; idem in Art in
America, Vol. XVII, Feb., 1929. Gift of the Knoedler Galleries, 1928. Reg. No.
28.42. Detroit Institute of Art, Cat. 1930.”
1605853

CR30
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Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1927. Jacobus Vrel. 50) Interieur met figuren; een vrouw kamt haar dochterje.
Geteekend Jacobus ….. Paneel 58 ½ x 40 ½ cm. Zie afbeelding. Tent.
Kleykamp. Den Haag 1927.”
1605834

?

“2288 Vrel, Jacobus/ Interieur mit sitzender Frau bei der Toilette. Oel auf
Leinwand, 38,5 x 31 cm. Vlg. R.M. e.a. Luzern (Galerie Fischer) 2/28 November
1953, nr. 2288.”
1605855

CR 24

“1935. Jacobus Vrel. 98) De kraamkamer. Pan. 71 x 58.5. Op den voorgrond
resten van de signatuur. Verzamleing: A.F. Mondschein, Weenen. Zie afb. 136.
Vermeer tent. Rotterdam 1935, No. 98.”
1605856

CR7

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1918. KOEDYCK (Issak Koedyck). Nr. 193. – DER LESEUNTERICHT. Bez.
P.K. verschlungen. ABB.S.148. Eiche. H. 0,63, br. 0,48. (Lille 434). Die
Signature auch auf dem Gemälde: „DIE KRANKE“ Antwerpen 790, hat grosze
ähnlichkeit mit dem Monogramm des Pieter de Hooch. Das Interieur ganz
ähnlich auf dem Bilde in Brüssel 252 (Koedyck) das neuerdings Jacobus Vrel
zugeschreiben wird dem widerspricht ein Vergleich mit dem bezeichneten Werk
von Vrel Nr. 381. Tentoonstelling Valenciennes 1918.“
Handwriting top: “To Jac. Vrel Rijssel”?
Handwriting bottom: […]
1605857

?

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“Jacobus Vrel. 20-5-1919. Nr. 98. – CHARLATAN ENTOURE DE GAMINS ET
DE GOSSES. Bois. – Hauteur 24,5, largeur 19 centimetres. (Niet ogemerkt).
Veiling Ijssel de Schepper uit Deventer, Amsterdam 20 Mei 1919.”
1605858

?

“139/ Jacobus Vrel/ Der ertappte Dieb. Öl auf Holz, 33 x 29. Gutachten Dr.
Robert Eigenberger: Das umseitige Bild einer Bauernstube mit vier Figuren,
Eichenholz, 32 ½ x 28 ½ cm., gehört meiner Ansicht nach zu einer Gruppe von
Bildern, die der Genrekunst des Jakobus (Jan) Vrel nahestehen oder diesem
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Künstler selbst zugehören. Wien, April 1947. Dr. Robert Eigenberger, m.p.
Siehe Abbildung Tafel 6 (18.000,-) 6000. Vlg. Weenen (Dorotheum) 11/13-91947, Nr. 139.“
1605859

CR39

“1939. Jacobus Vrel. 749) Streit im Hofwinkel. Binnenhof zwischen verfallenden
abbröckelnden, alten Ziegelsteinwänden mit Blick in einen helldunkeln,
laubenähnlichen Raum hinten, wo man eine Frau ein Kind bei einem Herdfeuer
sieht Links davor bei einem Ziehbrunnen steht eine keifende Frau an einem
Waschzuber, ein Wäschestück in der einen, einen erhobenen Stein in de
anderen Hand, zu einem Manne hinüberschimpfend, der rechts abgewendet
an der Mauer steht. Nicht bezeichnet. Öl auf Leinwand. H. 77, B. 92 cm. H.Gn.:
volgens Afb. Niet Hollandsch. Z.o.z. Abbildung Tafel 60. Vlg. Keulen (Lempertz)
21/24-4-1939.“
1605860

CR39

“1940/ Vrel. Jakobus. 271) Wäscherin im Hof. Blick in einen offenen Vorbau. Öl
auf Lw. H. 76, B. 92 cm. G.R. Vlg. München (Weinmüller) 11/21-4-1940.”
1605861

CR25

“1946. Jacobus Vrel. 508. The Little nurse. An interior with a half open door at
the left, and a burning heart [sic.] at right. A young girl, in scarlet jacket and
white cap and apron, is seated watching at the side of an invalid.
(MciHenny[sic.]-Wintersteen). Cradled panel: 21x16 inches. Note: Dr. W.R.
Valentiner, in a letter to Mr. McIhenny written from Florence, August 20, 1913
(Which is now unavailable), wrote concerning the above: “Also I do not believe
that the interior which Boehler calls Koedyck is by this artist, who is not as fine
as fine as [sic.] Vrel. Vrel is such interesting artist that it is worthwhile having a
fine example by him…..There are not more than about ten works known by him;
some of them were z.o.z. attributed formerly to Vermeer just like Boursse’s
work. “For an account of this rare artist, see W.R. Valentiner, Dutch Genre
Painters, etc., v.i. Two other versions of the above compositions exist one in the
Antwerp Museum, another from the collection of Frits Lugt in Maartensdijk.
From the Alexander Collection, Aubrey House, Londen. From Julius Bohler,
Munich, 1913 (as by Isaac Koedijk). Collection of John Dexter McIhenny, late
President of the Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia. Loan Exhibition of the
John D. McIhenny Collection Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia, 1917, no.
53. Recorded in W.R. Valentiner, Dutch Genre Painters in the Manner of Pieter
de Hooch, II, Jacobes [sic] Vrel, Art in America, vol. 17 Februari 1929, p. 88.
(See illustration on the preceding page). Vlg. Henry P. McIhenny, e.a. (NewYork, Parke-Bernet Gall.) 5/7-6-1946.;”
Handwriting bottom: “[…] McIllhenny”
1605862

?
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“Jacob Vrel/ 98. La Couturière/ Toile: haut. 37 cm, larg. 29 cm. Verz. Dr. H.
Wetzlar, Amsterd., cat. 1952, nr. 98, m.afb.”
Handwriting centre: “Hgn: mijns inzien Fiems[?] 19 eeuw”
1605863

CR52

“Jakob Vrel (Attributed to). 1958/ 414) The Interior of a House. Pen, sepia wash.
8 x 8 ½ in. An inscription at the bottom has been read as …Kammer te Utrecht.
Formerly attributed to van der Myn. For the attribution to Vrel, see an article in
the Revue de l’Art Decoratif, 1935. The name of G. Lamberts has also been
suggested. Acquired 1910. Tent. The Paul Oppé Collection/ Royal Academy of
Arts, Londen, 1958.”
1605864

See Baskett and Day catalogue (RKD), not illustrated

“29. Jacob Vrel, working between 1654-1662 in Delft and Haarlem. An Interior
with two men seated by a fire. Pen and brown ink, brown wash. 135 x 180 mm,
Prov.: zie cat. Ksth. Baskett and Day, Londen; tent. Fifty Old Master Drawings,
March 1976, nr. 29.”
1605865

See Baskett and Day catalogue (RKD), not illustrated

“29/ 1976/ Jacob Vrel/ An interior with two men seated by a fire. Pen and brown
ink, brown wash (135 x 180 mm) xxx zie verder katalogus/ Tent. Fifty Old
Master Drawings/ Londen (Baskett and Day) 10 – 30 maart 1976”
1605866

CR14

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“Jan Vorel/ keuken met een van achter geziene vrouw. Trekt zeer sterk op het
Brusselsche schildery van Koedyck. Ik zou de beide schilderytjes (handwriting:
met dat) der coll. Kums nog eens moeten vergelyken. Het is blykbaar dezelfde
hand en waarschynlyk ook van het schildery van Michel. De handteekening J.V.
ziet er te goed uit om vervalsching van J. Vermeer te kunnen zyn. (Museum te
Petersburg, 1760)”
Handwriting top: “St. Pburg”
1605867

CR62?

“1934. Jan Vreel. 121) Interiör med Kvinna. Oljemålning. Panneau. H. 24 cm.
Br. 18 cm. Vlg. “Haga Slott”, e.a, Stockholm, (Svensz-Franska Konstgal. 19/219-1934.”
1605868

CR23
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“1934. Jan Vrel/ 149) An Interior, with an old lady spinning/ 23 in. by 19 in. Vlg.
Miss Daubuz, e.a., (anoniem gedeelte), Londen (Christie), 23-11-1934.”
1605869

CR17?

“188/ Jan Vreel/ Church Interior. A high Gothic dome is supported by slender
gray columns, separating the aisles; the pews are filled with people, other
walking in the foreground/ Panel 19 ¾ x 16 inches/ Note: A verbal attribution as
above was given to, this painting by Dr. W.R. Valentiner. Vlg. Russell C. Veit
e.a. New York (Parke Bernet Galleries) 2 Mei 1951, no. 188”
1605870

CR2

“1936. Jan Vrel. 65) A Peasant Woman, darning a sock. On panel- 11 in. by 9
½ in. F.L.: foto. Vlg. Henry Oppenheimer, e.a. (anoniem gedeelte) Londen
(Christie), 24-7-1936.”
1605871

CR2

“1931. Jan Vrel. 119) A Woman, seated in an apartment, darning a sock. On
panel, darning a sock. On panel – 11 ½ in. by 9 ½ in. Vlg. H. de la Rue e.a.
(anoniem gedeelte), Londen (Christie), 29-5-1931.”
1605872

CR39? Different dimensions

“1938. Jan Vrell. 202) Smederij, waarin mannen aan het werk zijn, links een
vrouw met een waschtobe in haar beide handen. Schilderij H.52, B.65/ Vlg.
Rotterdam, (Vendu Notarishuis) 28/29 Sept. 1938.”
1605873

? see Hofstede de Groot, 1904, p. 33

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1911. J. Vrel/ Interieur met rechts een gebeeldhouwde kast naast een bruine
deur, links een venster. Voor de kast staat een leuningstoel, waarop een viool
ligt, er tegenaan staan portefeuilles en boeken. Links ervan een wit en bruin
gevlekt hondje. Op de kast twee gipsafgietsels. Boven de deur een 16e
eeuwsche Madonna. Geen personen. Heeft nogal geleden. Herinnert aan de
eene zijde aan het interieur zonder figuren uit de verzameling Thiem te Berlijn,
aan de andere zijde aan werken van Vrel en Janssens, zooals dat bij Bredius.
De stoelen de kast zijn goed geschilderd, jammer dat het iets te veel geleden
heeft. Is slecht verdoekt en slecht opgespannen en werkt wat leeg. In den
zomer van 1911 mij vertoond door O.Q.J.J. Swinderen, die het hier ergens bij
een kleinenkoopman, ik meen op de Mauritskade gevonden had, maar het niet
gekocht heeft.”
1605874

?
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“J. Vrel: Er zyn van dezen meester gemerkte stukken in het Ryks Museum en
by V. de Stuers. Vergelyk over hem Burger in de Gazette des beaux Arts van
omstreeks 1865 & 67. De heer Delarof deed my in October 1902 mededeeling
over een architectuur stuk, op eikenhout, ongeveer 75 by 50 groot.
Voorstellende een gezicht in een schilderachtig italiaansche binnenplaats, in
den trant van die te Genus. De stoffage bestaat uit Italianen in middeleeuwsche
ridderdracht. De schilderwyze komt geheel overeen met die van het kleine
interieur in de eremitage. Het stuk is volkomen duidelyk en authentiek gemerkt:
Jacobus Verll fecit. Op enkele plekken is het stuk met goud genoogd. Dezelfde
heer herinnert zich voor jaren een straatgezicht van denzelfden meester gezien
te hebben, dat Orelli fecit gemerkt was.”
Handwriting bottom: “Zie worts den brief van Kleinberger over de nieuwe
aamriest van Salons waarvan ik de photo heb/ In 1664 heb een Jacob Vriel in
de […] de Delft.”
1605875

CR31

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vrel.Een jonge vrouw over een onderdeur kykende. Zy spreekt met een
tweede vrouw, die buiten voor haar staat met een mandje in de hand. Zeer
karakteristiek voor den meester; vergelyk vooral het schilderytje van de Stuers.
Gemerkt met Gothische letters J. Van der Meer, en aan desen teogeschreven.
(Kunst [scratched out with pen to say “Kums”] te Antwerpen, 112)
Handwriting underneath: “thans in’t Museum” and another illegible word in
pencil underneath.
1605876

CR49

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vrel: Vrouw in het rood, wit en zwart, van achteren gezien, in gesprek met
een in een witten hoofddoek en eveneens witten halsdoek gekleede vrouw, die
uit een venster kykt, waarvan de rechtervleugel openstaat, in een huis van
baksteen. Rechts kykje door een boog naar een dwarsstraat met huizen en
vensters. Zeer zorgvuldig gedetailleerd en daarin volkomen karakteristiek.
Rechts schynt nog een figcter […word written over in pen, illegible] te hebben
gestaan. De behandeling van de baksteenen en van het lood waarin de ruitjes
gevat zyn, is precies dezelfde als op het zoogenoemde schildery van Koedyck
in het Museum te Brussel en ook de figuren passen volkomen daarby. Voor my
bestaat er geen twyfel meer, dat deze Koedyck en de daarmede
overeenkomende stukken te Antwerpen en te Ryssel van Vrel zyn. Verzameling
von Heyl te Worms.”
1605877

CR14
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Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J.Vrel. Gezicht in een keuken met in het midden een grooten met tegels
bekleede schoorsteen tegen een bruinen muur. Op den houten
schoorsteenmantel zijn verschillende kleine voorwerpen geplaatst en boven
den haard hangt een ketel. Rechts zit voor den schoorsteen van achter gezien
een vrouw in een bruin costume met roode mouwen. Rechts staat een tweede
stoel. Op den rug van den eersten stoel het monogr. Heette vroeger het werk
van een onbekend Holl.schilder totdat Bode het aan den juisten maker
toeschreef, hetgeen de cat.slechts bi.j wi.jze van vraag aanneemt. Dit stuk is
het bewijs dat de geheele Brusselsche KOEDIJK- groep het werk is van VREL.
Karakteristiek is b.v. de teekening van den Chineeschen schotel op den
schoorsteenmantel met het verbleekte blauwe ornament, en de oppervlakkige
teekening. Desgelijks de kleur van den bleekrooden tegelvloer. Ik ben in
Petersburg beginnen te gelooven dat mijn zoogenoemde BREKELENCAM ook
een VREL is. Nr. 1760. 36 = 27½ (Museum te PETERSBURG. Aant.1902).”
1605878

CR25

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“June 1908. J. Vrel. De kleine ziekenoppasser. Een zieke persoon in een bed
en een meisje er voor. Links een venster, rechts een schoorsteen. Verz. W. C.
Alexander te London. Juni 1908.”
In handwriting: “22 x 17 ½ inch Tent. Burl. F. Arts Club 1912 Nr. 39.”
1605879

?

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“June 1914 J. Vrell. Het schilderij uit de veiling van Mevrouw H. denl4en Mei
1914 te Parijs, dat onder den naam van Koedijk gecatalogiseerd was. Is
volgens het plaatje uit de catalogus een zeer karakteristiek werk van dezen
meester. Kleinberger moet het gekocht hebben en er frcs 15000 voor vragen.
Dr Heer Magin wil het koopen en heft om mijn advies daarover gevraagd. Ik heb
het evenwel niet gezien. In Juni 1914 geexpertiseerd voor den kunsthandelaar
Fischhof.”
1605880

CR4?

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1905. J. Vrel/ Vrouwtje aan het vuur van den haard. In een achterwand van de
kamer een venster. Rechts een bedstede. In zijn karakteristieke witte en bruine
tinten. Verzameling Goldschmidt Jr. Frankfort a.M. 1905.”
1605881

CR5 or CR6?
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“Verril. No. 114. Een Binnenhuisje, daar een Vrouw ‘t vuur aanlegt, door Verril.
Veil. J.A. Sichterman. Groningen, 20 Aug. 1764.”
1605882

CR3

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1929. J. Vrel. Frau au Kamin. L.an einem Kamin sitzt eine Frau auf einem
Stuhl, lehnt ihren Kopf auf ein Kissen und schlaft. Über Kaminfeuer ein Kessel,
davor zwei Katzen. R.vorn ein Stuhl. Eichenholz 57 x 48 cm. Abgebildet in “Art
in America” Febr. 1929, s.88. Erwähnt von W.R. Valentiner in “Art in America”
Febr. 1929, s.88. Volgens Abbildung Tafel 40 echt. Tent. Bij Dr. Schaffer,
Berlijen 1929, Nr. 105.”
1605883

CR12

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1929. J. Vrel. Mann am Herdfeuer. Eichenholz 62,5 x 47 cm. Abgebildet in
Monatsheften f. Kunstwissenschaft, 1909, Bd. II, s. 29. Erwähnt von K. Freise s.
31 ff. Ausgestellt im Museum Boymans in Rotterdam 1908. Smlg. C. H. d.
Groot. Tent. Bij Dr. Schaffer, Berlijn 1929, No. 104.“
1605884

CR5

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1904. J. Vrel: Oude vrouw in het vuur porrend. Wordt toegeschreven aan den
Delftschen Vermeer, maar is ongetwyfeld van Vrel. In het midden een haard,
waarby een lage stoel. De vonken van het vuur zyn precies als op myn
schildery. De vrouw half van achteren gezien heeft een witte hoofddoek. Tegen
den schoorsteen hangt precies zulk een koperen lampje als op myn stuk. Mrs.
Bischoffsheim No. 357 Holl. Tentoonstelling te Whitechapel 1904”
1605885

CR47

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1922. J. Vrell. ‘t Straatje met de reeks van scheertekkes aan een stok. (zie
afb.). P. 41 bij 34. Verzameling Ad. Schloss te Parijs. Aantekeningen 1922 naar
de photo.”
1605886

CR 45

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vrel. Holl. Straatgezicht. De straat loopt uit op het portaal van een kerk. Aan
beide zijden baksteenen huizen met spitse gevels. De stoffage bestaat uit een
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man met een mandje aan den arm en een vrouw met een rood lijf, staande voor
een barbierswinkel. Gecat. Als den Delftschen Vermeer, maar ongetwijfeld een
Vrel, zooals de tegenwoordige eigenaar, de heer Schloss, ook toegeeft. 49=42
Nr. 188. (Veiling Tabourier 20/6 1898).
Handwriting in Pencil at bottom of card: “Later in […], […] by Johnson”
[Philadelphia]
1605887

CR45

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1907/ J. Vrel. No. 33. View of a Street in Haarlem (?) with figures. Signed
Panel – 19 x 16, ½ in. Tentoonstelling Fred. Muller & Co’s. Amsterdam, 1907.”
Handwriting at bottom: “(Johnson)”
1605888

CR45

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“28-4-1908 J. Vrel. No. 14. La Ruelle. La vue plonge dans une de ces petites
rues come il s’en trouve derrière les églises. Dans l’air clair, des maisons
proprettes alignent leurs gaies façades de briques coiffées de tuiles rouges. Sol
pavé, animé de quelques passants. Signé: J.VR… Bois. –H.48, L.42 cent. Jolis
tableau. Les œuvres de ce maître sont fort rares : couvent elles passent pour
celles de Vermeer de Delft. Voir la reproduction. Veil. Hoogendyk (2e gei.) e.a.
Amsterdam, 28 Apr. 1908.
Handwritten: “[…] Johnson”
1605889

CR45

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1913. J. Vrel./ 542. Street Scene. One looks along a street terminated by a
church, only the lower part of its tower visible. On the right side of the street, a
row of brick houses of unequal size and alignment. A couple of white painted
window frames and red roofs stand out from the brown of the walls. A glimpse
of blue sky above. A man and woman are standing talking in front of a barber’s
shop; another woman is on her way to church. A man in a fur cap and black
coat advances towards the foreground. A woman wearing a white cap, her
hands concealed beneath her apron, stands near a well house in front of two
gabled houses on the right. Stone pavement. Panel. H. 19 1/6 in. W. 15 ¾ in.
Similar pictures by this artist, whom Burger has confused with Vermeer, in
Hamburg, Amsterdam, Oldenburg and elsewhere. Sale, Fr. Muller, Amsterdam,
1908. Verzameling John G. Johnson Philadelphia Cat. V. 1913.”
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1605890

CR40

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“1903. Vrel. J.,No. 2500. Achterbuurtje in een Hollandische Stad. R. 36 x 29,
fig. 7 gem. Op een stoop: I. VREL. Verk. Coll. Thore (Burger), Parijs 5 Dec.
1892. Gekocht te ‘n Gravenhage, 1892. Rijksmuseum. Amsterdam. Cat. 1903.”
1605891

CR40

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vrel: Hollandsch stadgezicht. Niet onaardig van toon maar saai van indruk
en zwak van teekening. , zoowel wat de architectuur als wat de figuren
aangaat. Blykbaar een weinig onder den invloed van den Delftschen Vermeer.
Ryksmuseum, Nieuwe aanwinst.”
In handwriting: “van Burger-Thore”
1605892

CR42

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vrel/ Stadsgezicht in den trant van den Delftsche Vermeer. Het beste
schilderij dat ik van den meester ken, maar toch slechts een Vrel, en niet zooals
de catal. nog meent, een Vermeer. De indruk van het geheel is aangenaam
rustig, met bleekroode en bruine tinten. Op een stuk hout met een valsche
handteekening van Vermeer gemerkt. Blz. 41 (Verz. Wesselhoeft cat. 1889).”
Handwritten at top: “Hamburg”
Handwritten at bottom: “50 x 30”
1605893

CR51

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vrel. Gezicht in een straat, waarvan sommige huizen fel door de zon verlicht
worden. Zy hebben pannen daken luifels. Rechts op den achtergrond is een
smalle beschaduwde steeg, waarin een vrouw gaat. Op den voorgrond rechts
staan by een put twee mannen in gesprek met een vrouw. Heet Vermeer, maar
is ongetwyfeld van Vrel. 37 by 29. Nr. 208. (Museum te Oldenburg, Catal 1890)”
1605894

CR46

“J. Vrel. 135) Stadgezicht, get. P. 53 x 40.5. Tent. P. de Boer, Adam, 1932.”
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1605895

CR6

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vrel: Vrouw die met een tang kolen aanvat onder een ketel die boxen het
vuur hangt. Rechts een rieten stoel, een vuurscherm dat blykbaar net voor het
vuur weggenomen is en waartegen een poes zich ligt te warmen. De vrouw is
gekleed in een costuum met zwarte, gryze, bruinachtig roode en witte tinten. De
schoorsteen rechts en links met delftsche tegels bekleed, Op het randje er
boven staat een aantal delftsche borden met een eenvoudig patroon. Het blauw
is er geheel uitgetrokken, zy zyn grys geworden. Er hang teen blaker tegen,
precies zooals op het schildery te Petersburg. De tegels van den vloer zyn
donker vuilrood. Links beneden staat een valsche handteekening van Boursse.
De eerste haal van de B. is verlengd, zoodat de voornaam J. luidt, hetgeen
reeds onmogelyk is. Het is onder twyfel van dezelfde hand als de skukken te
Brussel en te Petersburg. Op sommige punten minder streng van teekening als
het stuk te Brussel, en in dit opzicht meer op dat te Petersburg gelykend. De
handen van de vrouw zyn precies zoo behandeld als die van den ouden man
op myn shchildery. Op eikenhout, Het panel is afgesneden maar niet
afgeschuind. (Verzameling Michel te Mainz, 1902)”
1605896

? same as 1605905

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“Koedyck (Isaac). 14-4-1914/ 280. Intérieur hollandaise. Une jeune femme
coiffée d’un large bonnet blanc, en corsage noir, jupe verte, un linge blanc sur
les genoux, est assise, les pieds sur une chaufferette. Elle pèle une pomme de
terre qu’elle a prise dans un vase de cuivre posé à côté d’elle, tout en gardant
son enfant endormi dans une bercelonnette d’osier. Devant une haute
cheminée, où la marmite pend à la crémaillère, un homme, en gris, coiffe d’un
feutre noir, est assis dans un fauteuil se chauffant les pieds et lisant des
feuillets, qu’il tient de la main droite. Sur le décor de carrelage, qui orne la
cheminée, on a accroché un chapelet d’oignons. Au-dessus du manteau, des
plats sont posés dans une galerie. Des objets de ménage et un pistolet pendent
à la muraille du fond. Une longue bassine de cuivre est suspendue près du lit
ouvert dans une alcôve. Un œuf d’autriche est attaché au centre du plafond ; un
petit chat noir est couché sur le sol. Bois. Haut., 59 cent. ; larg., 48 cent. Ce
tableau, qui a longtemps passé pour une œuvre de P. de Hoogh, nous parait
devoir être rendu à Koedyck, ce maître charmant et rare. Veiling Parijs, 14 Mei
1914.
Illegible handwriting on both sides of card
1605897

?

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
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“15 Maart 1926. Isaac Koedyck. Is een typische J. Vrel, ‘t rood in ’t gewaad
vertrouw ik niet. 24) La jeune mère. Bois. 34 x 28 cent. Dans un intérieur
hollandais, que domine une haute cheminée décorée de plats de faïence, une
femme assise à côté d’une berceau vide, donne le sein à un enfant, qu’elle
soutient de ses deux mains. Collection Charles-Alexandre de Calonne. Vente à
Paris, 1795. Collection Arthur Sanderson, Edimbourg. Collection A. de Ridder,
Vente à Paris 1924. Décrit sous le nom de N. Maes, dans le Catalogue
raisonné, de Smith, vol. IV, p. 244, no. 4. Dit is het schilderij van 78 CM hoogte
van Ad. Hope en thans bij M. v. Nemes. Décrit et reproduit dans La Galerie A.
de Ridder, par W. Bode. Veiling Brussel 15 Maart 1926. ”
In handwriting: “fr. 14,000”
1605898

?

“J. Vrel/ 11. A street scene, signed 14 in. by 12 ½ in. veiling Londen (Sotheby),
2 Juni 1954 nr. 11.”
1605899

CR15

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vrel. Stemmig binnenhuis met hooge vensters en grijze muren met een man
aan zijn weefstoel. P. 63 x 48 cm. Zie verder foto. In Juni 1929 beoordeeld voor
E. Bolton, Londen.”
1605900

?

“J. Vrel/ 158 Huiselyke arbeid Paneel H.31, B.23 Vlg. Rotterdam (Vendu
Notarishuis) 19/23 April 1952, no. 158”
1605901

?

“Vrell 1953. 97) A Maid embroidering – 19 in. by 16 in. Not. Dr. A. B. de Vries:
?; not. Andere hand: later. (Gns. of £.) 4.0.0. vlg. Londen, (Christie), 19 Juni
1953.”
1605902

?

“J. VREL 397 ‘t Spinstertje. Paneel H. Cramer (overgeschilderd) Vlg. Jhr. L.M.
Reygersberg Versluis, Kasteel “de Zwaluwenburg” bij Elburg, (van Baak en M.
Jurrissen), 20/23 Juni 1950 No. 397. Le dag.”
1605903

CR2

“J. Vrel. 1932. 120) Frau vor einem Stuhl beim Stopfen von roten Strümpfen.
Holz 29.1 x 24.8 cm. Tent. Gal. Dr. Schäffer, Berlin 1932.
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1605904

?

“Vreel / 143. Interior with a young woman laying a table. 28 ½ in. by 22 ½ in.
veiling Londen (Sotheby), 10 November 1954 nr. 143.”
1605905

? same as 1605896

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“Essaias Boursse. 712) Scène de famille. Intérieur où, à gauche, une jeune
mère épluche des pommes de terre près du berceau d’osier de son petit, placé
devant le lit-armoire. A droite, le mari lit, assis, un pied devant le foyer où bout
la marmite. Collection J. Progès. Is een kleurige Vrel. Bois. 59 x 58.5 cent.
Veilling J. Camberlyn e.s. Amsterdam 13 Juli 1926.
1605906

?

“87. Interior in a bedroom, with a woman seated by candle light 14 in. by 10 ½
in. Vlg. M. Wronker e.a. (ged, anonym) London (Sotheby) 7 Juni 1950 no. 87
£.32.-.- aan Vokin”
Handwriting at top next to “Vrel”: […]
1605907

?

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vrell. 85. A View in Delft, with a charlatan and numerous figures On panel –
27, ½ in. by 23 in. Veil. G.E. Dering. London, 16 Dec. 1911.”
1605908

CR47 and CR40

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Verel: [first ‘e’ crossed out with pen] Gezicht in een stad met baksteenen
huizen, links een bakkerswinkerl en twee mannen met breedgerandde hoeden,
in gesprek met een meid. Op den voorgrond eenige kippen. Gecatalogiseerd
als: Toegeschreven aan den Delftschen Vermeer, maar blykens het andere
gemerkte stuk in dezelfde collective ongetwufeld van Vrel: 41-34 frs 1800. – No.
33 Veiling Thore, 5 December 1892
Steeg in een hollandsche stad. Rechts zit een vrout[w?] op een bank. In het
midden twee mannen in gesprek. Voluit gemerkt. 35-27 frs 320. – Aageckocht
voor het Rijksmuseum. No. 48 Veiling Thore, 5 December 1892”
1605909

CR36

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
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“J. Vrel. Vrouw een blinde leidende voor een baksteenen huis. Voluit gemeerkt.
(de Stuers, den Haag)”
1605910

CR18

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vrel. Gezicht in een Hooge, Romaansche kerk, waarin een Protestantsche
godsdienstoefening wordt gehouden. Het middenschip heft Romaansche,
steenen kruisgewelven, de zijschepen zijn vlak gezolderd en zij zijn even hoog
als het middenschip. De predikant staat op den preekstoel en ie verlichting
geschiet door kaarsjes. De mannen zitten in gestoeltes, de vrouwen op stoelen.
De moeste vrouwen hebben zwarte kloedoren en groote kappen over het
hoofd. Op den rand van het klankbord met Gothische letters: Jacobus Vreel
gemerkt. Zeer karakteristiek voor den meester. Ik herkende hem reeds voor dat
ik handteekening gevonden had. In het algemeen achter een zwak product van
zijn kaast. Paneel 72 x 56. Slot te Burgsteinfurt.”
Handwriting bottom: “1963 […]”
1605911

CR42

All handwritten: “7-6-1886 Vermeer v. Delft J Vrel…
1605912

CR29

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“Vrel. J. Mei 1915. 151. Genreszene Holz. – Höhe 46cm, Breite 39cm Dr. M.J.
Binder Tentoonstelling te BERLIN, Mei 1915. Voor de beschrijving vergelijke
men de afbelldeing. Het schilderijtje past het beste bij dat wat Schloss indertijd
heft gehad. Op het papiertje staat met hoofdletters de volle naam.”
1605913

CR17

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vrel. A. Kay te Edenburgh heft een gezicht in een Gotische kerk tijdens de
prediking. Volgens de foto bij Sir R. Witt soortgelijk als ‘t stuk te Burgsteinfurt.”
1605914

CR5

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“J. Vermeer van Delft: Vrouw in een keuken schotels wasschende. De
toeschryving belachelyk. Het is een Spaansch of misschien een Fransch
schildery, uit de 18 eeuw, Hugh L. Lane. No. 299
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Een tweede schildery dat aan den meester werd toegeschreven was een
karakteristiek stuk van J. Vrel. Mrs. Bischoffsheim. No. 357 Hollandsche
tentoonstelling te Whitechapel 1904”
1605915

?

“Tek. J. Vrel 33 A Coutyard with a woman seated, surrounded by village
houses, black chalk and coloured wash. 13 ¾ in. by 11 ½ in. Vlg. Lady Russell
of Killowen e.a. (Gedeelte Robert v. Hirsch, Bazel) Londen (Sotheby) 18 Juni
1952 nr 33.”
1605916

CR53

“Tek. Vrel, J. Drawing: A flagged Street. The view looks down a street with a
gabled house on the left and the corner of the house facing on the right. At the
end of the vista the buildings of a cross street cut across it. A man stands by the
righthand house with his back towards the spectator. Black chalk drawing on
paper (8 ½ by 6 ¾ inches) 21 ½ by 16 cm) From the collection of H.E. Ten
Cate, Esq. of Amelo, Holland. Note F.L.: Jan v.d. Heyden? Tent. London (Ksth.
Leonard Koester) voorjaar 1959, nr23. m. afb.”
1605917

CR28

Door Dr. C.H.d.G zelf gezien (stamp: seen by HdG himself)
“Koedyk (Nicolas). 14 Mrt. 1881. 70. Intérieur hollandaise. Au milieu d’une
grande chambre, dont le mur de gauche est vivement éclairé par la lumière
venant d’une fenêtre du fond, une femme, vue de dos, écrit sur un bureau ; un
jeune garçon attend, accoudé sur le meuble, à sa gauche. A droite, une alcôve
sous une soupente, d’où un enfant regarde dans l’intérieur de la chambre. A
gauche de faïence et un flambeau de cuivre. Sous le bureau, un chat accroupi
sur une chaufferette. Collection Van Loon. z.o.z. Bois. Haut., 69 cm ; larg., 58
cm. Veiling J.W. Wilson Parijs 14 Mrt. 1881. ”
In pencil at top of first card something like : “To de Vrel uit Brussel” [?]
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